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1996 PROFESSOR/PRACTITIONER CASE INDEX
Case 
Number Title/Authors Type of Problem/Situation Appropriate Courses
96-01 Troubled Computer Company, 
Inc.
Baldiga/Kopacz
The case is designed to provide students with an 
appreciation for the insight and analysis provided by 
the accountant to those assessing the financial 
condition of a distressed company. Students will 
perform financial analysis and explore the 
perspectives of creditors and other parties as they 
evaluate the financial condition of this high- 
technology, public company during the Chapter 11 
plan negotiation process.
Introductory Accounting 
Intermediate Accounting 
Auditing
96-02 Koch Industries: Evaluating 
Profitability and Risk in an 
Acquisition
Ettredge/Knudson
One of the world’s largest privately held 
corporations is evaluating the profitability and risk 
of a potential acquisition.
Financial Accounting
96-03 Voyageur East Group 
Tomczyk/Racano
International Accounting: Use of financial 
statements that have been provided by foreign 
companies which have a New York Stock Exchange 
listing.
Intermediate Accounting 
International Accounting
96-04 Center for the Homeless, Inc. 
Ramanan/Nanni
Accounting, decision-making and control in a not- 
for-profit (homeless center) entity.
Introductory Managerial 
Accounting 
(Undergraduate & 
MBA)
96-05 Lincoln Savings and Loan 
Nisbet/Loster
The circumstances surrounding the sale of desert 
land by Lincoln Savings and Loan in 1987. Issues 
raised include revenue recognition, ethical issues 
and fraudulent reporting.
Principles of Accounting 
Intermediate Accounting
96-06 Wattie Frozen Foods Ltd. 
Cotton/La Rooy
Innovative management accounting and quality 
management in a New Zealand company. The firm 
is divided into a number of semi-autonomous work 
centers with daily cost and responsibility 
accounting.
Intermediate Management
Accounting 
Controllership 
International Accounting 
International Business
96-07 Miniscribe: A Case of Business 
Ethics 
Wang/Swift/Garrison/Schmaltz/ 
Glatt/Letnes
The case intends to provide students with a unique 
opportunity (1) to confront problematic revenue 
recognition practices,
(2) to confront issues related to fraudulent financial 
reporting, and (3) to see the consequences of the 
unethical practices.
Intermediate Accounting
96-08 New Horizons, Inc. 
Dennis/Oscher
Inventory valuation (especially for repossessed 
items), valuation of receivables as repossession rate 
escalates, disclosure and accounting issues related to 
an unconsolidated subsidiary, allocation of loss 
provisions between consolidated and unconsolidated 
entities, fraudulent financial reporting.
Intermediate Accounting 
Financial Accounting
(MBA) 
Accounting Theory
Case 
Number Title/Authors Type of Problem/Situation Appropriate Courses
96-09 Foster Supply Incorporated 
Foster/King
Complex capital budgeting/relevant costing 
problem. Students must role play as a consultant 
CPA to recommend one of three alternatives for 
product expansion.
Cost/Managerial 
Accounting
96-10 The FSTC Electronic Check 
Project
Gelinas/Gogan
A member of the Financial Services Technology 
Consortium is helping to develop the first Internet­
based electronic check system. Issues addressed 
include: standards for secure payment, control 
issues, customer and merchant acceptance.
Accounting Information 
Systems
Electronic Commerce
96-11 Johnston Gin Company, Inc. 
Wyatt/Wilson
The case considers the issues of: gain contingencies, 
change in depreciation method, refinancing of debt, 
and the need for continued cooperation between the 
accounting department and the owners of a 
company.
Intermediate Accounting
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TROUBLED COMPUTER COMPANY, INC.
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise
Participant Case Materials — Part 1
Nancy R. Baldiga, Assistant Professor 
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts
Martha E.M. Kopacz, Partner, Corporate Recovery Services 
Price Waterhouse LLP, Boston, Massachusetts
BACKGROUND
In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, Massachusetts enjoyed tremendous economic prosperity, largely due to 
the success of several high-technology companies based in the state. One of the leading contributors to the 
Massachusetts Miracle was Troubled Computer Company, Inc. (TCC).
Founded in late 1950’s by a talented engineer, TCC was one of the state’s leading mini-computer manu­
facturers. In addition to selling hardware, the company controlled much of the market for office system 
software and earned significant revenue from servicing its proprietary systems. The company flourished until 
the late 1980’s, earning annual revenues of almost $3 billion in the peak years and employing more than 
31,500 people worldwide. Stock prices were high, the company was growing steadily and the future looked 
promising.
As the company was prospering, however, technology was rapidly changing. During the 1980’s 
microchip technology was refined, permitting the creation of a “personal computer”. Many in the mini-com­
puter industry were skeptical of the value of a personal computer, likening it to a trendy gadget purchased at 
a home electronics store. Despite their skepticism, the power of the personal computer continued to expand, 
technology costs fell and customers began to move away from proprietary systems, like those manufactured 
and serviced by TCC, toward smaller, more powerful, open systems that provided flexibility.
TCC’s situation was not unlike the many other Massachusetts Miracle companies who missed the change 
in technology and customer preferences. TCC responded to the crisis through a series of steps aimed at 
restructuring the business. During the late 1980’s, the company reduced costs, sold business segments, dis­
continued product lines, and curtailed certain development stage projects. The company attempted to reduce 
its debt, eliminating almost $600 million of bank debt prior to fiscal 1990. The company terminated thou­
sands of employees and began a program designed to further reduce debt through the sale of nonstrategic 
assets.
Despite these efforts to address its problems, TCC continued to incur significant operating losses. 
Compared to its competitors, TCC had a higher debt to equity ratio and was burdened by a number of costly 
leases and business contracts. By the close of fiscal year 1992, Troubled Computer Company was indeed 
troubled.
Copyright 1997 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
Permission is granted to photocopy any case(s)for classroom teaching purposes only. All other rights are reserved. The AICPA neither
approves nor endorses this case or any solution provided herein or subsequently developed.
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TCC FINANCIAL CONDITION
(Information Provided in Millions of Dollars)
SELECTED REVENUE INFORMATION FOR THE FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30,
1992 1991 1990 1989
Product Revenue 898.7 972.9 1,270.5 1,863.8
Service Revenue 997.5 1,120.0 1,190.6 1,005.0
Total Revenue 1,896.2 2,092.9 2,461.1 2,868.8
Cost of Product Sales 600.9 555.9 763.4 934.1
Cost of Service Sales 530.1 601.5 652.0 610.7
Total Cost of Sales 1,131.0 1,157.4 1,415.4 1,544.8
Selling, General & Admin. 678.7 812.6 933.5 1,109.5
Research & Development 131.9 233.6 236.6 280.1
Restructuring Costs, net 277.3 222.8 381.2 140.0
Total Cost & Expenses 2,218.9 2,426.4 2,966.7 3,074.4
Operating Loss (322.7) (333.5) (505.6) (205.6)
Other information:
Interest Expense 44.6 44.0 79.9 80.3
Employees 12,900 16,800 19,900 26,800
SELECTED BALANCE SHEET INFORMATION FOR JUNE 30,
1992 1991 1990
Cash 194.3 233.2 169.1
Accounts Receivable 333.1 339.2 473.5
Inventories 117.7 162.7 245.5
Total Current Assets 702.3 826.0 1,075.7
Total Assets 1,065.9 1,417.9 1,939.5
Borrowings Due within 1 year 76.8 28.4 64.6
Accounts Payable 220.1 250.2 341.4
Total Current Liabilities 716.0 706.8 865.4
Long-term debt 452.6 499.5 556.1
Total Liabilities 1,352.3 1,365.2 1,524.6
Borrowings due within 1 year included bank loans of $48.9 million, $5 million and $7.5 million in 1992, 
1991 and 1990, while the balance of borrowings due represented the current portion of the long-term debt.
Long-term debt included convertible bonds of $409 million, $426.1 million and $467.4 million in 1992, 
1991 and 1990. The 7% convertible bonds had maturity dates in 1999 and 2000. The balance of long-term 
debt represented mortgage notes secured by manufacturing facilities.
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SELECTED BALANCE SHEET INFORMATION FOR JUNE 30,
1992 1991 1990
Common stock — par value 84.4 83.3 82.2
Additional PIC 909.9 892.8 870.6
Accumulated Deficit (1,280.7) (923.4) (537.9)
Total Stockholders’ Equity (286.4) 52.7 414.9
Positive cash flow of $89 million and $125 million was provided by operations for the fiscal years ending 1990 and 
1991. By fiscal 1992, however, operations resulted in a cash flow drain of more than $60 million.
MANAGEMENT’S EFFORTS TO DATE
Since the fiscal year ending June 1989, the company had aggressively sought to restructure its operations. 
The company attempted to reduce costs by centralizing its worldwide administration, reducing its hardware 
research and development expenditures, and reducing the scale of its manufacturing operations. The com­
pany focused on improved management of inventory and receivables in an effort to improve cash flows. 
Recognizing the declining value of its manufacturing inventory and related facilities, the company recorded 
a series of asset write-downs in the period 1990 to 1992. Despite small gains on the disposal of certain man­
ufacturing facilities, the company incurred several hundred million dollars in costs related to the 
abandonment of its facilities. Over $250 million was incurred in connection with the termination of employ­
ees in this period.
These efforts have brought the company to the close of summer 1992 and TCC’s auditors are complet­
ing their audit of the fiscal year ended June 30. Company management and the auditors have gained an 
appreciation for the financial condition of the company and the effectiveness of management’s actions in 
response to this challenging environment. The company must now consider what to do.
** End of Part 1 **
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization
Participant Case Materials — Part 2
BACKGROUND
Troubled Computer Company, Inc. (TCC) filed for Chapter 11 protection on August 18, 1992. TCC hoped 
that the protections afforded by the Chapter 11 process would improve its chance to develop a feasible reor­
ganization plan. TCC sought Chapter 11 protection so that it could consider how best to restructure the 
company, improve the quality of the balance sheet, reduce company reliance on debt, and develop a business 
plan that could permit the company to escape its prolonged period of financial distress.
THE CHAPTER 11 PROCESS
Filing for Chapter 11 provided TCC with several advantages. During the bankruptcy process, the company 
creditors are prevented from pursuing collection efforts or foreclosing on collateral while TCC develops a 
plan of reorganization. Chapter 11 also permits the company to reject burdensome contracts. This provision 
could be important to TCC as it tries to move from one line of business to another, free to reject unfavorable 
leases and contracts related to its manufacturing business.
Clearly, the benefits of Chapter 11 do not come without significant costs. Following the filing, TCC faced 
a crisis of customer and employee confidence in the business. TCC’s objective will be to attempt to emerge 
from bankruptcy quickly, armed with a reorganization plan supported by its creditors.
During the Chapter 11 process, TCC must provide financial information to the United States Trustee. 
This financial information is also made available to creditors and other interested parties so that they can 
monitor the company’s operations and improve their understanding of the business. A review of the Chapter 
11 process appears in Appendix A.
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FINANCIAL RESULTS DURING THE BANKRUPTCY
9 Months 3-Month Period Ending
________________________________________ Ending 3/93 3/93_______ 12/92 9/92
Product Revenue 369.3 99.4 133.7 136.2
Service Revenue 636.7 195.4 217.5 223.8
Total Revenue 1,006.0 294.8 351.2 360.0
Cost of Product Sales 289.7 79.4 111.1 99.2
Cost of Service Sales 339.4 108.0 112.1 119.3
Total Cost of Sales 629.1 187.4 223.2 218.5
Selling, General & Admin 361.1 108.7 113.6 138.8
Research & Development 62.5 16.2 20.4 25.9
Total Costs and Expenses 1,052.7 312.3 357.2 383.2
Operating Loss (46.7) (17.5) (6.0) (23.2)
Reported Interest Expense 13 2.3 3.1 7.6
Had interest been accrued on pre-petition liabilities, interest expense would have been $27.4 million for 
the nine month period.
SELECTED REORG. EXPENSES:
Restructuring_______________________________ 75.8 75.8
Professional Fees____________________________ 17.3 5.9 6.9 4.5
(Restructuring expenses include employee severance and asset write-downs)
Operations and reorganization costs continued to result in a cash drain in the first two quarters of the new fis­
cal year. The third quarter was more favorable as operations provided almost $10 million of positive cash 
flow before reorganization expenditures. For the nine-month period, cash expenditures for reorganization, 
including professional fees, approached $12 million.
SELECTED BALANCE SHEET INFORMATION FOR QUARTER ENDING:
3/93 12/92 9/92
Cash 113.7 109.4 144.8
Accounts Receivable 182.0 234.7 291.3
Inventories 52.9 75.4 110.0
Total Current Assets 460.0 576.7 654.4
Total Assets 657.5 854.8 1005.0
Current Liabilities not Subject to
Compromise (Primarily Post-Petition Debt) 412.4 465.1 582.7
Liabilities Subject to Compromise 599.9 627.3 629.8
Long-term Debt not Subject to Compromise 93.4 116.0 157.3
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In addition to providing these financial results to the Court, TCC may agree to share with other parties infor­
mation related to backlog, collection of receivables, payment of trade accounts, cash flow projections, and 
employment statistics. Information is an extremely valuable commodity to the parties in the bankruptcy pro­
ceeding. By agreeing to provide this information to interested parties, TCC may convince them of the 
wisdom of its reorganization plan and may win their support.
NEGOTIATIONS TO DATE
TCC management and representatives from the Creditors’ Committee and other interested parties met several 
times to discuss the company’s reorganization efforts. The primary parties involved in the reorganization 
process are the unsecured trade creditors, the lenders (holding bank loans), the holders of convertible bonds, 
stockholders and TCC’s management.
Some interested parties, such as committees appointed to represent all creditors or all stockholders, may 
engage their own advisors, including accountants, attorneys and financial advisors to assist in the review of 
the debtor’s or alternative reorganization plans. Although TCC has a period of 120 days in which it is enti­
tled to exclusively develop a reorganization plan, the creditors and other parties have agreed to extend this 
period of exclusivity. The parties continued to negotiate a feasible plan into the early months of 1993.
The reorganization effort must consider issues related to the balance sheet (asset quality, level of debt 
and capital) and the income statement (appropriate business strategy). During the early part of the case, the 
parties addressed issues related to the income statement in order to determine whether it was feasible for the 
company to continue as a profitable business. The parties worked together to clarify the company’s mission 
and strategic markets, hoping to identify the business strategy that would lead the company back to prof­
itability.
The parties considered several alternative business plans and concluded that the company should:
• Exit the computer hardware market and sell each of TCC’s related manufacturing subsidiaries.
• Capitalize on the company’s strength in office systems. Work to become a world-wide provider of 
value-added network integration and support services for office systems. Continue to provide soft­
ware, service and support to TCC office system customers. Develop office system products with a 
capability to operate on a variety of platforms and on former competitors’ hardware systems.
• Emphasize successful research and development initiatives that enhance TCC’s position as a leading 
player in integrated imaging.
Development of a realistic business strategy is critical to the success of the Chapter 11 reorganization. If 
the parties do not agree on a feasible business strategy, they may consider whether selling the company or its 
assets is preferable to restructuring the company’s balance sheet.
Fortunately, early in 1993, the interested parties agreed that the business strategy outlined above makes 
sense for TCC. Now, the parties must consider how TCC can best meet its obligations as it strengthens its 
balance sheet. Clearly, the parties will have to work together and be willing to make concessions if a feasi­
ble reorganization plan is to be confirmed.
** End of Part 2 **
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc.
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization
Overview of Case Assignments and Materials
Materials to be used with Part 1 of the case:
Preparation:
Participant Case Materials — Part 1 — Analysis of the Distressed Business 
Company background and financial information
Assignment:
Discussion Questions — Part 1 — Financial Analysis
Traditional case questions for classroom discussion or written assignment
or
Memo to the Audit Staff—Part 1 — Financial Analysis
Assignment requesting students to write a memo to the audit partner concerning the finan­
cial condition of the company and the alternatives available to management. (Suitable for 
financial accounting classes)
Memo to the Audit Staff — Part 1 —Audit Reporting Issues
Assignment in which students assess the financial condition of the company and outline 
the alternative audit reports which might be issued under various conditions. Students rely 
on the guidance of SAS 59 to assist in the analysis. (Suitable for auditing classes)
Part 1 of the case may be used alone or as preparation for Part 2.
Materials to be used with Part 2 of the case:
Preparation:
Participant Case Materials — Part 2 — Negotiation of a Chapter 11 Plan
Financial information
Students not completing Part 1 of the case should also read these materials.
Appendix A — Overview of the Chapter 11 Process
Assignment:
Discussion Questions — Part 2 — Plan Negotiation
Traditional case questions for classroom discussion or written assignment.
or
Memo to Interested Parties — Long Session Option
Memo to Interested Parties — Short Session Option
Materials designed to assist student preparation for plan negotiation session.
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Discussion Questions — Part 1 
Analysis of the Distressed Business
1. Using the financial information provided and the relevant financial ratios, assess the financial condition 
of the company. Consider the following:
a. cash flow
b. results of operations
c. debt/equity
d. liquidity and solvency issues
2. Consider the steps taken so far by management to address the company’s financial difficulties. Do you 
believe that these steps have been effective?
3. Suppose you were part of the company’s management team. How would you feel about the company’s 
financial outlook?
4. What alternatives are available to management? For each alternative, provide a brief summary of the 
related advantages/disadvantages.
5. The company’s fiscal year ended on June 30, 1992 and the auditors have not yet issued the audit report. 
Assume that all other aspects of the audit engagement were completed without exception. Using the 
guidance provided in Statement on Auditing Standards No. 59, discuss the following:
a. How would you assess the ability of the company to continue as a going concern?
b. If you find substantial doubt as to its ability to continue as a going concern, what plan could man­
agement propose which would mitigate the substantial doubt?
c. What audit report is appropriate in this situation?
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise 
Part 1
Memo Assignment — Financial Analysis
Memo
To: Audit Staff
From: Engagement Partner
Re: TCC, Inc. Financial Condition
I hear that you have been doing a wonderful job on the TCC, Inc. audit engagement and have gained an 
appreciation for the financial condition of the company. I know that you are familiar with the financial 
ratios used to assess the financial condition of a company as I understand you excelled in your college 
accounting program. I am planning to visit the audit team next week and I thought you might like to pre­
pare a short memo to assist me in my understanding on the situation at TCC.
Your memo should address the following issues:
• Assessment of the financial condition of the company, including a discussion of any significant 
trends.
• Discussion of the effectiveness of the company’s action to date.
• Review of the alternatives available to management.
I would like to receive your memo on____________________ . As I am quite busy on a number of other
engagements, I would appreciate you limiting your memo to 2 typewritten pages. Please feel free to pro­
vide a spreadsheet analysis of the ratios if you find that easier and/or any graphical presentations which 
you think would be helpful. I look forward to hearing from you.
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise 
Part 1
Memo Assignment — Audit Reporting Issues
Memo
To: Audit Staff
From: Engagement Partner
Re: TCC, Inc. Financial Condition
I hear that you have been doing a wonderful job on the TCC, Inc. audit engagement and have gained an 
appreciation for the financial condition of the company. As you know, we must consider the ability of the 
company to continue to operate as a going concern. I know that you are familiar with the concept of a 
going concern as I understand you excelled in your college auditing course. I am planning to visit the audit 
team next week and I thought you might like to prepare a short memo to assist me in my understanding on 
the situation at TCC.
Your memo should address the following issues:
• Assessment of the financial condition of the company.
• Evaluation of management’s actions to date.
• Discussion of possible audit reports which might be issued in this situation. Be sure to discuss the 
conditions which would prompt us to issue each audit report.
You may find it helpful to review Statement of Auditing Standard No. 59, Consideration of an Entity’s 
Ability to Continue as a Going Concern as you develop your memo.
I would like to receive your memo on____________________ . As I am quite busy on a number of other
engagements, I would appreciate you limiting your memo to 2 typewritten pages. I look forward to hearing 
from you.
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc.
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization
Discussion Questions — Part 2 — Plan Alternatives
Note: The five primary interested parties in the TCC bankruptcy are: 
Unsecured creditors
Lenders
Bondholders
Stockholders
Company management
1. What are the primary concerns of each party?
2. Under one possible reorganization plan, company management proposes to:
• Issue new shares of stock to the existing holders of unsecured debt.
• Retire the stock of existing shareholders.
• Issue warrants to bondholders currently holding convertible bonds.
• Establish new working capital lines of credit of up to $60 million.
• Restructure the company’s core business towards networking and office systems, further reducing 
employment to a target of 6,000 employees.
What are the advantages/disadvantages of this plan for each of the primary interested parties?
3. Suppose alternative reorganization plans propose to:
• Allow the company to remain in Chapter 11
• Liquidate the company under Chapter 11 or Chapter 7
• Sell the company in its entirety
• Sell selected assets of the business (e.g. sell the services business alone, sell the products business 
alone) and pay creditors with the proceeds
For each interested party, indicate whether each alternative may be preferable to the proposed reor­
ganization plan.
4. Explain why issuance of warrants to the existing stockholders is consistent with your understanding of 
the relative standing of debt holders and company ownership.
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization 
Part 2
Memo to Interested Parties
Long Session Option (Provides for Presentation and Negotiation)
Memo
To: Interested Parties — TCC Bankruptcy
From: Bankruptcy Advisor
Re: TCC Plan Negotiation Session
I wanted to let you know that I will not be able to attend the scheduled plan negotiation session for TCC. 
Fortunately, a distinguished professor from the area has agreed to serve as moderator of the negotiation 
session and will ensure that the session proceeds smoothly. I understand that you asked me to provide some 
advice regarding preparation for the session. I hope you find this memo helpful to your preparation.
Overview of the Planned Session
We have scheduled a negotiation session for___________________ . The following interested parties will
have representatives at the session:
Unsecured trade creditors
Lenders
Bondholders
Stockholders
Company management
The format of the negotiation session provides for each group to give a_____ minute presentation regard­
ing the company’s reorganization. Group representatives may wish to review the financial condition of the 
company, state their position relative to the other parties and outline their desired objectives.
Following the presentations, the moderator will begin the actual negotiation session. Each group will be 
given an opportunity to suggest possible reorganization strategies and the other groups may debate the 
advantages and disadvantages of each proposal. The moderator hopes to keep the session moving, allowing 
each group to make a contribution to the discussion, while maintaining an non-hostile environment. 
Remember that cooperation is critical to negotiation of a successful reorganization plan.
Preparing for the Session
In order to properly prepare for the session, your party should analyze TCC’s financial information and 
assess the impact of TCC’s financials on your own position. Since the company is currently operating 
under Chapter 11 protection, you may wish to consider whether it is in your best interests for the company 
to:
Remain in Chapter 11
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Liquidate the business under Chapter 11 or Chapter 7
Sell the business
Sell selected assets of the business and use the proceeds for specific purposes
Propose a plan of reorganization
Remember that the purpose of a Chapter 11 filing is to permit the company to develop a plan of reorganiza­
tion that resolves both balance sheet and income statement issues. In addressing the balance sheet side of 
the reorganization, the parties should consider how the company can reduce debt, increase capital and 
improve the quality and productivity of the company’s assets. From the income statement perspective, the 
company must address the future of its core business. The company must articulate a business strategy and 
answer the questions, what do we sell, who do we sell it to, why do they buy it from us and can we make 
any money doing that?
Fortunately, some of the interested parties have already agreed on the appropriate business strategy in 
which TCC will focus on providing network, imaging and office software support and service. These par­
ties clearly believe that TCC has greater value as a going concern. Other parties are not yet convinced and 
believe that liquidation might give them a better and quicker return. Therefore, your negotiation session 
will explore the balance sheet aspects of the reorganization.
My experience in negotiations suggests that every party comes to the session hoping to achieve the best 
possible outcome. Many times, achieving your objective means that another party must compromise one of 
their objectives. In order to get the most out of the session, you should identify what it is that you really 
want and what you can offer to the other parties. Then, you should perform the same exercise for each of 
the other parties. Focus on your understanding of business operations and the relative standing of each 
party — what will they want and what can they offer to the group?
After you have completed this analysis, you should have a good understanding of both the financial condi­
tion of the company and the relative position of each party. You should then be in a position to identify two 
or three recommendations for the reorganization plan. At this point, you will work with the other members 
of your group to develop a____ minute presentation of your analyses.
Materials to Bring to the Session
Since you will be making an oral presentation to the group, you should prepare the appropriate overheads 
or presentation materials. If using presentation software, you may wish to include spreadsheet analyses and 
graphs. Keep your presentation concise, informative and interesting. You may also find it helpful to bring 
your analysis of each group’s needs to the session. This will help you to identify the strengths and weak­
nesses of their proposals. Since negotiations will begin after the presentations, be sure to keep notes on the 
presentations and consider the needs and positions of the other groups. Look for areas of compromise and 
agreement to raise at the negotiation session.
I hope that participating in this negotiation has helped you to appreciate the work that financial advisors 
can provide to interested parties in a bankruptcy proceeding. So many times, people view accountants as 
number crunchers, locked away in the back room with a calculator. Although gaining an understanding of 
the financial issues is important, it is just one part of providing valuable service to clients. Good luck in 
your session!
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization 
Part 2
Memo to Interested Parties
Short Session Option (Distributed reports prior to negotiation) 
Memo
To: Interested Parties — TCC Bankruptcy 
From: Bankruptcy Advisor
Re: TCC Plan Negotiation Session
I wanted to let you know that I will not be able to attend the scheduled plan negotiation session for TCC. 
Fortunately, a distinguished professor from the area has agreed to serve as moderator of the negotiation 
session and will ensure that the session proceeds smoothly. I understand that you asked me to provide some 
advice regarding preparation for the session. I hope you find this memo helpful to your preparation.
Overview of the Planned Session
We have scheduled a negotiation session for___________________ . The following interested parties will
have representatives at the session:
Unsecured trade creditors
Lenders
Bondholders
Stockholders
Company management
The format of the negotiations provides for each group to prepare a written analysis of the company’s finan­
cial condition and options for reorganization for distribution to the other groups prior to the session. After 
you receive the papers from the other groups, you should consider the strengths and weaknesses of their 
analyses prior to the negotiation session. Be sure to review the financial condition of the company, consider 
your position relative to the other parties and outline the parties’ desired objectives.
The moderator will facilitate the actual negotiation session. Since each group will have suggested possible 
reorganization strategies, the other groups may debate the advantages and disadvantages of the proposal. The 
moderator hopes to keep the session moving, allowing each group to make a contribution to the discussion, 
while providing maintaining an non-hostile environment. Remember that cooperation is critical to negotia­
tion of a successful reorganization plan.
Preparing for the Session
In order to properly prepare for the session, your party should analyze TCC’s financial information and 
assess the impact of TCC’s financial on your own position. Since the company is currently operating under 
Chapter 11 protection, you may wish to consider whether it is in your best interests for the company to:
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Remain in Chapter 11
Liquidate the business under Chapter 11 or Chapter 7
Sell the business
Sell selected assets of the business and use the proceeds for specific purposes
Propose a plan of reorganization
Remember that the purpose of a Chapter 11 filing is to permit the company to develop a plan of reorganiza­
tion that resolves both balance sheet and income statement issues. In addressing the balance sheet side of 
the reorganization, the parties should consider how the company can reduce debt, increase capital and 
improve the quality and productivity of the company’s assets. From the income statement perspective, the 
company must address the future of its core business. The company must articulate a business strategy and 
answer the questions, what do we sell, who do we sell it to, why do they buy it from us and can we make 
any money doing that?
Fortunately, some of the interested parties have already agreed on the appropriate business strategy in 
which TCC will focus on providing network, imaging and office software support and service. These par­
ties clearly believe that TCC has greater value as a going concern. Other parties are not yet convinced and 
believe that liquidation might give them a better and quicker return. Therefore, your negotiation session 
will explore the balance sheet aspects of the reorganization.
My experience in negotiations suggests that every party comes to the session hoping to achieve the best 
possible outcome. Many times, achieving your objective means that another party must compromise one of 
their objectives. In order to get the most out of the session, you should identify what it is that you really 
want and what you can offer to the other parties. Then, you should perform the same exercise for each of 
the other parties. Focus on your understanding of business operations and the relative standing of each 
party — what will they want and what can they offer to the group?
After you have completed this analysis, you should have a good understanding of both the financial condi­
tion of the company and the relative position of each party. You should then be in a position to identify two 
or three recommendations for the reorganization plan. At this point, you will work with the other members 
of your group to develop a two-page written analysis of your position. The position paper should include a 
brief analysis of the financial condition of the company and a statement of your recommendations regard­
ing reorganization. Make sure to clarify your needs and what it is your party brings to the negotiation 
session. Each group must submit a position paper by________ so that they can be distributed prior to the
negotiation session.
Materials to Bring to the Session
You and your fellow group members should meet to review the position papers of the other parties and to 
plan a strategy for the negotiation session. Consider the needs of the other parties and try to identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of their proposals. Look for opportunities for compromise and agreement. You 
may find it helpful to summarize your findings in notes which you could then bring to the session.
I hope that participating in this negotiation session has helped you to appreciate the work that financial 
advisors can provide to interested parties in a bankruptcy proceeding. So many times, people view accoun­
tants as number crunchers, locked away in the back room with a calculator. Although gaining an 
understanding of the financial issues is important, it is just one part of providing valuable service to clients. 
Good luck in your session!
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc.
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization
TEACHING NOTES
Nancy R. Baldiga, Assistant Professor 
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, Massachusetts
Martha E.M. Kopacz, Partner, Corporate Recovery Services 
Price Waterhouse LLP, Boston, Massachusetts
CASE SUMMARY
In this case, students examine the financial condition of a distressed company prior to its Chapter 11 filing in 
order to gain an appreciation for the value of available financial information to interested parties. The case 
materials include both traditional “case questions” and innovative assignments including a written memo to 
the audit partner and a simulated negotiation of a reorganization plan. The objective of the case is to provide 
students with an understanding of the importance of financial analysis. Rather than focusing simply on com­
putation of basic ratios as an end in itself, students learn to view financial information as the “means” to 
providing insight into the economics of the situation. Calling for group collaboration, oral and written pre­
sentations, and critical thinking, the case supports some of the classroom objectives of the Accounting 
Education Change Commission.
BACKGROUND
In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s, Massachusetts enjoyed tremendous economic prosperity, largely due to 
the success of several high-technology companies based in the state. The highly-touted “Massachusetts 
Miracle” provided employment opportunities, and yielded significant tax revenues and enhanced real estate 
values. The case of Troubled Computer Company, Inc. (TCC) is based on one of those mini-computer man­
ufacturers, Wang Laboratories, Inc. of Lowell, Massachusetts.
As a result of changing technology, the demand for mini-computers and related products fell dramatically 
in the late 1980’s. Wang’s situation was not unlike many of the “Massachusetts Miracle” companies who 
missed the change in technology and customer preferences and were forced to reduce costs, sell business seg­
ments, discontinue product lines or curtail certain development stage projects. Despite efforts to respond to the 
changing business environment, Wang Laboratories continued to operate at loss and ultimately filed for 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in August, 1992.
Unlike many other companies in Chapter 11 and most high-technology companies in reorganization pro­
ceedings, Wang moved quickly through the bankruptcy process, confirming a Plan of Reorganization by 
September, 1993. The case is remarkable in that it illustrates how the bankruptcy process can work success­
fully, permitting not only trade creditors, bondholders, bankers, shareholders and the debtor to negotiate a 
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mutually agreeable plan of reorganization (the “balance sheet” aspect of a restructuring), but also how the 
process allowed the company to fundamentally change its core business (the “income statement” aspect of a 
restructuring).
During the pendency of the case, the interested parties were forced to consider issues of control of the 
company, corporate strategy, short and long-term financing and post-bankruptcy debt and capital structure. 
Accountants provided valuable insight and assistance to the various parties during the business planning 
phase and the Plan of Reorganization process. The accountants’ ability to analyze financial information and 
evaluate alternative proposals provided great value to their respective clients.
Although the case involves a publicly-held company and the financial information is a matter of public 
record, we prefer to use a pseudonym for the company since the facts of the case have been simplified for use 
by students at the undergraduate level. Moreover, since the Wang Laboratories reorganization has been 
unusually successful and has received much public media coverage, we do not want to taint the student’s per­
spective of how challenging it is to reach a consensual decision on a company’s fate during the pendency of 
the proceeding. Therefore, the company will be called Troubled Computer Company, Inc. in the case study.
USING THE CASE MATERIALS
The case is divided into two parts so that students with varied experience may benefit from the case materi­
als. In the first part of the case, students are provided with background and financial information as they 
assess the financial condition of the company at the close of its fiscal year, prior to the issuance of the annual 
report. Case questions focus on the severity of the financial distress, the options available to company man­
agement and the selection of an appropriate audit opinion. The professor may require students to prepare a 
written analysis of the problem for review by the audit partner. This portion of the case is appropriate for 
introductory and intermediate financial accounting and auditing students.
In the second part of the case, students learn that the company has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy pro­
tection and seeks to create a reorganization plan that will enable it to successfully emerge from bankruptcy. 
Students are assigned to one of several interested parties in the case. Working with their group, the students 
analyze the company from the perspective of their interest group, attempt to identify the interests of other 
parties and propose a reorganization plan. Groups members may present their analysis and participate in a 
one-hour simulation of a plan negotiation session. The portion of the case is appropriate for sophisticated 
intermediate students or more advanced students.
GUIDE TO THE CASE
PART 1 — ANALYSIS OF THE DISTRESSED BUSINESS PRIOR TO THE CHAPTER 11 
FILING
This part of the case presents the financial information and a discussion of the business and results of opera­
tions prior to the bankruptcy filing. Simplified financial statements and background information are 
presented.
Objectives
1. Analysis of Financial Information of a Distressed Business
Students will compute a variety of financial ratios and apply analytical techniques to the financial infor­
mation provided. Their objective will be to assess the financial condition of the company and make a 
determination as to the severity of the situation. Students should be encouraged to use the financial infor­
mation to identify alternatives available for management of the distressed company.
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2. Evaluation of the Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern
Students may also evaluate the need for a modification of the auditor’s report. Using the guidance of 
Statement on Auditing Standard # 59, The Auditor’s Consideration of an Entity’s Ability to Continue as 
a Going Concern, students should gain an appreciation for the complexities of this decision. This section 
of the case provides the basis for an interesting discussion in an auditing class.
Materials Provided
Participant Case Materials — Part 1 including company background and simplified financial 
information for TCC
Discussion Questions — Part 1 (traditional case questions)
Memo from audit partner — Financial Analysis (written assignment)
Memo from audit partner — Audit Reporting Issues (written assignment)
Tips for Part 1
• Professors may choose to use only this portion of the case or assign this part in preparation for the 
simulation which follows.
• We recommend that the case be distributed in two parts with students not receiving information 
about the Chapter 11 filing until they have completed the analysis in Part 1 of the case. This should 
ensure that students consider the full range of assessments of the financial condition of the company.
Key Issues in Part 1
• Key ratios
1992 1991 1990
Product Gross Margin 0.33 0.43 0.40
Service Gross Margin 0.47 0.46 0.45
Change in Product Rev. (0.08) (0.23) (0.32)
Change in Service Rev. (0.11) (0.06) 0.18
Overall Change in Rev. (0.09) (0.15) (0.14)
Operating Loss Margin (0.17) (0.16) (0.21)
Industry
Current Ratio 0.98 1.17 1.24 Averages:
Current Assets/Total Assets 0.66 0.58 0.55 53%
Current Liabilities/Total Assets 0.67 0.50 0.45 44%
Long-Term Debt/Total Assets 0.42 0.35 0.29
Total Liabilities/Total Assets 1.27 0.96 0.79 69%
Stockholders’ Equity/T. Assets (0.27) 0.04 0.21 31%
1992 1991 1990
A/R Turnover (ending A/R) 5.7 6.2 5.2
Days Sales O/S 63.2 58.3 69.3
Inventory Turnover (ending Inv.) 5.1 3.4 3.1
Days in Inventory 70.5 105.4 115.8
• Results to date
The company’s efforts to cut costs, reduce debt and address the weaknesses in the core business have 
been only partially successful to date. Although employment is down, the company still appears to 
have excess personnel. Demand for mini-computers and related service is declining as customers 
move away from proprietary systems. TCC’s efforts to restructure have been costly, with expendi­
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tures related to asset write-downs and cost of employee terminations exceeding several hundred mil­
lion dollars. The progress of the restructuring plan is constrained by the company’s cash flow and the 
difficulties involved in selling its nonstrategic assets. The efforts are working, but perhaps not at a 
sufficient pace.
In addition, despite substantial debt reductions over the period, the company continues to be 
more leveraged than its competitors. Although TCC has made some progress in restructuring, its 
overreliance on debt makes it more vulnerable to the impact of recession and the massive changes in 
the industry and technology.
• Dual objectives of reorganization
In a well-designed reorganization, the company examines both the balance sheet and income state­
ment aspects of the business. From the balance sheet perspective, the company is interested in 
reducing debt, increasing capital, and improving the quality and productivity of its assets. The com­
pany must also address the income statement aspect of the reorganization as it considers the future 
of its core business. The company must carefully articulate a business strategy answering the ques­
tions, “What do we sell?”, “Who do we sell it to?”, and “Why do they buy it from us?”
• Advantages/Disadvantages to Chapter 11
The Chapter 11 process permits the company to buy time as it reorganizes since it prohibits the cred­
itors from taking action to collect debt, or foreclose on collateral while it is developing its 
reorganization plan. The company in Chapter 11 also receives special rights which permit it to reject 
burdensome contracts and restructure its debt. The ability to reject contracts is critical to TCC which 
has a number of significant leases and vendor contracts. The primary advantage to seeking a reorga­
nization Chapter 11 rather than attempting to recapitalize through a tender offer is that the Chapter 
11 plan binds dissenting creditors.
The benefits of a Chapter 11 filing do not come without significant costs. The filing may trigger 
a loss of customer and employee confidence resulting in departures of key personnel and significant 
customers at a time when the business is most vulnerable. The administrative costs associated with 
the Chapter 11 process are high. Management and owners of the company may also experience a 
loss of control of the business and the process imposes restrictions on business operations.
• Audit Reporting Issues
SAS 59 calls for the auditor to consider whether there is substantial doubt as to a company’s ability 
to continue as a going concern. Auditors use procedures including analytics, review of subsequent 
events and discussions with management and third parties to identify situations of financial distress. 
SAS 59 encourages the auditor to consider negative trends in earnings and cash flow and the exis­
tence of adverse financial ratios to provide insight into the entity’s ability to continue.
Should the auditor conclude that substantial doubt exists regarding the entity’s ability to con­
tinue as a going concern, SAS 59 calls for the auditor to consider management’s plan to remedy the 
conditions at the company and assess the likelihood that such a plan mitigates the substantial doubt. 
SAS 59 provides guidance regarding plan evaluation, suggesting that plans to dispose of assets con­
sider the marketability of the assets and that plans to borrow or restructure debt take into 
consideration the availability of credit and the impact of additional borrowings on the company. SAS 
59 encourages the auditor to carefully review the feasibility and impact of plans to reduce expendi­
tures and increase equity.
If the auditor concludes that the proposed plan mitigates the situation of substantial doubt, 
he/she is instructed to consider the need for disclosure of management’s plan. Disclosure of the mit­
igating plan is left to the discretion of the auditor. If substantial doubt is not mitigated by 
management’s plan, the auditor may issue a report which includes an explanatory paragraph regard­
ing the going concern situation.
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TCC’s auditors issued a standard, unqualified report on July 24, 1991 for the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1991. The audit report for the 1992 fiscal year was delayed until after the bankruptcy filing 
in August 1992. The report, issued on November 24, 1992, included an explanatory paragraph dis­
closing the details of the Chapter 11 filing and reorganization efforts and indicated that the 
conditions suggested that there was substantial doubt regarding the company’s ability to continue as 
a going concern.
PART 2 — NEGOTIATION OF A CHAPTER 11 PLAN OF REORGANIZATION
In this portion of the case, students will be assigned the role of the debtor, unsecured trade creditor, bond­
holder or stockholder. Working with other students in their interest group, they will use the financial 
information provided to evaluate alternative plans of reorganization.
Objectives
1. Analysis of Financial Information
The case materials include simplified financial information provided during the pendency of the bank­
ruptcy proceeding. Students should assess their parties’ situation and attempt to identify the primary 
concerns of the other interested parties.
2. Evaluation of Plan Alternatives
Having completed the financial analysis of the company during the pendency of the Chapter 11 and an 
assessment of the alternative business plans, students will participate in a simulated plan negotiation ses­
sion. Students will prepare an outline of their desired Plan of Reorganization alternative as well as 
responses to what they envision the other constituencies will be asking for, thus, setting a framework for 
their desired vs. acceptable outcomes. Although the session will be limited to one hour, students should 
gain an appreciation for the dynamics of the negotiation process. They should also see the benefits of 
being prepared for the negotiation session and learn that gaining an understanding of the financial infor­
mation provides an advantage to their party.
Materials Provided
Participant Case Materials — Part 2 including financial information and background material
Appendix A — Overview of the Chapter 11 Process
Discussion Questions — Part 2 — Plan Negotiation
Memo to Interested Parties — Long Session Option (Requires groups to prepare and deliver an 
oral presentation prior to the negotiation session. Distribute this memo if you have a longer 
class period or can devote more than one class session to the case.)
Memo to Interested Parties — Short Session Option (Requires groups to develop a written posi­
tion paper for distribution prior to the negotiation session. Distribute this memo if you wish 
to have the participants do most of the work outside of class and you can only devote one 
class hour to the negotiation session.)
Tips for Part 2
• This part of the case is appropriate for more sophisticated students. An overview of the Chapter 11 
process is provided in Appendix A for those students in need of a review.
• Groups should be limited to five students. For larger classes, professors may assign more than one 
group to represent an interested party. Each group would perform its own analysis. Larger classes 
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could conduct two concurrent negotiation sessions with a teaching assistant serving as moderator of 
the second session.
The structure of this section of the case depends on the class time available:
• Long Session Option — Professors should require the students to perform the analysis outside of class 
and develop a brief presentation for the other parties at the negotiation session. Students could use 
spreadsheets to perform the analysis or presentation software to state their case, if these resources are 
available. Extensive information can be presented very efficiently with presentation software like 
Microsoft Powerpoint. This option provides an opportunity for the participants to gain oral presenta­
tion experience. Although it requires more class time, it provides valuable experience to the 
participants. Depending on the length of the class meeting, the professor may wish to devote one class 
session to the oral presentations and another to the negotiation session.
• Short Session Option — Participants devote more time to preparation outside of class. They must 
develop a written position paper prior to the negotiation session. The position papers for each group 
will be photocopied and distributed (or distributed via e-mail) to the other groups for review. This 
option permits groups to come to the session fully prepared to negotiate.
• Following the negotiation session, the professor may wish to review the actual reorganization plan 
with the participants.
Key Issues in Part 2
• Negotiating a Plan
Experienced bankruptcy practitioners suggest that the key to a successful negotiation session is for 
the parties to identify both what the other players really want and what they can offer to the other 
participants. At the undergraduate level, we recognize this simplified overview of the positions :
Party Objectives What they can offer
Unsecured trade creditors Want payment on debt
Hope to have continued source 
of business
Can provide post-bankruptcy trade 
support
Lenders Want payment on debt
Interest revenue
They see liquidation as a “sure” 
bet to get paid off. Will consider 
supporting a reorg. plan if their 
risks are managed.
Can offer post-bankruptcy financing 
but will want a “fair” (e.g. high) 
rate of interest and fees.
Bondholders Want payment Traditionally, can’t offer much as 
they are primarily financial players.
Stockholders Maintain control of company 
Participate in earnings and 
future stock appreciation
Shared participation
Equity
Company management Continued positions (jobs) 
Preserve business
Share in future profits
Plan support
Information — they can provide 
valuable information to other 
parties that will increase likelihood 
of cooperation and support
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• Moderating the Negotiation Session
1. Students must be prepared for the session. The session should begin with a brief presentation by each 
interested party unless the groups were required to summarize their proposal in a memo distributed 
to the other groups prior to the session.
2. After a brief overview of each proposal, debtor management should initiate the negotiation session 
by commenting on the advantages/disadvantages of a particular recommendation.
3. Be sure to keep the groups focused on the impact of the action on their group. If they agree to this 
element of the plan, how will their financial position be impacted?
• Actual Reorganization Plan
A reorganization plan was confirmed by the Court approximately 13 months after the company entered 
Chapter 11. The plan was developed with the support of the Creditors’ Committee and included the follow­
ing major components:
• The company restructured its core business, electing to focus on networking, integrated imaging and 
related office software. Abandoning proprietary systems, the company exited nonstrategic and unprof­
itable operations and formed alliances with other major hardware and software manufacturers. Note 
that the shift towards the services sector puts greater emphasis on human capital and is also highly 
competitive.
• The company was freed from a substantial portion of its leases and reduced its debt. The company 
renegotiated or rejected almost 200 leases, saving $46 million. Corporate headquarters and other 
facilities were turned over to mortgage holders. The company emerged a smaller, more focused and 
competitive business. Employment was targeted at 6,000.
• 30 million new shares were issued to holders of corporate debt.
• Creditors controlled and selected Board of Directors.
• Virtually all pre-petition creditors (trade, bondholders) converted to equity. Old banks were replaced 
with new banks.
• Company became one of the least leveraged companies in the industry which allowed other banks 
and new preferred lenders to step in. This also made the new stock exciting to the equity markets.
• Management and employees got approximately 10% of new equity. Significant financial incentives 
provided to executives.
• All existing common stock was extinguished. 7.5 million warrants were issued to former sharehold­
ers. The warrants, with a term of 7 years, 9 months, have an exercise price equal to 95% of the total 
allowed claim divided by the number of new shares issued in connection with the unsecured claims.
• A private placement of $40 million of preferred stock was issued to raise additional capital.
• New working capital lines of credit equaling $60 million were established in connection with the 
reorganization.
• Certain priority claims were paid in cash, such as administrative expense (attorneys, accountants, 
advisors) and certain tax payments.
• In accordance with the provisions of AICPA Statement of Position 90-7, Financial Reporting by 
Entities in Reorganization under the Bankruptcy Code, the company adopted fresh start reporting 
following confirmation of the plan. Under this reporting, the pre-petition debt was extinguished, the 
retained deficit was set to zero and a reorganization value credit representing fresh-start intangibles 
was recorded on the balance sheet. This amount will be amortized to expense in the years following 
confirmation of the plan.
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The reorganization plan permitted the company to fundamentally change its core business. No longer a 
mini-computer manufacturer, distributing and servicing propriety hardware and related software, the com­
pany identified an opportunity in the area of imaging and office systems. The company was recapitalized 
with debt holders receiving equity shares and former shareholders receiving warrants. Should the company 
succeed, the debt holders will enjoy appreciation of their equity and the warrant holders have an opportunity 
to participate in the financial success of the company. This approach meets the needs of the creditors who 
theoretically have priority over the equity holders in liquidation. Should the reorganization plan succeed and 
the new core business flourish, the former shareholders also receive value.
• Alternative Plans
During the pendency of the Chapter 11 case, the debtor will consider how to restructure both the balance 
sheet and the company’s core business. Working with the other parties, TCC will hope to develop a reorga­
nization plan that solves its problems in both areas. As part of the plan confirmation process, the debtor will 
create a Disclosure Statement which outlines the plan provisions. The plan proponent must include an analy­
sis of other options to the plan in the Disclosure Statement. TCC and its creditors may also consider these 
options:
Option Advantages Disadvantages
Remain in Chapter 11 More time to develop 
alternative plans.
Allows all parties time to more 
accurately determine is company 
has stopped the erosion.
Administrative costs. 
Continued erosion of customer 
and employee confidence.
Liquidate under Chapter 7 or 11 Early cash payout.
Possibly lower risk alternative. 
Appeals mostly to bank lenders.
Cost of liquidation
In confirming a reorganization plan, 
the court will consider whether the 
proposed plan offers the parties at 
least as much as they would receive 
in liquidation. Therefore, liquidation 
should not be preferable to the plan 
unless the plan opponents dispute the 
assumptions/projections of the plan.
Alternative reorganization plan May be more beneficial 
to your party.
May be less beneficial to your party 
Alternative plans may be proposed 
and plan proponents will seek to 
gain support from critical parties.
Postscript to the Case
The company’s plan of reorganization was confirmed by the Court in September 1993 and the company 
began execution of the reorganization. The company has continued to pursue its new business strategy, 
emphasizing acquisition of companies in the network support industry. The company spent almost $68 mil­
lion to acquire companies in the networking, imaging and data storage industries in 1995. In July 1996, it 
announced plans to acquire a networking company for $206 million.
For the nine-month period following confirmation of its plan, the company had positive cash flow of $34 
million (after restructuring expenditures of $84) and operating income before amortization of the fresh start 
intangibles of almost $45 million.
Although it reported revenues of almost $1.1 billion for the year ended June 30, 1996 (a 15% increase 
over the prior year), the company continued to report net losses. The 1996 net loss, however, was only 
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$600,000, compared to a loss of $61.3 million in 1995. The company reports that the losses now are primar­
ily due to costs of acquisitions and it remains optimistic as revenues continue to grow. Operating income, 
prior to amortization expense related to the reorganization intangibles, remains positive. The stock price was 
approximately $17 in July 1996.
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization
Appendix A 
Overview of the Chapter 11 Process
Commencement of the Chapter 11 Case and Case Administration
• TCC voluntarily elected Chapter 11 protection in August 1992.
• TCC must file a schedule of all assets and of all claims within 15 days.
• Creditors must file support for their claims against TCC by the deadline imposed or accept claim 
amount as scheduled by TCC.
• TCC must file monthly cash flow reports and other financial information with the United States 
Trustee. These reports may include condensed financial statements and payroll tax analyses. 
Financial information will be reviewed by members of Official Creditors’ Committee, comprised of 
the largest unsecured creditors.
Reorganization Plan and Disclosure Statement
• Only TCC may propose a reorganization plan within first 120 days of case.
• The Creditors’ Committee, any creditor or other party may file a plan after 120 days or with Court’s 
permission.
• All plans must be filed with a “Disclosure Statement” which is similar to a prospectus for soliciting 
votes for the plan. The Disclosure Statement presents the plan provisions and projections and analy­
sis in support of the plan.
• Courts must approve the accuracy and adequateness of the information contained in the Disclosure 
Statement at start of the plan confirmation process.
Voting, Feasibility Review and Confirmation
• After the Disclosure Statement is approved by the Court, it is sent with the plan to creditors and 
shareholders for acceptance votes.
• Following tabulation of the votes, Court conducts hearings to consider confirmation of the plan, 
including whether the plan is feasible.
• If plan is confirmed, the debtor has “emerged” from bankruptcy. Plan may be “crammed down” over 
objections of certain classes.
• TCC will then begin execution of the plan.
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Troubled Computer Company, Inc. 
Financial Analysis of a Distressed Enterprise and 
Negotiation of its Plan of Reorganization
Appendix B
Suggested Background Reading
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Statement on Auditing Standards No. 59 
(AU 341), “The Auditor’s Consideration of an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going 
Concern” (AICPA, 1988).
_________ . Statement of Position 90-7, “Financial Reporting by Entities in Reorganization Under 
the Bankruptcy Code” (AICPA, 1990).
Newton, Grant. “The Key to Developing a Successful Chapter 11 Plan,” The Practical Accountant, 
(Vol. 24, No. 6, June, 1991), p. 40.
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KOCH INDUSTRIES: 
EVALUATING PROFITABILITY AND RISK IN AN ACQUISITION
Michael Ettredge, Associate Professor 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
Richard Knudson, Assistant Controller 
Koch Industries, Wichita, Kansas
OVERVIEW
Koch Industries, Inc., (pronounced like ‘Coke’) based in Wichita, Kansas, is one of the world’s largest privately 
held corporations with more than 12,000 employees worldwide. The company is involved in virtually all 
phases of the oil and gas industry, as well as in chemicals, chemical technology, products, agriculture, hard 
minerals, real estate, and financial investments.
During the past 25 years, Koch has experienced 100-fold growth and is dedicated to maintaining prof­
itable growth in future. These goals require that Koch understand and satisfy its customers’ needs, efficiently 
utilize resources, and add value to its communities and to society. In addition, such rapid growth can only be 
sustained if Koch purchases existing production facilities and transportation networks at favorable prices. 
New construction typically takes longer and costs more than buying existing assets.
In 1996, Koch is considering the purchase of a benzene extraction facility (BEF) from Acme Refining. 
The facility has only been operating for two years, 1994-1995. Some financial and other data are available 
for those years, but Acme never has prepared audited financial statements for the BEF because it did not treat 
the BEF as a separate accounting entity. Koch Industries’ controller is conducting a purchase investigation. 
As a recently hired member of the internal audit staff, you have been asked to identify questions and issues 
that should be raised in evaluating the profitability and risk of the BEF.
THE BENZENE EXTRACTION FACILITY
In 1993 Acme acquired a ‘mothballed’ (inactive) BEF, located in South Houston, Texas, for a cash outlay of 
$5 million. Acme retrofitted the BEF for current technology at an additional cost of $7 million. Acme 
invested another $1 million in inventories. The facility began operations in January of 1994 and has been 
operating for two years, 1994-1995. After retrofit, the facility had a 540,000 barrel (bbl) annual capacity. 
Based on market conditions, it does not appear that the facility has lost any market value over 1994-1995.
Acme currently ships 75 percent of the BEF’s output of benzene to its nearby refinery in Pasadena, 
Texas, where it is used to produce cumene, a raw material in the production of plastics and adhesives. The 
remaining 25 percent of production is shipped to Bosto Corporation’s refinery in Texas City at a price of $40 
per bbl. The contract lasts for seven more years. The Bosto contract specifies delivery terms of FOB (free on 
board) Bosto’s Texas City plant. Bosto is not owned by nor affiliated with Acme.
Copyright 1997 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
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In a separate transaction, also in 1993, Acme acquired ownership of a mothballed 25-mile pipeline 
connecting the BEF to Bosto’s refinery in Texas City. Instead of cash, the former owner transferred the 
pipeline to Acme for the assumption of any environmental liabilities. Acme valued the pipeline and estimated 
liability at $3 million at acquisition but has never been able to operate it successfully. As a result, benzene 
produced by the BEF is shipped by truck both to Acme’s Pasadena refinery and to Bosto’s facility at Texas 
City. Acme proposes to sell the BEF together with the pipeline as a package deal.
Acme has prepared the accompanying pro forma financial statements for 1994 and 1995 as if the BEF 
had been a stand-alone business during those years. See tables 1 and 2.
REQUIRED
Identify eight questions that should be answered and/or issues that should be raised in evaluating the 
profitability and risk of the benzene extraction facility from Koch’s perspective as a potential buyer. Four of 
your questions/issues should address profitability assessment and four should address risk. Briefly discuss 
why each question/issue is important. The purchase price Koch will offer (should it decide to proceed) has 
not been decided and you have not been requested to provide one.
TABLE 1
BEF PRO FORMA STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
(in $000’s, unaudited)
Inventory 12/31/1995 12/31/1994
Raw Materials $ 600 $ 500
In Process $ 500 $ 500
Finished Product $ 600 $ 600
Total Inventories $ 1,700 $ 1,600
Property and Plant
Benzene Extraction Facility $12,000 $12,000
Accumulated Depreciation ($ 2,400 $ 1,200)
Pipeline $ 3,000 $ 3,000
Accumulated Depreciation ($ 600 $ 300)
Total Property and Plant (net) $12,000 $13,500
Total Assets $13,700 $15,100
Owners’ Equity
Balance at beginning of year $15,100 $16,000
Plus profit $ 2,480 $ 2,356
Minus amounts remitted to Acme $ 3,880 $ 3,256
Balance at year-end $13,700 $15,100
Footnote: Plant equipment is being depreciated over ten years on a straight-line basis with no assumed 
residual value. For tax purposes, plant equipment is being depreciated over ten years using the double­
declining balance method ($2,400 in 1994 and $1,920 in 1995). The pipeline is being depreciated 
straight-line over ten years with no residual both for tax and financial reporting. Inventory values are based 
on average cost flows, but would not be materially different under different cost flow assumptions.
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TABLE 2
BEF PRO FORMA STATEMENTS OF PROFIT OR LOSS 
(in $000’s, unaudited)
1995 1994
Sales Revenue $23,000 $22,000
Cost of Sales $11,000 $10,500
Gross margin $12,000 $11,500
Selling and Admin. Expense $ 7,700 $ 7,400
Depreciation on pipeline $ 300 $ 300
Operating Income $ 4,000 $ 3,800
Income Tax Expense $ 1,520 $ 1,444
Net Income $ 2,480 $ 2,356
Footnote: Sales revenue for 1995 includes $4 million (100 thousand bbl.) sold to Bosto and $19 million 
(400 thousand bbl.) for product provided to Acme. Depreciation on the BEF is capitalized into inventory 
until sold. Depreciation on the pipeline facility is expensed each period. Estimated income tax expense has 
been computed using a 38 percent marginal rate.
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Koch Industries: 
Evaluating Profitability and Risk in an Acquisition 
TEACHING NOTES
Michael Ettredge, Associate Professor 
University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
Richard Knudson, Assistant Controller 
Koch Industries, Wichita, Kansas
SUMMARY AND CASE OBJECTIVES
This case study examines a hypothetical acquisition opportunity. However, the issues examined are similar 
to those Koch Industries faces daily.
The case raises issues and questions appropriate to assessing profitability and risk in a relatively simple 
acquisition. The case intentionally does not require students to arrive at a purchase offer price. Nor, for the 
most part, does the case address how the acquired facilities should be treated for financial reporting purposes. 
Students are asked to focus instead on other important aspects, including some that are difficult to quantify. 
In particular, the case can be used to introduce students to common problems and exposure areas related to 
assessing profitability and risk in an acquisition. Most of the issues raised apply to acquiring firms in general 
and are not unique to Koch. However, the Appendix to these teaching notes offers instructors the opportunity 
to introduce students to the ‘net profit enhancement’ measure Koch uses to evaluate profitability. This 
measure is similar to Stem Stewart & Co.’s trademarked ‘economic value added’ measure that recently has 
become popular on Wall Street. To our knowledge, these concepts have not previously been introduced in a 
case context.
COURSE USAGE
This case can be used in a financial statement analysis course or in a course that covers mergers and acquisi­
tions. If students come to class prepared, the case (excluding Appendix) can be discussed in about 30-45 
minutes. However, we find that students benefit from the opportunity to discuss the case with their peers prior 
to open classroom discussion. This is particularly true since the questions posed by the case are intentionally 
nonspecific. We like to divide students into groups of four or five. The students then discuss their ideas within 
the groups for perhaps 20 minutes. During this time, the instructor can roam from group to group providing 
help if requested. At the end of the group discussion period, you might want to have one or two groups 
present their ideas to the class. This would be followed by general class discussion and a summing up of 
discussion points. Used in this fashion, the required class time would be about an hour. The Appendix offers 
the opportunity to extend the time devoted to the case beyond an hour. The amount of extra time required 
depends on whether the students previously have been introduced to the economic value added concept.
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SUGGESTED SOLUTION
It is not possible to foresee all the valid issues that students might identify from the material provided. The 
following, however, should provide a good basis for classroom discussion.
EVALUATING PROFITABILITY
The BEF financial data provided by Acme include partial income statements for 1994-95. The students 
typically will attempt to assess profitability using the numbers provided by Acme. Based on the pro forma 
statements provided, profitability looks very good (e.g., return on average assets for 1995 exceeds 17 per­
cent). Complicating factors include the following.
(1) The financial data provided by Acme are unaudited. Acme has an incentive to make the BEF look as 
attractive as possible.
(2) What is the tax status of the BEF? Acme has been recognizing accelerated depreciation of assets for 
tax purposes and straight-line for financial reporting. Yet the BEF balance sheet does not show a deferred tax 
liability. Acme has allocated income tax expense to BEF in the profit statements because the BEF was not a 
separate tax-reporting entity for Acme. Is the tax rate used (38 percent) appropriate for Koch?
(3) Acme has not allocated any cost of capital to BEF. This can lead to an extensive discussion of 
economic value added, a measure of economic profit after covering the cost both of debt and equity capital. 
See the Appendix to the teaching notes.
(4) Acme purchases 75 percent of BEF’s output. The price per unit assigned in the statement of profit to 
the product BEF shipped to Acme is not the result of an arm’s-length transaction. Data available to the 
students allows them to calculate that this retroactive transfer price exceeds the $40/bbl. price in the Bosto 
contract. See the footnote to the statement of profit or loss: $19 million/400,000 bbl. = $47.50/bbl. Therefore 
BEF’s revenues might be overstated from a market perspective.
(5) The BEF balance sheet includes the pipeline carried at cost less accumulated straight-line depreciation. 
Acme has not written down the value of the pipeline although its usefulness is unclear. How will Koch 
account for the pipeline if acquired in a package deal?
(6) How does the capacity of the BEF rate against competitors? The BEF is operating near capacity in 
1995 (500,000 bbl. produced versus 540,000 bbl. capacity). If other facilities have higher capacities, the BEF 
may not be competitive.
(7) How much of BEF’s selling and admin expenses are directly incurred by BEF versus how much have 
been allocated to BEF by Acme? Will Koch’s S&A to run BEF be more or less than the S&A numbers 
provided by Acme?
(8) To maintain profitability, the BEF may need additional investment. For example, it will likely need 
more working capital to operate as a stand-alone business. In addition, tables 1 and 2 indicate that Acme has 
taken liquidating dividends out of the BEF (assets remitted to Acme exceed profits). This raises the question 
whether financial and physical capital have been maintained.
(9) Does purchase of the BEF provide Koch with any opportunities for future expansion of activities that 
Koch would not otherwise have had (i.e., does the BEF come with “real options”)?
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EVALUATING RISK
Students are accustomed to evaluating risk using leverage ratios, interest coverage ratios, or data on 
variability of earnings. The case study largely prevents them from using any of the familiar techniques. The 
relevant risks tend to be difficult to quantify.
(1) 100 percent of BEF’s sales currently are made to only two entities. BEF has a sales contract with 
Bosto, but not with Acme. How much will Acme pay for BEF’s product in future, and how much will it buy? 
More generally, what is the outlook for the downstream plastic and adhesives markets?
(2) If Koch acquires both BEF and the pipeline, what environmental liabilities does it inherit? Should 
Acme have booked a $3 million estimated environmental liability for the pipeline? It appears that Acme 
credited owners’ equity (donated capital?) when the pipeline was acquired.
(3) BEF ships benzene to Pasadena and Texas City via truck on public roads. What is BEF’s liability if 
a spill or wreck occurs? The Bosto contract specifies (FOB terms) that BEF owns the benzene until it arrives 
at Bosto’s plant.
(4) What is the quality of BEF’s workforce? Will any key employees quit to work for Acme?
(5) Does the deal require Koch to assume any other off-balance sheet or on-balance sheet liabilities? For 
example, will Koch inherit pension liabilities for any BEF workers? Will Koch have to deal with any 
lawsuits generated by BEF operations? Will ownership of BEF ultimately generate environmental cleanup 
costs? Is Acme planning to spin off any long-term debt to the BEF?
(6) Why was the plant mothballed prior to 1994? There are only two years’ worth of data to work with.
(7) What is the expected life cycle of BEF’s current extraction technology? Will major capital expenditures 
be required in the near future?
(8) The deal includes BEF’s commitment to sell benzene to Bosto for seven years at a fixed price. What 
risk does this present? What happens if costs of production inputs rise substantially?
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APPENDIX
ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED ™
One aspect of the case that the instructor might want to emphasize in depth is the importance of including the 
cost of capital in the profitability analysis. As indicated in the suggested solution, Acme has not allocated any 
interest expense to the BEF. This agrees with GAAP if Acme financed the BEF entirely with equity. 
However, GAAP-based income is an inadequate measure of profitability. This appendix explains why. An 
alternative and conceptually superior method for measuring profitability, Economic Value Added (EVA), is 
introduced. EVA, popularized and trademarked by the firm of Stem Stewart & Co. of New York City, 
has been the subject of several articles in the business press (see the list of references). To our knowledge, 
however, no prior case study has provided instructors with the opportunity to teach this measurement 
technique. Following an introduction to EVA, this appendix discusses Koch Industries’ profitability measure, 
which is based on EVA concepts, and applies it to the case.
GAAP-BASED INCOME VERSUS EVA
Conventional accounting income is computed as follows:
TEXTUAL VERSION SYMBOLIC VERSION
Earnings before interest and taxes: EBIT
- Interest Expense: - kdd
= Pretax Income:
- Tax Expense:
= EBIT-KDD
- (EBIT-KDD)T
= Net Income: = (EBIT-KDD)(1-T)
where: KD = cost of debt (interest rate) 
D = amount of debt financing 
T = marginal tax rate
To what extent does accounting earnings reflect the cost of capital? It takes into account the after-tax cost 
of debt capital, KDD (1 - T). However, it does not factor in the cost of equity capital because there is no 
“equity expense” deducted. One implication is that a company can increase its accounting earnings by 
substituting equity for debt financing. However, equity financing is more costly than debt financing. 
Shareholders demand a higher return on risky stock than on safer debt investments.
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How does a shareholder receive a return from holding common stock? The percent increase in share­
holder wealth for a period is:
Return - (share price @ EOP - share price @ BOP) + cash dividend
share price @ BOP
where EOP = end of period and BOP = beginning of period. The formula shows that the investor’s return 
equals the capital gain (in parentheses) plus the cash dividend, if any. In the schedules below, KE or cost of 
equity is the investor’s expected percent return:
KE = expected percent return on equity investment.
Economic value added or EVA is a method of computing a revised earnings measure that incorporates 
both the costs of debt and of equity. A simple version can be expressed as:
Earnings before interest and taxes:
Interest Expense:
EBIT
- kdd
Pretax Income:
Tax Expense:
= EBIT-KdD
- (EBIT-KdD)T
Net Income: 
Cost of equity:
= (EBIT-KDD)(1-T)
kee
EVA: = (EBIT-KdD)(1-T)-KeE
where: kd = cost of debt (interest rate)
= cost of equity (percent return) 
= amount of debt financing 
= amount of equity financing 
= marginal tax rate
Ke
D
E
T
An alternative method of presenting the computation of EVA is:
Earnings before interest and taxes:
Tax Expense:
EBIT
- (EBIT-KdD)T (a)
After-tax Operating Income
Cost of Capital
= EBIT(1-T) + KdDT
- (KdD + KeE) (b)
EVA = (EBIT-KdD)(1-T)-KeE
If this format is used, be sure not to double count the tax shield on interest. That is, if the tax shield is 
reflected in line (a), KDDT, the pre-tax cost of debt, KDD, should be used in line (b) as above.
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In practice, analysts frequently do not use separate amounts for D and E as shown above. Instead, they 
apply a weighted average cost of capital to a measure of the total capital financed, D + E:
Cost of capital = (D + E), or = (A) (c)
where A is the average amount of assets financed and KK is the weighted average cost of capital:
KK = KE( e ) + kd(_d_) 
D + E D + E
(d)
Weighted average cost of capital equals the percentage average cost of equity (weighted by the percent­
age of equity in the firm’s capital structure) plus the average cost of debt (weighted by the percentage of debt 
in the firm’s capital structure).
Clearly, when KK defined in (d) is multiplied by (D + E) as in (c), the result is the cost of capital as in (b).
Note that in (d) incorporates the pretax cost of debt. Version (d) would be used if the debt tax shield 
already is reflected elsewhere in the analysis as in line (a) above. This will not always be the case. Suppose 
you want to compute the EVA of one division or segment of a company. Suppose also that financing for the 
segment is provided by corporate headquarters, and that no interest expense has been allocated to the 
segment’s earnings (as is the case for the BEF):
Earnings before interest and taxes:
- Tax Expense
EBIT
(EBIT) T (e)
= After-tax Operating Income
- Cost of Capital
= EVA
= EBIT(1-T)
- (KDD(1-T) + KEE) (f)
= (EBIT-KdD)(1-T)-KeE
Because the debt tax shield does not appear in line (e) it must be reflected in line (f) if we are to obtain 
the desired bottom line, EVA.
This requires that the after-tax cost of debt be used in computing weighted average cost of capital:
Kk = Ke( E ) + KD( D )(1-T) (g)
D+E D+E
You can verify that multiplying the after-tax weighted average cost of capital, as in (g), by capital 
financed, D + E, gives the desired cost of capital, as in (f).
The final refinement we will introduce is that D + E in (c) does not necessarily equal the historical cost of 
the company’s assets. In practice companies use various refinements to compute total capital. For example, 
they may compute an R&D asset and add it to total assets. Conventional accounting requires that R&D be 
expensed, but much evidence suggests that R&D creates future benefits for the firm. In other words, analysts 
replace D + E by some measure of total assets financed, and that measure does not have to agree with 
GAAP. Likewise, analysts may modify GAAP income to arrive at the measure of EBIT used. For example, 
if the analyst decides to add an R&D asset to the balance sheet, the analyst likely will change the amount of 
R&D expense used to compute EBIT.
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EXAMPLES
The following examples are drawn from the article, “The Real Key to Creating Wealth” that appeared in 
the September 23, 1993, issue of Fortune magazine. In a recent year the EVAs of two firms were computed 
as follow.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH ($ MILLIONS)
EBIT $1,756
Tax Expense 617
After-tax Operating Income $1,139
Cost of Capital* 904
EVA $ 235
The cost of capital was computed as:
Total capital x weighted average cost = Cost of capital 
$8,000 x .113 = $904.
The weighted average cost of capital, 11.3 percent, was computed as:
Weighted average cost - cost of equity + cost of debt
.113 = .143 (.67) + .052 (.33)
Anheuser’s shareholders require a 14.3 percent return on their stock investments and 67 percent of 
capital is financed by shareholders. Lenders require a 5.2 percent return and 33 percent of capital is financed 
by debt. Total capital financed was $8,000.
SPEIGEL ($ MILLIONS)
EBIT $ 188
Tax Expense 69
After-tax Operating Income $ 119
Cost of Capital* 178
EVA ($ 59)
The cost of capital was computed as:
Total capital x weighted average cost = Cost of capital 
$1,600 x .111 = $178.
The weighted average cost of capital, 11.1 percent, was computed as:
Weighted average cost = cost of equity + cost of debt 
.111 = .183 (.37) + .068 (.63)
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Speigel’s shareholders require an 18.3 percent return on their stock investments and 37 percent of capital 
is financed by shareholders. Lenders require a 6.8 percent return and 63 percent of capital is financed by debt. 
Total capital financed was $1,600.
Both companies have positive net income according to conventional accounting (not shown in the 
schedules). However, one company is covering the cost of its capital and creating “economic value added,” 
or economic profit, while the other is not.
HOW TO INCREASE EVA
How can a company increase EVA? Of course EVA can be increased by increasing operating profit, but most 
firms already are trying to do that. What companies sometimes forget is to minimize the cost of capital:
Reduce total capital through better asset management. Use existing assets more inten­
sively (high asset turnover) and get rid of spare assets. Use the cash that is freed up to 
reduce the cost of capital by retiring debt or repurchasing common stock.
The company could also attempt to reduce the weighted average cost (percent) by refinancing debt at 
lower interest rates but this has transactions costs and is not an option when rates have been rising. Also the 
company could lower the percent by substituting debt for equity. But of course this tends to increase 
the likelihood of bankruptcy.
Finally, a company can be careful to invest only in high return projects that are expected to cover the 
total cost of capital that they require.
KOCH’S APPROACH
Koch uses a variety of profitability measures including ‘net profit enhancement’ or NPE. NPE is similar to 
EVA in some respects. The method for calculating NPE can be divided into four steps.
1. Determine NPE income. In this step, financial reporting income is adjusted closer to an economic 
version of income by a variety of steps. The most important of these steps for purposes of the case is: 
a. Adding back depreciation expense unless there has been a real decline in the market or realizable
value of an asset.
2. Determine NPE capital employed. The balance sheet (net assets employed) is adjusted to a basis that 
better reflects the capital invested in generating income. The most important adjustment for the case 
study is:
a. Valuing PP&E and other noncurrent assets at original cost, except to the extent that a real loss of 
value has been demonstrated. Note that this adjustment makes the NPE version of the balance sheet 
consistent with the NPE version of income.
3. Calculate the Cost of Capital:
Cost of Capital Charge = NPE capital employed X cost of capital percent.
4. Calculate NPE:
NPE = NPE Income - Cost of Capital Charge.
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Applying these steps, and making other changes from the Suggested Solutions above, yields the following 
revised financial statements:
TABLE 1A
BEF PRO FORMA STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
(in $000’s, unaudited)
Inventory 12/31/1995 12/31/1994
Raw Materials $ 600 $ 500
In Process $ 500 $ 500
Finished Product $ 600 $ 600
Total Inventories $ 1,700 $ 1,600
Property and Plant
Benzene Extraction Facility $12,000 $12,000
Pipeline $ 2,400 $ 2,700
Total Assets $16,100 $16,300
Estimated environmental costs
Pipeline $ 3,000 $ 3,000
Owners’ Equity
Plug to balance $13,100 $13,300
Total Equities $16,100 $16,300
Footnote: The BEF is carried at cost since Koch estimates no decline in the value of the facility. 
Depreciation on the pipeline is recognized since the value of that facility is impaired. An estimated liability 
of $3,000 has been added to the balance sheet for the estimated pipeline environmental liability. Owners’ 
Equity is a plug number.
TABLE 2A
BEF PRO FORMA STATEMENTS OF PROFIT OR LOSS 
(in $000’s, unaudited)
Sales Revenue
Cost of Sales
Gross margin
Add back depn. on BEF
Revised gross margin
Selling and Admin. Expense
Depreciation on pipeline
Revised Operating Income
Tax
NPE Income
Cost of capital
Net Profit Enhancement
1995
$23,000
$11,000
$12,000 
$ 1,200 
$13,200
$ 7,700 
$ 300
$ 5,200
$ 1,520
$ 2,480
$ 1,600
$ 880
1994
$22,000
$10,500
$11,500 
$ 1,200
$12,700
$ 7,400 
$ 300
$ 5,000
$ 2,850
$ 2,150
$ 1,600
$ 550
Footnote: Depreciation on the BEF has been backed out of cost of goods sold since Koch estimates no 
decline in the value of the facility. Depreciation on the pipeline is recognized since the value of that facility 
is impaired. Tax expense and cost of capital have been subtracted. For example purposes, cost of capital is 
based on a 10 percent weighted cost and approximately $16,000 of capital employed in each year. Tax 
expense is based on an assumed 38 percent rate and on GAAP-based income.
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What insight does NPE provide about the profitability of the BEF? An NPE of zero would represent the 
minimal acceptable value since this would imply that the BEF is providing its creditors and owners with a 
(barely) adequate return on their investments. That is, NPE of zero implies that the revenues of the firm just 
cover all costs including a normal return to suppliers of capital. Viewed in this light, the BEF appears to be 
an attractive investment if purchased at book value, since the NPE is positive at the current level of invest­
ment. This favorable evaluation is subject to some caveats arising from the issues raised in the Suggested 
Solution. For example, suppose that in future Acme is willing to pay only $40 per barrel, versus the current 
transfer price of $47.50, for benzene. Under these circumstances, sales revenue in 1995 would have been $20 
million versus $23 million. The reader can work this revision through the 1995 numbers to determine that 
NPE would be negative in that year.
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VOYAGEUR EAST GROUP
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THE GLOBAL ENTITIES FUND
Eve Thompson was sitting in her office, thinking about her meeting with Joseph Andrews that morning. For 
the past four years, Eve had been a securities analyst at Voyageur East Group, an investment company that 
offered several equity mutual funds to prospective investors. Since the beginning of 1995, she had been 
assigned to Andrews who was the portfolio manager of the Global Entities stock fund. Eve monitored the 
performance of a number of large, multinational enterprises and made investment recommendations to 
Andrews.
During their meeting, Joe had stated that he wanted to further diversify the holdings of the Global 
Entities fund. About two-thirds of the fund was invested in U.S. multinationals and an additional twenty per­
cent was invested in Canadian and British companies. The remainder was invested in money market assets. 
Joe wanted to begin investing in the shares of continental European companies and he thought that the fund 
should add some Asian companies in another year or so. Since its inception eighteen months ago the fund 
had generated a rate of return of 11.7 percent, but Joe was concerned about the potential volatility in the 
fund’s returns. He believed that further diversification would reduce the risk of his portfolio.
Before making her investment recommendations, Eve generally examined the financial statements of a 
number of firms in a particular industry or geographic region. When it came to analyzing the performance of 
foreign companies, she had limited herself to Canadian and British firms listed on the New York Stock 
Exchange. This group included well-known companies such as British Airways and Northern Telecom, both 
of which were in the Global Entities portfolio. Canadian and British firms provided investors with annual and 
interim reports prepared in English. The financial statements of listed foreign companies were generally not 
prepared in accordance with U.S. accounting principles, however. When analyzing such companies, Eve also 
examined the 20-F forms that they filed annually with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These 
forms included a reconciliation of the difference between the reported earnings and what the earnings would 
have been if U.S. accounting principles had been observed in their measurement. The 20-F forms also 
included reconciliations of earnings per share and stockholders’ equity.
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Joe Andrews told Eve that he wanted her to evaluate the past performance and future prospects of 
Daimler-Benz AG, the third largest industrial company in Europe. Daimler-Benz operates through four cor­
porate units: Mercedes-Benz, AEG, Deutsche Aerospace (DASA), and debis. Mercedes-Benz is a world 
renowned manufacturer of passenger cars, trucks, and buses. AEG operates in the electro-engineering indus­
try and Deutsche Aerospace is Europe’s largest aerospace company, debis engages in information technology 
and financial services. Joe knew that Daimler-Benz had been listed on the New York Stock Exchange since 
October 1993, and that dealing in Daimler’s shares would be relatively straightforward since they were 
traded as American Depositary Shares (ADSs). In mid-1994, approximately 8 percent of Daimler’s stock was 
already held in the United States.
American Depositary Shares are shares of a foreign company that are held by a depositary bank. 
Receipts for the ADSs are issued by the depositary, and these receipts then become the securities that are 
traded among investors. The depositary forwards annual and interim reports and other corporate communi­
cations to the American shareholders, and distributes dividends when they have been declared and paid. The 
depositary converts the dividends into U.S. currency before distributing them to shareholders. American 
shareholders pay a modest fee for the depositary’s services.
DISCLOSURES BY DAIMLER-BENZ AG
In Voyageur East’s library, Eve came across a copy of Daimler-Benz’s prospectus, dated January 27, 1994, 
that had been prepared for an offering of 15,000,000 American Depositary Shares. Each ADS represented 
one-tenth of an ordinary Daimler share. Eve found that the consolidated financial statements included in the 
prospectus had been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) in 
Germany. Upon examining the notes to the financial statements, however, she found a discussion of the sig­
nificant differences between German and U.S. accounting principles and a reconciliation to U.S. accounting 
principles of Daimler’s net income and stockholders’ equity. The original statements and the reconciliation 
were both covered by the opinion of KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft AG, Daimler’s auditor. (See 
Exhibit 1 for excerpts from Daimler’s prospectus.)
As she read the prospectus, Eve noticed that Daimler had reported several items that German companies 
aren’t legally required to disclose. For example, Daimler presented complete financial information for its 
industry and geographic segments. Eve knew that U.S. companies are required to report the revenues, inter­
segment sales, profits, assets, depreciation, and capital expenditures of each business segment, and the 
revenues, intersegment sales, profits, and assets of each geographic segment. Daimler provided complete 
information for four industry segments and five geographic areas, though the German Commercial Code 
requires only that companies report the sales of each area of activity.
Daimler also presented total assets measured in accordance with U.S. GAAP. This disclosure is not 
required of foreign companies that have registered securities with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
On the other hand, Daimler stated that its 80 percent ownership interest in Deutsche Aerospace Airbus was 
not consolidated for years prior to 1992. The company noted, however, that if Airbus had been consolidated 
since acquisition at the end of 1989, revenues in 1991 and 1990 would have been DM 99,892 and 
DM 89,648, respectively, and net income in accordance with German GAAP in 1991 and 1990 would have 
been DM 2,170 and DM 2,203, respectively. Total assets in 1991 would have been DM 82,672 and consoli­
dated stockholders’ equity would have been DM 19,370.
Eve also noticed that Daimler’s prospectus included business segment revenues and comparative con­
solidated cash flows on an interim (semiannual) basis. She wondered if Daimler would continue to disclose 
this information in its future interim reports to shareholders. The prospectus was not clear on this matter. Eve 
did read, however, that Daimler intended to furnish holders of its ADSs with “unaudited consolidated finan­
cial statements for the first six months of each fiscal year together with a reconciliation of certain items to 
U.S. accounting principles.” She thought that this was rather unusual since U.S. companies which are listed 
on the New York Stock Exchange are required to provide quarterly financial reports.
Though she knew that Joe Andrews was eager to receive her evaluation of Daimler-Benz, Eve decided to 
examine the financial statements of at least one other listed European company before meeting with him again.
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DISCLOSURES BY TOTAL
As she rummaged in Voyageur East’s file containing materials on foreign companies that had recently raised 
capital in the U.S. markets, Eve found a tattered copy of a prospectus that had been prepared by TOTAL in 
connection with its offering of 12,000,000 American Depositary Shares on the New York Stock Exchange. 
The prospectus of this French company was dated October 24, 1991, with each ADS representing one- 
eighth of a B common share. Each of TOTAL’S B shares gave its holder the right to one vote at shareholders’ 
meetings, whereas each A share conferred the right to twenty votes. Unlike Daimler’s offering which was 
exclusively to investors in the United States, TOTAL’S ADSs were part of a global combined offering. Shares 
were also being offered to French investors and to investors in other countries. A major international oil and 
gas company with operations in 80 countries, TOTAL was ranked third among European publicly held oil 
and gas companies.
Eve read in the auditor’s report, which was signed by Arthur Andersen & Co., that TOTAL’S consolidated 
financial statements had been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles in 
France. The prospectus included a reconciliation of net income and shareholders’ equity to amounts that 
would have been determined according to U.S. accounting principles. (See Exhibit 2 for excerpts from 
TOTAL’S prospectus.)
In its note on business segment information, TOTAL provided the same financial statement data as 
Daimler-Benz, though the French accounting code only required sales figures. TOTAL provided information 
on five industry segments, however, in comparison with Daimler’s information on four business segments. As 
she studied the note on business segments, Eve discovered that TOTAL was really reporting on four business 
activities. The company explained that the segment called Exploration and Production represented its explo­
ration and production activities outside of the Middle East while the segment labeled Trading and Middle 
East was responsible for those activities in the Middle East. Unlike Daimler, though, TOTAL reported just 
sales information for its five geographic segments. The company explained that its sales in Europe and in 
North and South America were predominantly of refined products, whereas its sales in the Far East were of 
crude oil.
Eve noted that in 1990 TOTAL had switched from the FIFO (First-in, First-out) inventory method for its 
refining and marketing operations to a replacement cost method. This method, which is not acceptable under 
U.S. GAAP, reduced consolidated net income by 1,783,000 French francs and consolidated operating income 
by 1,972,000 French francs in 1990. The operating income of the refining and marketing division was also 
reduced by 1,972,000 French francs in 1990.
TOTAL reported business segment operating income, but not revenues, on an interim (semiannual) basis. 
Only a single interim cash flow statement was presented. The company did not indicate whether it would pro­
vide segment operating information in its future interim reports.
FINANCIAL REPORTING IN GERMANY AND FRANCE
Financial reporting in Germany is materially influenced by the provisions of the tax law and disputes con­
cerning accounting principles are primarily decided by the tax courts. The basic objectives of German 
accounting are to assist in the preservation of capital, the protection of creditors, and the computation of tax­
able income. This is in marked contrast to the objective of financial reporting in the U.S. which is to present 
fairly, in all material respects, an enterprise’s comparative year-end financial position and the comparative 
results of its operations and cash flows. Clearly, the emphasis in the U.S. is on full disclosure whereas the 
German emphasis is on prudence (Vorsichtsprinzip).
Large German companies are noted for their use of hidden reserves to smooth earnings by decreasing earn­
ings and increasing liabilities in good years and vice versa in not-so-good years. German auditors do not object 
to this practice because it is consistent with German accounting principles and with the tax law. Other conserv­
ative practices that tend to reduce reported earnings and shareholders’ equity are the depreciation of fixed assets 
at up to three times the straight-line rate, the amortization of capitalized goodwill over a 4- to 5-year period 
(with a maximum of 20 years), and the use of the completed-contract method for long-term contracts.
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Significant differences between U.S. and German reporting principles may also be observed in the mea­
surement of pension costs and deferred income taxes. In addition, German companies are not required to 
prepare a statement of cash flows or to report earnings per share.
In France financial accounting and reporting is governed by the national accounting code, the Plan 
comptable general. The objectives of the national code are to standardize the practice of accounting. 
Companies are obliged to use a prescribed chart of accounts for classifying transaction entries and they must 
use standardized terminology for describing the effects of financial transactions. To provide a true and fair 
view (image fidele) of their operating performance and financial position, French companies must present 
their results in accordance with a model set of financial statements and schedules. Accounting records serve 
the legal purposes of proof and verification, rather than provide information for decision making.
French accounting principles are somewhat conservative and are likely to yield balance sheets that 
understate net assets and income statements that understate earnings. The LIFO inventory method may be 
used in consolidated financial statements and purchased goodwill is amortized over periods ranging from five 
to twenty years. Discretionary reserves may be used for reasonably estimated losses. Excess depreciation to 
reduce a company’s tax liability is permitted, but accumulated excess depreciation must be classified under 
shareholders’ equity. This treatment is required by the tax law which stipulates that tax-deductible expenses 
must also be reported in the financial statements.
A statement of cash flows is recommended, but not required. Significant differences between U.S. and 
French accounting practices may also be observed in the reporting of pension liabilities and deferred taxes.
QUESTIONS
1. Should Eve Thompson evaluate a foreign company’s performance by analyzing its original results which 
were prepared according to local accounting principles, or should she rely on the results that have been 
reconciled to U.S. accounting principles? Compute return on sales, return on assets, and return on share­
holders’ equity for Daimler-Benz and TOTAL using both sets of numbers.
2. Compute return on sales and return on assets for the business segments of Daimler-Benz and TOTAL and 
compare your results with the consolidated ratios of each company. Have the companies benefited from 
diversifying across industries?
3. Compare the reporting of geographic segment results by Daimler-Benz with TOTAL’S geographic report­
ing. Compute as many ratios as the data permit. Have the companies benefited from geographic 
diversification?
4. Why might a company that has listed its securities on a foreign stock exchange voluntarily make finan­
cial disclosures?
5. How might Eve assess the riskiness of investing in Daimler-Benz and TOTAL?
6. What other information should Eve evaluate before making her recommendations to Andrews? Which 
company should be added to the portfolio?
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EXHIBIT I
Selected Financial Data from Daimler-Benz’s Prospectus of January 27, 1994 
(in millions of German marks)
For the Year Ended and at December 31,
1992 1991 1990 1989 1988
Consolidated Data
Revenues 98,549 95,010 85,500 76,392 73,495
Net Income
In accordance with German GAAP
In accordance with U.S. GAAP
1,451
1,350
1,942
1,886
1,795
884
6,809 1,702
Total Assets
In accordance with German GAAP
In accordance with U.S. GAAP
86,184
90,592
75,714
87,186
67,339 62,737 51,931
Stockholders’ Equity
In accordance with German GAAP
In accordance with U.S. GAAP
19,719
27,604
19,448
26,745
17,827 16,966 11,323
Note: Net income of 1989 includes nonrecurring expenses of DM 1,370 and nonrecurring income credit of DM 6,500 
related to restructuring costs and changes in Group accounting methods.
1992 1991 1990
Industry Segment Data
Revenues
Consolidated 98,549 95,010 85,500
Mercedes-Benz 66,480 67,104 59,815
AEG 11,595 14,000 13,149
DASA 17,276 12,348 12,525
debis 7,961 5,977 4,020
Operating Profit
Consolidated 2,026 3,654 2,924
Mercedes-Benz 2,284 3,404 3,715
AEG 23 320 (257)
DASA (503) (52) 73
debis 276 154 36
Identifiable Assets
Consolidated 86,184 75,714 67,339
Mercedes-Benz 33,633 31,825 27,085
AEG 7,149 7,462 7,449
DASA 15,158 10,903 9,332
debis 19,460 13,819 11,708
Corporate 10,784 11,705 11,765
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1992 1991 1990
Geographic Segment Data
Revenues
Consolidated 98,549 95,010 85,500
Germany 60,659 57,685 50,000
Other European Countries 17,225 17,372 16,835
North America 12,314 11,339 11,432
Latin America 3,573 3,819 2,925
Other Countries 4,778 4,795 4,308
Net Income
Consolidated 1,451 1,942 1,795
Germany 1,039 1,549 1,160
Other European Countries 142 293 91
North America 370 77 154
Latin America (33) 86 267
Other Countries (67) (63) 123
Identifiable Assets
Consolidated 86,184 75,714 67,339
Germany 54,461 48,399 45,957
Other European Countries 13,527 11,898 8,338
North America 12,978 11,058 9,193
Latin America 2,384 2,206 2,079
Other Countries 2,834 2,153 1,772
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EXHIBIT 2
Selected Financial Data from TOTAL’S Prospectus of October 24,1991 
(in millions of French francs)
For the Year Ended and at December 31
1990 1989 1988 1987
Consolidated Data
Sales 128,445 107,894 83,290 86,743
Net Income
In accordance with French GAAP 3,963 2,206 1,479 1,316
In accordance with U.S. GAAP 5,829 2,451 1,281 645
Total Assets 105,880 88,417 87,947 75,034
Stockholders’ Equity
In accordance with French GAAP 33,023 23,781 23,293 21,617
In accordance with U.S. GAAP 33,791 22,986 22,140 20,779
Business Segment Data
Sales
Consolidated 128,445 107,894 83,290
Exploration & Production 12,366 11,254 8,648
Trading & Middle East 64,005 52,595 35,663
Refining & Marketing 73,952 68,105 54,571
Chemicals 11,750 6,485 5,736
Mining 1,025 1,023 721
Operating Income
Consolidated 7,461 6,794 3,186
Exploration & Production 3,034 2,013 1,299
Trading & Middle East 959 422 456
Refining & Marketing 3,011 3,963 1,669
Chemicals 926 735 613
Mining 6 (109) (176)
Identifiable Assets
Consolidated 105,880 88,417 87,947
Exploration & Production 21,214 19,539 22,601
Trading & Middle East 9,211 7,406 6,348
Refining & Marketing 40,219 34,417 30,413
Chemicals 17,940 4,673 4,274
Mining 1,522 1,471 2,292
Corporate 15,774 20,911 22,019
Geographic Segment Data
Sales
Consolidated 128,445 107,894 83,290
France 58,006 49,254 40,276
Rest of Europe 36,345 33,490 23,278
North and South America 18,759 14,910 12,863
Africa 10,886 10,184 7,612
Far East and Rest of the World 40,968 33,523 22,976
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Voyageur East Group 
TEACHING NOTES
Stephen Tomczyk, Associate Professor 
Suffolk University, Boston, Massachusetts
Michael Racano, Director of Corporate Audit 
News America, New York, New York
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This case is about the analysis and use of financial statement information provided to investors by foreign 
companies which have recently obtained a listing on the New York Stock Exchange. Excerpts from the reg­
istration materials filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission by Daimler-Benz AG, a German 
industrial firm, and by TOTAL, a French oil and gas company, are presented in the case to provide examples 
of financial reporting by large continental European firms. The case includes a summary of current account­
ing practices in Germany and France.
The case is appropriate for upper-level undergraduate financial accounting courses, such as Advanced 
Accounting or Accounting Theory. The case has also been used effectively in a graduate international 
accounting course.
CASE OBJECTIVES
The case illustrates some differences between German, French, and U.S. financial reporting requirements. 
Students observe these differences by examining the financial disclosures made by two major European com­
panies. They are asked to put themselves in the position of an American securities analyst who must evaluate 
the information provided by the two companies and make investment recommendations to her supervisor. 
Should she rely on the information that was prepared in accordance with accounting principles observed in 
the home countries of the two companies, or should she use financial information which has been reconciled 
to what it would have been according to U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP)? After per­
forming a ratio analysis, the students find that the results under local accounting principles differ, sometimes 
significantly, from the results according to U.S. reporting principles.
The case also requires students to evaluate the effects of diversification. They are asked to prepare a ratio 
analysis of the business (industry) segments of the two companies. It appears that both companies have ben­
efited from industry diversification. When the students are asked to perform a similar analysis of the 
geographic segments of the two companies, however, they find that the French company does not provide 
sufficient information to complete this requirement. Consequently, it is more difficult to make an assessment 
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of the benefits of geographic diversification. Lastly, the students are asked to consider why a foreign regis­
trant might make voluntary financial disclosures to American investors and to measure the riskiness of 
investing in either of the foreign companies.
The case could also serve as a springboard for discussion of the following issues:
a. the costs and benefits to a foreign company of obtaining a listing on a U.S. stock exchange or in 
the U.S. over-the-counter market,
b. the decision by a foreign company to raise funds in the U.S. capital market,
c. the costs and benefits of issuing American Depositary Shares,
d. mandatory versus voluntary disclosures of additional financial information by listed foreign 
companies,
e. harmonization of international accounting and reporting standards.
1. ANALYSIS OF CONSOLIDATED RESULTS
Eve should analyze the consolidated results of both companies as reported under local GAAP and after they 
have been reconciled to U.S. GAAP. Before computing the financial ratios for Daimler-Benz, however, she 
should adjust the 1989 net income for nonrecurring expenses of DM 1,370 and a nonrecurring income credit 
of DM 6,500. This will yield adjusted net income in accordance with German GAAP of DM 1,697.
Another problem arises from Daimler’s failure to consolidate the results of Deutsche Aerospace Airbus 
from the time of its acquisition at the end of 1989. This makes it difficult to compare the results of 1992, 
which include Airbus, with those of prior years. However, Daimler discloses sales and net income for 1991 
and 1990 as if Deutsche Aerospace Airbus were consolidated, and total assets and stockholders’ equity for 
1991 as if Airbus were consolidated. This information is presented on a separate line in the accompanying 
ratio analysis.
When based on adjusted data reported according to German GAAP, Daimler’s return on sales and return 
on assets decline steadily over the years 1988 through 1992. Return on equity declines from 15 percent in 
1988 to about 10 percent for 1989 through 1991. Then, it drops to 7.36 percent in 1992. The ratios computed 
from data with Airbus included are always higher than the original results, except for 1992 when they are 
identical. They exhibit the same pattern of decline as 1992 approaches.
On the other hand, the ratios computed from Daimler’s results measured according to U.S. GAAP are 
always lower than the ratios computed from the results based on German GAAP. In 1990, return on sales 
according to U.S. GAAP is less than half the return that is computed in accordance with German GAAP (as 
reported and with Airbus). This observation is somewhat surprising given that German GAAP are expected 
to be more conservative than U.S. GAAP. Regardless of which set of ratios she uses, Eve will conclude that 
Daimler’s performance has declined steadily since 1990, except for return on sales measured under U.S. 
GAAP. This ratio almost doubles in 1991, then declines in 1992.
The steepest declines in performance are observed when the ratios are computed from data that have 
been prepared in accordance with German GAAP, including Airbus. Eve should prefer these ratios to the 
ones that have been prepared from data as originally reported under German GAAP because they are more 
comparable. Unfortunately, they are available for fewer reporting periods.
To make TOTAL’S consolidated 1990 results consistent with the earlier years’ results which have been 
presented on a FIFO (First-in, First-out) inventory basis, Eve should restate 1990’s net income which has 
been presented on a replacement cost basis. The case states that net income measured in accordance with 
French GAAP under FIFO would have been 1,783,000 francs greater. Therefore, the adjusted net income for 
1990 is 5,746,000 francs.
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In contrast to Daimler-Benz, TOTAL reports steadily improving performance under both French and 
U.S. GAAP during the four years prior to its global public offering. The consolidated analysis for TOTAL 
reports higher ratios under French GAAP for 1987 and 1988 and lower results under French GAAP for 1989 
and 1990, with the single exception of return on equity for 1990. In TOTAL’S situation, U.S. GAAP appear 
to be more conservative than French GAAP during the earlier years of the analysis and less conservative dur­
ing the latter years.
Eve should also notice that TOTAL has presented net income and shareholders’ equity reconciled to U.S. 
GAAP for four years, though the Securities and Exchange Commission requires reconciliations for the five 
most recent years. According to TOTAL’S prospectus, “Financial information for 1986 is not included 
because the information for that year is not comparable to subsequent years due to the fact that in 1987 the 
Company changed certain of the accounting principles used in the presentation of its consolidated financial 
statements.” Daimler, on the other hand, provides reconciled income for three years and reconciled stock­
holders’ equity for two years, together with reconciled assets for the two most recent years, which is not 
required. There is no explanation for the omitted information in Daimler’s prospectus. Both companies’ dis­
closures fall short of the SEC’s minimum requirements for foreign companies making an equity offering in 
the U.S. As a securities analyst, Eve would probably appreciate complete disclosures by both Daimler and 
TOTAL. Such disclosures would allow her to perform a more extensive analysis than she is able to do with 
the available information.
Eve must wonder why Daimler’s shares were offered in the U.S. capital market after several years of 
declining performance. She will have to take this downward trend into consideration before making her rec­
ommendation to Joseph Andrews. (Students may be interested to know that the shares were sold by Deutsche 
Bank Aktiengesellschaft, not by Daimler-Benz. Daimler did not receive any of the proceeds of the offering. 
According to the prospectus, the purpose of the offering was “to broaden the stockholder base of the 
Company in the United States and to reduce the Selling Stockholder’s equity investment in the Company.” 
Immediately after the offering, Deutsche Bank owned approximately 24.9 percent of the outstanding ordi­
nary shares of Daimler-Benz.) Before comparing the ratios of Daimler and TOTAL to those of other firms in 
their industries, Eve will have to decide whether to use the ratios based on U.S. GAAP or those computed 
under home-country GAAP. If the comparison firms are U.S. companies she will probably be better off using 
Daimler’s and TOTAL’S results according to U.S. GAAP. If the comparison firms are non-U.S. companies, 
she will want to use measures for all the firms that are based on similar accounting principles.
At this point, it might be useful to initiate a discussion of the desirability of harmonizing international 
accounting standards. An April 27, 1996 article in The Economist (pp. 79-80) argues that international diver­
sity in accounting standards is hindering the development of the world’s capital markets. Lengthier 
discussions of harmonization may be found in international accounting textbooks (see Haskins, M.E., K.R. 
Ferris, and T.I. Selling, International Financial Reporting and Analysis: A Contextual Emphasis, Irwin, 
1996, chapters 2, 3, and 15).
2. BUSINESS SEGMENT ANALYSIS
Daimler’s industry segment analysis suggests that Mercedes-Benz has contributed more to the group’s return 
on sales and return on assets than any other division (debis’ return on sales in 1992 is ever so slightly greater 
than Mercedes’ but debis’ return on assets is less than half of Mercedes’). The return figures for Mercedes 
have always been higher than the consolidated figures. Eve must remember, however, that limitations in seg­
ment data make it difficult to draw firm conclusions about segment performance. A major limitation is the 
allocation of corporate overhead, which may affect the determination of segment operating profit. Another 
limitation is the pricing of intersegment sales, which also may affect segment profitability. Eve must also 
remember that Daimler’s segment results have been prepared according to German GAAP. There is no 
requirement to reconcile these figures to U.S. GAAP.
The best use of segment data is for examination of trends, assuming that the method of computing seg­
ment profitability is consistent from year to year. Mercedes’ and DASA’s returns on sales and assets have 
declined in 1991 and in 1992, while debis has shown increased returns in these years. The inverse correla­
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tions in these changes provide evidence of diversification at the industry level. Eve must remember, however, 
that Mercedes’ sales have been about ten times the sales of debis and DASA’s have been at least twice as 
large. AEG’s performance figures have been quite volatile during the periods examined.
Overall, it appears that Daimler’s fortunes are tied closely to the performance of its largest operating divi­
sion, Mercedes-Benz. Mercedes has generated at least two-thirds of the group’s revenues over the period 
1990 through 1992. Interestingly, Mercedes has managed this achievement each year while using less than a 
third of the group’s assets.
The analysis of TOTAL’S business segment data, which were reported in accordance with French GAAP, 
indicates steadily increasing returns on sales and assets for the company’s exploration and production activ­
ities outside the Middle East. That segment’s return on assets more than doubled from 1988 to 1990. Both 
return on sales and return on assets were much greater than the figures for the consolidated entity. However, 
TOTAL’S exploration and production activities in the Middle East yielded much lower returns on sales. The 
return on assets for these activities in the Middle East was higher than the figure for these activities outside 
the Middle East in 1988, and lower for 1989 and 1990. Both return ratios for the Middle East declined in 
1989 from their 1988 levels, then increased in 1990 from their 1989 levels.
Refining and marketing, which is TOTAL’S largest business segment, has produced returns on sales that 
are less than the consolidated results in each year. The pattern of this ratio is the same as that of the consoli­
dated results, increasing from 1988 to 1990. Return on assets for this segment also follows the same pattern 
as that of the consolidated results. Unlike the return on sales ratio, the return on assets ratio of this segment 
is consistently greater than the consolidated figures.
Both ratios for the chemicals segment increased slightly in 1989 over their 1988 levels, then decreased 
considerably in 1990. There were steady increases for the mining segment’s ratios over the period, with this 
division finally showing positive results in 1990. Mining is TOTAL’S smallest segment.
As was observed above in the segment analysis of Daimler-Benz, TOTAL’S business segment results are 
not highly correlated. The changes in the annual segment returns are not always in the same direction or of 
the same magnitude.
3. GEOGRAPHIC SEGMENT ANALYSIS
TOTAL’S geographic segment disclosures are limited to sales data for five geographic areas. Eve will quickly 
conclude that TOTAL is heavily dependent on France and the rest of Europe for sales of its refined products. 
Sales in all of the markets have increased during the reporting period. Though total sales have increased from 
1988 to 1990 by under 50 percent, sales of crude oil in the Far East have increased by more than 75 percent. 
Since crude oil prices and refining margins are generally denominated in dollars, however, Eve will be 
unable to determine how much of the sales increase is explained by price changes, volume increases, or 
exchange rate effects. Moreover, it is impossible to evaluate the profitability of TOTAL’S operations in each 
geographic area since the company does not report income for these segments.
Daimler reports revenues, net income, and assets for five geographic segments. Revenues earned from 
operations in Germany have increased steadily each year since 1990 while revenues from North American 
operations dipped slightly in 1991 and reached their peak in 1992. Sales in the other three markets reached 
their peak in 1991. Revenues from German operations grew from 58 percent of total revenues in 1990 to 62 
percent in 1992. Although domestic sales growth is a function of both unit growth and price changes, foreign 
sales growth is also affected by exchange rate changes. Eve is unable to determine the effect of each of these 
factors on the growth of foreign sales. However, she should remember that the German mark depreciated 
against the U.S. dollar during 1991, then appreciated during 1992. The effect is to increase North American 
sales when they are translated to marks in 1991 and to decrease the translated North American sales in 1992.
Daimler’s return on sales from German operations reached its peak in 1991, then declined in 1992. This 
same pattern is observed in the return on sales from operations in other European countries. After dropping 
by half in 1991, the return on sales from North American operations reached its peak in 1992 at more than 
twice its 1990 level. Return on sales from Latin American and other countries’ operations declined steadily 
from 1990.
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The return on assets for German and other European operations both reached their peak in 1991, then 
declined in 1992. North American operations reached their highest return on assets in 1992 after hitting a low 
point in 1991. The return on assets from Latin American operations declined steadily over the period, while 
the return from operations in other countries reached a low in 1991.
The different and sometimes opposite trends in return on sales and return on assets indicate that Daimler 
has achieved some benefits from geographic diversification. However, the benefits have not been significant 
enough to prevent a decline in consolidated returns on sales and assets. Eve must also remember that 
Daimler’s geographic segment results have been prepared in accordance with German GAAP. The consoli­
dated ratios under U.S. GAAP were lower than the consolidated ratios under German GAAP. It is impossible 
for Eve to predict what Daimler’s geographic segment ratios would be under U.S. GAAP.
4. VOLUNTARY FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES
A company which had listed its securities on a foreign exchange would make voluntary financial disclosures 
if it believed that the benefits of doing so were greater than the costs. There are direct costs of voluntary dis­
closures, such as the monetary costs of gathering and processing the data. There are also indirect costs 
relating to competitive disadvantage (i.e., the use of the additional information by competitors to the detri­
ment of the company disclosing the information). Once information is released to investors in a foreign 
market it will quickly find its way back to the disclosing company’s home country.
The primary benefit to the company is a reduction in its cost of capital since increased disclosure should 
reduce the market’s uncertainty about the company’s financial performance and future prospects. As the price 
of the company’s shares increases, the value of outstanding management stock options will also increase. 
There should be an increase in the trading volume of the company’s shares, greater holdings of the shares by 
institutions, and more interest in the shares by analysts. In addition, when the company makes future public 
offering of securities it should expect to incur lower underwriting costs. These benefits should be observed in 
the foreign capital market and in the disclosing company’s home-country market.
In its 1994 annual report, Daimler-Benz voluntarily changed the presentation of its income statements 
prepared in accordance with German GAAP to the cost-of-sales method which classifies expenses according 
to production, sales, and general administration, and which records interest income from the sales financing 
business under revenues. According to management, this change was made “in the interest of providing max­
imum disclosure and improved quantitative information to our investors.” Management also noted that 
Daimler’s 1993 reconciliation of net income and stockholders’ equity to values under U.S. GAAP was met 
with “widespread approval by analysts and investors.”
Students could also be asked what sanctions the SEC might apply to foreign issuers that do not comply 
fully with disclosure requirements. They should be reminded that both Daimler and TOTAL failed to provide 
the full five years of summary reconciliations to U.S. GAAP. Though the SEC has considerable enforcement 
powers, there are considerable costs involved in enforcing judgments against foreign parties.
5. RISK ASSESSMENT
An important measure of the specific risk of a company is the variability in its earnings and cash flows. Eve 
could calculate the standard deviations of the companies’ profitability measures. She will probably need a 
longer stream of accounting data than the companies have presented in their prospectuses, however. A good 
source is the annual reports that the companies prepare for their shareholders or the 20-F forms that foreign 
companies file annually with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Eve might also compute additional financial ratios for each of the firms. Some useful measures are the 
debt-to-equity ratio, current ratio, and times interest earned ratio. Finally, Eve should measure the market risk 
of each firm by computing its beta. She will find that companies with high accounting-determined measures 
of risk also have high levels of market risk.
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6. RECOMMENDATION
Eve must consider the current composition of the Global Entities fund and the performance objectives that 
Joseph Andrews has set for the fund. Why does he wish to further diversify the fund? To reduce its overall 
risk while maintaining the present rate of return? Or, to maintain the present level of risk while improving the 
fund’s rate of return? Once he clarifies his objectives for the fund, Joe and Eve can develop a strategy for 
achieving those objectives.
Students could be asked to make assumptions regarding the composition and objectives of the Global 
Entities fund. Given their assumptions, they can then be asked to make a recommendation to Joseph 
Andrews. They ought to find the following item from The Economist (June 1, 1996), which is reproduced in 
its entirety, of interest.
Shareholders grumbled at the annual general meeting of Daimler-Benz, after a financial year 
in which Germany’s leading industrial company recorded the largest loss in the country’s 
corporate history, sacked thousands, suspended its dividend for the first time in 45 years — 
and, adding insult to injury in the eyes of some — gave its executives a bonus of DM 
600,000 ($388,000) each for “the great burden they bore.”
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Ratio Analysis for Daimler-Benz
Consolidated Basis
1992 1991 1990 1989 1988
Return on Sales
German GAAP (as reported) 1.47% 2.04% 2.10% 2.22% 2.32%
German GAAP (with Airbus) 1.47% 2.17% 2.46%
U.S. GAAP 1.37% 1.89% 0.99%
Return on Assets
German GAAP (as reported) 1.68% 2.56% 2.67% 2.70% 3.28%
German GAAP (with Airbus) 1.68% 2.62%
U.S. GAAP 1.49% 2.16%
Return on Equity
German GAAP (as reported) 7.36% 9.99% 10.07% 10.00% 15.03%
German GAAP (with Airbus) 7.36% 11.20%
U.S. GAAP 4.89% 7.05%
Adjusted Consolidated Data 
(in millions of German marks)
Revenues (as reported)
Revenues (with Airbus)
98,549
98,549
95,010
98,892
85,500
89,648
76,392 73,495
Net Income
German GAAP (as reported) 1,451 1,942 1,795 1,697 1,702
German GAAP (with Airbus) 1,451 2,170 2,203
U.S. GAAP 1,350 1,886 884
Total Assets
German GAAP (as reported) 86,184 75,714 67,339 62,737 51,931
German GAAP (with Airbus) 86,184 82,672
U.S. GAAP 90,592 87,186
Stockholders’ Equity
German GAAP (as reported) 19,719 19,448 17,827 16,966 11,323
German GAAP (with Airbus) 19,719 19,370
U.S. GAAP 27,604 26,745
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Ratio Analysis for Daimler-Benz
Industry Segments
1992 1991 1990
Operating Profit/Sales 
Consolidated 2.06% 3.85% 3.42%
Mercedes-Benz 3.44% 5.07% 6.21%
AEG 0.20% 2.29% -1.95%
DASA -2.91% -2.45% 0.58%
debis 3.47% 2.58% 0.90%
Operating Profit/Assets
Consolidated 2.35% 4.83% 4.34%
Mercedes-Benz 6.79% 10.70% 13.72%
AEG 0.32% 4.29% -3.45%
DASA -3.32% -2.77% 0.78%
debis 1.42% 1.11% 0.31%
Industry Segment Data
(in millions of German marks)
Revenues
Consolidated 98,549 95,010 85,500
Mercedes-Benz 66,480 67,104 59,815
AEG 11,595 14,000 13,149
DASA 17,276 12,348 12,525
debis 7,961 5,977 4,020
Operating Profit
Consolidated 2,026 3,654 2,924
Mercedes-Benz 2,284 3,404 3,715
AEG 23 320 (257)
DASA (503) (302) 73
debis 276 154 36
Identifiable Assets
Consolidated 86,184 75,714 67,339
Mercedes-Benz 33,633 31,825 27,085
AEG 7,149 7,462 7,449
DASA 15,158 10,903 9,332
debis 19,460 13,819 11,708
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Ratio Analysis for Daimler-Benz
Geographic Segments
1992 1991 1990
Net Income/Sales
Consolidated 1.47% 2.04% 2.10%
Germany 1.71% 2.69% 2.32%
Other European Countries 0.82% 1.69% 0.54%
North America 3.00% 0.68% 1.35%
Latin America -0.92% 2.25% 9.13%
Other Countries -1.40% -1.31% 2.86%
Net Income/Assets
Consolidated 1.68% 2.56% 2.67%
Germany 1.91% 3.20% 2.52%
Other European Countries 1.05% 2.46% 1.09%
North America 2.85% 0.70% 1.68%
Latin America -1.38% 3.90% 12.84%
Other Countries -2.36% -2.93% 6.94%
Geographic Segment Data 
(in millions of German marks)
Revenues
Consolidated 98,549 95,010 85,500
Germany 60,659 57,685 50,000
Other European Countries 17,225 17,372 16,835
North America 12,314 11,339 11,432
Latin America 3,573 3,819 2,925
Other Countries 4,778 4,795 4,308
Net Income
Consolidated 1,451 1,942 1,795
Germany 1,039 1,549 1,160
Other European Countries 142 293 91
North America 370 77 154
Latin America (33) 86 267
Other Countries (67) (63) 123
Identifiable Assets
Consolidated 86,184 75,714 67,339
Germany 54,461 48,399 45,957
Other European Countries 13,527 11,898 8,338
North America 12,978 11,058 9,193
Latin America 2,384 2,206 2,079
Other Countries 2,834 2,153 1,772
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Ratio Analysis for TOTAL
Consolidated Basis
1990 1989 1988 1987
Return on Sales
French GAAP 4.47% 2.04% 1.78% 1.52%
U.S. GAAP 4.54% 2.27% 1.54% 0.74%
Return on Assets
French GAAP 5.43% 2.49% 1.68% 1.75%
U.S. GAAP 5.51% 2.77% 1.46% 0.86%
Return on Equity
French GAAP 17.40% 9.28% 6.35% 6.09%
U.S. GAAP 17.25% 10.66% 5.79% 3.10%
Adjusted Consolidated Data 
(in millions of French francs)
Sales 128,445 107,894 83,290 86,743
Net Income 
French GAAP 5,746 2,206 1,479 1,316
U.S. GAAP 5,829 2,451 1,281 645
Total Assets 105,880 88,417 87,947 75,034
Stockholders’ Equity 
French GAAP 33,023 23,781 23,293 21,617
U.S. GAAP 33,791 22,986 22,140 20,779
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Ratio Analysis for TOTAL
Business Segments
1990 1989 1988
Operating Income/Sales 
Consolidated 7.34% 6.30% 3.83%
Exploration & Production 24.54% 17.89% 15.02%
Trading & Middle East 1.50% 0.80% 1.28%
Refining & Marketing 6.74% 5.82% 3.06%
Chemicals 7.88% 11.33% 10.69%
Mining 0.59% -10.65% -24.41%
Operating Income/Assets
Consolidated 8.91% 7.68% 3.62%
Exploration & Production 14.30% 10.30% 5.75%
Trading & Middle East 10.41% 5.70% 7.18%
Refining & Marketing 12.39% 11.51% 5.49%
Chemicals 5.16% 15.73% 14.34%
Mining 0.39% -7.41% -7.68%
Adjusted Business Segment Data 
(in millions of French francs)
Sales
Consolidated 128,445 107,894 83,290
Exploration & Production 12,366 11,254 8,648
Trading & Middle East 64,005 52,595 35,663
Refining & Marketing 73,952 68,105 54,571
Chemicals 11,750 6,485 5,736
Mining 1,025 1,023 721
Operating Income
Consolidated 9,433 6,794 3,186
Exploration & Production 3,034 2,013 1,299
Trading & Middle East 959 422 456
Refining & Marketing 4,983 3,963 1,669
Chemicals 926 735 613
Mining 6 -109 -176
Identifiable Assets
Consolidated 105,880 88,417 87,947
Exploration & Production 21,214 19,539 22,601
Trading & Middle East 9,211 7,406 6,348
Refining & Marketing 40,219 34,417 30,413
Chemicals 17,940 4,673 4,274
Mining 1,522 1,471 2,292
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CENTER FOR THE HOMELESS, INC.
Ramachandran Ramanan, Associate Professor of Accountancy 
College of Business Administration, University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, Indiana
Louis M. Nanni, Executive Director 
Center for the Homeless Inc., South Bend, Indiana
The Center for the Homeless (the Center) began operations in South Bend, Indiana in December 1988. 
Originally scheduled to open in mid-1989, the Center started on an emergency basis after a hotel fire 
destroyed housing used by may low-income individuals. The Center was established by four organizations: 
(1) the City of South Bend; (2) the South Bend Junior League; (3) the United Religious Community, and (4) 
the University of Notre Dame. Each organization has representation on the Center’s board of directors.
During the first five years of its existence, the Center evolved from a disorganized operation responding 
to an emergency to one of the nation’s leading homeless Centers. The Center improved its performance by 
focusing on five areas: (1) recurring fund drives; (2) establishing relations with area organizations who 
contribute goods and services; (3) developing a group of volunteers who provide much of the service at the 
Center; (4) establishing relations with other not-for-profit organizations so the Center does not duplicate 
services, and (5) improving internal operations, including food and shelter operations and services to help 
guests deal with their problems.
HOMELESSNESS
Many think that homeless centers may be a cause of homelessness; that is, if there are beds available, people 
will become homeless. But the facts suggest that there are more homeless people because their former 
residences were eliminated. The government also significantly reduced funding for public housing from 1980 
to 1987. That reduced both the number and the quality of low-income housing units. The U.S. Census 
Bureau estimates that currently there are 15,000-20,000 homeless shelters in the U.S.
Though founded on good intentions, this shelter industry has potentially done more harm than good 
for the homeless. Many of these homeless shelters operate as human warehouses in several cities. These 
shelters provide food and lodging to individuals without providing them with opportunities to overcome the 
desperate conditions that are the root causes of their homelessness. What is worse, many facilities are dirty
The significant contribution of Mike Sandretto to the previous version of this case and the constructive comments of Professor 
Mary Doucet are gratefully acknowledged.
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and overcrowded. Since many of these shelters are dangerous places, quite a few single mothers move their 
families into even more dangerous forms of marginal housing. While many facilities brush the basic 
problems under the carpet, few offer any lasting rehabilitation.
One institution which offers long-term benefits is the Center for the Homeless Inc. in South Bend which 
also provides three hot meals a day, a bed and a clean and safe environment in which to reside. The Center 
provides comprehensive and integrated services to address the full range of needs of the guests in an effort 
to restore them to self-sufficiency. The Center receives strong community support not only from South Bend, 
but also from the surrounding area, including Southwest Michigan.
FINANCIAL CONDITION
The Center operated at a deficit since its inception in 1988 through November 1993. At the end of 1992, the 
Center was $100,000 in debt to the University of Notre Dame. By the end of December 1993, the Center had 
fully paid back the debt, and had a cash balance of $80,000. The healthy financial position of the Center can 
be seen from the audited financial statements. A statement of the Center’s assets, liabilities, and fund balance 
is given in Exhibit 1; and revenues, expenses, and changes in fund balance in Exhibit 2.
The Center improved its financial health primarily through fund-raising. Three recurring activities 
contribute significantly to cash inflows: an auction in February, a golf outing each spring, and a Christmas 
luncheon. The resources are further augmented by the contributions of private donors and corporate 
sponsors. The Center generates about 80 percent of its revenues from the private sector.
The Center operates with an annual budget of about $1.8 million for the fiscal year 1995 (the Center has 
changed its fiscal year ending to June 30 from December 31). Exhibit 3 illustrates a recent budget which 
shows the various sources of cash donations and the in-kind revenues, such as food donations, the building 
donated by Notre Dame, volunteer hours, donated professional services such as external auditing, carpet 
cleaning, waste pick up, etc. (see Panel A). In-kind revenues account for about $800,000. Panel B provides 
a breakdown of various expenses.
The Center also receives services from various partner agencies, such as area schools, health services, 
social security department, local hospitals, etc. These services, in the year 1995, were valued at about $1 mil­
lion. While the Center does not directly control this budget, the Center’s operation depends critically on this 
important collaboration.
A SNAPSHOT OF SERVICES PROVIDED
The Center provides two program formats for homeless adults and families seeking support. The first 
program is the Continuum of Care Program that includes structured classes and job training opportunities 
designed to help the guests move beyond homelessness and into employment and permanent housing. This 
long-term self-development and education program is designed to help guests who are committed to a 
self-sufficiency plan. The Center has implemented a model of continuum of care program (see Exhibit 4 for 
details) which has received bipartisan support in our nation’s capital as an example worthy of replication 
elsewhere. Under the Continuum of Care approach, many communities can develop seamless homeless 
systems to assist individuals and families in achieving independent living. The model adopted in the Center 
has the following six phases:
1. Crisis intervention, assessment and primary treatment
2. Personal development and education
3. Job training and placement
4. Job retention
5. Supportive housing
6. Home ownership
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The second program is the Emergency Services Program. If a guest chooses this program, he/she will be 
provided 30 days of shelter services; which includes a hot shower at evening check-in, a bed for the night and 
breakfast in the morning. Such a guest is issued an orange-colored name card, and is required to leave the 
building at 8:00 a.m. and return at 8:00 p.m. each day.
The Center has a set of basic rules designed to promote personal responsibility, maintain a sense of 
respect and consideration among guests, staff and volunteers, and provide a secure environment for all to 
better themselves.
ORGANIZATION:
The Center’s operations are directed by the Board of Directors. The Board is supported externally by a 
Council of Advisors, which meets at the Center once every three months. The Center is organized into seven 
departments, as shown in the organization structure (see Exhibit 5).
MS. TAMMY OEHM, DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
Ms. Oehm began working at the Center six months after it opened. She is responsible for administration 
services, and reports to Lou Nanni.
Casewriter: How do you keep the Center safe? We understand that most homeless Centers are dangerous.
Ms. Oehm: That’s correct. When I started here I went home by 4:00 p.m. each day. I was afraid to stay later 
when it grew dark. I also did not work on the weekends. The residents in effect ran the Center. There was 
liquor; there were knives and guns. Over the years we have instituted a number of procedures to make the 
Center safe. More important, we now have funds to hire off-duty South Bend police officers. They work as 
security guards in the evening on weekends. They carry guns and have arrest powers. Safety and security are 
the first two conditions that we need to ensure for every guest. Furthermore, we treat guests with respect, and, 
in most cases, are treated similarly in return.
Casewriter: You have very strict policies against alcohol and drugs?
Ms. Oehm: We do. If someone comes into the Center intoxicated (we test them with a Breathalyzer™), we 
turn them away. If they have any place else to stay, we ask them to go there. If there is no transportation, in 
rare cases we pay the cab fare. If they have no place, and it’s winter, we have them arrested for their own 
safety. We don’t want anyone freezing to death. The same is true for drug use. When guests check into the 
Center they agree to submit to a drug-testing policy which is carried out on a random basis. It’s a tough 
policy, but substance abusers can make life dangerous for everyone, and they must be called on their 
addictions if they are going to seek treatment and find recovery.
Casewriter: What if someone is trying to kick a drug or alcohol addiction? Do your caseworkers counsel on 
substance abuse?
Ms. Oehm: Yes, but we refer persons with chemical dependencies and addictions to Madison Center & 
Hospital’s drug and alcohol rehabilitation program. It is a three-month-long intensive outpatient program 
which meets for six hours per day, five days per week. It also treats those who are dually diagnosed with a 
chemical dependency and mental illness.
Madison Center & Hospital also offers on-site counseling and support services for persons with mental 
illnesses through a drop-in clinic with four professional counselors at the Center. The great thing about our 
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relationship with Madison Center & Hospital, and with every other not-for-profit organization in South 
Bend, is that we try not to duplicate services. A major advantage of being in a relatively smaller community 
like South Bend is that we work together to make sure that the people are helped in the most effective manner.
If someone needs medical or dental care, we work closely with Indiana Health Centers; they maintain a 
medical clinic at the Center. If an individual needs educational services, we offer GED (high school equiva­
lency) and literacy courses on site. If children are of school age, we work with the South Bend Community 
Schools to see that they are registered the day they arrive and that their teachers are notified. A two-hour after 
school tutoring program is then run by volunteers at the Center. If someone needs job training, we work with 
Workforce Development Services, a state agency that runs a specially designed program for the Center 
called NOVA, which helps guests find a job, buys them eyeglasses if they need them to perform their work, 
and helps them get an education. It really is a community effort; we provide food and shelter services, 
counseling, and much more through partnerships with different community agencies.
Casewriter: We would like to ask you about community support; in-kind donations of goods, food, services, 
and volunteer time. How has that helped you plan your operations?
Ms. Oehm: Support from the community gets better each year. I think that distinguishes us from most 
homeless shelters. The supermarkets, local meat processors, bakeries and the farmers’ market give us fresh 
food, and in the summer many area farmers give us huge quantities of fresh fruits and vegetables. Notre 
Dame students volunteer in a food sharing program that brings leftover food from the dining halls to the 
Center every evening. The best thing about the food is that the contributions are plentiful and regular.
Another big help is the “shoe box” program with local school groups, Girl and Boy Scout troops, church 
groups, and others. These groups ask each girl, boy, or family to contribute a shoe box filled with toiletries. 
When a guest checks in, we provide them with a shoe box. For a man, it includes a toothbrush, toothpaste, 
soap, shampoo, shaving cream, a razor with blades, new underwear and socks, and other items. We also have 
shoe boxes for women, girls, and boys. If a family checks in, we have a box for the mother and the father, 
and for each child.
We have many volunteers who work five, ten, and sometimes forty hours per week. Our volunteers are 
talented and committed persons dedicated to improving the quality of life for all the guests at the Center. 
About 3,000 volunteers serve about 17,000 hours of volunteer work annually; and provide services in many 
areas ranging from accounting to zoo trips. In addition to unpaid volunteers, 18 interns, sponsored by the 
University of Notre Dame, augment staff capabilities each year, logging over 2,100 hours of work in case 
management, development and guest services.
Two of the area hospitals offer laundry services weekly for the linens used in the Center and the 
City Parks Department arranges for the transport of linens to and from the hospitals. Other examples of 
community support include free carpet cleaning, waste pick-up, a $25,000 van leased to us for free, bank 
personnel designing software for our record keeping and management information systems, service learning 
projects with university students and the like.
Our largest single contribution is the building. The University of Notre Dame owns it, but only charges 
$1 per year for rent. We’ve shown the rent as equivalent to $200,000 per year; this year it will increase to 
$250,000 because Notre Dame has substantially improved the facility.
Casewriter: You have a wide range of programs to assist the homeless in improving their situation. Do you 
also serve those who simply want food and shelter?
Ms. Oehm: Each guest is given a name card. An orange name card means the guest is not working toward 
self-improvement; the person is not interested in a job, in treatment, or an education. Guests simply opting 
for Emergency Services with overnight shelter and meals receive an orange colored name card. They must 
leave the building between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. We let them sleep here and they are given breakfast and 
two sack meals, but they are not allowed in the first-floor lounge or waiting room during the day. They can 
remain at the Center for a maximum of 30 days on this status. During this time we will work with them to 
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make a transition toward our self-sufficiency program.
Guests working to improve their situation are given a blue name card. They are working, seeking work, 
in treatment, or attending educational programs. We require that they save 75% of their income, whether it is 
from a job or from Social Security. The savings prepare them leave the Center in a better condition than when 
they arrived. In the past we encouraged guests to leave as soon as possible; now we encourage them to stay 
until they have a reasonable chance at living in permanent housing. Guests with blue name cards can eat 
lunch and dinner at the Center, and can stay in the lounge or waiting room during the day. However, most are 
busy working at a job, or involved in a treatment or educational program in the Continuum of Care.
New guests are issued a yellow name card on arrival. The yellow name card expires within three 
working days, during which time the guest should meet with the case manager assigned. Otherwise, the guest 
is automatically transferred to orange name card status (Emergency Services). A green name card is for those 
Center guests receiving direct case management services from Madison Center & Hospital for mental illness. 
They receive daily meals, and may remain in the building during non-program hours, including weekends.
Casewriter: Are most of the guests who seek work able to find employment?
Ms. Oehm: Yes, but unfortunately, many get minimum-wage jobs at 30 hours a week or less when left to their 
own efforts. That may be enough for a single person after they’ve saved enough for a rent deposit, but not for 
a family. That is particularly true for single mothers who can’t afford day care or health insurance. Guests 
who gain employment through our Continuum of Care program, however, earn an average starting salary of 
$7.00 per hour with supportive employers. So it pays to stick with the Center programs in the long run.
Casewriter: How do you measure performance; to determine whether services are improving?
Ms. Oehm: We have the following mission statement.
“The Center for the Homeless provides a hospitable environment where men, women, 
and children can find respect and dignity, as well as comprehensive services integrated 
to assist them in overcoming their condition of homelessness. Through widespread 
community support, especially volunteerism, the Center brings together disparate groups 
in our society so that each can discover the dignity, worth and God-given potential of the 
other. The Center’s goal is to assist each individual and family to achieve self-sufficiency, 
which involves possessing the knowledge and skills to secure decent housing, to sustain a 
healthy lifestyle and to establish the life-giving relationships necessary for personal 
stability and growth. ”
We try to measure ourselves against the mission statement, but that is difficult. The problem is that our 
guests are so different. For some, success is finding a job, getting a home, and leaving the Center. For others 
it’s staying sober for three months which may be something they haven’t done in ten years. We’re serving 
more guests, and feel we’re doing a better job of helping them, but we really don’t have a system to measure 
our performance, other than number of guests served and a few other summary measures (Exhibit 6). We are 
working to improve in the area of measurement criteria and performance appraisal. Recently, we have started 
tracking the progress of guests enrolled in each of the 6 phases of the Continuum of Care program and 
periodically compute attrition rates. We are encouraged with some of our preliminary successes. For 
example, just since June 1995, over 40 people in this program are employed, 15 are in supportive housing 
and one individual and one family have achieved home ownership.
Future Challenges
As the Center continues to improve, it faces challenges associated with growth. Collaboration with the 
partner agencies is critical to the operation of the Center. The challenge lies in continuing to keep these 
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agencies motivated in supporting the Center, especially when severe cutbacks in federal funding appear 
imminent. The Continuum of Care Program calls for teamwork and innovative methods of communication. 
Given the growth in the number of guests and the partners, there is an additional challenge of staying 
rooted in the original mission of providing quality care. The Center also faces the challenge of managing 
its public image.
The Center is attracting greater attention from public figures such as the Secretary of Housing and Urban 
Development, Henry Cisneros (see Exhibit 7), U.S. Senator Dan Coates, and the Mayor of Indianapolis, 
Steve Goldsmith. Based on some of this exposure, a National Training Center for Homeless Providers is in 
its nascent stages of establishment. The training center, when established, will permit the South Bend Center 
to share with other communities the many insights gained from developing a continuum of care approach. 
This may help others to learn from the Center’s model and assist them in implementing more effective 
programs for homeless persons across the nation.
Issues for discussion and written assignments:
1. Discuss the Center’s organization. How is it organized? What are the resource flows? Who provides the 
inflow of resources? Who are the beneficiaries of the services provided?
2. What are the primary objectives of the Center? Distinguish between social and corporate objectives.
3. Compare briefly the services offered at the Center to those offered by many large city homeless shelters. 
What do you think of the Center turning away guests in the interest of a safe environment?
4. What would you do to improve the Center?
5. Exhibit 6 shows some key operating measures. How would you use these to measure the Center’s success? 
Can you describe other ways to measure the Center’s success?
6. Using the assumptions in Exhibit 8, prepare a statement of budgeted quarterly cash-flows to show 
whether the Center will have adequate cash reserves during 1996.
7. Suppose that in fiscal 1996 the Center expects to generate $200,000 less cash inflow than shown in 
Exhibit 3. Where would you reduce expenses?
8. Suppose the Center had $200,000 more cash inflow than anticipated. How would you use the funds?
9. What contributes to the Center’s success?
10. How would you improve an unsafe center in another city?
11. Suppose you were a member of Congress. How would you propose to improve the quality of the nation’s 
homeless facilities?
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Exhibit 1
STATEMENTS OF ASSET, LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
DECEMBER 31, 1994 AND 1993
1994
ASSETS
Current assets
Cash $214,974
Accounts receivable — grants 17,468
Accounts receivable — University of Notre Dame -
Prepaid expenses 1,301
Total Current expenses 233,743
Property and equipment
Building improvements 122,943
Equipment 115,43
238,374
Accumulated depreciation 68,212
170,162 
$403,905
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Current liabilities
Accounts payable $ 10,261
Accrued salaries and wages 5,142
Payroll and other taxes payable 394
Advance — University of Notre Dame 253
Total current liabilities 16,050
Fund balance 387,855
$403,905
1993
$ 78,181
11,356
15,673
105,210
122,943
82,827
205,770
44,964
160,806 
$266,016
$ 10,670
4,510
354
750
16,284
249,741 
$266,025
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Exhibit 2
STATEMENTS OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
1994 1993
Revenues
F.E.M.A. $ 13,000 $ 15,766
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 35,319 31,502
Indiana Department of Human Services 46,365 33,643
Real services 12,395 7,906
Corporate and foundation support 198,435 218,062
Church support 35,835 32,066
Fund raising 198,880 270,590
Other support 56,622 46,642
Individual donations/memorials 121,113 98,974
Tax credit grant - 60,448
Country grant 25,719 -
In-kind donations 648,405 630,000
1,392,088 1,445,599
Expenses
Salaries and related expenses
Operating expenses
In-kind expenses
Excess of revenue over expenses (expenses over revenue)
Fund balance, beginning of year
Fund balance, end of year
397,269
208,300
648,405
1,253,974
138,114
249,741
$ 387,855
329,791
186,582
630,000
1,146,373
299,226
(49,485)
$ 249,741
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Exhibit 4
CONTINUUM OF CARE PROGRAM
Phase 1: Entry, Assessment and Treatment
Day One — Guest enters the Center
Upon arrival, Guests are welcomed by a peer mentor, a Center Guest trained in reception and immediate 
crisis intervention — who together with Center staff:
• Completes the Guest’s intake process;
• Makes bed assignment;
• Conducts facility tour;
• Schedules orientation;
• Review rules and regulations; and
• Provides overview of program options and available services.
The Center welcomes all homeless adults and families requesting emergency shelter. Its capacity is 80 
beds for single men, 21 beds for women, and 60 beds in apartments for families.
Day Two — Guest begins orientation
Within 48 hours, Guests meet with staff and receive a complete orientation to the Center including:
• Introduction to case management services;
• Assessment of crisis needs; and
• Referral to medical clinic, substance abuse treatment or mental health services as needed. 
Guests are matched with a case manager based upon the unique needs of the individual and the 
expertise of staff members.
Day Three — Self-sufficiency program begins
Guests meet with their case manager to develop an action plan for self-sufficiency. Goals and objectives are 
set in six different areas:
• Education and employment opportunities;
• Addictions recovery and/or mental health treatment;
• Financial savings and debt reconciliation;
• Housing;
• Participation in the daily maintenance of the Center; and
• Development of social skills through volunteerism at the Center and later within the local community.
The plan serves as a social contract between the Guest and the staff, detailing the responsibilities of 
each party.
AICPA Case Development Program Case No. 96-04: Center for the Homeless, Inc.  12
Using community resources
The Center has forged vital partnerships with community resources to provide on-site services. The self- 
sufficiency plan that is developed with case managers now serves as a referral to one of the following 
program tracks for guests with chemical dependencies:
Life Treatment Centers — (including) detox services, residential substance abuse treatment for 
men and intensive outpatient substance abuse treatment;
YWCA— residential substance abuse treatment for women; and
New Passages — a program of the Madison Center that provides outpatient substance abuse treatment.
Phase 2: Education and Personal Development
Day Thirty — Remove barriers and motivate for success
Phase One crisis services are dedicated to meeting Guest’s survival needs. Phase Two requires the Guest to 
be involved in two workshops dedicated to personal development through self-awareness and goal setting.
Starting Over/Stepping Higher
Starting one’s life over is an act of courage that involves changing attitudes and learning, coping and 
communication skills. Through its partnership with the South Bend Community School Corporation, the 
Center offers the Starting Over program to help Guests:
• Set goals;
• Manage Stress;
• Resolve conflict; and
• Make decisions.
Stepping Higher is an innovative program of personal development that provides Guests with the emotional 
support to resolve past conflicts, handle present challenges and set their future course. Stepping Higher 
focuses on such topics as:
• Self-acceptance and forgiveness;
• Human development;
• Emotional barriers to one’s success;
• Alienation and community; and
• Living an integrated life.
Starting Over/SteppingHigher; which meets four hours a day for four weeks, provides a framework in which 
Guests are mentally and emotionally prepared to enter job training with a renewed spirit, motivation and 
commitment to themselves and their community.
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Phase 3: Job Training and Placement
Day Sixty — NOVA
After graduating from Starting Over/Stepping Higher, Guests enter NOVA, a job training program to meet 
the needs of employable homeless adults. With a unique partnership between the Center and Workforce 
Development Services of Northern Indiana, NOVA provides:
• Skill assessment;
• Interviewing skills;
• Resume preparation;
• In-house job training;
• Links to local employers;
• Job training and placement;
• Support through The After-Five Club.
NOVA’s greatest strength is its ability to meet the employment needs of a diverse group. Depending on 
work history, Guests are placed at one of four levels of job training or placement.
Phase 4: Job Retention
After-Five Club
Employed graduates of NOVA program continue their development and education through participation in 
the support group known as The After-Five Club.
Coming together every week, participants discuss the challenges of employment and living on their own. 
Those who have moved into supportive housing continue to attend this meeting. Guests learn from each 
other’s experiences and gain a greater appreciation of the continued need for support in one’s life.
Case management services and self-sufficiency planning continues throughout the participant’s employ­
ment and into supportive housing placement.
Phase 5: Moving Out of the Center
Month Five — Supportive Housing
Having demonstrated the ability to maintain employment, manage income and achieve increasingly difficult 
goals through Phases One to Three, Center Guests have the opportunity to move into their own apartments 
or homes through partnerships with the South Bend Heritage Foundation and private landlords.
The transition is made affordable through a partial housing subsidy from HUD. And, to maximize the 
chance for success, Guests moving into subsidized housing continue their self-sufficiency program with an 
outreach case manager.
Guests are also volunteering at the Center during this time, helping to instill ideals of community service.
Phase 6: Permanent Housing
Home ownership
Individuals or families who maintain self-sufficiency through the supportive housing phase become eligible 
for the home ownership phase of the Continuum of Care.
For many, permanent housing means renting an apartment or house without any sort of subsidy. Some, 
though, will choose home ownership, which is the fulfillment of a life-long dream. Through local financial 
institutions, such as Teacher’s Credit Union, Guests have the opportunity to move from supportive housing 
into homes foreclosed and renovated by local financial institutions.
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Exhibit 6
KEY OPERATING MEASURES
FOR YEAR ENDING DEC. 31,
1992 1993 1994 1995
Number of Nights Lodging
Average Per Night
31,409
87
37,592
103
40,738
112
48,735
134
Number of Volunteers 4,345 3,110 2,943 3,254
Volunteer Hours 15,086 17,067 15,545 20,452
Average Per Month 363 259 245 427
Meals Provided 53,578 56,668 64,397 85,983
Individuals Served 2,569 1,719 2,454 2,325
Males 1,705 1,319 1,751 1,922
Females 480 175 504 255
Children 384 225 339 148
Average Length of Stay
Emergency (1 night) 17% 13% 14% 9%
2-7 Days 41% 24% 26% 21%
8-30 Days 18% 30% 27% 22%
31 Days or more 24% 33% 33% 48%
Origin of Guests
St. Joseph County 78% 19% 76% 71%
Elkhart County 8% 60% 6% 6%
Northern Indiana 6% 16% 8% 9%
Other 10% 5% 10% 14%
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Center for the Homeless, Inc. 
TEACHING NOTES
Ramachandran Ramanan, Associate Professor of Accountancy 
College of Business Administration, University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, Indiana
Louis M. Nanni, Executive Director 
Center for the Homeless Inc., South Bend, Indiana
This case is recommended for use in an introductory Managerial Accounting course at both the sophomore 
level and the MBA level. It is recommended for use towards the end of the course, after covering budgeting, 
responsibility accounting, and performance evaluation. Considering the very few cases available in the 
context of not-for-profit institutions, this case is rather unique. It highlights difficulties faced in the 
performance evaluation of a not-for-profit entity. It also brings forth issues such as the role of budgeting and 
accounting systems to assist the operations of the institution, and the role of auditing to enhance the 
stewardship function of a not-for-profit entity. Typically, the Board of Trustees, in such an entity, is charged 
with an honest and useful allocation of resources which are donated. The case can be used to illustrate 
some unique characteristics of not-for-profit entities and to introduce some tax benefits that this form of 
organization is eligible for. The case also allows students to reflect on some complexities in decision-making 
faced by managers in these entities.
TEACHING OBJECTIVES
1. To introduce the concept of performance measurement in a not-for-profit organization.
2. To introduce the concept of dual objectives in a not-for-profit organization; goals related to the 
product/service, such as high-quality and low-cost, and goals related to entity survival, such as fund 
raising and sound fiscal management.
3. To ask students to deal with a situation where choices must be made, but where those choices are both 
difficult and raise complex moral issues.
4. To allow students to evaluate management and to suggest improvements in an administrative setting.
5. To introduce unique characteristics of not-for-profit entities, their financial statements, and the tax 
benefits that these entities are eligible for.
6. To introduce the role of auditing in the safeguarding of the assets and in the stewardship function.
CASE SYNOPSIS
This case deals with accounting measurement issues, ethical issues, and managerial issues. From an accounting 
standpoint, students can be introduced to the basics of not-for-profit accounting, including the concept of 
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fund accounting. In addition, students can consider how performance should be measured in a complex 
setting. In terms of financial performance, the Center is successful in fundraising and is now debt free. 
A major factor in that success is the exceptional performance of the executive director in getting the entire 
region involved in supporting the Center. However, that success may not have been possible, and certainly 
not as quickly, had Notre Dame not provided substantial funding.
The case also allows students to focus on performance measurement of social services. While it is 
difficult to measure success in assisting the homeless, there are numerous methods that can be used that are 
likely to be worth their effort and cost. For example, one way to improve performance measurement is to 
measure success in three categories of service:
1. Assisting individuals or families return to self-sufficiency through job training and temporary housing,
2. Assisting individuals with substance abuse counseling, and
3. Providing food and shelter for those who are unable to care for themselves either because of mental/ 
emotional difficulties, or because of other problems.
Students can also be forced to deal with difficult decisions, such as (i) turning away individuals who are 
intoxicated or using drugs for the safety of others, or (ii) turning away individuals, including children, who 
have nowhere to stay, in order to provide higher-quality care for current guests (it would be possible to allow 
such individuals to sleep on the floor).
PEDAGOGY
The following questions, (also given at the end of the case study) allow an instructor to focus on any of the 
teaching objectives described on page one. The following is a teaching plan, together with a discussion of 
suggested-questions, that can be used for a 75-minute session. For undergraduates several questions should 
probably be omitted from any class discussion, although the questions may be included in written group 
assignments. We have typically formed groups of four students each and identified questions #5-9, as the 
written assignment (not to exceed five typed pages) to be turned in at the beginning of the class. This ensures 
that students are prepared and usually a very lively discussion ensues.
1. (15 minutes) Discuss the Center’s organization. How is the center organized?
Students typically identify the following aspects:
It is organized as a not-for profit entity. The Center has a mission statement, and policies and sys­
tems, as described in the case. The Center’s activities are overseen by a Board of Directors, which is 
supported externally by a Council of Advisors. The Executive Director is responsible for the day-to-day 
operations of the Center. The Center is organized into seven internal departments, as shown in the orga­
nization structure.
At this stage, the instructor can provide a brief introduction to related accounting, tax and auditing 
issues. The students find it very beneficial to get a bird’s-eye view of how all of these seemingly different 
topics are inter-related in the operations of enterprises.
First of all, ask students to identify who gives the resources to the center, who receives the benefit of 
the services. The donors include the federal and state government, fund-raising activities, major donors 
of money and in-kind services, and multiple donors from the public. The beneficiaries are a subset of the 
society in need of help. There is a need to ensure fiscal responsibility and this in turn generates the need 
for audited financial statements. Now, ask students to identify the similarities and differences in the basic 
financial statements of the Center (Exhibits 1, 2) compared to those of for-profit corporations. Paraphrase 
student responses to illustrate the following: While both types of entities prepare financial statements 
such as income statements and balance sheets to reflect their activities, in the case of a not-for-profit 
entity Fund Accounting is a crucial differentiating element. Besides, a not-for-profit entity’s income 
statement is really a Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Fund Balances. In more complex forms of 
not-for-profit entities there are restricted funds with specified purposes or end-uses.
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Take a few minutes to explain the following auditing and tax issues, since this provides a good 
introduction to these topics:
The Executive Director and the Board of Directors are the stewards of the resources available to the cen­
ter. There is a need for independent assurances that the resources donated to the Center are used to fulfill 
the mission. This brings into focus the need for external auditing. In broad terms, the audit function deals 
with providing assurances on safeguarding the assets, proper accounting for fund-raising activities and 
other internal control systems and implementation of the various Board resolutions (initiatives).
The Center, as a not-for-profit entity enjoys certain tax advantages. To the extent the Center’s rev­
enues relate to its primary mission, they are eligible for exemption from income taxes. Property used by 
the Center to accomplish its mission is deemed exempt from property tax. The Center’s sales revenues, 
such as from auction sales, are also eligible for exemption from sales tax as long as these revenues are 
employed in the activities relating to the mission of the Center. Incidentally, these considerations provide 
additional motivation for Centers like these to have an explicit mission statement. These are tax 
advantages that accrue at the entity level. At the individual level, the donors to the centers get tax 
deductions for their charitable contributions.
In the following sub-headings (2-11), we list various answers that have been given by students in the 
past. Depending on the class, the answers may vary and not all the answers need to surface; on the other hand 
there could be some new and exciting insights as well. The instructor can make an assessment of whether it 
is necessary to intervene and guide the discussion as necessary.
2. (5 minutes). What are the primary objectives of the Center?
It is important to distinguish between the Center’s social objectives and its corporate or organizational 
goals. In a for-profit organization, the objective of providing a quality product at a low price usually 
supports the organization’s goal of fiscal success and organizational survival. All the same, in a for-profit 
organization, providing a quality product can be thought of as reducing the organization’s fiscal position. 
In the case of a not-for-profit entity, such as the Center, providing quality services may in fact contribute 
to augmenting the fiscal position through more donations and grants.
a. Social objectives
i. Feed and house homeless persons.
ii. Assist the homeless in obtaining an education or job.
iii. Help the homeless with drug or alcohol problems.
iv. Help the guests save enough money to return to self-sufficiency.
v. Maintain a safe environment.
b. Corporate objectives
i. Have enough funds to provide the above services.
ii. Remain debt-free.
iii. Maintain a positive community image.
iv. Strengthen fund-raising efforts.
v. Maintain a low-cost, high-quality operation.
vi. Maintain or increase community involvement.
(if b.iv. has not been mentioned, ask students how the Executive Director spends most of his time.)
3. (5 minutes) Compare briefly the services offered at the Center to those offered by many large city homeless 
shelters. What do you think of turning away some guests in the interest of a safe environment?
This question can lead to a heated and emotional discussion, which is ok up to a point. The Center has 
made a conscious choice of “tough love” policy, which is but one option. This question helps the students 
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to get more involved in the case; and enhances learning when we subsequently illustrate accounting 
applications. The following are the two key points:
a. Many large-city centers provide only food and shelter; and are quite dangerous.
b. The goal of a safe environment causes the Center to turn away guests. They could sleep on mattresses 
or blankets in the lobby.
4. (10 minutes) What would you do to improve the Center?
a. Provide more job training.
b. Possibly have guests rake leaves or shovel snow for the elderly as a way of keeping the guests busy, 
and as a way of generating a more favorable community image.
c. Have town meetings for the guests where they can make suggestions and voice complaints.
d. Establish an affiliation with a church or churches. Use the basement of churches for emergency 
shelter, rather than turning away children.
e. Establish a half-way type house where guests can live for a low rental rate. Some students suggest 
that this may actually be less costly than housing guests at the center, although that seems unlikely, 
since most food is contributed and since most other costs are fixed.
f. Classify the goals or objectives of each guest or family when they enter the center. Then maintain a 
record of how many guests are striving for each objective by date. That is, there may be 20 guests 
who are currently trying to fight alcoholism, 10 trying to kick drugs, 15 in job training, and 20 who 
are working and trying to save enough to return to self-sufficiency. This could be valuable not only 
for performance measurement, but also for planning and staffing. Once guests have been classified, 
use different performance measures for each classification.
g. Conduct a survey when guests enter the Center and when they leave the center. For example, an exit 
survey might ask: (1) which services were most helpful, (2) which were least helpful, (3) which 
services they would like added, (4) what they would like done to improve the Center, (5) rank the 
quality of various services.
h. Add a technical training center.
i. Start a business where guests can work.
j. Day care for working mothers.
k. A shuttle bus to take people to work.
l. Based on volunteer work at the Center, one student suggested improving ventilation in the 
men’s dorm.
m. Also based on volunteer work, another student suggested purchasing more linen so that guests do not 
need to wait so long for clean linen.
5. (10 minutes) Exhibit 6 shows some key operating measures. How would you use these to measure the 
Center’s success? Can you describe other ways to measure the Center’s success?
a. The level of fundraising by category (Christmas lunch, auction, corporate sponsors, etc). This is 
currently being done.
b. Meals served.
c. Number of guests per day.
d. Hours of rehabilitation counseling.
e. Time spent in the center (too short or too long are bad, but how do you measure that).
f. Record the number of guests treated for substance abuse and the number of hours spent in treatment.
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g. Number and percentage of guests who have kicked a habit. However, some have worse addictions 
than others. If you are too quantitative, you take only guests who are not too highly addicted.
h. Cost per day to feed and house guests, but too low is not good either.
i. Classify guests into three broad categories. Those seeking food and shelter, those seeking substance 
abuse counseling, and those seeking to return to self-sufficiency (possibly separating this group into 
families and individuals). Then measure success for each group.
6. (10 minutes) Using the assumptions in Exhibit 8, prepare a statement of budgeted quarterly cash flows to 
show whether the Center will have adequate cash reserves during 1996.
Quarterly budget (solution attached overleaf) indicates adequate cash balances in each of the four 
quarters. Tell students that this approach is often extended to preparing monthly cash flow budgets to 
adequately plan for any potential shortfalls.
7. (10 minutes) What would you reduce in case of $200,000 less revenue? Some students are strongly 
opposed to turning more guests away, while others would turn people away in order to maintain the high 
level of services. Other responses:
a. Eliminate any renovations.
b. Reduce the number of guests.
c. Reduce the amount of counseling.
8. (5 minutes) What would you increase in case of $200,000 more revenue?
a. Take in more guests.
b. Add a second location similar to the first, but possibly only for families.
c. Add the equivalent of a half-way house. Families can live in low-cost apartments for a year or so.
9. (5 minutes) What contributes to the Center’s success?
a. Excellent fundraising.
b. Excellent job of getting the entire community involved.
c. Strong financial support from many area businesses.
d. Notre Dame provided major funding for the first four years and still provides about 25 percent of the 
funding.
10. (5 minutes) How would you improve an unsafe center in another city?
a. Similar to 9, above, but it is difficult to find an organization willing to provide the level of 
support that Notre Dame has contributed during the past four years. Without a major donor 
to help improve operations, many individuals and organizations are reluctant to support an 
unsafe operation.
b. Large cities have far worse crime than does South Bend. It would be much more difficult to maintain 
safety in an area where many individuals carry knives and guns.
c. In contrast to South Bend, large cities typically have many more celebrities who can help generate 
funds. On the other hand, those celebrities are in demand from many more non-profit organizations 
than exist in a city like South Bend.
11. (5 minutes) How would you improve the nation’s homeless centers if you were a member of 
the Congress?
a. Possibly provide a level of supplemental funding approximately on a level of that provided 
by Notre Dame. Such supplemental funding could be in the form of 20 percent or 25 percent 
matching grants.
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b. Some students are against any government funding because they assume any such funding will be 
bureaucratic, unresponsive to the needs of the homeless, and will invite corruption. That view is 
probably supported by the Janet O’Brien case involving nursing homes. Providing nursing home 
care for the elderly is also a noble goal, but the nursing home industry is often considered one of 
the more corrupt industries in the nation, primarily for those homes that rely on Medicaid funding.
12. (5 minutes). Summary. Discuss also the future challenges faced by the Center.
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WRAP-UP
Summarize the problems of performance measurement in a not-for-profit organization. Compare that 
with performance measurement in a repetitive manufacturing firm, where it is perhaps easiest to measure 
performance. Emphasize that although it is difficult to measure performance, it is still possible to implement 
measures that are of value, although they are considerably more subjective than a standard for attaching a 
fender to a car.
Also mention the difficulty in raising funds for a not-for-profit organization. Once an organization 
is reasonably successful, individuals are often more willing to assist the organization. However, achieving 
initial success is extremely difficult.
Finally, discuss the choices that must be made in any organization because of limited resources. Such 
choices are difficult, and usually involve fewer moral dilemmas than turning away a homeless child, but 
some difficult choices must always be made.
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LINCOLN SAVINGS AND LOAN
Mary Nisbet, Director, Accounting Program 
University of California, Santa Barbara, California
Donald R. Loster, CPA Litigation Consultant 
Santa Barbara, California
BACKGROUND
During the 1980’s, the Savings and Loan industry changed fundamentally. Prior to 1980, it had been an 
industry characterized by conservatism in both its assets and liabilities. The Savings and Loan industry’s mis­
sion was to take in cash via passbook savings accounts and to make home mortgage loans. The industry was 
heavily regulated — S & L’s could only invest in government securities, and the interest rates they offered on 
depositors’ accounts were constrained. However, two factors made the S & L’s an attractive investment for 
many people, even though they offered relatively low rates of interest. First, they provided a very secure 
investment, since deposits in S & L’s were insured by the government. Secondly, the availability of alterna­
tive investment opportunities for small investments was much more limited than it is now. The 1970’s 
however, saw both an increase in the range of alternative investment vehicles, and the erosion of the returns 
offered by S & L’s by significant inflation. The Savings and Loan institutions could not compete in these new 
market conditions, and the options therefore were deregulation and survival, or demise of the entire industry. 
Faced with this dilemma, the government chose deregulation.
The 1980’s saw a significant reduction in the constraints on Savings and Loan institutions, both in terms 
of the assets they could acquire and the liabilities they could incur. The 1980 Depository Institutions 
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act and the 1982 Garn-St. Act fundamentally changed the way
in which Savings and Loans could operate. Basically, the two acts together authorized Savings and Loan 
institutions to invest up to 40% of their assets in commercial real estate loans and up to 11% of their assets 
in commercial loans, which might or might not be secured. At the same time, insurance was increased to 
$100,000 for all types of individual accounts with Savings and Loan Institutions. Savings and Loan 
Institutions were therefore permitted to take on much riskier investments in the knowledge that each depos­
itor’s money was insured by the government up to $100,000. Many traditionally conservative S & L’s 
changed fundamentally and became aggressive, risk-taking, financial institutions. The ultimate result was 
one of the most expensive and far reaching government bail-outs of modem times.
Lincoln Savings and Loan was one of the most spectacular examples of the result of the deregulation of 
the industry. Lincoln was a California Savings and Loan that was based in Phoenix, Arizona. In 1984, it was 
acquired by American Continental Corporation (ACC), a real estate development company, which had been 
founded in Ohio in 1978 by Charles H. Keating Jr. Charles H. Keating Jr. was a flamboyant business man 
whose extravagant lifestyle and spending were legendary. Prior to its acquisition by ACC, Lincoln had been 
a traditional thrift: it gathered its deposits through a 29-branch California network and made principally long­
term single family home loans. Charles Keating’s involvement with Lincoln quickly led to a fundamental
Copyright 1997 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
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change in the operations of the Savings and Loan. ACC replaced management and aggressively sought addi­
tional deposits through California branches as well as by nationwide marketing. It also significantly altered 
its lending and investment policies to emphasize large acquisition, development and construction loans, 
large scale real estate investments, and substantial investments in equity and debt securities. The following 
are extracts from the diary of Doug Doolittle1, a Special Projects Manager of Lincoln over a critical period 
in Lincoln’s history.
1. Doug Doolitte, Uncle Harry, and Greg Grovel are all fictional characters. All other characters and facts are actual.
July 23, 1986
Life is great! It is 1986, Ronald Reagan is coming to the end of one of the most successful presidencies in recent 
memory, the American economy is booming, the stock market is continually reaching all-time highs. I’m twenty - 
five years old, working for one of the most dynamic and profitable savings and loan institutions in the USA, and 
I have just got a new job where I earn more than $100,000 a year. I have arrived big time! I’ve decided to start 
keeping a journal because the next few years in this job are going to be the most exciting of my life and I don’t 
want to forget any of it!
When I graduated from college in 1983 with a degree in business economics, I wasn’t interested in working for 
a bank. However, that interview with Lincoln Savings and Loan for the job as assistant loan officer really 
changed my mind. Lincoln Savings and Loan was going places and I was going with it! Lincoln had just been 
taken over by ACC and ACC’s chairman, Charles H. Keating Jr., is one of the most dynamic and exciting peo­
ple I’ve ever met. Mr. Keating believes in promoting young people fast — his son is president of Lincoln and got 
the job when he was only twenty-six. Although I started as a lowly loan officer, in the last three years, I have 
fast tracked and I’ve just been promoted to Special Projects Manager of Lincoln. My main responsibilities are 
to coordinate the real estate activities of Lincoln which now constitute a large part of Lincoln’s asset base. I 
will be working closely with Mr. Keating. To say I’ve worked with Charles H. Keating Jr. will look really 
impressive on my resume in the future!!!
When ACC acquired Lincoln, Lincoln’s main business was in residential mortgage loans. These were safe 
investments but boring! Mr. Keating changed all that and by using his expertise in real estate development and 
his contacts from ACC, has shifted Lincoln’s main activity to land development projects. He isn’t even risking 
Lincoln’s depositors’ money since all deposits up to $100,000 are insured by the government. In the last two 
years, the real estate transactions have provided the main source of Lincoln’s profits and I am now going to be 
involved in all of these. It’s going to be an exciting few years!
December 20, 1986
It’s now almost six months since I took this job and started keeping this journal and boy, has it been a roller 
coaster ride. I have been just as busy as I thought I would be and the real estate transactions have been coming 
thick and fast. The most recent innovation that Mr. Keating has instituted in Lincoln is the sale of ACC bonds 
in Lincoln’s branches. It seems an obvious extension of Lincoln’s services to provide investment opportunities 
to our customers other than the usual savings accounts and CD’s. I’m looking forward to the holidays to get 
a break — life has been hectic. I’ll be having an ice fishing trip in Minnesota with Uncle Harry and my dad. 
Since he retired, Uncle Harry has become a fishing fanatic, although what he sees in sitting for hours in a 
wooden hut in the middle of a frozen lake, staring into a hole in the ice, I do not know!
March 26, 1987
... Today, Mr. Keating reviewed Lincoln’s operating results for the year so far and wants to push another real 
estate transaction through the books before the end of the quarter on March 31. I suggested we try to do a deal 
for one of the Hidden Valley parcels. I’ve just received an independent appraisal for one parcel of 1,000 acres 
in Hidden Valley that values it at $8.5 million. Given that the original cost to Lincoln was $2.9 million, we 
should be able to realize a substantial profit if Mr. Keating can swing the deal. Mr. Keating thinks he can swing 
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it with the help of his friend Ernie Garcia who is a real estate developer. If we push this one through, it will 
mean a big bonus for me....
March 31, 1987
What a day it’s been! The Hidden Valley transaction went through today, on the very last day of the quarter. Mr. 
Keating is a magician! Ernie Garcia introduced Mr. Keating to a friend of his, Fernando Acosta, who owns a 
company called Wescon2. To cut a long story short, Wescon bought the 1,000 acre Hidden Valley parcel for $14 
million! That is an $11.1 million profit! I talked briefly to Mr. Acosta when he came in to sign the papers. He is 
a really nice guy —for someone who owns a multi-million dollar company, he is very unassuming and easy to 
talk to....
2. Wescon is an acronym for Westcontinental Mortgage Company, a Tucson, Arizona, mortgage broker.
Uncle Harry called today to say that he had followed my advice and bought some ACC bonds. Given how well 
Lincoln is doing with all these real estate deals, he really can’t go wrong. It’s a far smarter investment than the 
CD’s he’s been investing in — he might even be able to go fishing in Europe with the extra income....
April 15, 1987
I talked to Fernando Acosta on the phone today who was trying to reach Mr. Keating. It seems that Mr. Acosta’s 
company, Wescon, was given an unsecured $3.5 million loan by ECG Holdings (Mr. Garcia’s company) at the 
end of March, just before the Hidden Valley/Wescon transaction went through. The $3.5 million is the down 
payment Wescon used for the transaction. The remaining purchase price was paid by Wescon issuing a note to 
Lincoln of $10.5 million. Wescon will only pay 10% annual interest on the note (Lincoln’s brokered CD’s are 
offering 11%) and only annual payments based on a 20-year payment (with a balloon payment due in six years) 
schedule need to be made, so Wescon really has been given an amazingly good deal. The note is very unusual 
—I just hope Wescon can make the payments on it....
April 22, 1987
.. .I’m beginning to be concerned about the Hidden Valley/Wescon transaction. I did some checking on Wescon 
and its net worth is less than $50,000. How is it going to meet its payments on a note of $10.5 million? If 
Wescon can’t meet these payments, I’m not sure we should have taken credit for the profit on the sale of the 
1,000 acres in Hidden Valley. If the Wescon notes aren’t worth $10.5 million, then we didn’t receive $14 million 
for the parcel, and then surely the profit on the transaction must be less than $11.1 million. I must look at my 
old accounting notes from college — I seem to remember something in them about rules for recognizing rev­
enue and how to value future cashflows using discounted cashflow. I have them somewhere....
April 24, 1987
I found my old accounting notes about revenue recognition but I’m not sure I understand. They say that revenue 
should only be recognized when it has been earned and when the revenues have been realized or are realizable. 
What on earth does that mean? I also found the notes on discounted cashflows and it looks like in order to 
value the notes from Wescon we have to discount the expected future cash flows from the notes at an appropri­
ate rate of interest. The expected cash flows are easy because I know what the payment schedule on the notes is. 
The discount rate is more of a problem since it should reflect the risk of the notes. Given how small Wescon is 
and the undeveloped nature of the land, how on earth do I get a handle on that?...
April 30, 1987
I’ve just talked to my friend Greg Grovel. He took the public accounting route after college and now has his 
own practice. He wants to do consulting work for Lincoln, particularly in relation to our real estate transac­
tions. I asked him about the revenue recognition issue for the Hidden Valley/Wescon transaction and also about 
valuing Wescon’s note. He quoted FASB 66 which deals with real estate transactions and said he would prepare 
a memo for me. I know he ’ll do it well — he has an interest in helping us out if he wants to work for us....
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May 9, 1987
Just got the memo from Greg. His interpretation is that the Hidden Valley/Wescon transaction satisfies the rules 
and therefore there isn’t a problem in recognizing the revenue. I’m really relieved. The auditors are due in next 
week and the Wescon deal is just one of several, similar transactions we have planned for this year. Our income 
statement would have looked really sick if we’d had to exclude them all from our revenue. I’m still a bit con­
cerned about Wescon’s ability to repay the note, but maybe I shouldn’t be concerned. Uncle Harry’s ACC bonds 
should be OK as long as the real estate transactions are valid....
June 2, 1987
... Discovered an interesting thing today. Lincoln made a loan commitment of $30 million to E.C.G. Holdings 
(Ernie Garcia’s company) at the end of March and $19.6 million was immediately withdrawn in cash. Mr. 
Keating must really think Ernie Garcia is going places if he can get that size of a loan from Lincoln....
April 25, 1988
Just back from a weekend fishing with Uncle Harry. He really is a great old guy — he can even make fishing 
fun. We spent some time talking about the latest ACC bond issue. We went over the prospectus and I helped 
Uncle Harry understand the financial statements. I was able to explain to Uncle Harry how much my work had 
contributed to Lincoln’s profit for 1987. There were eight transactions involving parcels from Hidden Valley 
(including the Wescon deal); in total, they contributed $103 million to revenue and $62 million to pretax profit. 
These deals were all structured like the Wescon transaction with a down payment of 25% from the buyer and 
notes receivable for the balance. It really helped swing the deals that Lincoln had made substantial loans for 
other purposes to each buyer — to a total tune of over $200 million. Uncle Harry is determined to put all his 
savings into these bonds. I didn’t try to talk him out of it — he can be so pigheaded it would probably have been 
a waste of time — but I did try to explain to him that the ACC bonds are not federally insured like his CD’s. I 
didn’t push the point too hard — Lincoln is doing so well that the insurance probably doesn’t matter. My only 
worry is that I’ve just noticed that the prospectus shows that the market value of ACC’s investments is way 
below their book value. Given the stock market crash of October last year, that’s probably not surprising.
I don’t suppose it matters much....
May 25, 1989
I haven’t written in this journal for over a year and, looking back on what I wrote then, I can’t believe how 
naive I was. I really thought Keating was a god and could do no wrong! Lincoln finally was seized by the fed­
eral regulators last month although the writing was on the wall long before that. Heck, I even had suspicions 
two years ago, but because I was so dazzled by Keating, I convinced myself that there wasn’t a problem. If only 
I had followed my instincts. Although I’m out of a job (and given that I worked for Lincoln, finding a new one 
isn’t easy) my biggest worry is Uncle Harry. He put all of his savings in the ACC bonds after I told him they 
were OK. He has lost everything and Dad says he is really depressed. He worked so hard to save for his retire­
ment, and to think that he lost it all because of me! How could I have been so gullible and stupid?...
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Doug Doolittle DATE: May 5, 1987
Special Projects Manager
Lincoln Savings
FROM: Greg Grovel, CPA
SUBJECT: Profit recognition on real estate sales
Doug,
It was good to hear from you last week and of your promotion in Lincoln. I was especially interested to talk with 
you about your role in Lincoln’s extensive real estate development activities. My practice has been largely 
focused on real estate issues in this active, Arizona real estate market, and perhaps I could be of some help to 
Lincoln as a consultant.
You described one transaction that closed the last day of the quarter which generated $11.1 million of the reported 
quarterly profit. You asked me to summarize why I thought it met the accounting rules for revenue recognition, 
and also how to value the consideration received for the parcel. Briefly, you told me that Lincoln sold a parcel of 
raw desert land in Hidden Valley outside of Phoenix to a Tucson mortgage broker (Wescon) for $14 million. A 
down payment of $3.5 million was received along with a 10% trust deed note for the $10.5 million balance from 
Wescon. The papers were signed and the deed was recorded on March 31.
First the issue of revenue recognition. As we both learned in Accounting 1A back at State U, the basic concepts 
underlying revenue recognition are:
(1) that a transaction has occurred,
(2) that the earnings process is complete, and
(3) that the sales price is collectible.
In applying these principles to real estate transactions, two unique features of many real estate deals must be con­
sidered. First, the seller often has a continuing involvement in the property (e.g., promises to help in its 
development). This would mean that the earnings process may not be complete and full profit recognition would 
not be appropriate.
Second, non-recourse financing is often used. Non-recourse financing is where the seller accepts a note as full or 
partial payment from the buyer. In the event of nonpayment of the note by the buyer, the only recourse the seller 
has is to repossess the property itself. In such a case the collectibility of the full sales price is more at risk than oth­
erwise and full profit recognition might not be appropriate. Only when all risks and rewards of ownership are 
transferred should revenue be recognized.
For instance, take the extreme case where a property was sold for only non-recourse notes and no down payment. 
If the property value increases, the buyer would make a profit and gladly pay off the notes; if not, the buyer has 
not put up any of his/her/its own money and simply walks away from the property. The seller would have to 
repossess a property which had significantly reduced in value. A further issue raised by this scenario is whether or 
not the property could ever be regarded as being worth the selling price. Given that the “buyer” does not actually 
assume the risks and rewards of ownership, since he can walk away from the property without recourse at any 
time, it is doubtful whether, in this case, a transfer of the risks of ownership in fact took place. A property valua­
tion based on the “selling price” would in this case be extremely suspect.
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The accounting profession has established a variety of rules to deal with the uniqueness of real estate. FASB 66 
addresses the basic issues just mentioned. In order for a profit on a real estate sale to be recognized in full, three 
conditions must be met:
(a) a transaction must have taken place,
(b) the seller cannot have any continuing involvement, and
(c) there must be an adequate down payment and continuing payments to demonstrate the buyers 
commitment. For sales of undeveloped land, the down payment must be 25% of the sales price.
From what you have told me of the Hidden Valley/Wescon transaction, all these conditions have been met. The 
deed was recorded by quarter-end, Lincoln has no obligation to help develop the property, and the buyer made a 
down payment of exactly 25%. The Wescon note only provides for annual payments, but the amortization amount 
is sufficient to meet the FASB 66 test. There is one other condition that must be met — the down payment can­
not be from funds provided directly or indirectly by the seller, because then the seller would still be at risk. That 
doesn’t appear to be a problem here, since Wescon obtained the money for the down payment from ECG 
Holdings, and not from Lincoln Savings and Loan.
As far as the value of the Wescon note is concerned, the fact that the company is small is probably not a problem. 
It may well be that, once the property is developed, the company will be capable of making the payments. The 
second issue of what discount rate to apply, I wouldn’t worry too much about. Discounted cash flow is a real ivory 
tower method that only the academics really believe. Charles Keating wouldn’t make a loan unless he was sure he 
could make a big return. The Wescon note is probably fine.
Doug, I think you can rest OK on this one. It looks like the transaction was carefully planned to meet the FASB 
66 requirements. Call with any questions. I look forward to seeing you at the alumni golf outing next week!
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$200,000,000
American Continental Corporation
Subordinate Debentures
(Issuable in Series)
Minimum Purchase: $1,000
American Continental Corporation (the “Company”) is offering directly to the public up to $200,000,000 aggregate principal amount of its 
Subordinate Debentures (the “Debentures”). The Company intends to offer the Debentures for sale directly to the public from time to time pursuant 
to this Prospectus. Based upon market conditions the Company periodically will establish series of Debentures which will conform to the description 
of the Debentures set forth in this Prospectus. At December 31, 1987, the Company had issued $92,627,000 aggregate principal amount of Debentures 
in 118 series.
The Debentures will be offered to the public primarily through the selling efforts of full-time employees of the Company and its affiliates other 
than Lincoln Savings and Loan Association (“Lincoln Savings”), at each of Lincoln Savings’ branches in California and at the Company’s offices in 
Phoenix, Arizona. In addition, subject to the receipt of applicable state regulatory approvals, the Company may send notice of the offering of one or 
more series of Debentures, or a copy of this Prospectus and the Prospectus Supplement(s) relating to such series, to holders of other securities of the 
Company and its subsidiaries in the states where such holders reside. See “Plan of Distribution.”
Unless otherwise stated in a Prospectus Supplement, interest on each series of Debentures will be payable on the 28th day of each calendar 
month, with respect to interest accrued through the last day of the preceding calendar month. Each Debenture will bear interest from the date on which 
payment of the purchase price is received by the Company. The Debentures will be redeemable on the dates, and at the prices, set forth in the 
Prospectus Supplement relating to such series.
The Debentures will be subordinated to all Senior Indebtedness (as defined) of the Company. The Indenture under which the Debentures are to 
be issued does not limit the amount of Senior Indebtedness the Company may incur. At December 31, 1987, the Company had outstanding approxi­
mately $150,134,000 of Senior Indebtedness. Unless otherwise stated in a Prospectus Supplement, the Debentures will be sold in minimum 
denominations of $1,000. See “Description of Debentures.”
Because the Debentures are being offered by the Company directly to the public without a firm underwriting commitment, no assurance can be 
given as to the amount of Debentures that will be sold, and the Company is not required to sell any minimum aggregate principal amount of 
Debentures or of any series of Debentures. It is unlikely that a market for the Debentures will exist after the offering. Accordingly, it will be difficult 
to resell the Debentures particularly because it is anticipated that various series will bear different interest rates and have different maturity dates. For 
a description of certain risks and other factors, see “Special Factors.”
THESE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE SECURITIES
AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION NOR HAS THE COMMISSION PASSED UPON THE
ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THIS PROSPECTUS, ANY REPRESENTATION TO
THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.
THE DEBENTURES BEING OFFERED ARE THE SOLE OBLIGATION OF THE COMPANY AND 
ARE NOT BEING OFFERED AS SAVINGS ACCOUNTS OR DEPOSITS AND ARE 
NOT INSURED BY THE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION.
(1) In no case shall the Maximum Price to Public of all series of Debentures exceed the amount set forth under Maximum Aggregate Offering Price.
(2) Before deducting expenses payable by the Company, estimated to be $195,000 plus $25,000 per series. See “Use of Proceeds.”
(3) There is no minimum amount of Debentures required to be sold by the Company.
This Prospectus does not contain complete information with respect to each series of Debentures proposed to be sold. A Prospectus Supplement with respect to each 
series of Debentures offered hereunder will set forth, with regard to such series, (i) the maximum aggregate principal amount, interest rate and maturity date of the 
Debentures of such series and (ii) the redemption provisions with respect to such series. Debentures of any series may not be sold and offers to buy may not be accepted 
unless the purchasers have received both this prospectus and the Prospectus Supplement relating to such series.
Maximum 
Price to 
Public (1)
Underwriting 
Discount
Maximum 
Proceeds to 
Company (1) (2)
Per Debenture....................................................................................... 100% —0— 100%
Maximum Aggregate Offering Price................................................. $200,000,000 -0- $200,000,000
The date of the Prospectus is April, 1988.
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SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
The following tables set forth selected financial information regarding the results of operations and financial position of the Company. This informa­
tion should be read in conjunction with “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition” appearing 
elsewhere in this Prospectus and the Consolidated Financial Statements and the Notes thereto of the Company appearing in the Company’s 1987 
Annual Report to Shareholders delivered together with this Prospectus.
Year ended December 31,
1987(1) 1986(1)(2) 1985(1) 1984(1)(3) 1983(1)
(In thousands except per share data and ratios)
Income Statement Data
Revenues $718,295 $852,452 $647,457 $365,538 $ 64,974
Earnings (loss) from continuing operations before income
taxes, extraordinary items and cumulative effect of a
change in accounting for income taxes 25,988 43,434 66,837 24,380 (17,424)
Earnings (loss) from continuing operations before
extraordinary items and cumulative effect of a change
in accounting for income taxes 13,376 30,833 53,337 19,180 (7,585)
Extraordinary gain (loss), net 2,876 (6,600) — — —
Discontinued operations gain (loss), net — — (10,795) 1,333 26,704
Cumulative effect of a change in accounting for income taxes 3,075 — — — —
Net earnings 19,327 24,233 42,542 20,513 19,119
Per share earnings (loss) applicable to common stock
Continuing operations before extraordinary item and cumulative
effect of a change in accounting for income taxes .39 1.36 2.35 .35 (.43)
Discontinued operations — — (.54) .07 1.52
Extraordinary item .16 (.35) — — —
Cumulative effect of a change in accounting for income taxes .17 _ — __ = — __ =
Total $.72 $1.01 $1.81 $.62 $1.09
■■ ——
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges with savings deposit
interest (4) .94 1.01 1.13 1.04 .72
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges without savings deposit
interest (4) 1.20 1.25 1.43 1.14 .72
Balance Sheet Data (at period end):
Investment securities $1,527,236 $1,319,133 $ 517,629 $461,718 $ —
Real estate investments 890,394 811,831 574,473 298,891 29,009
Mortgage loans receivable 1,170,197 987,827 1,007,704 924,027 494,743
Total assets 5,095,197 4,571,136 4,114,907 3,237,910 802,291
Senior debt of the Company 139,288 202,992 189,916 222,061 177,287
Senior subordinated notes, net 10,846 49,358 49,393 — —
Subordinated debt of the Company 92,627 2,496 6,345 6,345 6,354
Consolidated long-term debt (5) 814,505 1,241,879 1,362,678 1,009,521 602,307
Shareholders’ equity 136,761 128,591 121,920 132,880 123,971
(1) The Company’s consolidated financial statements and notes thereto reflect discontinued operations. See Note (B) to the Consolidated 
Financial Statements and “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition — Discontinued 
Operations” for additional information.
(2) Includes the results of American Founders Life Insurance Company since acquisition on January 28, 1986. See Note (C) to the 
Consolidated Financial Statements.
(3) Includes the results of Lincoln Savings and Loan Association since its acquisition by the Company on February 22, 1984. See Note (C) 
to the Consolidated Financial Statements.
(4) The ratio of earnings to fixed charges has been computed by dividing earnings from continuing operations before income taxes and fixed 
charges (reduced by capitalized interest) by fixed charges. The ratios have been calculated using fixed charges with and without interest 
on savings deposits, as indicated. For the years ended December 31, 1987 and 1993, earnings were inadequate to cover fixed charges; the 
amount of the deficiencies were $24,190,000 and $17,424,000, respectively. See “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Results of 
Operations and Financial Condition Liquidity and Capital Resources” for additional discussion.
(5) Includes $87,982,000, $371,091,000, $596,145,000, $615,621,000, and $422,038,000 at December 31, 1987, 1986, 1985, 1984 and 1983, 
respectively, of bonds outstanding which were issued by finance subsidiaries of American Continental Mortgage company (“ACM”), a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, and are secured by, GNMA Certificates or first mortgage loans. At December 31, 1987, 1986, 
1985 and 1984, long-term debt includes $396,023,000, $436,000,000, $375,000,000 and $100,000,000, respectively, of notes issued by 
Lincoln Savings, secured principally by investment securities.
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American Continental Corporation and Subsidiaries 
Consolidated Balance Sheet (Summarized) 
On December 31, 1987 ($000’s)
December 31, 
1987
December 31, 
1986
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents $223,811 $125,292
Prepaid expenses and other assets 165,339 386,292
Investment securities — equity (lower of cost or market) (Note 1) 169,070 97,457
Investment securities — debt (cost) (Note 2) 1.358.166 1.221.676
Total investment securities 1,527,236 1,319,133
Mortgages and other loans receivable 1,675,019 1,306,353
Other receivables 154,448 261,832
Real estate investments 890,394 811,831
Investment in and advances to affiliated companies 60,525 87,516
Property buildings (net) 292,173 163,703
Excess of cost over net assets acquired 106.252 109,184
Total assets $5,095,197 $4,571,136
Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity
Notes
Savings deposits $3,374,531 $2,821,375
Short-term borrowings 364,669 73,796
Accounts payable and accrued expenses 112,810 115,296
Long-term debt 814,505 1,241,879
Policyholder liability 182,897 172,247
Other commitments and contingencies 109.024 17.952
4.958.436 4.442.545
Shareholders ’ equity
Preferred stock 54,953 40,225
Common stock — issued 176 123
Capital in excess of par value 11,261 19,530
Marketable equity securities reserve (21,264) (8,597)
Retained earnings 109,924 96,899
Deferred compensation (17,000) (18,500)
Less treasury stock at cost (1.279) (1,089)
136.761 128,591
Total liabilities and shareholders’ equity $5,095,197 $4,571,136
1. The historic cost of equity investment securities at December 31, 1987 and 1986 respectively was $202,899 
and $110,089.
2. The market value of debt investment securities at December 31, 1987 and 1986 respectively was estimated at 
$1,224,732 and $1,184,055.
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Case Questions
Financial statement analysis and valuation
1. Which parties relied on the information contained in ACC’s financial statements? Identify ways in which 
the information contained in the financial statements should protect these parties.
2. Use the 1987 ACC summarized balance sheet on page 9 and “Selected Financial Data” on page 8. 
Complete the accounting equation below, and calculate the following three financial ratios:
Debt/equity ratio (total liabilities divided by stockholders’ equity), 
Return on equity (net income divided by stockholders’ equity), and 
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges (already computed — see page 8).
Explain how Uncle Harry could have found these ratios useful in his decision on whether or not to buy 
ACC’s bonds. For net income, use earnings from continuing operations before income taxes.
Accounting Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’
Equation ($ millions) Equity
3. Now assume that NONE of the real estate transactions that Doug mentions (April 25, 1988 diary entry) 
had taken place in 1987. Show the impact of this assumption on the accounting equation, and recalculate 
the ratios. As before, use earnings from continuing operations before income taxes for net income. You 
should also ignore any effect of income taxes and the interest revenue from notes receivable accepted on 
the sales. Use the following format in your analysis:
Accounting Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’
Equation ($ millions) Equity
As originally 
reported (from above)
Eliminate profit on 
real estate sales
Adjusted
4. Compare the information from the asset section of ACC’s summarized balance sheet for with the 
“selected financial data” contained in ACC’s bond prospectus on page 8. What is the historic cost of the 
investment securities owned by ACC? What is the market value of these securities? Do both statements 
show both the historic cost and market value? Should they?
5. Use the information developed in your answer to #4 above to further adjust the balance sheet amounts to 
reflect the market value of investments in debt securities, and again recalculate the ratios. Use the assump­
tions from #3, and further assume that the adjustment would not be reflected in the income statement.
Accounting Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’
Equation ($ millions) Equity
Adjusted
Reduction in value
of investments
Adjusted
6. In the light of your answers so far, comment on the adequacy of the information provided by ACC in its 
bond prospectus. Do you agree with Doug that the bonds being uninsured was insignificant in Uncle 
Harry’s decision?
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Revenue recognition
7. Explain the general principles of revenue recognition.
8. Explain the special circumstances associated with many real estate transactions that require adaptation of 
these revenue recognition principles.
9. Identify the key conditions that must be satisfied in order to recognize revenue in a real estate transac­
tion.
10. Where did the money for the deposit for the Wescon transaction actually come from?
11. Do you agree with Greg Grovel’s interpretation of the Wescon transaction? What economic rather than 
strictly accounting issues does the transaction raise? How much revenue do you think Lincoln should 
have recognized on the eight real estate transactions?
Time value of money
12. What valuation methods are used on the balance sheet?
13. Assume that the exact terms of the Wescon note were 10% interest payable annually and the principal of 
$10,500,000 due in full in six years. Assume that the market rate of interest for such an obligation was 
in fact 15%. How did Lincoln misapply the time-value-of-money concept to manipulate its financial 
statements?
14. Given that the Wescon note was a non-recourse loan on raw desert land which generated no cash flow 
and due from a borrower of no real financial substance that did not put up its own money for the down 
payment, how close to either 10% or 15% do you think the true market rate of interest would be? What 
impact would such a rate have on your answer to #13.
15. How should the Wescon note have been valued?
Ethical issues and fraudulent financial reporting
16. How would you define “ethical conduct”? Why is ethical behavior necessary in society? Why do some 
people act unethically?
17. What is fraudulent financial reporting?
18. What probably motivated ACC/Lincoln’s management to misstate its financial statements?
19. What conditions were present which allowed the fraudulent reporting to occur? What could or should 
have prevented or detected it?
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Lincoln Savings and Loan
TEACHING NOTES
Mary Nisbet, Director, Accounting Program 
University of California, Santa Barbara, California
Donald R. Loster, CPA Litigation Consultant 
Santa Barbara, California
INTRODUCTION
Lincoln Savings was one of the most high profile and spectacular casualties of the economic and regulatory 
changes which swept the savings and loan industry in the 1980s. Prior to its acquisition by Charles Keating’s 
American Continental Corporation (ACC), Lincoln had been a traditional thrift: it gathered deposits through 
a 29-branch California network, and its principal lending activity was providing long-term loans on single 
family homes. Keating’s ACC exploited the deregulation in the thrift industry, and fundamentally changed 
Lincoln’s activities. ACC replaced Lincoln’s management, aggressively sought additional deposits through 
Lincoln’s California branches as well as by nationwide marketing, and significantly altered Lincoln’s lend­
ing and investment policies. The new policies led to large scale, commercial real estate investments, large 
acquisition, development and construction loans, and substantial investments in equity and debt securities.
ACC also exploited its acquisition of Lincoln when it sought financing through an offering of $200 mil­
lion of subordinated debentures. These ACC bonds were offered directly to the public, mainly through the 
Lincoln branch network. No underwriter was employed. Many purchasers were elderly Lincoln customers 
who were misled into believing that they were replacing their maturing, government-insured, time deposits 
with equally safe investments. When Lincoln failed, they found out, not only that the debentures were worth­
less, but also that they were not federally insured.
The offering document included financial information for ACC/Lincoln which made ACC/Lincoln 
appear to be one of the most profitable institutions in the United States. However, this financial information 
included the results of a series of apparently profitable real estate sales. In 1987, eight sales of desert land 
alone accounted for reported pretax profits of $62 million. Including these sales in the ACC/Lincoln finan­
cials converted a pretax loss of $36 million to earnings of $26 million.
The seizure of Lincoln by the federal regulators in 1989 was followed by a congressional investigation, 
numerous lawsuits and regulatory actions. Many of these focused on Lincoln’s real estate transactions, and 
their use as a device to inflate profits. The case concentrates on these transactions and the valuation, revenue 
recognition, and ethical issue associated with them.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The case focuses on the circumstances surrounding the sale of a parcel of desert land in 1987. This sale is 
representative of the eight sales that provided ACC/Lincoln with $62 million profit in 1987. Facts for the case 
are presented through excerpts from the diary of Doug Doolittle, a fictional special projects manager in the 
real estate division of Lincoln Savings. Doug, a young college graduate, is inexorably drawn into the ques­
tionable real estate and lending activities of Lincoln. As the case unfolds, Doug becomes concerned about the 
propriety of the accounting methods employed for real estate transactions, a concern that is compounded by 
his worries over an elderly relative who has bought ACC bonds. Doug seeks the counsel of a fellow gradu­
ate, now a local CPA with extensive experience in real estate. In a memorandum to Doug, the CPA outlines 
the accounting principles involved, and offers an opinion on how the transaction falls within the accounting 
rules. The denouement of the case is a final diary entry written after ACC/Lincoln’s liquidation, where Doug 
reflects on his naivete over the true nature of the real estate transactions, and the devastating impact Lincoln 
has had on many lives.
There are two main accounting issues raised in the case. First, the issue of revenue recognition is dis­
cussed by exploring the sale of the desert parcel. The chain of events surrounding the sale leave considerable 
doubts about the arm’s length nature of the transaction, although the sale apparently satisfies the accounting 
rule for revenue recognition. Students are encouraged to explore the dangers of blindly adhering to account­
ing rules while ignoring economic reality. Secondly, using the offering document for the ACC bonds, the 
impact of different accounting practices on the analysis of financial statements is explored. The offering doc­
ument provides historic cost financial information, as well as footnotes on the market value of ACC’s bond 
portfolio. Students first calculate various financial ratios using the historic cost information, and then recal­
culate the ratios after adjusting for the market values of the bond portfolio. Not surprisingly, the two sets of 
ratios paint a very different picture of the financial health of ACC, and students are again made aware of the 
dangers of blindly following a set formula. A third area that can also be discussed is the issue of the time 
value of money. Again using the ACC financial information, the effect of the time value of money on revenue 
recognition and balance sheet valuations can be explored.
Although these are the principal accounting issues associated with the case, there are also significant eth­
ical issues that can be explored. Both Doug and his CPA colleague face significant ethical dilemmas that can 
be discussed as the case unfolds. The nature of, and need for ethical conduct, the nature of fraudulent finan­
cial reporting, and the motives and conditions that were conducive to fraud in the Lincoln case can all be 
investigated using the case material.
In summary, the case provides a rich source of material for exploring various key issues in financial 
reporting.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Financial Statement Analysis and Valuation
1. To understand the use of financial statements for investment and credit decisions.
2. To understand how different accounting practices can impact the analysis of financial statements.
3. To understand the conceptual framework underlying financial statements:
Revenue Recognition
4. To understand the principles of revenue recognition.
5. To understand the application of revenue recognition principles to real estate transactions.
6. To analyze the real estate transactions of Lincoln Savings and to critique the accounting methods that 
were used by the company.
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Time Value of Money
7. To understand the principle of the time value of money.
8. To understand how the concept affects revenue recognition and balance sheet valuations.
9. To investigate how these concepts impacted Lincoln’s financial statements.
Ethical Issues and Fraudulent Financial Reporting
10. To understand the nature of, and need for, ethical conduct.
11. To understand the nature of fraudulent financial reporting.
12. To understand the motives and conditions that were conducive to fraud in the Lincoln case.
CLASSROOM USE OF THE CASE
The case is designed for use at the principles level. It can be introduced at the beginning of a first course in 
accounting and referred back to as each of the topics it covers is presented. The case works especially well 
in a principles class that begins with a “macro” approach followed by the mechanics. The case can thus pro­
vide a unifying element for the topics of financial accounting in its economic context, an analytical view of 
financial statement information, and measurement fundamentals, including revenue recognition and present 
value.
It is specifically designed to be consistent with the recommendations of the Accounting Education 
Change Commission (AECC) in its “Position Statement No. Two: The First Course in Accounting”, both in 
terms of content and teaching methods. A series of questions relating to each learning objective is used. The 
questions lead the students through the key issues, and help them to develop an understanding of the basic 
concepts involved. A detailed understanding of applicable accounting pronouncements is not required, rather 
students evaluate the valuation and recognition issues from a basic conceptual perspective, considering the 
economic substance behind the transactions.
This case situation can also be used in the intermediate financial accounting course. The same learning 
objectives can be used, but the analysis will be broader and less structured. An important aspect that can be 
developed is that fraudulent financial reporting does not occur in a vacuum, but rather takes place in the con­
text of a variety of economic, social, business and political factors, and affects many different stakeholders. 
In a class of 40-45 students, eight groups can be formed of 5-6 students each. Each group researches and 
analyzes the case from a single perspective, such as that of the thrift industry, the regulators, the accounting 
rule makers, company management, the auditors, the bond purchasers, and so on, and reports to the class. 
Follow-up assignments require the students to synthesize the findings of the others into a final analysis of the 
accounting and ethical issues.
CASE MATERIALS
The case information provided to students is presented in a set of diary entries, supplemented by a brief back­
ground of the Savings and Loan industry, and a description of the rules for revenue recognition in the form 
of a memorandum from the CPA whom Doug consults. In addition, students are provided with a summarized 
version of ACC’s year-end 1987 balance sheet, and selected pages from the debenture offering document.
Given the huge public interest in the Lincoln Savings and Loan case, and the large number of subsequent 
law suits and congressional hearings, there is a great deal of information in the public record. The case mate­
rial available for professors therefore includes an annotated bibliography, suggested answers to case 
questions, as well as overhead masters for key exhibits.
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SUGGESTED TEACHING APPROACH
A detailed suggested plan for using the case follows.
Assign students to work in groups of 3-5 students each. Distribute the case material consisting of the one- 
page overview, Doug’s diary, Greg’s memo, the ACC/Lincoln summarized balance sheet, the cover page and 
selected financial data from the bond offering document, and the case questions. Supplemental reading 
material may also be assigned from the annotated bibliography.
During course coverage of the financial accounting model and basic financial statement analysis, instruct stu­
dents to read and study the material together. Spend some class time discussing the background of the 
savings and loan industry, especially the economic conditions and regulatory environment at the time. Cover 
details of ACC’s acquisition and operation of Lincoln.
An understanding of the unique nature of savings and loans in general and of an operation such as Lincoln 
can be accommodated through a review of major financial statement components. First, present the content 
of a balance sheet of a typical commercial, and then do the same for a traditional thrift operation. Then show 
how Lincoln differed significantly from a traditional thrift through its shift to high-risk investments, loans 
and funding sources. Three transparencies are provided to aid in this discussion.
Assign case questions 1-6 for write-up and class discussion.
After coverage of measurement fundamentals, including revenue recognition, introduce the unique aspects of 
real estate sales. Walk students step-by-step through the details of the Wescon/Lincoln transaction using the 
overheads provided. Present the similar transactions (referred to in Doug’s dairy, April 25, 1988) in the 
aggregate using the overhead provided.
Assign case questions 7-11 for write-up and class discussion.
After coverage of time value of money concepts and techniques, assign questions 12-15 for write-up and 
discussion.
Questions 16-19 relating to ethics may be covered as a discrete topic or woven throughout the case. The 
discussion can also be expanded to include the personal ethical dilemmas faced by Doug and Greg.
Peer evaluations by student group members and examination questions related to the case are two ways to 
evaluate individual performance.
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SUGGESTED ANSWERS TO CASE QUESTIONS
Financial statement analysis and valuation (LO 1,2,3)
1. Which parties relied on the information contained in ACC’s financial statements? Identify ways in 
which the information contained in the financial statements should protect these parties.
Current and prospective investors and creditors are the primary users of corporate financial reports. The 
financial statements were especially important because ACC accessed the public securities markets for both 
stock and bond financing, and its subsidiary Lincoln was an insured depository institution.
Several public regulatory agencies relied on the financial statements in their role as protectors of the public 
good. For instance the stock and bonds had to be registered with the SEC and state corporation departments; 
FSLIC and state banking agencies likewise relied on the financials. The role of the independent auditors was 
to add credibility to the financial statements.
2. Use the 1987 ACC summarized balance sheet on page 9 and “selected financial data” on page 8. 
Complete the accounting equation below, and calculate the following three financial ratios: 
Debt/equity ratio (total liabilities divided by stockholders’ equity), 
Return on equity (net income divided by stockholders’ equity), and 
Ratio of earnings to fixed charges (already computed — see page 8).
Explain how Uncle Harry could have found these ratios useful in his decision on whether or not to 
buy ACC’s bonds. For net income, use earnings from continuing operations before income taxes.
Accounting 
Equation ($ millions)
Assets = Liabilities + Stockholders’ 
Equity
As reported 5,095 4,958 + 137
The debt to equity ratio for ACC at year-end 1987 would be:
Total liabilities $4,958 million
Stockholders’ equity
+
$137 million
Debt to equity ratio 36 to 1
Note that high debt/equity ratios are normal for savings institutions because they typically have a stable lia­
bility base — insured deposits — and a liquid, safe and predictable asset base — residential loans and 
government securities. This however was not the case for ACC/Lincoln. Lincoln made riskier large devel­
opment loans, and invested in riskier corporate securities as well as less liquid and more risky real estate 
investments.
Earnings per share and price/earnings ratios would not be particularly useful to a potential bond investor. 
Nonetheless, interest payments on the bonds would be dependent on ACC’s ability to achieve adequate 
profitability, as could be measured by return on equity, computed for 1987 as follows:
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Earnings from continuing operations
before income taxes
Stockholders’ equity
Return on equity
$ 26 million 
+ 
$137 million
19%
Given that the rates offered on the bonds were 10 to 11% the return on equity based on reported numbers 
would make sense.
One other ratio of special interest to a prospective bondholder is times interest earned. This ratio has been 
calculated and included in the “selected financial data” in the prospectus as “ratio of earnings to fixed 
charges....” Note that for 1987 earnings were not sufficient to cover fixed charges including savings deposit 
interest.
3. Now assume that NONE of the real estate transactions that Doug mentions (April 25, 1988 diary 
entry) had taken place in 1987. Show the impact of this assumption on the accounting equation, 
and recalculate the ratios. As before, use earnings from continuing operations before income taxes 
for net income. You should also ignore any effect of income taxes and the interest revenue from 
notes receivable accepted on the sales.
The entry in Doug’s diary for April 25, 1988 indicates that total real estate sales for 1987 were $103 million 
with pretax profits of $62 million. The impact on the accounting equation can be analyzed as follows:
Also note the impact on revenues and earnings (loss) from continuing operations:
Accounting 
Equation ($ millions)
Assets Liabilities + Stockholders' 
Equity
As originally 
reported 5,095 = 4,958 + 137
Eliminate profit on 
real estate sales (62) (62)
Adjusted 5,033 = 4,958 + 75
$ millions As originally Eliminate profit Adjusted
reported from real estate sales
Revenues $718 ($103) $615
Earnings (loss) from continuing 
operations before taxes 26 (62) (36)
The debt to equity ratio would rise from 36 to 1 to 66 to 1 (4,958 ÷ 75) and the return on equity would be a 
negative 48% (36 ÷ 75). The interest coverage ratio would likewise be negative.
4. Compare the information from the asset section of ACC’s 1987 summarized balance sheet on page 
9 with the “selected financial data” contained in ACC’s bond prospectus on page 8. What is the his­
toric cost of the investment securities owned by ACC? What is the market value of these 
securities? Do both statements show both the historic cost and market value? Should they?
Investment securities at year-end 1987 in the “selected financial data” are shown at $1,527 million. This 
includes debt securities at cost of $1,358 million, which was more than market of $1,224 million by $134 
million, or fully 98% of reported stockholders’ equity. The “selected financial data” was perhaps too selec­
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tive given the importance of this item.
5. Use the information developed in your answer to #4 above to further adjust the balance sheet 
amounts to reflect the market value of investments in debt securities, and again recalculate the 
ratios. Use the assumptions from #3, and further assume that the adjustment would not be 
reflected in the income statement.
Accounting 
Equation ($ millions)
Assets Liabilities + Stockholders’ 
Equity
Adjusted 
(from 3 above) 5,033 = 4,958 + 75
Reduction in value 
of investments (134) (134)
Adjusted 4,899 4,958 + (59)
Eliminating the reported profit on the land sales, and writing down the investment securities from cost to 
market value, would give negative solvency and profitability measures, which have not been computed.
Accounting rules at the time provided that investments in debt securities could be carried at amortized cost 
rather than market if the company had both the intention and ability to hold the securities to maturity, at 
which time it would receive face value, and thus had no need recognize interim fluctuations in market value.
In fact, ACC invested in high-risk so-called “junk bonds” which had significant credit risk, turned its portfo­
lio frequently, and needed cash as evidenced by its own offerings of bonds to the public. All these factors 
suggested that declines in market value should have been recognized even under the old accounting rules. 
Since then — and largely directly because of situations in the savings and loan industry such as this one — 
the rules have been revised (FASB 115) and would have required ACC to write-down its portfolio to market.
6. In the light of your answers so far, comment on the adequacy of the information provided by ACC 
in its bond prospectus. Do you agree with Doug that the bonds being uninsured was insignificant 
in Uncle Harry’s decision?
The terms, size, number, and details of the real estate transactions were not discussed anywhere in the 
prospectus, and the market value of the investments was buried in the detail and not reflected in the “selected 
financial data.”
ACC appeared to be a high risk based even on the reported numbers and information, and the fact that the 
bonds were not insured certainly should have made a difference to Uncle Harry. What is troublesome in these 
cases is that the investor’s knowledge and reliance on extensive involvement by regulators, outside auditors, 
etc. gives an aura of safety and respectability that was not present.
Had the adjustments developed in the foregoing questions been reflected in the financials, these bonds would 
unlikely have ever come to market.
Revenue recognition (LO 4,5,6)
7. Explain the general principles of revenue recognition.
8. Explain the special circumstances associated with many real estate transactions that require adap­
tation of these revenue recognition principles.
9. Identify the key rules that must be satisfied in order to recognize revenue in a real estate transac-
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tion.
The answer to #s 7-9 would basically be a recitation from Greg Grovel’s memo to Doug given in the case 
material.
10. Where did the money for the deposit for the Wescon transaction actually come from?
Effectively it was Lincoln’s own money which it loaned to Garcia who in turn loaned it to Wescon. After all 
the dust settled, Lincoln was out of pocket $16.1 million: the $19.6 million it advanced to Garcia minus the 
$3.5 million down payment it received from Wescon.
The same goes for all eight transactions for the year 1987, including Wescon. They made loans to buyers of 
$200 million and received back down payments of only $25 million. In other words, they paid out $8 for 
every $1 received back.
11. Do you agree with Greg’s interpretation of the Wescon transaction? What economic rather than 
strictly accounting issues does the transaction raise? How much revenue do you think Lincoln 
should have recognized on the eight real estate transactions?
Greg stated the principles correctly, but did not apply them properly, or at least not thoroughly enough to get 
the right answer. It appears that the Wescon transaction was structured to fit a mechanical application of 
FASB 66, but if Greg had addressed the issue concerning the source of the down payment (namely Lincoln 
itself) and the time value of money issues, even he would likely have come to a different result.
What is especially difficult here is that these real estate transactions all involved multiple transactions with 
same party, that is Lincoln sold real estate with carryback financing and also made other large loans to the 
buyers. Our transactions accounting model is based on the objective and measurable nature of transactions 
between independent parties. Where multiple transactions are involved, there is a greater potential for mis­
statement, in that the parties can structure the transaction to achieve reported results that do not reflect the 
true economics, for instance: “I’ll trade you my two $500,000 dogs for your one $1,000,000 cat.”
Lincoln should not have reported any profits. They made $200 million of loans to buyers who were then only 
too glad to enter into the real estate transactions at inflated values.
Time value of money (LO 7,8,9)
12. What valuation methods are used on the balance sheet?
Our accounting model uses historical cost as the primary valuation basis, with many “bells and whistles” 
such as NRV for accounts receivable, LOCOM for inventories, FMV for certain marketable securities, cost 
less accumulated depreciation for fixed assets, PV for long-term, etc.
13. Assume that the exact terms of the Wescon note were 10% interest payable annually and the prin­
cipal of $10,500,000 due in full in six years. Assume that the market rate of interest for such an 
obligation was in fact 15%. How did Lincoln misapply the time-value-of-money concept to manip­
ulate its financial statements?
The present value of the note at 15%
= (pvaf 15%, 6 years x annual interest payment) + (pvf 15%, 6 years x principal payment)
= (3.78448 x $1,050,000) + (.43233 x $10,500,000)
= $3,973,704 + $4,539,465
= $8,513,169
The $8.5 million added to the down payment of $3.5 million suggests that the reported sales price should 
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have been more like $12 million (8.5 + 3.5) than the reported $14 million, or a reduction in reported profits 
of $2 million, which is 7.7% of reported pretax income from this single transaction alone. The balance sheet 
is of course overstated by a like amount.
14. Given that the Wescon note was a non-recourse loan on raw desert land which generated no cash 
flow and due from a borrower of no real financial substance that did not put up its own money for 
the down payment, how close to either 10% or 15% do you think the true market rate of interest 
would be? What impact would such a rate have on your answer to #13?
ACC/Lincoln’s marginal cost of funds was at least 10% (brokered jumbo CDs and ACC’s bonds) so it 
should have charged something greater than that on the Wescon note. The real measure of the market inter­
est rate would be what an independent lender would have charged Wescon. The market rate would likely 
have been much greater than 10—15% — if indeed an independent lender would have made such a risky loan 
at any price — resulting in an even lower reported sales price and balance sheet valuation.
15. How should the Wescon note have been valued?
The note should have been reported at its true economic value at the time of the transaction, which in this 
case was other than its stated value. Questions #13 and #14 address this.
A further indicator of value may be found in Doug’s diary on March 26, 1987 where he mentions that the 
appraisal value of the parcel was $8.5 million* , or fully $5.5 million below the stated sales price. Given the 
circular flow of funds and failure to truly transfer the risks of ownership as covered in the revenue recogni­
tion questions, and the time value considerations, it appears that the stated sales price was grossly inflated.
Ethical issues and fraudulent financial reporting (LO 10,11,12)
16. How would you define “ethical conduct”? Why is ethical behavior necessary in society? Why do 
some people act unethically?
“Ethical conduct” is one’s behavior governed by a set of moral principles and values. While there is no one 
set of ethical principles, many agree on the desirability of characteristics and values such as honesty, 
integrity, caring, respect, fairness, responsibility, reliability, and so on.
Society needs ethical behavior in order to function smoothly. People depend on others to exhibit these qual­
ities in their personal, professional and business lives. Without them mistrust and chaos would prevail. Some 
values are sufficiently important and agreed upon so as to be incorporated into laws, such as laws against dis­
honesty. Others such as caring are more judgmental.
Those people who act unethically have no standards or standards which vary considerably from the rest of 
society. Others that do adopt accepted standards but do not necessarily act consistently with them, motivated 
by selfishness and greed.
17. What is fraudulent financial reporting?
Fraudulent financial reporting is intentional or reckless conduct that results in materially misleading financial 
statements.
Even this lower value is inflated. The appraised value was conditional on Lincoln’s continuing development of the Hidden 
Valley Area.
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18. What probably motivated ACC/Lincoln management to misstate it financial statements?
As a public company and an insured depository institution, ACC/Lincoln had to maintain access to securities 
markets and to satisfy regulatory requirements. To do this, it had to report sufficient profits and net worth, and 
reflect adequate liquidity and safety in its financial statements. Many of its investments were in illiquid, 
undeveloped real estate which generated no current income. Our accounting model recognizes revenue based 
only on transactions. Contrived real estate sales became a convenient vehicle to create reported income and 
worth and to convert illiquid real estate into financial assets.
Further, and not discussed in this case, ACC had an insatiable need for cash but was restricted on how much 
it could obtain from its federally insured subsidiary, Lincoln. A tax sharing agreement between ACC and 
Lincoln was utilized by ACC to upstream cash from Lincoln to the tune of $94 million. Reported profits by 
Lincoln were necessary to fuel this device. The volumes of testimony before the House Banking Committee 
include information on this complex issue. A good summary of the highly-criticized scheme appears in the 
federal court decision referenced in the annotated bibliography.
19. What conditions were present which allowed the fraudulent reporting to occur? What could or 
should have prevented or detected it?
Internal control was lax. Keating virtually dominated ACC/Lincoln. Key positions were filled by relatives 
and others who were young, inexperienced, and overpaid. Yes-men professionals surrounded Keating. An 
insured depository institution was turned into a high-risk real estate development company faster than regu­
lators could respond, and insured funds were used to fight off the regulators when they tried. The case is a 
classic example of a company that circumvented all the established safeguards. Effective oversight boards, 
strong internal controls, regulators free from legal threats and political influence, and true “watchdog” audit­
ing, all could and should have prevented and/or detected the fraud from occurring.
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Savings & Loan Industry
• Crisis in 1980’s —
Deregulation or demise?
• Deregulation
Deregulated interest rates
Insurance for deposits increased to $100,000
-*• Substantial commercial loans
Direct investment in real estate
• S&L’s became vehicle for real estate 
speculation
American Continental Corporation 
& Lincoln Savings & Loan
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Merchandising Company 
Generic Balance Sheet
Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Inventory
PP&E
Other
Liabilities
Accounts Payable 
Bonds
Stockholders ’ Equity 
Stock
Retained Earnings
“Typical” S&L 
Generic Balance Sheet
Assets
Cash
Investment Securities —
U.S. Government 
Loans —
Loans on Single
Family Homes
Liabilities
Deposits —
Passbook Savings
Accounts and CD’s 
Stockholders’ Equity 
Stock
Retained Earnings
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Lincoln S&L 
Balance Sheet
Assets
Cash
Investment Securities —
Equities, Junk Bonds 
Loans —
Large Development
Loans on Real Estate 
Real Estate Investments
Liabilities
Deposits —
Jumbo CD’s
Stockholders ’ Equity
Stock
Retained Earnings
Revenue Recognition
General
Principles
Real Estate
Issues
SFAS 66
Response
— Transaction
— Earning Process Complete
— Realized or Realizable
— Continuing Seller Involvement
— Non-Recourse Financing
— No Continuing Involvement
— Down Payment Requirement
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The Wescon/Lincoln Transaction
Lincoln
1,000 Acres
Wescon
Cash $ 3.5
Note 105
Total $14.0
The Wescon/Lincoln Transaction
Note$ 3.5
Cash$ 3.5
 
E.C. Garcia Wescon
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The Wescon/Lincoln Transaction
Cash $19.6
E.C. Garcia Lincoln
Notes $19.6
The Wescon/Lincoln Transaction
Note$ 3.5
Note 10.5
Total $14.0
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Lincoln’s Real Estate Transactions
$200 million of favorable loans
8 Real estate transactions 
Generated 
Sales of $100 million 
Profit of $62 million
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WATTIE FROZEN FOODS LTD.
A New Zealand Case Study in Management Accounting 
and Extreme Decentralization
William D.J. Cotton, Professor 
SUNY Geneseo, New York
Gerard La Rooy, Manager, Business Process Improvement
Heinz-Wattie, New Zealand
“Businesses will not discover the pathway to competitiveness simply by reforming their 
existing management accounting systems. What they need is a new way of thinking about 
business, not improved management accounting information. Companies need information 
that triggers actions aimed at building strong customer relationships and at removing 
constraints that cause variation, delay, and excess in processes. No top-down accounting 
information—not even new activity-based cost management information—focuses on 
customers and processes. To stimulate competitiveness, management information must 
follow the “bottom-up empowerment cycle.” It must come from customers and 
from processes and it must be gathered and used primarily by people in the work force 
who face the customers and who run the processes. Empowerment implies ownership of 
information—the key to learning. Constant learning by empowered workers is the key to 
change—the demand for unceasing change being caused by the power of choice that new 
information technologies give the customer.”
H. Thomas Johnson, Relevance Regained (Free Press, 1992)
Wattie Frozen Foods Ltd. (WFF) manufactures frozen and dehydrated foods and markets their products in 
New Zealand, Australia, and the Pacific rim, including Japan. The frozen foods business was originally part 
of J. Wattie Canneries Ltd., a food processing company formed in New Zealand in the 1930’s. The Wattie 
organization passed through a number of different stages until in 1992 it was floated as a separate company 
by its then owner, Goodman Fielder Wattie Ltd. This current company, which comprises five New Zealand 
business units including WFF, was purchased by H.J. Heinz of the U.S.A, in late 1992. The WFF business 
unit consists of corporate headquarters and marketing staff located in Auckland, and four factories located 
respectively in Gisborne, Hastings, Fielding, and Christchurch.
Although the approach and systems are in use throughout WFF, this case focuses on the management 
control and performance evaluation system in the Christchurch Branch factory. This branch produces frozen 
and dehydrated vegetable products with the main products being peas, beans, and french fried potatoes. The 
production process is highly integrated from crop supply in the field through processing and distribution. 
The business is seasonal in nature.
Growers are contracted to WFF and are provided with a significant amount of technical assistance, 
including the availability of quality seed stock, and a wide variety of agricultural management assistance. 
Copyright 1997 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
Permission is granted to photocopy any case(s) for classroom teaching purposes only. All other rights are reserved. The AICPA neither
approves nor endorses this case or any solution provided herein or subsequently developed.
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Relevant crop supply data are maintained, including air temperature summaries, rainfall summaries, daily 
wind run summaries, and solar radiation summaries. Once crops are deemed ready they are harvested quickly 
and transported immediately to the branch factory, where the crop reception department tests the quality of 
the incoming produce. Unacceptable lots are rejected.
During the season processing occurs around the clock and involves a series of integrated steps. For 
example, potatoes for french fries are first washed, then sliced, deep fried, frozen, and packed. Peas for freez­
ing are washed, graded, frozen for bulk storage, and then released throughout the year for packing in 
consumer packs. Beans for dehydration are washed, graded, dried, stored in bulk or immediately packed in 
consumer packs for distribution or storage.
The production process is supported by a number of service departments. These support departments 
include logistics, personnel, engineers, boilers, fork lifts, process bins, dry goods, weigh bridge, crop storage, 
effluent, yard, and quality assurance.
In 1986 WFF adopted the principle of “Work Center Management” (WCM). This involved the division 
of the organization into a set of semi-autonomous work centers, and the empowering of the supervisors and 
employees in each work center with the ability to make decisions critical to the manufacture of a quality 
product in a timely fashion. Since 1986 the company has worked hard to develop the work center culture and 
to provide the management and employees with the appropriate management tools and systems.
When describing the new system, Gerard La Rooy (then WFF’s Corporate Support Manager) stated:
“The introduction of the new culture and associated systems meant big changes for the 
company and staff and naturally we experienced some difficulties along the way. However, 
as we have made considerable gains in many areas, we feel that the changes have been most 
worthwhile. Because of the gains made to date and the scope for further improvements, we 
are confident that managing the work center way is the way for us.”
MOTIVATION FOR WORK CENTER MANAGEMENT
The company identified a number of principal needs which they felt had to be satisfied in their quest for a 
new and better approach to management, particularly in the four factories. These principal needs were:
1) The need to change the emphasis from reporting to managing.
This involved shortening drastically the time between actions taken and the subsequent reporting on 
results. In particular, monthly costing reports, even if they were produced promptly at month end, were 
perceived as relatively useless for real control and improvement of the operations. Also, since the appli­
cation of more technology produced an on-going shift in costs from direct to indirect, there was a need 
to focus on the management of overheads rather than their mere allocation. Finally there was a need to 
ensure focused accountability through clearly-defined responsibilities for costs and the power to act.
2) The need for staff involvement and operational improvement.
The firm wished to inculcate in staff at the workface an increased awareness of cost and quality issues 
and to recognize that quality and costs can be managed effectively only at each stage of the process, not 
just at the end. This required ownership of information by supervisors and workers. If the information is 
provided primarily to assist the actual day-to-day operation at the workface, ownership of that informa­
tion is much more likely. But information which is produced primarily to enable control to be exercised 
from the top will not provide the basis for performance improvement. In other words the management at 
WFF recognized the need for the “bottom-up empowerment” advocated by Johnson.
CHANGING THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
The WCM system was designed and implemented following the adoption by the company of the philosophy of 
management by work centers. The issue of the prior adoption of the appropriate culture was regarded by WFF 
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management as important since it was their strong conviction that such a system as WCM could not be overlaid 
on a traditional organization. Prior to the implementation of the system the firm carried out a comprehensive set 
of training sessions throughout all levels of the organization in an attempt to imbue all employees with the 
changed philosophy. These training sessions and meetings emphasized a number of aspects.
1) The culture required a special way of managing.
It needed to be recognized that WCM was a consistent and all-encompassing approach that embraced all 
of the following: quality, budgeting, cost control, physical and financial reporting, waste and losses man­
agement, training, performance improvement, capital expenditure justification, purchasing, and asset 
management. The culture also required the adoption of the concept of internal customers who must be 
satisfied and who could refuse to accept substandard inputs. Since the new system would result in a flat 
organizational structure, it would require managers who were empowered, responsible, and above all, 
highly competent. Managers would be fully responsible for their outputs and their use of inputs and 
resources including labor, equipment, services, and inventories.
2) The culture required an understanding of a commitment to the concept of work centers.
Each factory needed to be divided into units which were largely self-contained and small enough to 
ensure focused management and accountability. Each of these units, to be known as work centers, would 
become the smallest units of management and thus become the building blocks of the organization. It 
was important that managers subscribe to the work center concept, in that work centers must:
— Reflect the logical flow of factory operations.
— Have clear and agreed boundaries.
— Be created so that there are no overlaps.
— Cover the entire scope of the factory operations including production, service functions, and admin­
istrative functions. (There should not be any “no-man’s-land”).
— Have only one manager. However one manager could supervise more than one work center.
— Provide, as far as possible, for the measurement of all labor, materials and resources consumed by the 
work center.
— Be mirrored in the general ledger.
Work center managers would be encouraged to appreciate, and in time expected to understand, the full 
workings of the “mini-business” under their control.
3) The culture required a supportive site manager.
The site manager (factory manager) should recognize that his/her role was to support work center 
managers, to coordinate work centers, and to solve any conflicts between work centers. This would 
require daily contact with work center management and staff and a recognition that problems between 
work centers as to quality, quantities, and services need to be resolved promptly.
4) The focus of the culture must be on continuous improvement.
Staff should be encouraged to be proactive, and systems should be designed and implemented with 
improvement of performance in mind, rather than just control. There should be a deliberate shift in focus 
away from the result to the process. In discussing this point Gerard La Rooy stated:
“Merely focusing on results month after month will be of little assistance in our drive to 
improve. Only by monitoring and understanding the underlying processes can we begin to 
improve our performance.”
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THE WORK CENTER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The work center management system outlined in this section was developed by WFF to fit in with the firm’s 
managerial philosophy and practices. The system’s conceptual and development work, including database 
design, was done in-house by WFF. The actual construction of the database and programming was carried 
out by an external consulting firm.
The work centers were constructed to reflect the logical flow of operations through the factory, and 
resulted in a flat organizational structure. The organization chart of the Christchurch factory is outlined in 
Exhibit 1. From this it may be observed that the WCM system covers the entire factory environment includ­
ing all production activities from crop harvesting through to product distribution, and all service and support 
activities. The factories are divided into definable units which have measurable inputs and outputs, and there 
are virtually no general overheads since each service or support operation is itself defined as a work center.
WCM SYSTEM FEATURES
The object of the system is to support decentralized management at the work center level with decisions 
regarding input, output and problems being addressed by work center staff rather than administrative staff. 
That is, all work centers are regarded as “mini businesses” which consume inputs and produce outputs. The 
system provides ready information at the factory floor to enable daily control to be exercised with proper 
accountability. Costs are assigned to processes at source based upon actual consumption to enable control at 
or shortly after the time of the event. The major features of the system are that it:
— Attempts to treat all costs as controllable so as to minimize general overheads. This even extends to 
the administrative and accounting function which is itself treated as a work center with inputs and 
outputs: see Appendix A.
— Translates the physical quantities into dollar values for automatic posting into the general ledger.
— Encourages production and optimum staffing levels, because all work center related costs stay within 
the work center. This discourages the recharging of work center staff to such a general administrative 
activity as cleaning.
— Encourages quality production. The output of one work center becomes the consumption of the next, and 
a consuming work center can refuse substandard input. This is a key feature of the WCM system.
— Values input to a work center (consumption) at the standard all-inclusive cost to that point. Any cost 
over-runs are the responsibility of the producing work center and are not passed on to the consuming 
work center.
— Treats all work center losses as a cost attributable to the work center where the loss occurs. 
Minimizing losses is a key element of managerial control in the frozen food industry so this is a 
critical feature of the WCM system. See Appendix B for an example of the concept.
— Provides for a service work center to consume its own output, as in the case of engineers performing 
work on their facilities.
— Requires all work centers to record as “production” all goods sent to or services performed for 
another work center.
— Requires the receiving work center to record all inputs as “consumption.”
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— Requires consumption to be recorded for each work center as a cost for that work center. In addition 
the consumption may be allotted to products or other cost objects within the consuming work center.
COSTING WITHOUT DOLLARS
The WFF system comprises two distinct parts, the physical and the financial. When designing and imple­
menting the system, management realized that they were able to gradually implement physical measurements 
without initially having to impact the old managerial cost accounting system. Thus the first stage of the WCM 
project enabled the company to engage in “costing without dollars.” Gerard La Rooy commented on this:
“In the event it proved a sound decision. It meant that by focusing on the physical side we 
were not required to implement the system on an all or nothing basis. On the contrary we 
were able to gain real progressive benefits as each work center was being implemented. It 
also meant that the learning could be much less traumatic. If mistakes were made we could 
alter the physical quantities without affecting our financial figures. We also reckoned that 
once the system was completely installed and operating in a physical sense, applying stan­
dard dollar values would not be unduly difficult. As an interim measure we were able to use 
the physical figures from the new system as input into the old costing system to provide the 
posting into the ledger.”
The firm found that the initial lack of real financial integration did not prove to be too much of a problem. 
Indeed many of the benefits of WCM come not from financial reports but from improved daily control at the 
physical level. The experience of WFF suggests that “costing without dollars” can be very useful.
DYNAMIC ACTIVITY BASED COSTING APPLICATION
Once the physical measurement system was operating in a satisfactory fashion the firm was able to turn their 
attention to redesigning the financial system. This has been an ongoing process, but as of mid-1993 had been 
virtually completed at the four factories. An interesting feature of the financial system is that the design of the 
financial costings was driven by the physical measurement system. This has prompted Gerard La Rooy to 
refer to the WFF costing system as “a dynamic activity based costing application.” That is the system does 
not employ an ex post activity analysis to assign costs, but costs are assigned to processes or products 
at source on the basis of the actual consumption of physical resources.
Examples of service department work centers and associated activity based cost drivers are:
Service Work Center
Quality Assurance
Engineering 
Storage Bins
Boiler
Dry Goods
Crop Reception 
Electrical
Cost Driver
Quality Labor Hours
Number of Bacto Tests 
Engineering Labor Hours 
Packed Weight Tons
Dry Packed Weight Tons
Kg steam used
Seed Tons
Packed Weight Tons
Dry Packed Weight Tons
Clean Intake Tons
Electrical Labor Hours 
Megawatts of Electricity Used
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Annual budget estimates are calculated for each service center, and divided by the estimated number of cost 
driver units to compute a rate per cost driver unit. The managers of work centers consuming the services are 
then permitted to negotiate with the producing center in order to finalize a rate to be charged during the year. 
For example, the manager of the freezing work center may negotiate with the engineering work center over 
the rate for engineering services, and is even permitted to contract engineering services outside the company. 
This had rarely happened since users of outside engineering service must also pay a contribution towards the 
fixed cost of maintaining the in-house engineering facility. The branch manager may arbitrate disputes 
between work center managers.
Once the costing rates are established for the year they are used to cost actual activities as they occur. An 
example of the rates established for the 1995 financial year for the Boiler Service Work Center at the 
Christchurch factory is contained in Exhibit 2. The budgeted rates for 1995 are in every case less than the 
rates agreed for 1994 and it is evident that the WCM system is proving effective in motivating managers and 
supervisors to control costs. This is achieved not only by “sharp pencil” negotiating among work center 
managers, but also by encouraging work center staff to reduce costs by managing effectively the activities 
which drive them.
An illustration of a daily performance and cost report is shown in Exhibit 3. Note the physical measures 
of tonnage consumed and produced, units packed, packaging materials used, and labor hours used including 
overtime statistics. Also observe that the activity based costing rates for the “overhead” costs relating to 
the services provided are based upon actual quantities of cost driver units consumed by the work center 
on that day.
In addition to the daily work center performance and cost reports, the accounting department operates a 
direct costing system to cost inventories. This system traces the direct costs of the crop supply, production, 
and packaging to inventory accounts in the branch and head office (Auckland) ledgers. A diagrammatic 
example of this is shown in Exhibit 4.
WCM INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS
The work center management system is integrated with other systems and programs at WFF. An important 
managerial reporting tool is the monthly branch report which is used by upper level management to evaluate 
the performance of operating units. This important monthly report covers six areas:
— Branch overview
— Cost and financial performance
— Work Center Performance
— Previous agreed action
— Information and new action topics
— Capital expenditure
The WCM system not only provides the basis for cost and financial performance measures, but also provides 
monthly summaries of a wide variety of physical measures used to evaluate the performance of work centers. 
For example, the Crop Supply Work Center at the Christchurch factory reports include:
1) Crop harvest details (for each type of vegetable), including planned tons, year to date tons, total crop esti­
mate, and estimated harvest dates.
2) Overtime hours.
3) Seed stock summary for each type of vegetable.
4) Agricultural research activities.
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5) Weather details, including air temperature summary charts, rainfall summary charts, daily wind run 
summary charts, and solar radiation summary charts.
6) Grower contract updates.
The monthly report for the Dehydration Work Center includes:
1) Narrative summary of drying achievements, tonnage statistics, and financial summary.
2) Narrative summary of packing achievements, detailed packing statistics including variance analysis by 
product types, analysis of overtime hours.
3) Summaries of research activities for new products and markets, particularly in Japan.
4) Outline of continuous improvement team meetings.
The work center management system also supports the firm’s continuous improvement program. This pro­
gram is known as IMPACS which is an acronym for “Improving Management Performance and Customer 
Satisfaction.” The management of WFF is committed to the continuous improvement philosophy and each 
work center is required to report monthly on their IMPACS activities. An example of this is shown in 
Appendix C, and which exhibits the level of commitment to continuous improvement which exists in the 
firm. The WCM system facilitates improvement programs since it provides a variety of physical performance 
measures which are candidates for improvement. Before the advent of the WCM, system managers focused 
on identifying and “controlling” (manipulating?) costs, whereas now they can concentrate on identifying 
improvement opportunities and on the implementation of ideas.
BENEFITS OF WORK CENTER MANAGEMENT
The firm has achieved significant benefits from the WCM system, but recognizes that obtaining full benefits 
is a long process which has not yet been fully realized. Gerard La Rooy states:
“Generally speaking our expectations have been (or are in the process of being) realized in 
that we are gradually becoming a company with the right culture and the right systems.”
Top management are convinced that managing by work centers and the use of the WCM system has 
resulted in improved control and very worthwhile cost reductions in such previously difficult to control 
areas as forklifts and engineering. Production work center managers have come to realize that there are no 
“free” resources since they have to pay for such services as forklifts and engineering. This has had some 
interesting outcomes: The firm no longer owns forklifts, but now leases some on a long-term basis and rents 
additional equipment during the busy season. Engineers have been forced to become competitive with out­
side suppliers of service and must give value for money to the users of engineering service. This cultural 
change has not necessarily come easily. Murray Norton, former manager of the Christchurch Branch com­
mented:
“Some of our engineers have had difficulty embracing the work center philosophy. There are 
a few people who have been here a long time who are resisting the change. It may be that 
some would be more comfortable in a different organization and it is possible that we may 
give them that opportunity.”
Among the additional benefits of the WCM system are:
— An improved focus on quality production
There is a reluctance by work center staff to accept substandard inputs of either product or ser­
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vice. This extends back as far as the crop reception work center which has refused to accept out- 
of-spec. truckloads of incoming vegetables, since it is known that the processing work center will 
reject the batch. This has led to a good appreciation of the concept of internal customers.
— A focus on physical measurements
Physical measures of performance have proved meaningful to work center staff. Monitoring and 
understanding physical measurements on a daily basis has resulted in significant performance 
improvements in many areas.
— Increased accuracy
Costing and inventory information has become more reliable. Mistakes are generally picked up 
on the day they occur and fixed at the time rather than having to be traced later, or worse still, not 
at all.
— Value added thinking
Staff have been encouraged to focus on value added activities, and one of the outcomes of this has 
been improved control of waste and losses.
— Improved staff morale
A very valuable benefit has been improved staff morale in most work centers. The ability and 
freedom for staff to manage the work center as a “mini-business” and the “ownership” of infor­
mation related to the work center has had a positive impact on productivity and quality.
— Increased focus on improvement
The availability of detailed information on work center activities has enhanced the firm’s quality 
improvement initiatives.
— Shift from results to processes
The focus on processes on a real-time basis rather than results on an after-the-fact basis has been 
a most important step in improving employees’ understanding at their segment of the business.
These benefits have not been easy to realize and it has taken years rather than months to reach the level of 
achievement currently attained. In addition, WFF is aware that their WCM system needs to be continuously 
developed and improved as the firm adapts to the needs of the 1990’s and beyond.
ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS
1. Discuss the firm’s competitive environment and product range.
2. Outline the production process and discuss problems potentially created by the seasonality of the business.
3. What is “work center management” (WCM) as practiced by Wattie? Why is there daily reporting?
4. What was the motivation for WCM?
5. Why was it necessary to change the organizational culture? How was this culture change achieved?
6. Some Japanese companies have created systems in which small segments of the organization are treated 
as profit centers. Robin Cooper has called these “micro profit centers” and the concept is embodied in 
such cases as Higashimaru, and Kyocera. These and other cases are referred to in the bibliography on 
page 9. Is Wattie’s WCM system a micro profit center system?
7. How do the physical numbers tie into the financial accounting system?
8. What are the benefits claimed for WCM?
9. What problems can you see in operating the WCM system?
10. What types of operations lend themselves to daily financial reporting?
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EXHIBIT 3
Example of Daily Work Center Performance and Cost Report
98.94%
Work Center: CPCKV Date: 8 June 1994
TONNES CONSUMED: 65.085 UNITS PACKAGED: 8434
TONNES PRODUCED: 64.395 TOTAL PACKAGING USED: 98045 Poly
7486 Cases
80416
TOTAL LABOR HOURS USED: 332.25 Ord
16.75 Time & Half
$ Actual Overheads Budget Overheads
SERVICES QTY per tonne per tonne
Packing Eng Labor 9.00 145.35)
Engineering 6.00 173.72) 4.95 5.58
Electricity 112.10 1.74 1.18
Forklift 78.25 1.18 0.86
GA 17.50 318.93 4.95 5.36
Dry Store 3.00 132.50 2.06 2.84
Waste Disposal 92.08 1.43 1.43
Consumables 211.80 3.29 3.29
Other 45.08 0.70 0.70
Packing Labor (indirect) 16.75 228.82 3.55 3.28
$1,391.14 $23.85 $24.52
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APPENDIX A
WATTIE FROZEN FOODS LTD.
Christchurch Branch 
ADMINISTRATION AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE WORK CENTER 
Excerpts From Financial Year 1994
MISSION STATEMENT
To contribute to improving the operations of the branch through the provision of reliable and meaningful 
financial and administrative services.
FUNCTION AND CORE ACTIVITIES
• Oversee and assist in data accumulation.
• Ensure translation of data into meaningful information.
• Provide reliable and meaningful financial advice and analysis.
• Assist users to interpret information.
• Provide administration services.
• Provide a focus to effect branch financial control.
• Maintain and enhance computer systems and improve their use.
CURRENT SITUATION ANALYSIS
• Recognition of our continuing role in organization from data gatherers to information interpreters.
• Improved quality of content and presentation of information.
• Increased awareness of Service Center nature by our customers.
• Increased team involvement.
• Increased project analysis.
• Improved recognition of responsibility for Branch Financial well-being through utilization of control 
systems, forecasting, etc.
• Improved ability to meet deadlines.
• Improving understanding by users of usefulness of financial information.
KEY ACTIONS 1993 FINANCIAL YEAR
• Improve R & M control system to provide forecasting control.
• Initiate project analysis to investigate:
— Cafeteria Operation
— Non W.F.F. Site Users
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• Review all information and accounting systems to ensure economy, efficiency and compliance.
• Branch review of all management reports to ascertain, advise and fulfill users needs.
• Drive to effect physical recovery of service centers.
• Provide variable cost center reports with flex budgets and include direct and variable costs by crop 
reports in monthly reports.
• Provide basic accounting course to improve users understanding and ability to use accounting 
information.
• Analyze administration staff current skill level and commence cross skilling.
STRATEGIC THRUST 1994 FINANCIAL YEAR
• To be providers of relevant and timely information and analysis.
• Increase control systems to allow for more effective branch financial control.
• To continually improve the value of financial information systems and propose improvements as 
applicable.
• To continue to improve users ability to utilize information.
• To ensure staff ability to strive for and achieve ongoing improvement, through relevant training, 
team building and identifying objectives.
• To ensure ongoing availability of service through staff cross skilling.
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S.W.O.T ANALYSIS
THE BRANCH
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
ENTHUSIASM & WILLINGNESS TO LEARN LACK OF TRAINING
WORK CENTER NATURE OF 
RESPONSIBILITY ACCOUNTING
CONTINUING DAY-TO-DAY PRESSURE 
LIMITING LONGER TERM FOCUS ABILITY
UNDERSTANDING OF BRANCH OPERATIONS
INCREASING AWARENESS OF VALUE OF 
USING FINANCIAL INFORMATION AS A 
CONTROL TOOL
AVAILABILITY OF ACCURATE MEASURING 
SYSTEMS
INCREASING UNDERSTANDING OF 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND 
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
SOPHISTICATED ED.P. SYSTEMS
OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
TO CONTINUE TRAINING AND 
INCREASE USE OF INFORMATION 
AS A MANUFACTURING TOOL
ALLOWING DAY-TO-DAY PRESSURE TO 
PREVENT PLANNING AND FORWARD FOCUS
MAXIMUM USE OF ED.P SYSTEMS NON UTILIZATION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS
INCREASE ACCURACY OF DATA INPUT
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THE SERVICE CENTER
STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
ENTHUSIASTIC STAFF WILLINGNESS TO 
PARTICIPATE AND LEARN
UNDERSTANDING OF 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS
SOPHISTICATED E.D.P. TOOLS AVAILABLE TIME MANAGEMENT TO ENSURE 
ADEQUATE PLANNING
STABLE AND EXPERIENCED STAFF FULLY UNDERSTANDING WORK CENTERS 
REQUIREMENTS
DIVERSE SKILL BASE FULL UNDERSTANDING OF CAPABILITY OF 
E.D.P. SYSTEMS
AVAILABILITY OF AUCKLAND 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
LACK OF STRUCTURE FOR E.D.P. 
SUPPORT SERVICES
INADEQUATELY DOCUMENTED SYSTEMS
OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
MAXIMIZE SERVICE CONTINUITY THROUGH 
CROSS SKILLING
ALLOWING DAY-TO-DAY PRESSURE TO 
PREVENT PLANNING AND FORWARD FOCUS
IMPROVE SYSTEMS AND USE OF THEM 
WITH FURTHER TRAINING
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KEY STRATEGIES, ACTIONS
KEY STRATEGY KEY ACTION CHAMPION
CONTROL BRANCH
E.D.P. SYSTEMS
SETUP SYSTEM EXPERT GROUP s.s.
IMPLEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS s.s.
SETUP TPM FOR EDP HARDWARE s.s.
IMPROVE QUALITY OF 
RECEPTION FUNCTION
OVERSEE IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW TELEPHONE SYSTEM C.M./B.W.
SETUP SYSTEM TO KNOW PEOPLES WHEREABOUTS C.M./T.F.
SETUP MESSAGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM C.M./T.F.
IMPROVE SERVICE 
FROM CROP SUPPLY
GAIN FULL UNDERSTANDING OF GROWERS SYSTEM S.G./R.E./T.F.
IMPROVE ACCOUNTS 
PAYABLE: USER 
INTERFACE
IMPLEMENT FORMAL END OF MONTH TIMETABLE AND TRAIN USERS J.A./T.F.
INVESTIGATE USE OF ORDER ENTRY SYSTEM J.A./B.W.
IMPROVE VALUE AND 
USE OF FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION 
TO ASSIST 
MANUFACTURING 
OPERATIONS
REVIEW SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT REPORTS TO IMPROVE THEIR 
USEFULNESS
D.K./S.S./R.S.
CONTINUE APPRAISAL OF SERVICE CENTERS TO RECOVER BY UNITS 
THROUGH W.C.M.
D.K./B.W.
TREND DIRECT AND VARIABLE COSTS BY CROP BY YEAR R.S.
IMPROVE SUMMARIZATION AND REGULARITY OF DIRECT AND 
VARIABLE OVERHEAD REPORTING TO ENSURE NO MONTH END 
“SURPRISES”
D.K./B.W.
EFFECT FINANCIAL 
CONTROL OF BRANCH 
OPERATIONS
CONTINUE USER TRAINING TO IMPROVE UNDERSTANDING AND USE 
OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
B.W.
IMPROVE R&M CONTROL AND FORECASTING SYSTEMS B.W.
COMMENCE CONVERSION OF FIXED ASSET REGISTER TO RECOGNIZE 
TAGGED IDENTIFIABLE ASSETS
D.K./B.W.
INVESTIGATE ABSORPTION OF UNATTRIBUTED FIXED COSTS B.W.
ENSURE ORDERLY IMPLEMENTATION OF USER DEFINED PAYROLL 
SYSTEM
B.W.
IMPLEMENT FIXED COST (OTHER THAN R&M) FORECASTING SYSTEM 
AND TREND ANALYSIS
B.W.
COMMENCE INTERNAL AUDIT AND SYSTEM REVIEW D.K./B.W.
ENSURE DEPARTMENT 
STAFF ARE ABLE TO 
PROVIDE HIGH LEVEL 
OF SERVICE
IMPLEMENT STRUCTURED CROSS SKILLING PROGRAM BASED 
ON PREFERENCE
ALL
INCREASE STAFF KNOWLEDGE OF MANUFACTURING PROCESS 
THROUGH GREATER CONTACT DURING PROCESSING
ALL
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CAPITAL PLAN 1994 FINANCIAL YEAR
$216,000
PROJECT COST MONTH CHAMPION
PABX SYSTEM $ 50,000 JUNE’93 B.W./C.M.
P.C.’S $ 45,000 JUNE’93 S.S.
FILE SERVER
UPGRADE $ 10,000 JULY ’93 s.s.
LASER PRINTER $ 9,000 JULY ’93 S.S.
BRANCH MANAGERS CAR $ 22,000 JUNE’93 M.N.
GENERAL $ 50,000
IMPACS $ 30,000
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COST OF ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION SERVICES PROVIDED
• ACCOUNTING
• ADMINISTRATION
• SYSTEMS SUPPORT
• COMMUNICATION
• TRAINING
F94 F93
BUDGET $530,000 $625,000
STAFF LEVEL 8 9
TOTAL HOURS 16,000 18,000
COST PER HOUR $ 33.13 $ 34.72
This “cost per hour” is the charge-out rate used to charge administration and accounting services to other 
support and production work centers.
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLE OF TREATMENT OF WASTE AND LOSSES
OBJECTIVES
• Knowledge of the true “value-added” cost of waste and losses at each stage of production
• Treating the cost of waste (or at least the avoidable part) as a work center cost
EXAMPLE OF TRADITIONAL TREATMENT OF WASTE AND LOSSES
• Buy in 100 tonnes at $400/t to produce 80 tonnes finished product.
• Cost of purchase = 100/t x $400/t = $40,000
• Production costs direct and indirect are $80,000
80t
$l,500/t
Recovery — 80t x 100%
100t
80%
Loss = 20t @ $400/t
= $8,000
Cost per tonne = $40,000 + $80,000
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WASTE & LOSSES EMPLOYING WORK CENTERS
Using the same detail but in addition assuming there are 4 work centers and that the production cost is evenly 
spread over the work centers.
We can draw the situation like this:
100t 
$40,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$60,000 
$600/t
$80,000 
$800/t
$100,000
$l,000/t
$120,000
$l,200/t
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WASTE AND LOSSES AT ADDED VALUE
Assume that the 20 tonnes unrecovered are lost at the rate of 5t per work center.
The situation now becomes:
100t
$40,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$120,000
$l,412/t
$20,000
80t
1,500/t
5t = $7,058
SUM OF LOSSES
TONNES $
5 3,000
10 7,210
15 12,765
20 19,823
▼
NOTE:
In our example the added value of the sum of the losses is $19,823 whereas the conventional approach 
shows the losses to be $8,000. There is no doubt that the added value figure approximates the true situation 
much more closely than the figure obtained using the conventional approach.
$60,000
$600/t
95t
5t = $3,000
$80,000
$842/t
90t 5t = $4,210
$100,000 
$l,lll/t
85t 5t = $5,555
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APPENDIX C
IMPACS DEHYDRATION WORKCENTER — MARCH
WAYS TO BUILD A TEAM
We have three different types of team meetings.
1. Where = The team build process started.
Who = Linda, Craig, Bill, Dawn, Robert.
Place = Linda’s place once a month in our own time.
Why = To find our goals and to learn to work together.
NOTE: This is where the team building started as I believe if you haven’t a team at the supervisor, 
manager, chargehand level there is no way that you can hope to achieve the team process anywhere 
else.
2. Involves all staff including Dehy Packing — David, Sarah, where available Craig.
Time = Once a fortnight in the cafe over a cup of tea.
Duration = hour— Morning shift = 1:30p.m.-2:00p.m. Afternoon shift = 9:30 p.m-10p.m.
Night shift = 5:30 a.m.-6 a.m.
Why = Because unless everyone is kept informed and involved then no matter what a
few want to achieve it will never be possible.
From the first meeting came the AIMS’s of what we want to achieve.
• To mould the team spirit.
• To air everyone’s problems in an open manner.
• Everyone’s progress on the line.
• To learn each others skills so we can be a multiskilled team.
• To help each other achieve a top quality product at a maximum throughput.
• To improve the line so making the work easier and reduce overall costs
These team talks have increased costs to our workcenter on a fortnightly basis but the savings overall have 
more than compensated for the monetary outlay of 3 hours overtime each fortnight, by increased productiv­
ity, i.e. last years carrot production up by 50%.
3. Wattie Frozen Foods team brief. Usually incorporated with our own team talk. This I feel is a strong 
facet in bonding good staff into a great team.
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Below is a list of some of the items brought up.
Morning Shift Action by
White board & pin up board — packing L. Watson
Hugger dangerous — packing C. Agnew
Hook for air hose — Dehy B. Frost
Any overtime after peas — Dehy C. Agnew
Lids on make-up tank — Dehy L. Watson/ C. Agnew
Scarifier taken apart too much — D.T. of 2 hours Chargehands
Afternoon Shift
Clean downs disgusting afternoon shift 
having to redo night shift work
Ladder for cleaning tanks Save time on cleaning 
Portawashas interchangeable connection on them. 
Save costs due to being able to move them around. 
Lighting over slicer and dryer bad, makes cleaning 
difficult and can be dangerous at night.
D. Roper & L. Watson 
talk to night shift people
B. Hopkinson
D. Roper
C. Agnew
Night Shift
Asahi com — how do we mix chemicals to 
put into shaker as heavy job, at moment. 
Nail brushes in toilets.
The Whole Team
Talk to S. Williams
Pallets not blown down. Dehy Packing staff plus 
Dryer staff
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Wattie Frozen Foods Ltd. 
TEACHING NOTES
A New Zealand Case Study in Management Accounting 
and Extreme Decentralization
William D.J. Cotton, Professor 
SUNY Geneseo, New York
Gerard La Rooy, Manager, Business Process Improvement 
Heinz-Wattie, New Zealand
COURSES FOR WHICH CASE IS APPROPRIATE, AND TIME FRAME
This case is suitable for use in a second course in Managerial Accounting at either the undergraduate or grad­
uate level. Students need to have taken a first course in which they have been exposed to such topics as 
product costing systems in a process industry, activity based costing, and an introduction to decentralization 
and transfer pricing. The case has been used successfully in a senior year undergraduate seminar course in 
Managerial Accounting, and would also work well in an MBA course in Managerial Accounting and Control, 
or Strategic Cost Management.
The case fits well into a normal 75 or 80 minute class time frame, and students will need to do advance 
preparation to gain the most value from the case. It would be difficult to do justice to the case in a 50 or 60 
minute class.
CASE OBJECTIVES AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objective of the case is to expose students to some of the contemporary material on Managerial 
Accounting systems designed to enhance the firm’s competitiveness. This material is embodied in some of 
the recent writings of Robin Cooper and H. Thomas Johnson. Johnson argues that top-down managerial 
accounting information is inappropriate for a company that wishes to be competitive in global markets that 
will characterize the business environment of the late 1990’s and beyond. Management information must 
come from the bottom up: it must come from customers and from the “coal face,” and it must be gathered and 
used by people in the workforce who face customers and who run the processes. A similar theme is advanced 
by Robin Cooper who observed that many Japanese companies improved their competitiveness by driving 
decision-making authority deep into the organization through creating small semi-autonomous groups who 
are delegated significant profit responsibility. References to Cooper and Johnson are contained in the bibli­
ography attached to the case.
The Wattie Frozen Foods (WFF) case addresses many of the issues raised by Cooper and Johnson, and 
illustrates an innovative management accounting and quality improvement system. The WFF firm is divided 
into a number of semi-autonomous “work centers” with daily cost reporting and responsibility accounting. 
As such, the case embraces a number of key issues in contemporary Managerial Accounting from an inter­
national perspective, including:
— Performance measurement in a highly decentralized environment.
— Work flows and cost accounting in a process industry.
— Activity based costing in which costs are assigned to processes and products on the basis of the 
actual consumption of physical resources.
— Accounting for quality and continuous improvement measurement.
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SUGGESTED TEACHING APPROACHES
This case is designed to encourage active discussion by class members, so in order to gain the most benefit from 
the case it is absolutely essential that students do some advance preparation. As a minimum students should read 
the case and jot down some preliminary responses to the discussion questions which are contained on page 8 of 
the case. It would also be helpful if students could read Part 5 of Cooper’s book, and the preface and Chapter 1 
of Johnson’s book.
A technique which has been used successfully is to divide the class into teams of three or four people and 
have them corporately develop their views on the case questions prior to the in-class discussions. Each team 
can then be called upon in class to offer their responses to the case study discussion questions.
In addition there are attached to these teaching notes a set of transparency templates providing bullet 
points relating to many of the discussion questions. It may be helpful to project these transparencies at the 
conclusion of the discussion of each of the related questions.
NOTES ON DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Competitive environment and product range.
Wattie Frozen Foods sells their frozen and dehydrated products in New Zealand, Australia, the Pacific 
Basin, and Japan. Most of their business is in New Zealand and Australia, but the firm is making some 
inroads into the Japanese market, where quality standards are very exacting. Within New Zealand competi­
tion is strong from such alternative companies as Birds Eye, Inghams, Talleys and McCains, but Watties 
enjoys a significant market share and strong brand name recognition.
The case focuses on the Christchurch branch where the main products are peas, beans, potatoes, and carrots. 
Other branches process additional products. For example, most of the com production is from the North 
Island branches.
2. The production process. Potential problems from seasonality.
The production process covers all aspects of the supply chain from crop growing to final distribution. 
Although the firm does not grow its own crops, it maintains close relationships with the contract growers. 
Top quality seed stock is provided to growers, and the growers have access to a wide range of data and agri­
cultural expertise. For example, the Christchurch branch employs a research agronomist who is involved in 
such activities as trials of new strains and methods, and evaluation of weeds and pesticides.
The production chain is highly integrated and involves crop supply, crop harvesting, crop reception, pro­
cessing, freezing or dehydration, storage, packing, and distribution. Product quality is a major consideration 
and quality control starts at the crop supply stage, and is an important factor at each step in the production 
chain. One of the main reasons for the introduction of the work center management system was to enhance 
product quality.
The business is highly seasonal and the growing period for the Christchurch branch is roughly from 
September to March, with most harvesting occurring in January, February, and March. During this period the 
factory works three 8-hour shifts. Among the potential problems with this seasonality are:
• The need for seasonal workers who have the necessary training, expertise, and sense of teamwork.
• Idle plant in the off-season.
• The need for expensive bulk storage of products.
3. Nature of Work Center Management. Daily reporting.
Work Center Management (WCM) involved dividing up the factory operations into a set of relatively 
small work centers and giving the manager of each work center considerable autonomy. As illustrated in 
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Exhibit 1 in the case, this resulted in a lean, flat organizational structure encompassing not only production 
departments, but also service and support departments. The object of the system is to encourage decentral­
ized management at the work center level with decisions being addressed by work center staff rather than 
administrative staff.
The major features of the WCM system are outlined on page 4 of the case. A key aspect is that the system 
is designed to encourage quality production at each step of the process. That is, the output of one work cen­
ter becomes the consumption of the next, and a consuming work center can refuse sub-standard input. The 
system provides daily information about work center performance to enable daily control to be exercised 
with proper accountability. Daily reporting is necessary in order to shorten to a minimum the time between 
work done and subsequent reporting on results. This enables prompt corrective action and helps to improve 
cost management and quality enhancement efforts.
4. What was the motivation for WCM?
First the company felt that they needed to change the emphasis from reporting to managing. Monthly 
costing reports, even if they were produced quickly at month end, were felt to be relatively useless for man­
aging day to day operations. Second, the firm wished to empower workers and make them realize that quality 
and costs can be managed effectively only by them at each stage of the production process, not just at the 
end. Third, the company wished to improve the management of overheads by creating a lean, flat organiza­
tional structure to ensure focused accountability. To quote Gerard La Rooy, “After the event ‘smearing out’ 
of overheads does little to ensure the proper management of overheads.”
5. Changing the organizational structure.
Gerard La Rooy perceived that changing the organizational culture was an important prerequisite for the suc­
cessful introduction of WCM:
“Any organization which is strongly hierarchical with its feet firmly in the sixties and seventies 
would find it impossible to introduce a work center management system.”
Employees at all levels needed to be comfortable with the additional responsibility and empowerment 
that is embodied in WCM. That is, a WCM system could not be overlaid on a traditional organization. To 
help facilitate the new culture, a series of training sessions was held throughout all levels of the organization. 
As indicated in the case, these sessions emphasized a number of aspects:
• The culture required managers who were empowered, responsible, and highly competitive.
• The culture required an understanding of, and a commitment to the concept of WCM.
• The culture required a supportive site manager.
• Development of the culture would need training of staff at all levels.
• The focus of the culture must be on continuous improvement.
6. Is WCM a micro profit center system?
Strictly speaking the Wattie Frozen Foods system is not a micro profit center system in that profits are not 
measured regularly for each work center. However, decision making at WFF is highly decentralized in that 
each work center manager has a good deal of autonomy to run their own operation. For example a production 
work center manager can refuse to accept sub-standard input, or can contract for engineering services outside 
the company.
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Nevertheless, there is detailed reporting and a daily focus on controlling both direct and indirect costs of 
work center operation. All that would be needed to convert to a system of daily profit measures for the produc­
tion work centers would be a set of transfer prices.
7. Physical measurements and the financial accounting system.
In the early days of WCM system development, only physical data were measured for each work center. 
These physical data included such items as tons produced, packaging used, labor hours worked, electricity 
consumed, steam used, and quality assurance activities. This allowed the WCM system to be implemented 
gradually, while still operating the old managerial cost accounting system. Gerard La Rooy called this “cost­
ing without dollars.”
After the physical measurement system was operating in a satisfactory fashion the firm turned their attention 
to redesigning the financial system. The physical measures of direct materials, direct labor, and direct packaging 
are costed by the direct costing system outlined in Exhibit 4. Physical measures of support and service activities 
are costed using an activity based application illustrated in Exhibits 2 and 3 in the case. It is noteworthy that these 
activity based costings are based on actual physical measurements and are performed daily.
8. Benefits claimed for WCM.
The firm believes strongly that they have enjoyed a number of significant benefits from the WCM system:
• Improved control and very worthwhile cost reductions in such areas as forklifts, and engineering.
• Improved focus on quality production.
• Very beneficial focus on the physical side of the business.
• Costing and inventory information has become more accurate.
• Improved timeliness through daily reports.
• Value added thinking.
• Improvements in staff morale.
• A shift from result to process.
9. Problems in operating the WCM system.
Among the problems which may be discussed are these:
• Changing the attitudes of staff entrenched in traditional ways of managing. There are some hints in 
the case that this is not always easy. Refer to the comment of Murray Norton, former manager of the 
Christchurch Branch (now with J. Wattie Foods in Hastings, New Zealand).
• Obtaining accurate daily physical measures of all consumption has not proved always to be easy.
• Many support activity costs are fixed in character, so denominator volume assumptions are critical in 
developing unit cost measures. If volume differs markedly then there will be substantial under or 
over cost recoveries.
• The necessity for daily reports places continuing unrelenting pressure on the accounting people to 
perform.
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• The high degree of vertical integration and interdependency among departments places strains on the 
ability of work center managers to cooperate for the overall good of the organization.
10. Operations that lend themselves to daily reporting.
Operations that convert inputs to outputs within one day, clearly lend themselves to daily reporting. At 
WFF, inputs are converted to outputs in almost a continual stream and a day is long enough to match the out­
put with all the inputs consumed in each work center.
However, for processes that take longer than one day for inputs to be converted to outputs, daily cost 
and/or profit reporting would not necessarily be helpful. For one thing, too much trouble would be experi­
enced in valuing the status of work-in-process inventory.
This suggests that work reporting be created for a time period commensurate with the duration of the 
production process, at a time when we can get a full accounting for inputs consumed and outputs produced. 
It should be noted that such a system might not be appropriate for very long lived processes like shipbuild­
ing or construction projects, and for which other project management methods must be used.
SUGGESTED CASE EXTENSIONS
An excellent way to extend this case is to compare and contrast the Wattie Frozen Foods System with micro 
profit center systems in such Japanese cases as Higashimaru Shoyu (Harvard case, 9-195-050) and Kyocera 
Corporation (Harvard case, 9-195-064). This would require at least one extra class.
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PART 1
Reggie Lewis started to work for MiniScribe Corporation, a leading supplier of Winchester hard-disk drives, 
in early 1987. Reggie was particularly excited to be working for one of the top growth companies in the 
electronics industry and was looking forward to rapid career advancement with MiniScribe.
Almost immediately after beginning work at MiniScribe, Reggie felt the pressure for sales growth from 
the senior management, particularly from Mr. Wiles, the chairman of the board and chief executive officer 
(CEO) of MiniScribe. Reggie learned that Mr. Wiles came to MiniScribe as its CEO in early 1985 in a 
financial agreement with Hambrecht & Quist, a venture capital firm. At that time, MiniScribe, a high growth 
company, was in a severe liquidity crisis and Mr. Wiles, who had a proven track record for turning around 
ailing companies, was brought in to fix MiniScribe’s liquidity problem. However, it turned out that Mr. Wiles 
was more than interested in merely turning the company around. Instead, he wanted to be remembered as 
“the man who made MiniScribe a billion-dollar company,” which was a rather ambitious goal for a company 
with sales of $124 million in 1984.
Since Mr. Wiles’ arrival at MiniScribe, sales objectives had become the company’s driving force, and 
achieving sales targets became a company-wide obsession. This obsession, along with Wiles’ aggressive 
management style, created a “pressure cooker environment.” The environment, however, produced remarkable 
results. The company returned to profitability shortly after Wiles’ arrival. Sales increased by 50 percent in 
two years, with a reported net income of $22.7 million in 1986.
During the first few months Reggie worked at the corporate controller’s office, he found some of 
MiniScribe’s revenue recognition practices troublesome. Specifically, MiniScribe booked sales at the time 
Copyright 1997 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
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goods were shipped. On the surface this practice seemed entirely consistent with the revenue recognition 
principles Reggie had learned in his accounting courses. However, in order to increase reported sales 
MiniScribe shipped quantities of goods at year end that were far in excess of the amounts ordered 
by customers. Furthermore, despite this practice, Reggie noticed that MiniScribe booked sales returns 
and allowances of only approximately 1 percent of total sales while 4 percent to 10 percent was typical 
in the industry. Finally, Reggie was very uncomfortable with MiniScribe’s practice of “bill and hold.” 
MiniScribe owned several warehouses around the country and in Canada as “just-in-time” suppliers for 
distributors. Under a bill and hold transaction, MiniScribe booked sales when goods were shipped to the 
warehouses rather than when they were shipped to customers. Consequently, MiniScribe was able to increase 
sales by simply shipping goods to its own warehouses. These aggressive accounting practices helped 
MiniScribe report sales of $362 million in 1987, a 95-percent increase over the previous year. Growth 
was so rapid that Electronic Business Magazine named MiniScribe one of the top growth companies in 
the electronics industry.
Reggie reviewed the relevant literature regarding revenue recognition and concluded that the above 
practices were not consistent with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). He decided to discuss 
this with his superior in the corporate controller’s office of MiniScribe. However, he was told that 
MiniScribe’s practices were consistent with GAAP and were common in the industry. At the end of the 
conversation, he was also reminded how important it was for everyone at MiniScribe to be a team player.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What is the authoritative literature that Reggie Lewis should have reviewed in judging whether 
MiniScribe’s revenue recognition practices were consistent with GAAP? Based on your review of the 
literature, do you agree with Reggie or his superior?
2. Assume you are in Reggie’s position. What would you do in the above situation? Explain in detail the 
rationale that supports your decision. As a part of your explanation, include a discussion of the major 
stakeholders of the company who would be affected by your decision.
PART 2
Several months later, Mr.Wolfe, the corporate controller of MiniScribe, was replaced by Mr. Huff. With the 
arrival of the new controller, Reggie was hopeful that corrective actions would be taken to straighten out 
the company’s problematic revenue recognition practices before financial statements were released. 
However, Reggie was disappointed to see that, despite the change in controllership, the company continued 
to be aggressive in accounting practices and often went to great lengths to increase its sales and profits. The 
company dramatically increased the shipments of inventory to its warehouses and recorded those shipments 
as sales. The company also accumulated scrap that had been written off the company’s books, and, instead 
of discarding it, repackaged it and counted it as good inventory. Furthermore, millions of dollars of false 
inventory were generated by packaging bricks as finished products and shipping them to distributors at 
the end of the year. In addition, Reggie learned in conversations with his colleagues that Owen Taranto, the 
Chief Financial Officer, was creating a software program called “Cook Book” to produce false sales 
transactions. While clearly troubled by “Cook Book,” he also heard that some of his superior officers had 
even gone as far as breaking into the company’s auditors’ trunks to obtain copies of the list of inventory items 
that had been test-counted by the auditors, so that they could inflate the number of inventory items that the 
auditors had not sampled.
Reggie sadly learned that a substantial number of company personnel knowingly assisted with the tactics 
used to conceal the inventory shortfall and to inflate the reported profits. Reggie also discovered that the 
Board of Directors was restructured by Mr. Wiles to include a majority of directors who either worked for or 
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were otherwise affiliated with Mr. Wiles and the Hambrecht & Quist group. Furthermore, the Audit 
Committee of the Board of Directors usually met only twice a year and had never challenged management 
financial representations.
Witnessing all these fraudulent reporting practices, Reggie felt he could not see all this happening and do 
nothing about it.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. What were the possible courses of action for Reggie Lewis? Assume you are in Reggie’s position, which 
course of action would you take?
2. As an employee-accountant, was Reggie legally or professionally obligated to blow the whistle about 
what was happening at MiniScribe? Did Reggie have an ethical obligation to blow the whistle?
PART 3
In February 1989 Mr. Wiles resigned. Mr. Rifenburgh, the company’s new CEO, publicly admitted that 
the financial statements for the previous three years were misstated. In fact, the internal control system, the 
existing records, and documentation were so inadequate that it was almost impossible for a specially 
appointed independent evaluation committee to produce reliable financial statements for those years, and, 
consequently, it could not quantify and correct the overstatements of assets for those periods. By mid-1989, 
the price of MiniScribe stock fell to $1 per share. In January 1990 the company filed for reorganization under 
Chapter 11 of the federal bankruptcy code, but fraud allegations and the large number of lawsuits against the 
company and its top executives made it impossible to reorganize the company. The case was converted to a 
liquidation proceeding and the assets of the bankrupted MiniScribe were auctioned off to the Maxtor 
Corporation of San Jose, California, to pay off its creditors.
Wiles, Wolfe, Huff and thirteen other corporate officers were charged by the SEC with falsifying 
MiniScribe’s financial records and concealing the company’s sagging revenue in the late 1980s. Plaintiffs in 
other lawsuits, including shareholders and creditors, sought damages up to $1 billion. Wiles paid $9.7 million 
to settle the various civil claims against him. He was also convicted on three federal criminal charges in July 
of 1994 and was sentenced to three years in prison. The charges involved (1) his filing of a false annual report 
with the SEC; (2) his insider trading of $1.7 million of MiniScribe stock; and (3) his use of false financial 
statements to obtain a $90 million loan for MiniScribe from Standard Chartered Bank. As of this writing, 
Wiles is still appealing his three-year prison sentence. Wolfe and Huff were both fined and barred 
permanently from practicing accounting before the Commission which means, in most states, that their CPA 
licenses would automatically be revoked permanently. Hambrecht & Quist, the company’s investment 
banker, agreed to pay $21.5 million in settlement. The company’s former auditor, Coopers and Lybrand, 
agreed to pay a total of $140 million for failing to detect the financial fraud committed by MiniScribe, 
which was one of the largest amounts paid by an accounting firm to settle a professional liability case.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Considering the catastrophic consequences of the financial fraud committed by MiniScribe executives, 
do you wish to change any of your decisions made in Part 1 and/or Part 2?
2. Discuss the relationship between professional ethics and professional advancement, and more generally, 
discuss the relationship between business ethics and business success.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND CASE OBJECTIVES
This case is based on publicly available information about MiniScribe Corporation, a real-world company in 
the late 1980s, and its officers. However, Reggie Lewis is a fictitious employee of the company who was 
invented for purposes of the case. The primary objective of the case is to give students an opportunity to 
confront the ethical issues that face practicing accountants on a continuous basis. The three parts of the case 
provide students with a unique opportunity to confront problematic revenue recognition practices (in part 1), 
to confront issues related to fraudulent financial reporting (in part 2), and to see the consequences of the 
unethical practices (in part 3). Through role playing, it helps students to (1) realize the built-in dilemma of 
the profession, namely its double loyalty; (2) become more ethically conscious; (3) follow the more desired 
approach in making ethical decisions; and (4) reflect on the issue of the whistle blowing role of accountants.
CLASSROOM USE OF THE CASE
This case is designed to be used primarily in an intermediate accounting course. However, it also has been 
used effectively in the accounting principles course after class discussion of revenue recognition principles. 
The case should also fit well into a MBA-level financial accounting course.
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TEACHING METHODOLOGY
It is recommended that the three parts of the case be administered in three separate 20-30 minute sessions. 
Part 1 of the case should be handed out in advance so students will have an opportunity to reflect on the 
revenue recognition issues and to research those issues in the library. We found it particularly effective to 
divide the class into groups of four to five students to discuss the case for the first half of the 20-30 minute 
session before the case is discussed in front of the entire class. By doing so, each student will have an 
opportunity to speak up. In addition, we found the small group discussion allows students to express their 
views more freely, and helps students better formulate their ideas.
As with any ethical cases, all the questions are open-ended, and there are no right or wrong answers. 
The following discussions are some teaching notes we took in administering the case together with some 
guidelines for class discussion.
PART 1
1. Revenue Recognition
The literature students should identify generally includes ARB No. 43 “Restatement and Revision of 
Accounting Standards” (Ch. 1A, par. 1), APB No. 10 “Omnibus Opinion” (1966, Par. 12), SFAS No. 48 
“Revenue Recognition When Right of Return Exists,” and SFAC No. 5 “Recognition and Measurement in 
Financial Statements of Business Enterprises.”
The revenue recognition practices used by MiniScribe clearly do not comply with existing accounting 
standards. The company recorded sales for products that had not been ordered, and, therefore, the buyer was 
not obligated to purchase the goods and collection was not reasonably assured. The company’s liberal 
policies for recording sales should have led to substantial allowances for returns. However, the allowance 
actually recorded was well below the norms for the industry. Since sales returns are deducted from gross 
sales to arrive at net sales, understating sales returns would in effect overstate the net sales revenue. Finally, 
the practice of “bill and hold,” which allows revenue to be recognized on unshipped goods, is controversial. 
However, the practice does exist. In Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Release No. 108, the 
SEC has provided a useful set of guidelines that should have been met in order to recognize revenue on 
unshipped goods:
• Risks of ownership must have passed to the buyer.
• The buyer must have made a fixed commitment to purchase the goods, preferably in writing.
• The buyer (not the seller) must request a bill and hold basis with substantial business reason for 
doing so.
• There must be a fixed schedule for delivery. The delivery date must be reasonable and consistent 
with the buyer’s business purpose (e.g., storage periods are customary in the industry).
• The seller must not have specific performance obligations such that the earnings process is not complete.
• The goods must be segregated from inventory and not be available to fill other orders.
• The goods must be complete and ready for shipment.
It is worth noting that MiniScribe is not the only high-tech company to use questionable revenue 
recognition practices in an attempt to increase reported sales. Datapoint Corporation almost went out of 
business several years ago when its practice of booking shipments as sales got out of hand. More recently, 
Ashton-Tate Corporation has been sued in a federal court in Los Angeles by shareholders accusing it of 
similar bookkeeping practices. However, the fact that some other companies are doing the same does not 
justify MiniScribe’s questionable practices.
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2. Ethical Considerations
It is important for students to realize the inherent dilemma of the accounting profession, namely, the conflict 
of loyalty. Accountants have obligations to both their employers (or clients) and the general public, duties 
that are sometimes conflicting. Consequently, accountants are continuously faced with decisions that have 
moral and ethical considerations.
The ethical conclusions reached by the students in our class discussions for the given situation seemed to 
be directly related to the ethical models (or approaches) used by students in arriving at their conclusions. 
Though students may not be aware of the model they used, their discussion regarding how they arrived at 
their conclusions clearly demonstrated the model(s) they used.
Students who followed the utilitarian approach generally arrived at the conclusion that they would, if 
they were Reggie, not follow the inappropriate revenue recognition practices in MiniScribe and would try to 
correct it by talking to the internal audit committee and if necessary, to the top management. The utilitarian 
school of ethics insists that the propriety of one’s action be assessed based on the overall consequences of the 
action. The analysis goes as follows: if Reggie followed the inappropriate revenue recognition practices, the 
controller would be pleased. However, the interest of shareholders, investors, creditors, and others who rely 
on the financial statements would be betrayed by the inappropriate revenue practices. If, on the other hand, 
Reggie fights the inappropriate revenue recognition practices of MiniScribe, the controller would be 
displeased and Reggie’s career advancement with MiniScribe might be hampered. But the public interest 
would be served.
Another ethical approach is the deontological approach under which the accountants’ actions, rather than 
the consequences, become the focus of the inquiry. Under this approach, Reggie would make his decisions 
based on his own sense of right or wrong without regard to the consequences of the action. That is, he 
considers his professionalism as an accountant and his overriding professional duty which is to ensure that 
financial statements are prepared in accordance with the GAAP. Students following this approach would also 
arrive at the conclusion that Reggie should fight the inappropriate revenue recognition practices. Some even 
suggested that they would resign from the company if these practices were not corrected, because “a job that 
requires sacrificing personal integrity is not worth keeping”.
Finally, those who followed the pragmatism approach (Ethical Egoism), which takes a purely self-serving 
perspective, generally concluded that they would try to convince the controller that the revenue recognition 
practices at MiniScribe were inappropriate, but if that failed, they would be “good soldiers” and follow 
orders. Otherwise, their career advancement with MiniScribe might be negatively affected. Furthermore, 
since they simply followed orders, they were at no legal risk even if the practices got out of hand.
There were a number of students who used a combination of approaches. For example, those who 
primarily followed the utilitarian approach indicated that they might have second thoughts if their career 
advancement, or their job, was on the line. “After all,” as one student puts it, “risking the ire of one’s 
boss is not a course of action to be taken lightly.” As a final note, there appeared to be a relationship between 
one’s religious views, or lack of, and the approaches adopted. Some indicated that their adoption of the 
utilitarian or deontological approach was influenced by their religious belief of “the common good” and their 
conception of right and wrong.
In our opinion, the utilitarian approach is most preferable. The requirement that students identify the 
major stakeholders who might be affected by the decision is an attempt to guide students to use, at least 
partly, the utilitarian approach.
PART 2
1. Possible Courses of Actions
All possible courses of action started with talking to Mr. Huff, the corporate controller, next to Mr. Wiles, the 
CEO, and then, if necessary, to members of the Board of Directors and its audit committee. However, given 
the CEO’s obsession with sales growth and the composition of the Board and its audit committee, it seemed 
unlikely that a satisfactory answer would result through these internal channels in this case.
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If it became apparent that no corrective actions would be taken, the view regarding the next course of 
action differed significantly from: (1) be a “good soldier” and do nothing; (2) resign from the company; (3) 
stay with the company, but blow the whistle to the regulatory agencies and/or the media; or (4) resign from 
the company and blow the whistle. At this point, there seemed to be a general agreement among students that 
the first alternative of doing nothing is not acceptable, and the “good soldier” justification is inconsistent with 
accountants’ professional obligations to the public. However, there was significant disagreement regarding 
the remaining three alternatives, and the disagreement centered on accountants’ whistleblowing duties. 
Students who followed the utilitarian and deontological approaches generally adopted the third and fourth 
alternatives while those who followed the pragmatism approach adopted the second approach because 
“society and prospective employers do not like whistleblowers.”
2. Accountants’ Legal and Professional Obligation of Whistle Blowing
At this point, the focus of the class discussion invariably turned to management accountants’ legal and 
professional whistleblowing obligations. Management accountants are often in a good position to discover 
fraudulent accounting practices because of their direct involvement in their companies’ financial reporting 
process. The dilemma facing these accountants is whether or not to blow the whistle on those accounting 
practices. Whistleblowing can be either internal or external. Internal whistleblowing in this case involves 
informing the top management of MiniScribe and its Board of Directors about the wrongdoing. The codes 
of ethical conduct of the AICPA and the Institute of Management Accountants (IMA) clearly indicate that 
management accountants are required to assume the role of internal whistleblower.
External whistleblowing involves going outside of the company to inform the SEC and/or the media 
about fraudulent reporting practices. Because of its public nature, external whistleblowing will not only 
cause great turmoil, but can also lead to retaliation against the whistleblower. Controversies currently 
exist regarding management accountants’ external whistleblowing responsibilities. While some view 
whistleblowing as a moral imperative, others advise against it because of its potential harm to the employing 
organization. From a legal perspective, employee accountants are usually not obligated to disclose informa­
tion pertaining to wrongdoing by their employer (see, e.g., the case of Murphy v. American Home Products 
Corp., 58 N.Y.2D 293, 461 N.Y.S.2D 232, 448 N.E.2D 86, (1983)). From a professional standards point of 
view, management accountants are not required to blow the whistle either. According to the EMA’s Standards 
of Ethical Conduct, management accountants should report the wrongdoing through proper channels within 
the company. If the irregularities are not resolved after exhausting all possible internal means, a management 
accountant may have to resign from the organization. The IMA’s code specifically states that members 
should not communicate the problems to outside sources. However, many students believed that the fact 
there was no legal or professional duty to blow the whistle does not mean that a management accountant is 
not ethically obligated to blow the whistle. In this case, those students reasoned that Reggie had a social 
obligation to report the irregularities to the SEC and other regulatory agencies.
While the discussion above is focused on the whistleblowing role of management accountants, it is worth 
noting that, if Reggie were the public accountant of MiniScribe, Rule 301 of the Code of Professional 
Conduct of the AICPA similarly discourages a CPA from reporting audit findings to external sources (see also 
Statement of Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 53, The Auditor’s Responsibility to Detect and Report Errors 
and Irregularities, and SAS No. 54, Illegal Acts by Clients). The Rule states that a CPA should seek specific 
content from the client before disclosing confidential information to external sources, and the next step of 
action would be to seek legal advice and resign from the client if a satisfactory resolution cannot be reached 
through internal sources. However, the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (1995) requires an auditor 
under certain circumstances to report illegal acts to the client’s Board of Directors, which, in turn, must report 
those illegal acts to the SEC. If the client’s Board fails to report to the SEC, the auditor must submit its 
report to the SEC.
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PART 3
1. This part of the case gives students an opportunity to look back at the ethical decisions they have made. 
Considering the significant consequences of the fraud on all parties involved, some students indicated 
that ex post they wish they had taken stronger actions in Part 1, and indicated that they are less likely 
to make ethical compromises in the future. Others, however, argued that they would not change 
their original decisions because they were appropriate under those circumstances, and going beyond 
that would be an overreaction to the situation and could be harmful to the company, its shareholders 
and the public.
2. The discussion on the relationship between business ethics and business success and that between 
professional ethics and professional success turned out to be more interesting and fruitful than we 
anticipated. Students pointed out many examples (such as Wal-Mart) of a positive relation between 
business ethics and business success. With respect to the relationship between accountants’ professional 
ethics and professional success, many pointed out that the accounting profession’s success is built on its 
credibility which, in turn, is built on the high ethical principles of its members. Furthermore, it was 
suggested by some students that holding a high ethical standard generally contributes positively to 
professional success for individual accountants in the long-run.
Another way to administer this case would be not to hand out Part 3. Instead, alter the name of the 
company in Part 1 and Part 2, and disclose the true identity of the company at this stage. Students are 
then required to search the business publications and find out the consequence of MiniScribe’s financial 
fraud. Students will be surprised at the volume of articles on MiniScribe and the severe consequences of 
the fraud when they type the word “MiniScribe” on the computer keyboard of their libraries.
In summary, as with any other ethical case, there are no right or wrong solutions to the discussion 
questions. There were disagreements regarding what constitutes the appropriate ethical decision even 
after the class discussion of the case. However, through the discussion in class and interaction among 
students, the case can help students become more aware of the consequences of their ethical choices and 
more conscious of professional ethics.
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HISTORY
Jackson Borders was a very successful business man. In fact, his friends referred to him as the golden boy 
or the man with the Midas touch. It seemed that he had success written all over him from a very early age, 
starting with door-to-door magazine subscription sales when he was only 13.
When Jackson attended the University of Richmond, he had earned a significant part of his education 
funds and living expense money by working part time in sales at the local Pontiac dealership. He was doing 
so well financially that, upon graduation, he stayed at the dealership on a full-time basis. In the early 1960’s 
Jackson had concluded that Japanese imports would be the hot selling cars of the future. Consequently, he 
had raised some venture capital and acquired the rights to the Toyota franchise in Richmond, Petersburg and 
Norfolk, Virginia. Needless to say, Jackson’s prediction proved true and his dealerships made him a very 
wealthy man by 1980.
In 1980, in the midst of a midlife crisis and with the feeling that he had “been there, done that” with 
respect to the automotive sales industry, Jackson turned over the operations of his dealerships to his two sons 
and decided to invest his talents in another field. He soon located a nearly defunct manufacturer of mobile 
homes located in Culpepper, Virginia that he was able to buy at a bargain basement price. He renamed the 
company New Horizons, Inc. (NHI) and began a serious effort to turn the company into another one of his 
success stories.
Jackson realized that the majority of mobile homes are sold to individuals who fall into one of three basic 
population groups: the elderly, lower ranking military personnel, and the lower income class which cannot 
afford traditional homes. Although the predecessor owners of his company had sold their mobile homes 
through independent dealers, Jackson decided to establish his own dealerships at appropriate sites throughout 
several Southern states. He created a new entity which he named Horizon Sales, Inc. to serve as the umbrella 
organization for the various dealerships. He then placed dealerships (called Rainbow Homes) in such 
locations as Columbia, South Carolina (near Ft. Jackson), Wilmington, North Carolina (near Ft. Bragg), 
Sebring, Florida (near major retirement communities), and Greenville, North Carolina (near rural fanning 
communities with a high proportion of farm laborers and sharecroppers). By 1988 there were 140 Rainbow 
Homes dealerships throughout the sunbelt region of the U.S.
Initially, Jackson financed the production and sales activities of his new venture with a major line of 
credit from Southeast National Bank. NHI (which served as the holding company for Jackson’s operation as 
well as the manufacturing arm) would borrow funds from Southeast. NHI would then loan funds to Horizon 
Sales which would use such funds to acquire newly constructed homes from NHI. The units were sold by 
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NHI to Horizon Sales at an intercompany profit. The loan relationship between NHI and Horizon Sales was 
recorded in an intercompany account on the records of both Horizon Sales and NHI. Horizon Sales then 
delivered the mobile homes to its various Rainbow outlets on a consignment basis. The only accounting 
records maintained by a Rainbow Homes facility were those related to consigned homes on the premises and 
expenses incurred and paid for out of an imprest disbursement account which was periodically reimbursed by 
Horizon Sales. All sales and all unsold inventory were carried on the books of Horizon Sales.
During 1980 and 1981, customers who acquired mobile homes from the Rainbow outlets had to arrange 
their own financing through VA loans, S&L borrowings, etc. During this same period, Horizon Sales 
had also arranged some of its own financing needs for acquisitions from NHI by borrowing from 
Hampton Savings & Loan in Richmond. In early 1982, Jackson Borders realized that he would be able 
to significantly increase sales if he were able to influence the financing of the ultimate buyer’s 
purchase. Therefore, he entered into negotiations to acquire the privately owned Hampton S&L and 
successfully completed the acquisition by April 1982. The S&L’s deposits were insured by the Financial 
Institutions Assurance Corporation.
The acquired S&L was renamed Horizon Savings & Loan. The new board of directors of Horizon S&L 
included executives from NHI, Horizon Sales and the new CEO and CFO of the S&L, both of whom Jackson 
personally recruited. Prior to its purchase, the former Hampton S&L had maintained a loan portfolio of 60 percent 
real estate loans, 35 percent commercial loans and 5 percent consumer loans. By 1988 the distribution of the 
loan portfolio was 15 percent real estate loans, 10 percent commercial loans and 75 percent consumer loans. 
This change was attributable to the heavy financing of mobile home loans by Horizon S&L, primarily for its 
sister subsidiary, Horizon Sales.1 This dramatic shift in the loan portfolio had been accomplished with the full 
awareness of the S&L’s loan committee.
1. Mobile home loans are considered to be consumer loans, not real estate loans.
As the loan portfolio composition changed over the years, examiners from the Federal Home 
Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) periodically expressed concerns about the risks associated with such a high 
concentration in one type of loan. Subsequently, in 1987 management of NHI adopted a five-year business 
plan that included, among other things, the expressed intention to move toward a more balanced loan portfolio.
The operational structure of NHI and its subsidiaries, after the purchase of Horizon S&L, is shown 
in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1
NEW HORIZONS, INC. 
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
NEW HORIZONS, INC. 
(NHI) 
(Holding Company)
HORIZON SALES, INC. 
(Umbrella Sales Entity)
HORIZON 
SAVINGS & LOANS
RAINBOW HOMES 
(Sales Centers)
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POST-1982 OPERATIONS
From late 1982 through 1988, operations of NHI and its affiliated companies could be described as follows. 
Using borrowed funds from Southeast, NHI would manufacture new mobile homes. NHI then “sold” the 
units to Horizon Sales, Inc. for an average unit price of $12,600 and recorded an intercompany profit on such 
transactions. Horizon Sales included these units in its own “new” inventory account but delivered the units 
to its various Rainbow Homes sales locations. Financing for sales by Rainbow Homes outlets could be 
arranged through Horizon S&L with certain guarantees being available on some of these loans through the 
VA and the FHA. The customer was always free to obtain his own financing, however, through other sources.
Significant pressure for increased sales volume was put on sales personnel at Rainbow Homes locations. 
This pressure led to a 250-percent increase in sales between 1983 and 1987. A flurry of memos and incentives 
had been generated by the VP-Sales at NHI early in this period, all designed to stimulate the sales force. One 
such memo had encouraged the sales force to actively bird-dog people who could make the necessary initial 
down payment on a mobile home purchase. The memo noted that “All sales personnel should diligently seek 
out potential customers who can make the necessary down payment. Remember, the more down payments 
you can corral, the more sales you can book!!”
The typical mobile home sold by Rainbow Homes had a sales price of $21,000 with the purchaser 
paying 5 percent down and assuming a 15-year, 12-percent note for the remaining principal. (The instrument 
is referred to here as a note rather than a mortgage because, as noted earlier, mobile home loans are regarded 
as consumer loans, not home mortgages.) All sales by Rainbow Homes were recorded as revenue on the 
books of Horizon Sales.
To provide for the risk of nonpayment of the note, Horizon Sales established a reserve for repossessions. 
Although the debtor was liable to Horizon S&L for the unpaid balance of the note plus accrued interest (with 
the mobile home as collateral for the obligation), Horizon Sales always signed a subrogation agreement 
under which it agreed to assume any notes which were 12 months or more in default.
In a typical repossession scenario, the mobile home buyer would have made six payments prior to 
default. By the actual date of repossession, six principal payments plus interest would have been skipped. 
The remaining note balance would be $20,400 with accrued interest of $1,000. Horizon Sales would incur 
transportation costs of $750 to haul the unit to the nearest Rainbow Homes sales center and another $1,500 
to recondition the unit. For accounting purposes, Horizon Sales would capitalize the costs associated with the 
repossessed unit as follows:
Unpaid balance on note $20,400
Accrued interest 1,000
Hauling costs 750
Reconditioning costs 1,500
Total cost $23,650
Thus, $23,650 was the recorded cost of the repossessed unit. Such units were carried in a “used” inventory 
account on Horizon Sales’ books and were priced to sell at cost. There was no profit incentive on these units 
and it was the objective of the company to move them out of inventory as quickly as possible. 
The normal practice was to sell such units to customers with the weakest credit ratings.
Repossession was an important issue for Horizon Sales because of the customer classes with which it dealt. 
Buyers in the agricultural regions were subject to fluctuating levels of employment or unemployment due to 
weather conditions or competitive conditions which reduced or eliminated crop yields. In the military market, it 
was not uncommon for a buyer to default after being posted to another U.S. base or to an overseas assignment. 
In the retirement communities, buyers who were dependent on social security benefits might die leaving insuffi­
cient funds in their estate to liquidate the note. Others defaulted when their private retirement benefits were 
exhausted and their social security benefits were insufficient to cover basic survival needs as well as the note.
During the period 1983-1988, the company’s sales and its income statement charge for possible bad loans 
were as shown in Table 1 (all data in millions). The large jump in the provision for future losses that occurred 
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in 1988 resulted from the company’s rapidly rising default rate on new sales. The default rate rose from 35 
percent in 1986 to 42 percent in 1987 and then to 57 percent in 1988. The resulting provision for losses was 
based solely on an evaluation of the loan portfolio carried on the books of Horizon Savings and Loan.
__________________________________ TABLE 1__________________________________
SALES AND LOSS PROVISIONS FOR YEARS 1983 THROUGH 1988 
(in millions)
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Sales $36 $42 $70 $79 $89 $81
Provision for future 
losses on credit sales 1.0 1.1 2.1 3.0 3.1 20.2
SALES OF S&L LOANS
With the sales growth that Horizon Sales was experiencing, and with an increasing percentage of the loan 
funds supporting those sales coming from Horizon S&L, the S&L needed to increase its supply of available 
cash. One means of doing so was initiated in 1984, a process of selling loan “pools.” Horizon would take a 
group of 100 loans and pool them into mortgage-backed securities that would be guaranteed by the 
Government National Mortgage Association. Such securities (pool certificates) were then offered for sale in 
an investment market known as the secondary mortgage (or Jenny Mae) market. Each certificate was sold as 
a unit investment to an individual investor. As the debtors on the notes comprising a loan pool made their 
installment payments to the S&L, the S&L would, in turn, forward funds to the pool certificate investors, 
thereby providing a return of principal plus the contractually stipulated interest yield to the investors.
Some of the loan pools were sold on a “with recourse” basis while other pools did not contain the 
recourse feature. As of December 31, 1988, outstanding loans sold on a “with recourse” basis totaled $200 
million. This fact was disclosed in the Contingencies footnote in Horizon S&L’s annual report. The financing 
activities of NHI and its subsidiaries are depicted in Figure 2.
As a natural consequence of the activities described above, the financial statements issued by New 
Horizons, Inc. were potentially relied upon by three groups of users: (1) stockholders, either current or 
prospective, (2) bankers, and (3) investors who purchased loan pool certificates. This fact led to some 
necessary audit requirements as described in the next section.
THE AUDIT FUNCTION
Annual and quarterly financial statements were prepared for NHI (full consolidation with all subsidiaries) 
with separate financial statements also being produced for Horizon S&L. Since the stock of NHI was 
publicly held, appropriate filings with the SEC were required. Additionally, various third parties relied on 
these financial statements. Southeast National Bank obtained the financial statements to meet federal 
documentation requirements for its line of credit loan file for loans to NHI. Additionally, individual investors 
who bought the Horizon S&L loan pools in the Jenny Mae marketplace relied on the separate financial 
statements of Horizon S&L. Because of such reliance, the annual financial statements issued by NHI and 
Horizon S&L were audited, and the quarterlies were reviewed, by an independent accounting firm, Garnett 
& Gold, PA. In performing the annual audit, Terry Garnett, the partner in charge of the NHI engagement, is 
concerned with complying not only with generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) but also federal 
guidelines produced by such agencies as the FHLBB.
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To meet the regulatory requirements related to its active involvement in the secondary mortgage 
(loan pool) market, NHI had engaged Garnett & Gold to perform a compliance audit covering the company’s 
procedures related to controls over loan documentation. In its report to management, Garnett & Gold noted 
that there were several control problems. For example, many loan files failed to indicate that (1) a credit 
check was performed on the borrower, (2) the appraised value of the collateral underlying the loan had been 
determined, (3) necessary approvals for the loan had been obtained from an authorized S&L officer, (4) the 
loan had been recorded in appropriate public records, or (5) adequacy of insurance coverage related to 
protection against hazards or validity of title had been evaluated. In addition, many files omitted such 
documentation as the borrower’s loan application, proof of title insurance and settlement statements.
Garnett & Gold viewed the audit of NHI subsidiaries to be a part of the audit of NHI’s consolidated financial 
statements. For example, the general audit file for the audit of Horizon S&L had the following notation:
See the NHI corporation files for the following items:
1. Management letter
2. Attorney’s letters
3. Review workpapers
4. Evaluation of potential for management override
5. Discussion with client regarding possible incurrence of illegal acts
6. Review of subsequent events
7. Computation of materiality threshold
The NHI engagement called for the issuance of an audit opinion on the consolidated financial statements of 
NHI and consolidated subsidiaries with a separate opinion being rendered on the financial statements of 
Horizon S&L. The single most important item on the S&L financial statements was labeled “Mobile home 
installment sales contracts and mortgage-backed securities, net of allowance for future credit losses.” All of 
the audit working papers related to this set of accounts were maintained in the NHI audit files. An allowance 
for future credit losses for the entire company’s operations was made at that level and then allocated to the 
subsidiaries. The allocation to Horizon S&L was for management’s estimates of losses in excess of amounts 
covered by FHA and VA insurance.
In reviewing the allowance for credit losses, the auditors found a document called “Indemnity 
Agreement” that was made by Horizon Sales Inc. This agreement was designed “.. .to indemnify and hold 
harmless Horizon S&L from certain customer defaults. . . .” Garnett & Gold had identified the reserve for 
loan losses as a “critical” audit area for this engagement. One reason for this designation was that the VA had 
begun an investigation of the S&L’s policies regarding credit extension and loan file documentation. 
One current result of this investigation had been that the S&L was suspended from originating any new 
VA business, pending the outcome of the investigation. The VA investigation, and related FHA concerns 
about the policies of the S&L, related to the quality of the mobile home installment sales contract portfolio 
and VA and FHA loans that had previously been sold by the S&L.
The Inspector General of the federal department of Housing and Urban Development had also performed 
an audit of the operations and procedures of Horizon S&L for the period from July 1, 1987 through June 30, 
1988. The result of this investigation had led to the requirement that the S&L refund certain claims 
previously paid by the government insurers for defaulted loans. In addition, the S&L had agreed that it would 
not submit a claim on 512 loans that were currently in a serious delinquency state.
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FIGURE 2
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QUESTIONS BASED ON THE CASE FACTS
1. How should the carrying value of repossessed inventory be determined?
2. What factors should be considered in attempting to assess the necessary increase in each year’s provision 
for loan losses?
3. Was it appropriate to allocate the provision for mortgage loan losses between Horizon S&L and New 
Horizons, Inc. or Horizon Sales?
4. Considering the applicable GAAP rules during the time period of the case (1980’s), what disclosures 
should have been made in Horizon S&L’s financial statements regarding its indemnity agreement with 
Horizon Sales (and indirectly with New Horizons, Inc.)?
5. Given management’s awareness of such factors as (a) the wholesale and retail values applicable to 
repossessed inventory, (b) the poor credit worthiness of many of its customers, and (c) the potential for 
VA and FHA rejection of insurance claims for loan losses on insured loans and, given the recorded value 
of the provision for loan losses in 1987, would it be appropriate to describe the 1987 consolidated financial 
statements for New Horizons, Inc. and/or the financial statements of Horizon S&L as materially false and 
misleading (i.e., fraudulent)?
6. Since its stock is publicly held, what legal responsibility does New Horizons, Inc. have, if any, to insure 
that its financial statement information is produced in an accounting system which is protected by ade­
quate internal controls?
7. Identify the major concerns that the engagement team from Garnett & Gold should have addressed in 
planning the audit of Horizon Savings & Loan. Drawing strictly on the limited description of Garnett & 
Gold’s audit activities and working papers, are there any issues raised in your mind regarding the firm’s 
compliance with generally accepted auditing standards? Why or why not?
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The facts on which this case is based have been derived from publicly available documents. For various 
reasons we have chosen to use fictional names, relationships and dollar amounts. However, the basic issues 
that should enable the case to generate significant class discussion are real.
CASE SUMMARY
This case involves an aggressive CEO, Jackson Borders, who has been extremely successful in his prior 
business ventures (automobile dealerships) and is now seeking to replicate that success in mobile home 
manufacturing and sales. He initially acquires the manufacturing entity and then creates a subsidiary to 
house the retail dealerships he establishes throughout several southern states. He subsequently purchases a 
savings and loan to handle the financing for a large percentage of his company’s sales. As the case develops, 
questions arise regarding the company’s accounting for inventory of repossessed mobile homes, losses on 
installment loan contracts, and the allocation of the provision for loan losses between the savings and loan 
and other businesses within the Borders’ empire. The case also provides some limited information regarding 
the audit of NHI and its subsidiaries (and especially the audit of the separate financials of the savings 
and loan). Finally, the case raises concerns about the quality of the internal control structure operating within 
the enterprise.
THE FOCUS OF THE CASE DISCUSSION
There are a number of issues that the class (or the instructor) may choose to focus on in this case. 
They include:
1. Determination of proper valuation for:
a. An inventory of repossessed mobile homes held by a sales subsidiary.
b. Provision for loan losses incurred by an S&L subsidiary.
2. The legitimacy of allocating the loan loss provision between the financial records of the S&L subsidiary 
and one or more other entities controlled by the parent company.
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3. Appropriate disclosure for an indemnity agreement between a parent company and a wholly-owned 
subsidiary.
4. Whether, when all potential financial statement deficiencies are considered, the financial statements of 
the parent company and its subsidiaries could be considered to be materially false and misleading.
5. The responsibility of an entity’s management team to assure that the company’s financial statement data 
is produced within an accounting system which is protected by adequate internal controls.
6. Consideration of the factors in this case which would influence an evaluation of the engagement’s 
audit risk.
7. Indications from the case facts as to compliance, or lack of compliance, by the audit firm with the 
requirements of generally accepted auditing standards.
CLASSROOM USE OF THE CASE
The authors have successfully utilized the case in a capstone course in the USF Masters of Accountancy 
program. We believe that it could also be employed in an MBA financial course, an accounting theory course 
or an advanced intermediate accounting course. If the instructor dealt with the issues from an audit analysis 
perspective, the case could be very effective in auditing courses at either the undergraduate or graduate level. 
In our use of the case, we employed a full three-hour class period. Obviously, the time requirement could be 
reduced by limiting the number of issues that were concentrated on during the discussion.
STUDENT PREPARATION AND CASE DISCUSSION
It is imperative that students prepare for the case discussion by reading the case and appropriate related 
materials prior to the class period for which the case is assigned. In the two sections of the course in which 
we have used the case, there were 14 and 20 students respectively. We began the discussion by asking 
members of the class to identify issues that they thought we should discuss. As each issue was raised, we 
wrote it on the board. After a sufficient number of issues had been listed, we then selected specific items for 
elaboration. We would call on a single student to “flesh out” that issue. Among other things, we might ask the 
student such questions as:
1. Why is this issue of concern? What facts in the case would lead us to question what the company or its 
auditors have done (or failed to do) in this instance?
2. What do relevant professional standards have to say about this issue? Do you believe the company (or its 
auditor) complied with these standards? Why or why not?
Our primary concern, of course, was to have the members of the class draw their own conclusions and be 
able to defend them by reference to appropriate literature. At any time during the discussion, we encourage 
other students, who may have a different view from the one being set forth by the initial discussant to 
express their disagreement. One of the results we hope to achieve with a case such as this is to get the class 
into a friendly debate on the issues. In fact, the course syllabus stresses that such debate is to be desired so 
long as it is conducted in a professional manner.
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTED ANSWERS
1. How should the carrying value of New Horizons’ repossessed mobile home inventory be determined?
FASB Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 6, “Elements of Financial Statements,” provides 
a definition of the term “asset” and discusses the characteristics that an item must possess in order to qualify 
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as an asset. According to this statement, “assets are probable future economic benefits obtained or controlled 
by a particular entity as a result of past transactions or events” (para. 25). Clearly, New Horizons controls the 
repossessed mobile home and the repossession is a past transaction. The issue of value relates to the words 
“probable future economic benefits.” This benefit, according to paragraph 26 of Statement 6, relates to the 
capacity of the asset “to contribute directly or indirectly to future net cash flows.”
In assigning value to an asset, accountants generally recognize four possible valuation approaches: 
historical cost, current replacement cost, current net realizable value, or the present value of the future net 
cash flows expected to be generated by the asset. New Horizons was using the historical cost approach 
and defining that “cost” as its unrecovered investment related to the mobile home plus direct costs of the 
repossession and refurbishing activities.
In considering cost as a measure of asset value, FASB Concepts Statement No. 6 notes that “[although 
an entity normally incurs costs to acquire or use assets, costs incurred are not themselves assets.” In other 
words, if the future economic benefit expected to be produced by an asset is less that the sum of the asset’s 
cost, then cost would not be an appropriate measure of the asset’s value. In relating these ideas to the New 
Horizons’ case facts, it seems clear that a reasonable measurement of the current likely exit value in a normal 
sale or the current replacement value of an equivalent unit would both be less than New Horizon’s aggregate 
cost of a repossessed unit. Recall that New Horizon’s normal selling price for a new unit is $21,000. Why 
would a rational buyer agree to pay $23,650 for a used mobile home when a brand new one could be 
acquired for less? Also note that in this industry, current exit values are available in books that are equivalent 
to the NASD “blue book” that is used in the automotive industry. Undoubtedly, the wholesale and retail 
values in the current industry guide book would be below $23,650. Finally, current replacement costs would 
certainly be available from New Horizon’s own manufacturing subsidiary and these would, of course, be 
well below $23,650.
It could be interesting to discuss the applicability of the net present value approach in determining an 
inventory value in this case. Assuming that the purchase note interest rate is appropriate for the risk inherent 
in the transaction, the NPV of the future payments by the buyer (assuming complete liquidation of the loan) 
should equal New Horizon’s investment in the mobile home. However, since, in reality, New Horizon 
experiences a high rate of default on these sales, the full NPV will most often not be recovered.
At this point, it might be a useful exercise to ask the class if they see any application of the concept of 
substance versus form in these transactions. Could the “seller” really be renting a mobile home to the “buyer” 
at a rent equal to the monthly note payment? Given the high default rate on the notes and the decision to 
knowingly enter into these transactions with persons who are known to be high risk at the front end of the 
transaction, it could be that New Horizon has decided to try and keep the units occupied but not really “sold.”
2. What factors should be considered in attempting to assess the necessary increase in each year’s provision 
for loan losses?
Since the loss provision is related to a portfolio of S&L consumer loans, a good place to look for 
guidance on this question would be the Audit and Accounting Guide, “Savings and Loan Associations.” From 
an audit perspective, the Guide indicates that an auditor should obtain an “aged” list of loans that are 
delinquent. The auditor should then “.. .consider such accounts, the association’s collection procedures, loan 
modifications, and other pertinent data in evaluating the reasonableness of the allowance for losses, if any, 
provided by the association.” Other pertinent data could include, it would seem, such factors as the degree of 
delinquency of specific loans, the absolute size of specific delinquent loans, the value of collateral backing up 
the loan, the general creditworthiness of the borrowers, economic conditions in the areas in which the 
borrowers are located and the trend in default rates by the association’s borrowers.
A particularly critical issue in evaluating this company’s loss provision is the existence of a huge 
contingent liability related to the recourse provisions on the loan pools that have been sold. The case notes 
that this contingency currently amounts to $300 million. Of particular concern is the case statement that both 
the VA and the FHA have taken the position that violations related to loan file documentation and lax controls 
over credit extension negate the insurance protection against borrower defaults normally provided by these 
agencies. The validity of this position is indicated by the findings of Garnett & Gold’s compliance audit. 
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This negation would leave Horizon S&L exposed to a requirement to fully cover defaults which will not be 
covered by such insurance.
Finally, since separate financial statements are issued for Horizon S&L, it would be necessary to 
determine the “value” of NHI’s commitment to indemnify the S&L subsidiary against loan losses. If this 
commitment is both legally enforceable and economically feasible, then the financial statement effects of 
major loan losses due to defaults in the loan pools sold “with recourse” could be considered to be mitigated. 
Footnote disclosure of the indemnity provision and its mitigating effect would be appropriately included in 
Horizon S&L’s financial statements.
3. Was it appropriate to allocate the provision for mortgage loan losses between Horizon S&L and New 
Horizons, Inc. or Horizon Sales?
One consequence of this allocation is that the apparent loan loss provision reflected on Horizon S&L’s 
financial statements is less than the actual loss total that was booked. This would be potentially misleading 
to readers of the S&L’s financial statements unless they were aware of the fact of the allocation and the 
amount of the loss that had been allocated away to the parent or to another subsidiary.
4. Considering the applicable GAAP rules during the time period of the case (1980’s), what disclosures 
should have been made in Horizon S&L’s financial statements regarding the indemnity agreement with 
Horizon Sales (and indirectly with New Horizons, Inc.)?
The relevant professional standards for this question are FASB Statement No. 5 and FASB Interpretation 
No. 34. The pertinent material from these standards relates to the direct or indirect guarantees of the indebt­
edness of another party. [While the immediate issue in this case involves the guarantee to indemnify the S&L 
subsidiary against loan losses, the authors believe that the situation is analogous to debt guarantees and the 
standards are applicable to the loan loss situation.]
FASB Statement No. 5 clearly states that even in situations where the loss risk is remote, the existence of 
a contingency related to the guarantee of the debt of another should be disclosed, if the matter is material to 
the reporting entity’s financial statements. FASB Interpretation No. 34 added further clarification by noting that 
this disclosure requirement applied to not only direct guarantees but also indirect ones. In the indirect case, 
an outside party (creditor) would have no claim directly against the guarantor but would be able to recover 
only by legally enforcing the debtor’s claim against the guarantor for a transfer of funds to the debtor.
In 1985, the EITF discussed accounting and disclosure requirements that should apply when one entity, 
for a fee, guarantees the debt of another entity. Among other things the EITF agreed that the guarantor 
should disclose the guarantee in a footnote, if the effect of the guarantee was material to the guarantor. The 
SEC, in Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 60, took the position that the EITF consensus should be applied to all 
registered companies and that the disclosure should include, among other things, the amount of exposure 
assumed by the guarantor, whether a reserve for losses had been provided for by the guarantor (where 
appropriate) and other information that a reader might need in order to understand the nature of the guarantee 
and the risk related to it.
5. Given management’s awareness of such factors as (a) the wholesale and retail values applicable to 
repossessed inventory, (b) the poor creditworthiness of many of its customers, and (c) the potential for 
VA and FHA rejection of insurance claims for loan losses on insured loans and, given the recorded value 
of the provision for loan losses in 1987, would it be appropriate to describe the 1987 consolidated financial 
statements for New Horizons, Inc. and/or the financial statements of Horizon S&L as materially false and 
misleading (i.e., fraudulent)?
This question is worded in such a way that in a court of law it would undoubtedly be challenged as 
“leading the witness.” However, although the wording may lead a student to answer with an unequivocal 
“yes,” it would then be appropriate to ask: “How, then, could a competent, independent CPA firm express an 
unqualified opinion on the financial statements?” Obviously, the CPA firm believed that its opinion was 
valid, and validated by the audit testing performed. On the one hand, the class discussion could focus on the 
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possibility that reasonable people could reach different conclusions on the proper treatment of the issues 
presented in the case. On the other hand, Question 7 would permit a consideration of whether or not the basis 
(i.e., competency and sufficiency of the audit evidence obtained by the CPAs and the reasonableness 
of the firm’s conclusions based thereon) of the CPA firm’s opinion is supportable under generally accepted 
auditing standards.
6. Since its stock is publicly held, what legal responsibility does New Horizons, Inc. have, if any, to insure 
that its financial statement information is produced in an accounting system which is protected by 
adequate internal controls?
All publicly held companies are required by federal law to maintain an adequate system of internal 
controls. This requirement is contained in Title 15 of the Federal Statutes, section 78m (b)(2) as follows:
Every issuer which has a class of securities registered pursuant to section 78Z of this title and 
every issuer which is required to file reports pursuant to section 78o(d) of this title shall—
(A) make and keep books, records, and accounts, which, in reasonable detail, accurately 
and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the issuer; and
(B) devise and maintain a system of internal controls sufficient to provide reasonable assur­
ances that—
(i) transactions are executed in accordance with management’s general or specific 
authorization;
(ii) transactions are recorded as necessary (I) to permit preparation of financial state­
ments in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles or any other 
criteria applicable to such statements, and (II) to maintain accountability 
for assets;
(iii) access to assets is permitted only in accordance with management’s general or 
specific authorization; and
(iv) the recorded accountability for assets is compared with the existing assets at rea­
sonable intervals and appropriate action is taken with respect to any differences.
Section 78m (b)(5) further requires that:
No person shall knowingly circumvent or knowingly fail to implement a system of 
internal accounting controls...
As a publicly held company, New Horizons must comply with this statute.
7. Identify the major concerns that the engagement team from Garnett & Gold should have addressed in 
planning the audit of Horizon Savings & Loan. Drawing strictly on the limited description of Garnett & 
Gold’s audit activities and working papers, are there any issues raised in your mind regarding the firm’s 
compliance with generally accepted auditing standards? Why or why not?
Given the client description in this case, the need to plan the audit to hold accepted audit risk to a 
tolerable level is critical. For significant accounts such as the loan loss provision, inherent risk would be high 
(the account balance must be estimated and it can be manipulated by management) and, correspondingly, 
control risk for this account is also high given the evident weaknesses related to credit extension, loan file 
documentation and monitoring of loan quality. Other concerns that students will likely bring out are (1) the 
shift in the type of loans in the S&L’s loan portfolio, (2) concentration of loans in high-risk borrower groups, 
(3) the large increase in the booked loan loss provision in 1988, and (4) specific control issues raised by the 
VA and FHA concerns, as well as Garnett & Gold’s own internal control compliance report.
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In evaluating Garnett & Gold’s compliance with GAAS, one issue that could be discussed is the treat­
ment of the S&L audit as merely part of the audit of the parent company. Since the audit firm was to issue an 
opinion on the separate financial statements of the S&L, should such factors as (1) the measure of materiality 
for the engagement, (2) the documentation of procedures, and specific audit activities related to the seven 
items listed on page 5 of the case, have been applied to the S&L without regard to the audit work done on the 
parent? It would seem clear that materiality should be set at the S&L level for the purposes of the separate 
audit report. Although professional standards may not dictate that evidence documentation and such activities 
as obtaining representation letters must be kept in the S&L audit file, it would seem to be prudent practice 
to do so.
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED
Benjamin P. Foster, Assistant Professor 
University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky
Charles R. King, Controller 
Foster Supply Inc., Scott Depot, West Virginia
Foster Supply is a small business in Eastern Kentucky owned by Ron Foster. The company sells construction 
materials including all types of pipe and pipe fittings, geotextile materials, and various other items. Foster 
also sells steel structures that are used in underground coal mines for roof support and creating ventilation 
pathways. Foster Supply has experienced rapid growth since its inception because the owner has always 
looked for new products and new markets for existing products. Mr. Foster is considering another business 
opportunity and has consulted a CPA for assistance in evaluating the profit potential of the new venture.
COMPANY HISTORY
Ron Foster obtained an engineering degree and began his career as a salesman for a steel company. One main 
product he sold was corrugated metal pipe. After a couple of years with that company Ron was approached 
by another steel company to become a salesman for them. However, in his first position, Ron saw that even 
though he was top salesman, sales representatives with more experience were paid more. Consequently, Ron 
offered to sell for the new company as a distributor rather than as an employee. The company agreed and 
Foster Supply was bom. Since its inception, Foster Supply has operated as a C corporation under the Internal 
Revenue Code.
During Foster Supply’s first 3½ years of existence, Ron would make sales, order the materials from the 
factory, and contract with commercial haulers to ship from the factory to the customer. Operating in this man­
ner offered advantages. Obviously, Foster operated with very little overhead expenses during that time. 
Actually, Foster Supply had no employees during this period because Foster Supply treated Ron Foster as an 
independent contractor, paying him commissions on sales.
Foster Supply did expand somewhat into other products during this time. However, growth was limited 
because not carrying inventory created many disadvantages. Numerous sales were lost because customers 
had to have the product immediately. Relying solely on the manufacturers did not allow flexibility in delivery.
In the middle of fiscal year 1994, Ron Foster purchased property that contained acreage and a house. Ron 
leased the property to Foster Supply Inc. and converted the house to an office. Foster Supply began to carry 
inventory for the first time. Foster Supply was able to now satisfy rush orders from customers and expand 
into products where shipping from the factory was not feasible. Over time, Foster began carrying and selling 
much corrugated metal pipe, corrugated plastic pipe, sewer and water pipe and all the fittings that accompany 
these types of pipe. Foster still ships some products directly from the factory to the customer by commercial 
freight haulers. Foster also owns some old trucks that it uses for delivery from inventory.
Another major factor contributing to Foster’s success in 1994 was a business agreement with another 
supplier of corrugated metal pipe. Ohio Culvert agreed to supply Foster with pipe under a consignment 
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agreement. Foster could inventory a large amount of Ohio Culvert pipe and remit payment once a month for 
pipe sold during that month. Also, in conjunction with the consignment agreement, Ohio Culvert agreed to 
work with Foster on the state highway department bid for corrugated metal pipe. Foster Supply bid on the 
contract while Ohio Culvert provided the pipe. Essentially, Ohio Culvert told Foster the price to bid and 
would allow Foster to keep 5 percent of any revenue obtained.
Surprising many competitors, Foster obtained a good chunk of the state highway contract. Obtaining the 
contract was fortuitous for Foster Supply. Due to one of the worst floods of the century, the state highway 
department purchased a substantial amount of pipe on the contract. Foster’s 1994 financial results are some­
what skewed because much of the deliveries on this contract occurred in June. Consequently, receivables and 
payables at 6/30/94 are not representative of results throughout the year.
Foster contracted with certified welders to fabricate fittings for corrugated metal pipe (elbows, Ts, etc.) 
on Foster’s business location. Success in fabricated metal products led Ron Foster to decide that doing as 
much work as possible in-house was the best way to maintain control over the quality of products and meet 
the delivery demands of customers. Foster Supply gained success by competing on price and quality. In some 
product lines and with some customers, Foster does not compete as the low-price leader. However, in almost 
all markets serviced, Foster is the delivery and service leader.
Many customers knowingly pay a higher price for Foster materials because Foster can deliver high 
quality products more quickly than other suppliers. A coal mine facing an OSHA or EPA citation may have 
to correct the problem within 24 hours or shut down the entire mine. Coal Mines that have been saved from 
that fate by quick service have become loyal Foster Supply customers. Likewise, construction contractors 
that have workers and equipment at remote locations must have materials delivered when promised. Foster’s 
reliability compared to competitors has built up a loyal construction customer base. Also, Foster supplies a 
wide variety of construction materials. Consequently, contractors can order much of what they need from one 
place. Foster can obtain a slightly higher margin on each item by shipping all materials on one delivery truck. 
Some construction companies seem more comfortable dealing with just one supplier rather than ordering 
from several different suppliers.
EXPANSION OPTION
Ron Foster is always looking for ways to expand sales and increase profits. Foster Supply had success selling 
pipe on the state highway contract and selling pipe to contractors performing state highway construction. 
Foster noted that many highway jobs required concrete products and contractors were not particularly satisfied 
with the service and price they received from concrete suppliers. Several customers asked Ron about possibly 
obtaining concrete catch basins from Foster Supply. The average sales price for catch basins is $500.
The owner of Mountain Concrete, Richard Potts, is an older gentleman who is thinking of retirement. 
Ron Foster met Mr. Potts at a construction conference and jokingly asked if he was interested in selling his 
business. Mr. Potts said, “Yes.” He later offered to sell all of Mountain Concrete’s assets for $350,000. 
Appraisers obtained by Ron value the building at $120,000 and the land at $40,000. Mountain Concrete’s 
trucks and equipment are rather old and would need major overhauls or replacement very soon.
After hearing the asking price for Mountain Concrete, Ron Foster began to consider other alternatives as 
well. Foster Supply could buy concrete-making equipment, make and pour the concrete into forms and 
make catch basins on Foster Supply property. Another alternative would be to just make the forms on Foster 
property and have concrete delivered to pour the catch basins.
Ron needs to let Richard Potts know his decision by________________ . Consequently, you must provide
a report and make a presentation to Ron by________________ . The report and presentation must include
calculations to support your recommendation to Ron. He has provided you with financial statements for the 
latest 9-month period and the previous five years. In these statements, Foster Supply deducts income tax 
depreciation and records income tax expense under the accrual (not deferred) method.
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REQUIRED FOR CAPITAL BUDGET DECISION:
Prepare a careful analysis taking into consideration all relevant quantitative factors, tax factors, and the time 
value of money to help Ron decide which course of action he should follow. Also, consider qualitative 
factors that could impact the decision.
Ron Foster is extremely knowledgeable about his business and his options for expansion. Ron knows 
relevant and irrelevant information and loves to talk. Unfortunately, he sometimes does not know the proper 
questions to ask and has trouble understanding questions asked by others.
You can ask Ron questions, and he will try to provide answers. Ron provides the best answers to specific 
questions. He frequently extrapolates and goes off on tangents when asked general questions.
SUPPLEMENTAL/INSTRUCTOR’S INFORMATION:
For All Three Scenarios:
Ron looks at projects like this over a seven-year time period. He assumes that increased prices charged will 
essentially offset cost increases. Consequently, Ron ignores inflation in the analysis. He assumes that he can 
sell any tangible asset purchased for the project at its taxable book value at the end of the seven years. 
(He believes that estimating the price of equipment, buildings, and other assets seven years down the road is 
too difficult to meaningfully add to the analysis.) All purchased tangible assets other than buildings and 
land would have a seven-year class life under I.R.S. guidelines. Ron also assumes that his payables and 
receivables will essentially offset one another beyond the initial inventory investment. (He ignores receiv­
ables and payables in the capital budgeting analysis.)
Ron and his controller conservatively budget catch basin sales at $250,000 (500 units) per year of 
operation if they enter the catch basin market. (Ron thinks basin sales will actually total $500,000 per year.)
Most of the catch basins would be sold on state highway jobs (average price $500). Testing costs 
(required by the state), wages, and materials other than those associated with the concrete average $210 per 
basin. (Foster Supply considers wages for laborers performing tasks like the concrete work as variable; 
workers are used on an “as needed” basis.) In addition, each catch basin requires an average of 3 yards of 
concrete. Foster would need to maintain about 25 basins in inventory to adequately serve the market.
If Foster enters the catch basin market, they must build catch basin forms to hold the poured concrete. 
The forms cost about $4,500 each. Foster would need about 11 forms to offer a full range of catch basins. 
Foster will also need a special drill and bits that cost $20,000 to properly construct the basins. (Mountain 
Concrete has neither forms nor the drill and bits.)
Ron and his controller examine the net-present-value of projects and the payback period required 
for projects. Ron considers his cost of capital 10 percent after taxes. (He also would like to look at whether 
a 12-percent after-tax cost of capital would change the project’s evaluation.) Acquiring funds is no problem. 
Foster Supply is a cash rich company with very little debt. Foster likes a four-year payback period for 
capital expenditures.
Mountain Concrete
Mountain Concrete has limited acreage which would provide little storage space. Their equipment is almost 
entirely worn out and their product lines do not show any potential for profitability. Consequently, only the 
revenue prospects for catch basins are relevant to the analysis of this option. Also, only the building and land 
would be assigned a basis from the purchase price.
To produce basins at Mountain Concrete, certain equipment would need to be overhauled at a cost of 
$20,000. This equipment would also require $1,000 of maintenance each year. Raw material and labor costs 
for concrete would be $38/yd. The plant is about 50 miles from Foster’s location. The catch basins would 
have to then be shipped to Foster’s yard at a cost of $5/basin to include with other items shipped to 
customers. (Customers like Foster Supply because they can get much of their needed supplies on one shipment.)
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Purchase Equipment and Make Concrete and Basins at Foster Supply Yard
Purchasing concrete equipment for Foster Supply property would cost $76,000. The operation would also 
require an additional forklift and end loader that would cost $84,000. Maintenance on this new equipment 
would total an extra $8,000 per year. Foster would also construct a new building at a cost of $120,000 to 
house the equipment and provide storage. Raw material and labor costs for concrete would be $38/yd. — the 
same as at Mountain Concrete.
Purchase Concrete and Make Basins at Foster Supply Yard
To purchase and have concrete delivered and poured costs $62 per yard. This option will require new 
forklifts that cost a total of $80,000. A seven-year maintenance agreement is included in the $80,000 pur­
chase price of the forklifts. Foster will need storage for the forklifts, other materials required, and inventory 
under this option also. However, $60,000 would purchase a building large enough to handle requirements 
under this option.
Impact On Other Sales
Sales of catch basins will not cause a drop in sales of any of Foster’s other products. However, one big reason 
Ron wants to proceed with catch basins is that he could also pick up business for metal grates used with the 
basins. Companies usually buy the grates from the same company that provides the catch basin. Many Foster 
customers are very dissatisfied with delivery and service provided by the current grate supplier. Thus, any 
alternative chosen also offers the opportunity to increase grate sales.
Foster workers make these grates at Foster Supply’s yard. Foster now only sells about 100 grates per 
year. If Foster supplies catch basins, they could sell one grate for each catch basin sold (an additional 400 by 
the conservative estimate). Grates sell on average for $300 with average material and labor costs of $200. 
Grate production could be increased to 200 units without any additional fixed costs. Fixed expenditures of 
$10,000 or $20,000 per year could increase grate production to 600 or 1,200 per year, respectively, for the 
next 7 years. Foster would need to maintain about 25 additional grates in inventory to adequately serve 
the market.
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS:
1. Why would Ron Foster purchase the property personally and lease the property to the business rather 
having the business purchase the property directly?
2. The flood caused many shipments of pipe on the state highway contract in June. Would this necessarily 
make Foster Supply look better to potential lenders?
3. Could you make recommendations that could help Ron Foster minimize his and Foster Supply’s income 
tax liabilities?
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Foster Supply Inc. 
TEACHING NOTES
Benjamin P. Foster, Assistant Professor 
University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky
Charles R. King, Controller 
Foster Supply Inc., Scott Depot, West Virginia
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND CASE OBJECTIVES
This case focuses on a complex capital budgeting/relevant costing problem. Students must determine what 
information is relevant. Differential costs of the alternatives are not obvious and students must inquire to 
fully determine these. The impact of adding a new product on sales of existing products is embedded in the 
case and students must learn to ask for that information. Students must incorporate tax factors into the cash 
flow calculations and use a discounted cash flow method and the payback method to analyze the alternatives. 
The case was written for managerial/cost accounting classes. The case is ideally suited for an advanced 
undergraduate or a graduate level managerial/cost accounting course. Instructors may use the case in different 
formats with class time allotted varying from perhaps one 1% hour class to two three-hour class meetings.
BACKGROUND OF THE CASE
This case was adapted from an actual investment opportunity and decision faced by a small business, Foster 
Supply Incorporated. Most of the numbers included in the case were based on actual cost and revenue items 
and estimates. Some of the numbers have been changed to somewhat simply the analysis for students. The 
financial statement information has been altered somewhat as well. We have placed the company in Eastern 
Kentucky rather than West Virginia. However, the market for products sold by Foster Supply is similar in 
both locations.
CLASSROOM USE OF THE CASE
At the undergraduate level, the case serves well as the final project/case for an advanced managerial/cost 
course. Students should have previously studied some relevant cost and capital budgeting concepts and this 
case provides a good exercise to apply those concepts in a complex setting. Also, students need to be able to 
apply tax law applications to the decision. The case is also appropriate for an MBA cost/managerial course 
or in a cost/managerial course in master’s of accountancy program. Requiring that students use a spreadsheet 
program to analyze the data also helps build computer skills at the undergraduate or graduate level.
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TEACHING METHODOLOGIES
Instructors may use the case three ways. In the first two techniques, instructors will provide students with the 
supplemental information about equipment purchases, costs, and revenues. The last technique requires 
students to ask for that information. For all three techniques, we think that students should work in groups 
and hand in a write-up justifying their recommendation with a spreadsheet hard copy and disk copy that 
includes their analysis of the options. Thus, all three options offer a reinforcement of spreadsheet and writing 
skills. The third option also works on students’ presentation skills and their abilities to deal with clients.
The case is quite involved and lengthy. To cut down on the time required for analysis, discussion, or 
presentation, the instructor can provide some of the supplemental information to the students. Also, the 
instructor could inform students that Ron Foster decided that purchasing Mountain Concrete is not a viable 
option, but is considering the other options. Then, the analysis can focus on the other two alternatives and 
should cut the amount of work by approximately 1/3.
(1) The case can serve as an outside-of-class group project or assignment. Based on the supplemental 
information, students analyze the options in a spreadsheet program and write a report to Ron Foster 
recommending a certain alternative.
(2) This option requires the same procedures as (1) above. However, the instructor also uses one course 
period for students to discuss the case. Sample items for discussion are included in the next section.
(3) In this option students role-play as outside consultants and the instructor role-plays as Ron Foster. An 
author of this case has successfully used this technique in an undergraduate advanced managerial/cost 
accounting course. Students are only given the basic case information. The instructor retains the supple­
mental information, and plays the role of Ron Foster.
The instructor should take 1/2 to 3/4 of an hour covering advanced capital budgeting issues — particularly 
tax issues like tax rates, taxable income and the depreciation shield. The instructor could then pass out the 
case and allow the students some in-class time in their groups to work on what questions they need to ask 
Ron Foster to complete their analysis. The instructor could offer students some of the supplemental 
information before the interview with Ron Foster. But, a major objective of this approach is to force students 
to think of all the factors that must be considered in the capital budgeting decision. The instructor could ask 
supplemental questions (1) and (2) for in-class discussion at this time to stimulate student interest in 
comprehensive aspects of the case.
The student groups make appointments to speak with Ron Foster during the next three hours of class 
meetings (and perhaps other times as well). Obviously, the appointments must be of limited time and kept on 
a strict schedule. During their time, students should ask for all information and company policies/assump- 
tions necessary for the analysis. Students must ask questions in a form that a nonaccountant business owner 
can understand. The instructor should role-play to force students into that mode. (For example, if students 
ask, “What is your discount rate?” the instructor should respond with, “I won’t give my customers any 
discount on these catch basins.”) Students should be given the opportunity to ask follow-up questions by 
phone or e-mail later. However, the thoroughness of the initial interview should impact on the group grade.
The groups next make appointments to present their recommendations to Ron Foster. (Each group does 
a separate presentation to the instructor playing Ron Foster.) The presentations can be scheduled during and 
around a class period following the interviews. Again the presenters must use easily understandable language 
and terms to justify their decisions. Ron can ask them about items they omitted or included and the analysis 
techniques used. The interview and presentation provide students with the opportunity to gain experience 
dealing with clients and to practice oral communications.
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
1. This question brings out tax planning aspects for small businesses. Ron Foster owns the company 
and wants to minimize the total tax burden of himself and the company. Land constituted much of the 
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property’s value. Because land is a non-depreciable asset, Foster Supply Inc. would receive no tax 
deduction for the purchase of the land. However, lease payments are deductible. Therefore, by purchasing 
the property personally and leasing it to the business, the business obtains a tax deduction for the property’s 
cost. The lease payments may result in income to Ron Foster, but Foster Supply avoids corporate income 
tax and Ron’s overall tax position improves.
2. Sales and overall profitability looked better, but the balance sheet did not necessarily look better. 
Accounts payable and receivable were much larger than normal at the end of the year. This can 
unfavorably impact some accounting ratios watched closely by creditors. The current ratio was lower 
than usual. Days receivables uncollected and receivable turnover looked worse than normal. Also, days 
in payables unpaid was larger than normal. Unless, Foster Supply explained the situation in their loan 
application, a creditor might think they were experiencing liquidity problems.
3. Students may come up with several recommendations. The instructor needs to lead them to the tax form 
of the corporation. Foster Supply has reached an income level where Ron Foster should consider electing 
S corporation status for the business to avoid tax at the corporate level.
CAPITAL BUDGETING ANALYSIS
Students must distinguish the best of four alternatives. (Not carrying catch basins is another option). We 
present our calculations for the analysis. We present two different analyses, one with the revenue and 
costs associated with the additional grate sales and one without these numbers. Two solutions will assist 
instructors in grading.
We show separate answers because many student groups may not ask whether or not entering the catch 
basin market will impact other sales. We believe that question is essential to situations like that faced by 
Foster Supply. The sketchy information provided in the case did not adequately answer that question. For all 
the students know, entering that market could have decreased sales of other products carried by Foster 
Supply. Students need to experience the importance of the question of an impact on other sales.
We prepared the analysis in an Excel spreadsheet. Certainly, ours is not the only acceptable format for 
the analysis. However, for simplicity of analysis, we provide a column for the initial investments required for 
the option. Students must recognize that a new product would require an initial investment in inventory and 
include that amount in their capital budget analysis. Then, we provide columns for Years 1-7 for cash flows 
after the initial investment. This format assumes that all cash flows occur at the end of the year. We also 
provide supplemental schedules for tax depreciation and amortization.
The top part of the schedules for each scenario include the cash flows that would have a tax impact. 
Then, the tax deductions for depreciation and amortization are subtracted to arrive at taxable income. In the 
spreadsheet, students should have these items linked. (Some students indicated that the instructor should 
provide the tax depreciation schedules to them. However, finding these schedules can be part of the learning 
experience of the case.) Calculated income tax is deducted from cash flow determined above to arrive at net 
cash flow per year. Students typically properly depreciated the equipment and buildings in the analysis. 
However, they frequently forgot to depreciate the forms and to amortize goodwill from the Mountain 
Concrete purchase. Goodwill amortization is a good topic because only recently has this become a tax 
deductible item.
Year 7 varies from the other years because of Foster Supply capital budgeting assumptions. 
Ron Foster essentially assumes that after seven years the project is completed and all tangible assets are sold 
off at their book value for tax purposes. Thus, the inventory included in the initial investment is sold off in 
Year 7. This does not require a cash outlay, but does result in a tax deduction. Also, sale of tangible assets at 
book value would provide cash in Year 7, but would not affect taxable income. However, in the Mountain 
Concrete case, the assumption is that the entire company would be sold and the unamortized goodwill 
on that purchase would result in a taxable loss. This handling of the loss may be subject to future tax 
law interpretation. We assume a 39-percent tax rate because of the income reported for the previous year 
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and for the first 9 months of the current year. However, students may use other rates depending on how they 
interpret future prospects and the changing tax rates across income levels.
At the bottom of the schedules we include our net present value calculation at 10 percent and 12 percent 
after-tax rates of return requirements. We also present a raw cash flow total for the project to assist in 
determining the payback period. The analysis shows that buying the concrete making equipment produces 
the highest net present value at the 10-percent discount rate while just having the concrete delivered produces 
the highest net present value at the 12-percent discount rate. Without the additional grate sales, no option 
meets the four-year payback standard. With the grate sales, just purchasing the concrete leads to a complete 
payback of the investment in about 3⅓ years — one year less than the payback period for purchasing the 
concrete-making equipment.
A higher net present value for making the concrete and a shorter payback period for purchasing concrete 
can force students to think/discuss which criteria is more important. Foster Supply decided to purchase the 
concrete-making equipment because management thought the potential for basin sales was much greater than 
their original conservative estimate. Higher sales volumes increased the net present value of making concrete 
far beyond that of buying concrete and shortened the payback period for making concrete.
QUALITATIVE FACTORS
A major marketing strategy of Foster Supply is to be the one-stop supply headquarters for contractors. 
Adding catch basins carries this strategy further. Making the basins at the current property more fully follows 
this strategy. Also, having Foster Supply employees make the concrete allows more control over quality 
and supply.
For this analysis, Foster Supply management considered that carrying the catch basins would not affect 
sales of any other products except the grates. However, they acknowledge that the strategy of meeting all of 
a contractor’s needs has led to an increase in sales of all construction products. Consequently, in the long run, 
sales of other items may increase if Foster successfully services customers’ catch basin needs.
The downside to pursuing catch basins is the extra risk. Catch basins require much more long-term 
investment than just buying and reselling Foster Supply’s typical products. With most of their products 
serving the construction industry, Foster Supply becomes more susceptible to severe profit declines if the 
construction market enters a recession.
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS OF MARCH 31, 1996 AND JUNE 30, 1995, 1994, 1993, 1992, AND 1991
ASSETS
3-31-96 6-30-95 6-30-94 6-30-93 6-30-92 6-30-91
Current Assets:
Cash $ 90,400 $ 36,609 $ 55,040 $ 22,429 $47,408 $20,551
Accts. rec. 513,247 281,587 417,334 136,255 311 176
Income tax rec. - 2,049 - 8,099 - -
Advance to stkhdrs. - - 5,311 5,311 - -
Notes rec. - - 20,000 - - -
Inventory 234,462 139,960 33,013 - - -
Tot. Current Assets 838,109 460,205 530,698 172,094 47,719 20,727
Fixed Assets:
Office equipmt. & fixtures 3,960 5,835 5,729 1,098 1,648 2,223
Delivery eqpt. 9,294 5,414 2,121 - - -
Storage fixtures 250 340 - - - -
Yard equipment 28,676 18,571 16,020 - - -
Building 3,354 3,580 - - - -
Leasehold improve. 5,831 6,071 4,847 - - -
Sales vehicle 10,887 - - - - -
(All above shown net of accum. dep.)
Tot. Fixed Assets 62,252 39,811 28,717 1,098 1,648 2,223
Other Assets:
Org. costs, net of accum. amort. 157 171 166 102 145 189
Total Assets $900,518 $500,187 $559,581 $173,294 $49,512 $23,139
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY
Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable $315,114 $105,168 $261,511 $ 49,192 $ $
Accrued Payroll 8,319 1,014 - - - -
Accrued taxes 22,724 2,133 - - - -
Inc. taxes payable - 17,783 4,971 - - -
Note from sharehldr. 7,500 30,000 20,000 - - -
Bank Note (part long-term) 27,091 - - - - -
Total Liabilities 380,676 156,099 286,482 49,192 - -
Stockholder’s Equity:
Common Stock—$100 par value,
2,000 shares authorized, 35.2
shares outstanding 15,560 14,360 14,360 4,000 4,000 4,000
Less: Treasury Stk. (3,998) (3,998) (3,998) (3,998) (3,998) -
11,562 10,362 362 2 2 4,000
Additional PIC 33,460 14,660 14,660 20 20 20
Retained earnings 474,820 319,066 248,077 124,080 49,490 19,119
Total Stkhdr.’s Eq. 519,842 344,088 273,099 124,102 49,512 23,139
Total Liab. & Stkhdr.’s Equity $900,518 $500,187 $559,581 $173,294 $49,512 $23,139
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS FOR NINE MONTHS ENDED 3/31/96
AND FISCAL YEARS ENDED JUNE 30, 1995,1994, 1993,1992, AND 1991
9 MTHS. YR. ENDED YR. ENDED YR. ENDED YR. ENDED YR. ENDED
3/31/96 6/30/95 6/30/94 6/30/93 6/30/92 6/30/91
Sales $3,019,811 $2,819,300 $2,032,534 $817,067 $418,845 $140,601
COGS 2,364,109 2,275,529 1,703,979 667,985 331,267 122,346
Frght. & deliv. 105,363 44,780 30,722 7,761 2,487 1,562
Gross Profit 550,339 498,991 297,833 141,321 85,091 16,693
Operating
Expenses:
Wages 215,563 184,796 44,581
Contract svc. 7,314 75,489 79,505 59,151 43,780 4,726
Taxes & license 27,521 25,523 7,526 1,643 1,011 216
Yard expenses 16,806 13,341 9,881 — -
Lease & rent 25,398 19,150 5,600 — —
Phone & util. 13,947 12,682 9,059 4,900 4,647 2,351
Depreciation 13,305 14,413 5,994 2,943 1,791 392
Professional & promo, 
material & advert. 7,537 32,497 4,612 531 100
Office exp. 15,233 10,154 4,856 1,286 766 267
Sales exp. 16,939 5,678 - — 699 83
Insurance 5,867 1,409 1,038 932 — —
Legal & acct. 624 843 520 932 1,412 716
Miscellaneous 1,463 308 173 703 11 44
Employee moving 
allowance 1,000 2,000
Contributions 100 - 300 —
Amortization 14 107 48 44 44 29
Total Op. Exp. 368,631 396,390 175,693 71,602 54,692 8,924
Operating Profit 181,708 102,601 122,140 69,719 30,399 7,769
Loss on Sale of Asset - (3,261) — — —
Financial Income 6,090 12,629 8,328 4,695 1,638 —
Financial Exp. (2,231) (1,403) — — — —
Other Inc. 
(Commissions in 
1992 & 1991) 1,882 157 10,320 11,775
Income before taxes 187,449 110,723 130,468 74,414 42,357 19,544
Income taxes 31,695 39,734 6,471 — 11,810 425
Net Income $ 155,754 $ 70,989 $ 123,997 $ 74,414 $ 30,547 $ 19,119
R.E., beginning 319,066 248,077 124,080 49,666 19,119 —
R.E., ending $ 474,820 $ 319,066 $ 248,077 $124,080 $ 49,666 $ 19,119
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITH SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR 
BUYING MOUNTAIN CONCRETE
Immediate
Cash Out Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Cash Outflows
Purchase of Company (350,000)
Special drill and bits (20,000)
Cost of forms (49,500)
For catch basins:
Material & labor
in concrete (2,850) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (54,150)
Testing, wages, other mat. (5,250) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (99,750)
Cost of additional grates (5,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (75,000)
Increase in fixed costs (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000)
Cost to transport basins (125) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,375)
Cost to overhaul equipment (20,000)
Maintenance of equipment (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000)
Total Cash Outflows (452,725) (255,500) (255,500) (255,500) (255,500) (255,500) (255,500) (242,275)
Cash Inflows
*Sale of Assets at book value 142,578
Revenue from basin sales 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Rev. from add. grate sales 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000
Total Cash Inflows 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 512,578
Cash Flow by Year 114,500 114,500 114,500 114,500 114,500 114,500 270,303
Less Goodwill Amortization (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667)
Less Inventory Sold Off (13,225)
@Less Loss on Sale of Co. (101,333)
Less Tax Depreciation (15,743) (24,995) (18,730) (14,255) (11,069) (11,060) (11,069)
Taxable Income 86,091 76,838 83,103 87,578 90,764 90,773 (10,569)
Income Tax Rate 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39%
Income Tax (33,575) (29,967) (32,410) (34,155) (35,398) (35,402) 4,122
Income after taxes 52,515 46,871 50,693 53,423 55,366 55,372 (6,447)
Net cash flow after taxes 80,925 84,533 82,090 80,345 79,102 79,098 274,425
10% 12%
NPV of after tax Cash Flow 41,845 5,503
Payback — undisc. flow (371,800) (287,267) (205,177) (124,833) (45,731) 33,368 307,792
*From depreciation schedules on next page ($98,586 + $40,000 + $892 + $3,100). 
@Unamortized goodwill from amortization schedule on next page.
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED
ANALYSIS WITH SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT
BUILDING DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000
Depreciation Rate 2.461% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564%
Beginning BV 120,000 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663
Depr. Deduction 2,953 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077
Ending BV 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663 98,586
Land BV 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000
DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT OVERHAUL
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 20,000 17,142 12,244 8,746 6,248 4,462 2,678
Depr. Deduction 2,858 4,898 3,498 2,498 1,786 1,784 1,786
Ending BV 17,142 12,244 8,746 6,248 4,462 2,678 892
DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE FOR SPECIAL DRILL AND BITS AND FORMS
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 69,500 59,568 42,548 30,392 21,712 15,505 9,306
Depr. Deduction 9,932 17,021 12,156 8,681 6,206 6,199 6,206
Ending BV 59,568 42,548 30,392 21,712 15,505 9,306 3,100
AMORTIZATION OF GOODWILL
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000
Amortization Rate 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7%
Beginning BV 190,000 177,333 164,667 152,000 139,333 126,667 114,000
Amort. Deduction 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667
Ending BV 177,333 164,667 152,000 139,333 126,667 114,000 101,333
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITH SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING EQUIPMENT
Immediate
Cash Out Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Cash Outflows
*Purchase of Equipment (180,000)
Equipment Maintenance (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000)
Building for Equip. Storage (120,000)
Cost of forms (49,500)
For Catch Basins:
Material & labor in concrete (2,850) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (54,150)
Testing, wages, other mat. (5,250) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (99,750)
Cost of additional grates (5,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (75,000)
Increase in fixed costs (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000)
Total Cash Outflows (362,600) (260,000) (260,000) (260,000) (260,000) (260,000) (260,000) (246,900)
Cash Inflows
@Sale of assets at book value 108,822
Revenue from basin sales 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Rev. from add. grate sales 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000
Total Cash Inflows 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 478,822
Cash Flow by Year 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,000 231,922
Less Inventory Sold Off (13,100)
Less Tax Depreciation (35,749) (59,281) (43,216) (31,741) (23,571) (23,548) (23,571)
Taxable Income 74,251 50,719 66,784 78,259 86,429 86,452 86,429
Income Tax Rate 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39%
Income Tax (28,958) (19,780) (26,046) (30,521) (33,707) (33,716) (33,707)
Income after taxes 45,293 30,938 40,738 47,738 52,722 52,736 52,722
Net Cash Flow after Taxes 81,042 90,220 83,954 79,479 76,293 76,284 198,214
10% 12%
NPV of after tax Cash Flow 95,145 63,549
Payback — undisc. flow (281,558) (191,338) (107,384) (27,905) 48,388 124,672 322,886
*Concrete equipment ($76,000), forklift and end loader ($84,000), and special drill and bits ($20,000). 
@From depreciation schedules on next page ($10,236 + $98,586).
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITH SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE*
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 229,500 196,704 140,500 100,360 71,696 51,201 30,730
Depr. Deduction 32,796 56,205 40,140 28,665 20,494 20,471 20,494
Ending BV 196,704 140,500 100,360 71,696 51,201 30,730 10,236
*Equipment includes concrete equipment ($76,000), forklift and end loader ($84,000), 
forms ($49,500), and special drill and bit ($20,000).
BUILDING DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000
Depreciation Rate 2.461% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564%
Beginning BV 120,000 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663
Depr. Deduction 2,953 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077
Ending BV 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663 98,586
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITH SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR 
BUYING CONCRETE
Immediate
Cash Out Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Cash Outflows
*Purchase of equipment (100,000)
Bldg. for equipment
and invty. (60,000)
Cost of forms (49,500)
For Catch Basins:
Material & labor in concrete (4,650) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (88,350)
Testing, wages, other mat. (5,250) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (99,750)
Cost of additional grates (5,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (80,000) (75,000)
Increase in fixed costs (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000) (10,000)
Total Cash Outflows (224,400) (288,000) (288,000) (288,000) (288,000) (288,000) (288,000) (273,100)
Cash Inflows
@Sale of assets at book value 55,961
Revenue from basin sales 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Rev. from add. grate sales 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000
Total Cash Inflows 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 370,000 425,961
Cash Flows by Year 82,000 82,000 82,000 82,000 82,000 82,000 152,861
Less Tax Depreciation (21,364) (36,613) (26,148) (18,673) (13,350) (13,335) (13,350)
Less Inventory Sold Off (14,900)
Taxable Income 60,636 45,387 55,852 63,327 68,650 68,665 83,550
Income Tax Rate 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39%
Income Tax (23,648) (17,701) (21,782) (24,698) (26,773) (26,779) (32,584)
Income after taxes 36,988 27,686 34,070 38,630 41,876 41,885 50,965
Net Cash Flow after Taxes 58,352 64,299 60,218 57,302 55,227 55,221 120,276
10% 12%
NPV of after tax Cash Flow 93,350 71,957
Payback — undisc, flow (166,048) (101,749) (41,532) 15,771 70,997 126,218 246,494
*New forklifts ($80,000) and special drill and bits ($20,000).
@From depreciation schedules on the following page ($49,293 + $6,668).
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED
ANALYSIS WITH SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING CONCRETE
BUILDING DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000
Depreciation Rate 2.461% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564%
Beginning BV 60,000 58,523 56,985 55,447 53,908 52,370 50,831
Depr. Deduction 1,477 1,538 1,538 1,538 1,538 1,538 1,538
Ending BV 58,523 56,985 55,447 53,908 52,370 50,831 49,293
DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE FOR DRILL AND BITS, FORMS AND FORKLIFTS*
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 149,500 128,136 91,524 65,376 46,704 33,353 20,018
Depr. Deduction 21,364 36,613 26,148 18,673 13,350 13,335 13,350
Ending BV 128,136 91,524 65,376 46,704 33,353 20,018 6,668
*Forklifts cost $80,000, special drill and bits cost $20,000, and forms cost $49,500.
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITHOUT SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING MOUNTAIN CONCRETE
Immediate
Cash Out Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Cash Outflows
Purchase of Company (350,000)
Special drill and bits (20,000)
Cost of forms (49,500)
For catch basins:
Material & labor 
in concrete (2,850) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (54,150)
Testing, wages, other mat. (5,250) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (99,750)
Cost to transport basins (125) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,500) (2,375)
Cost Overhaul Equipment (20,000)
Maintenance of equipment (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000) (1,000)
Total Cash Outflows (447,725) (165,500) (165,500) (165,500) (165,500) (165,500) (165,500) (157,275)
Cash Inflows
Sale of Assets at
Book Value 142,578
Revenue from basin sales 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Total Cash Inflows 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 392,578
Cash Flow by Year 84,500 84,500 84,500 84,500 84,500 84,500 235,303
Less Goodwill Amortization (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667) (12,667)
Less Inventory Sold Off (8,225)
Less Loss on Sale of Co. (101,333)
Less Tax Depreciation (15,743) (24,995) (18,730) (14,255) (11,069) (11,060) (11,069)
Taxable Income 56,091 46,838 53,103 57,578 60,764 60,773 (40,569)
Income Tax Rate 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39%
Income Tax (21,875) (18,267) (20,710) (22,455) (23,698) (23,702) 15,822
Income after taxes 34,215 28,571 32,393 35,123 37,066 37,072 (24,747)
Net cash flow after taxes 62,625 66,233 63,790 62,045 60,802 60,798 251,125
10% 12%
NPV of after tax Cash Flow (44,813) (75,276)
Payback — undisc, flow (385,100) (318,867) (255,077) (193,033) (132,231) (71,432) 179,692
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITHOUT SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT
BUILDING DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000
Depreciation Rate 2.461% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564%
Beginning BV 120,000 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663
Depr. Deduction 2,953 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077
Ending BV 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663 98,586
Land BV 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000
DEPRECIATION ON EQUIPMENT OVERHAUL
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 20,000 17,142 12,244 8,746 6,248 4,462 2,678
Depr. Deduction 2,858 4,898 3,498 2,498 1,786 1,784 1,786
Ending BV 17,142 12,244 8,746 6,248 4,462 2,678 892
DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE FOR SPECIAL DRILL AND BITS AND FORMS
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500 69,500
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 69,500 59,568 42,548 30,392 21,712 15,505 9,306
Depr. Deduction 9,932 17,021 12,156 8,681 6,206 6,199 6,206
Ending BV 59,568 42,548 30,392 21,712 15,505 9,306 3,100
AMORTIZATION OF GOODWILL
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000 190,000
Amortization Rate 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7%
Beginning BV 190,000 177,333 164,667 152,000 139,333 126,667 114,000
Amort. Deduction 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667 12,667
Ending BV 177,333 164,667 152,000 139,333 126,667 114,000 101,333
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITHOUT SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR 
BUYING EQUIPMENT
Immediate
Cash Out Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Cash Outflows
Purchase of Company (180,000)
Equipment Maintenance (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000) (8,000)
Building for Equip. Storage (120,000)
Cost of forms (49,500)
For catch basins:
Cost of mixing concrete (2,850) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (57,000) (54,150)
Testing, wages, other mat. (5,250) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (99,750)
Total Cash Outflows (357,600) (170,000) (170,000) (170,000) (170,000) (170,000) (170,000) (161,900)
Cash Inflows
Sale of assets 108,822
Revenue from basin sales 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Total Cash Inflows 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 358,822
Cash Flow by Year 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 196,922
Inventory (8,100)
Less Tax Depreciation (35,749) (59,281) (43,216) (31,741) (23,571) (23,548) (23,571)
Taxable Income 44,251 20,719 36,784 48,259 56,429 56,452 56,429
Income Tax Rate 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39%
Income Tax (17,258) (8,080) (14,346) (18,821) (22,007) (22,016) (22,007)
Income after taxes 26,993 12,638 22,438 29,438 34,422 34,436 34,422
Net Cash Flow after Taxes 62,742 71,920 65,654 61,179 57,993 57,984 174,914
10% 12%
NPV of after tax Cash Flow 8,487 (17,229)
Payback — undisc, flow (294,858) (222,938) (157,284) (96,105) (38,112) 19,872 194,786
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITHOUT SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE*
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500 229,500
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 229,500 196,704 140,500 100,360 71,696 51,201 30,730
Depr. Deduction 32,796 56,205 40,140 28,665 20,494 20,471 20,494
Ending BV 196,704 140,500 100,360 71,696 51,201 30,730 10,236
*Equipment includes concrete equipment ($76,000), forklift and end loader ($84,000), 
forms ($49,500), and special drill and bit ($20,000).
BUILDING DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000
Depreciation Rate 2.461% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564%
Beginning BV 120,000 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663
Depr. Deduction 2,953 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077 3,077
Ending BV 117,047 113,970 110,893 107,816 104,740 101,663 98,586
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED 
ANALYSIS WITHOUT SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING CONCRETE
Immediate
Cash Out Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Cash Outflows
Purchase of equipment (100,000)
Bldg. for equipment
and invty. (60,000)
Cost of forms (49,500)
For Catch Basins:
Material & labor
in concrete (4,650) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (93,000) (88,350)
Testing, wages, other mat. (5,250) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (105,000) (99,750)
Total Cash Outflows (224,400) (198,000) (198,000) (198,000) (198,000) (198,000) (198,000) (188,100)
Cash Inflows
Sale of assets 
at book value 55,961
Revenue from basin sales 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000
Total Cash Inflows 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 305,961
Cash Flows by Year 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000 117,861
Less Tax Depreciation (22,840) (38,151) (27,686) (20,211) (14,889) (14,874) (14,889)
Less Inventory Sold Off - (9,900)
Taxable Income 29,160 13,849 24,314 31,789 37,111 37,126 37,111
Income Tax Rate 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39% 39%
Income Tax (11,372) (5,401) (9,482) (12,398) (14,473) (14,479) (14,473)
Income after taxes 17,788 8,448 14,832 19,391 22,638 22,647 22,638
Net Cash Flow after Taxes 40,628 46,599 42,518 39,602 37,527 37,521 103,387
10% 12%
NPV of after tax Cash Flow 7,573 (8,476)
Payback — undisc. flow (183,772) (137,173) (94,656) (55,054) (17,527) 19,994 123,381
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FOSTER SUPPLY INCORPORATED
ANALYSIS WITHOUT SALE OF ADDITIONAL GRATES
CAPITAL BUDGET FOR
BUYING CONCRETE
BUILDING DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000
Depreciation Rate 2.461% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564% 2.564%
Beginning BV 60,000 58,523 56,985 55,447 53,908 52,370 50,831
Depr. Deduction 1,477 1,538 1,538 1,538 1,538 1,538 1,538
Ending BV 58,523 56,985 55,447 53,908 52,370 50,831 49,293
DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE FOR FORKLIFTS, DRILL AND BITS, AND FORMS*
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7
Original Value 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500 149,500
Depreciation Rate 14.29% 24.49% 17.49% 12.49% 8.93% 8.92% 8.93%
Beginning BV 149,500 128,136 91,524 65,376 46,704 33,353 20,018
Depr. Deduction 21,364 36,613 26,148 18,673 13,350 13,335 13,350
Ending BV 128,136 91,524 65,376 46,704 33,353 20,018 6,668 .
*Forklifts cost $80,000, special drill and bits cost $20,000, and forms cost $49,500.
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THE FSTC ELECTRONIC CHECK PROJECT1
1. Bentley College Professors Ulric J. Gelinas, Jr. and Janis L. Gogan prepared this case. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance 
we received from members of the FSTC E-Check Steering Committee and Milton Anderson of Bellcore.
Ulric J. Gelinas, Jr., Associate Professor
Bentley College, Waltham, Massachusetts
Janis L. Gogan, Assistant Professor
Bentley College, Waltham, Massachusetts
“E-Check is a flexible, secure type of payment that combines the efficiency of electronic 
funds transfer with the convenience and spontaneity of check writing and the ubiquity of 
public telecommunications. ” — Source: Business Model for the Electronic Check, FSTC, 
July 1996
INTRODUCTION
In September 1996 the Electronic Check (E-Check) Project Steering Committee of the Financial Services 
Technology Consortium (FSTC), met with members of the Executive Committee, in preparation for an 
upcoming meeting with the FSTC Board of Directors to present to the Board the Committee’s proposal 
regarding a pilot trial of E-Check, to be conducted in 1997.
FSTC, comprised of financial institutions, hardware and software companies, government agencies and 
industry associations (Exhibit 1), was formed in 1993 to sponsor “non-competitive collaborative research 
and development on interbank technical projects affecting the entire financial services industry.” FSTC, a 
not-for-profit corporation, was headed by a Board of Directors comprised of six banks (see below), which in 
turn gave day-to-day control of FSTC to an appointed Executive Committee, consisting of representatives 
from each of the six banks.
* These Executive Committee members also served on the E-Check Project Steering Committee
Bank FSTC Executive Committee Member
Bank of America Steve Fabes*
Bank of Boston John Doggett*
Chase Manhattan Adam Backenroth*
Citibank Dan Schutzer, FSTC President
Huntington Bank Cary Serif
NationsBank Christine Nautiyal
Copyright 1997 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). Cases developed and distributed under the AICPA Case
Development Program are intended for use in higher education for instructional purposes only, and are not for application in practice.
Permission is granted to photocopy any case(s) for classroom teaching purposes only. All other rights are reserved. The AICPA neither
approves nor endorses this case or any solution provided herein or subsequently developed.
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Organizations participated in FSTC as Principals, Associates, or Advisory members (Exhibit 1).
The September meeting of the Board of Directors would address the question of whether and how to pro­
ceed with E-Check pilot tests. FSTC President Dan Schutzer summarized the significance of the pilot tests:
“This project represents substantial technical risks. Pilot tests will help us determine how 
this new technology behaves and how well we have ironed out the wrinkles. Pilots will also 
prove that E-Check has value and will be accepted by bankers, merchants, and consumers. 
However many pilots we do, each will be a live, public event. Nobody wants it to go wrong 
in any way, shape or form.”
THE INTERNET: OPEN FOR BUSINESS
In 1996 the Internet linked over 48,000 different networks connecting more than 35 million users in 160 
countries. Commercial use of the Internet was initially prohibited, but when these restrictions were lifted in 
1993, the Internet “opened for business.”2 In 1994, two innovations in client/server computing had increased 
the Internet’s suitability for electronic commerce:3
2. Cronin, Mary, J, Doing More Business on the Internet. NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1995.
3. Applegate, Lynda M. and Janis L. Gogan, Paving the information superhighway: introduction to the Internet, Harvard Business 
School Publishing no. 195-202, 1996. Ibid. Electronic Commerce: Trends and Opportunities, Harvard Business School 
Publishing no. 196-006, 1996. Wilder, Clinton. Pouring cash into the Internet, InformationWeek, 15-16, Jan. 1, 1996. See also: 
A little history of the Web, www.w3.org/pub/www/history.html.
4. Bhimani, Anish. Securing the commercial Internet. Communications of the ACM 39(6): 29-35, June 1996.
5. Caldwell, Bruce. Hacking spree targets Citibank. Information Week, September 4, 1995; Wilder, Clinton and Bob Violino, 
Online theft. Information Week, August 28, 1995; Violino Bob. Your worst nightmare. InformationWeek, February 19, 1996.
6. For example, the security firewall industry (software for protecting systems and data from hacker attacks), estimated at $1.1 bil­
lion in 1995, was predicted to grow to $16.2 billion by 2000 (Investor’s Business Daily, 11/20/95).
7. Reported in: Holland, Kelley and Amy Cortese, The future of money, Business Week, June 12, 1995; and Lunt, Penny, Payments 
on the ’net: how many? how safe? ABA Banking Journal, November 1995.
server tools: new protocols (such as Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol, or HTTP) for making numeric, 
textual, graphical, audio and video information available over the ’net’s Worldwide Web (here­
after, “Web”).
client tools: primarily browser software, such as Mosaic and Netscape Navigator, by which users 
could “point-and-click” on a simple graphical user interface to access the material available on the 
Web.
Despite explosive growth in the number of companies hosting Web sites from 1994 to 1996 (Exhibit 2) few 
purchases were actually taking place over this new medium. Merchants, consumers, and financial institutions 
agreed that security concerns posed a significant deterrent.4 News stories of stolen credit card numbers and 
fraudulent funds transfers5 did little to assuage these fears, nor did predictions — such as that of 
Massachusetts-based Forrester Research — that $1 of every $1000 worth of transactions over the Internet 
would be fraudulent.
Some saw significant business opportunities despite these security concerns.6 A1995 report prepared for 
MCI by California-based Killen Associates7 predicted that $600 billion in goods and services, representing 7 
billion payments, would be purchased over the Internet by 2000, increasing to $1.25 trillion and 17 billion 
payments in 2005, and that non-bank organizations, including giant Microsoft, were poised to capture a sig­
nificant share of transaction fees for online purchases. By late 1995, a wide range of companies jockeyed for 
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position as providers of secure payment mechanisms for electronic commerce — with no clear industry 
leader, as one analyst noted: “Expect the Internet to be a payment free-for-all in 1996.”8
8. Marx, Wendy, Commerce is slow to hit the ’net, Advertising Age, 11/20/95.
9. The Economist, 10/7/95.
10. Lunt, 11/95, op cit.
11. By summer 1996, mechanisms in development or in use (Exhibit 3) included bill payment services (e.g., CheckFree), network 
money systems (e.g., NetCheque), secure credit-card payment services (e.g., First Virtual), digital cash (e.g., Mondex, DigiCash), 
and micropayment systems (e.g., Millicent, NetBill, MicroMint).
More than 500 banks had home pages on the Web. While most provided one-way marketing information; 
a few — including Barclays, First Union, NationsBank, and Wells Fargo — offered online banking. An all­
Internet bank, Security First National Bank, had its initial public offering in May 1996 (opening at $20 and 
closing at $41 on its first day). Still, bankers had mixed feelings about Web commerce, as summarized in The 
Economist:9
“The Internet could be another great leap forward in banking. But if the hype turns out to be 
unfounded... today’s Internet banking pioneers risk becoming tomorrow’s laughing stock.”
THE ELECTRONIC CHECK PROPOSAL
From the outset, FSTC members had agreed that banks should play a leading role in developing and hosting 
secure payment systems. Although numerous start-up and established companies were reportedly developing 
systems for anonymous digital cash (Exhibit 3), many FSTC members agreed with the American Banking 
Association’s reservations about this approach: “. . . Ecash can be abused by money launderers and could 
hurt the financial system by creating a whole new form of money.”10 11In early 1994, FSTC members con­
cluded that no mechanism yet existed that could safely serve all types of transactions and seamlessly utilize 
both new environments and technologies (the Web, smart cards, etc.) and the existing financial infrastructure 
(ACH, bank ATM machines, etc.).11
FSTC invited experts to make presentations about relevant technologies. In early 1994, speakers from 
the National Security Agency (NSA) discussed a privacy-enhanced e-mail system, which utilized a PCMCIA 
card to hold encryption keys. Milt Anderson, from FSTC Advisory member Bellcore, attended this session. 
Anderson, who received his Master’s degree in Electrical Engineering in 1967, was director of a large 
Bellcore division. He was asked to represent Bellcore on FSTC because he had extensive experience in 
developing and using various technologies related to network security. The early 1994 presentation triggered 
an idea, which he explained:
“A check is legally defined as a signed ‘writing,’ containing certain prescribed pieces of 
information. A ‘writing’ is similar to a ‘message.’ I thought, this will be easy. A check is a 
message that carries financial information, like date, pay-to-the-order of, and a few other 
things. We would develop an electronic ‘writing,’ equivalent to the manual version, but 
cryptographically signed, using the technology of privacy-enhanced e-mail. This approach 
seemed consistent with existing legal regulations and business practice. In contrast, an 
entirely new system for digital money would require entirely new legal definitions of 
money. Although this wasn’t as easy as I had hoped, it turns out to be a far more powerful 
concept than I originally envisioned.”
Milt Anderson believed that an “electronic check” would be able to serve a greater variety of transaction 
types and trading partners, more conveniently and at a lower cost, than other payment mechanisms. He 
explained:
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“E-Check is a message that tells existing demand deposit accounting (DDA) systems to do 
credits and debits against existing systems. Encrypted digital signatures will authenticate 
banks and customer accounts. The code for producing and validating digital signatures will 
reside on customers’ E-Checkbooks (PCMCIA or smart cards), and banks’ E-Check servers. 
Because an online intermediary won’t be required to complete a transaction, processing 
costs will be lower than secure credit-cards or network money systems.”
John Doggett, Director of Applied Technologies at Bank of Boston, elaborated on the value of E-Check for 
customers, merchants and banks (see Exhibit 4):
“The check is the most popular form of noncash payment; last year, 65 billion checks were 
written in the US. Customers understand paper checks. Why not bring their popularity to the 
electronic world? For banks, E-Check represents the logical next step beyond ECP,12 which 
has achieved rapid acceptance. But, with ECP we start with a paper check, which must be 
cleared and returned to the payer. With E-Check, a nearly identical transaction will be com­
pleted, without paper!”
12. ECP — Electronic Cash Presentment — is a system whereby a payee bank sends online notification to the paying bank indicat­
ing that a paper check is in transit.
13. Details of the other FSTC projects can be found at URL: http://www.fstc.org.
Steve Fabes of Bank of America agreed that merchants would like E-Check because of savings in process­
ing fees (assuming some E-Check purchases would displace credit-card purchases) and time savings in 
processing transactions and preparing management reports based on the transaction data. He predicted that 
banks would see their statement rendering and postage costs drop, and would have faster access to data for 
improved cash management and other customer services. Costs of legally-required data storage would also 
drop. Most banks used systems which captured images of paper checks, at about 50K bytes of data per check. 
Each E-Check would consume only about 4K bytes of data. Adam Backenroth of Chase Manhattan added, 
“Banks also like the fact that we will preserve their essential role in financial transactions.”
Some FSTC members questioned the E-Check concept. One commented, “An electronic check? Isn’t 
that paving over the cow path? Shouldn’t we let go of the old money paradigms?” Milt Anderson replied:
“E-Check also offers many new possibilities. You can selectively add stale dates, maximum 
amounts, signatures required, and other restrictions to checks. A parent might restrict how 
much a child can spend; a bank might insert controls requiring customers to return to the 
bank periodically to become recertified. Invoices, remittances, or other documents could be 
attached to E-Check, enabling businesses to design more efficient cash receipt and dis­
bursement processes. Optional full-message encryption can be used for sensitive 
transactions, while the majority of transactions can be transmitted over nonsecure channels 
in clear-text form without financial risk to payer, payee or the banking system (thanks to the 
use of certificates and digital signatures).”
Doggett added, “With these capabilities, you wander off the check paradigm altogether. Now you have an 
instrument that can resemble a certified check, a traveler’s check, or something altogether new.”
After considerable discussion, 25 FSTC members chose to participate in the E-Check project, which was 
charged with “investigating what is required to successfully deploy the Electronic Check for use in the mar­
ketplace.” The Electronic Check Project was one of several initiatives sponsored by FSTC,13 each governed 
by a Steering Committee consisting of three Executive Committee members plus a full-time project manager. 
John Doggett served as director of the E-Check Project Steering Committee, comprised of himself, Steve 
Fabes of Bank of America, Adam Backenroth of Chemical Bank, and Frank Jaffe of Bank of Boston. Jaffe, 
who had worked in the Bank’s information systems organization for ten years and held a master’s degree in 
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computer information systems from Dartmouth College, was the E-Check Project Manager, and Milt 
Anderson headed up the technical design.
By summer 1995 an initial E-Check design specification had been agreed upon, and the team began 
preparing for a public demonstration of a live E-Check transaction in September 1995.
PROOF OF CONCEPT
Members of the press and bankers were invited to a demonstration in September 1995 at Bank of America in 
San Francisco. FSTC president Dan Schutzer opened the meeting with a brief discussion of FSTC’s charter. 
Next, Mark Greene — IBM vice president of electronic commerce — described how E-Check fit IBM’s 
“netcentric” strategy, and Humphrey Polanen, General Manager of Sun Microsystems’ Internet Commerce 
Group, described how Sun was helping to “transform banking.” He added, “One thing is certain — bankers’ 
hours are a thing of the past; systems like E-Check will give customers around-the-clock banking.”
To demonstrate E-Check (see Exhibits 5 and 6), FSTC member Frank Camella14 stood at a Web- 
connected computer on one side of the room. “E-Check is flexible enough to use over the Web or a proprietary 
network like America Online. I can use a browser (such as Netscape Navigator, which I have here), or simple 
e-mail.” Camella brought up the Web site of PC Gifts & Flowers (www.pcgifts.ibm.com/), a Virginia gift 
shop. There he selected a teddy bear. “The order information will be included in the E-Check ‘attachment’ 
block,” he explained. As he inserted his E-Checkbook into the PCMCIA slot on his PC, he explained:
14. Frank Carnella represented Chemical Bank on the FSTC. Subsequently, Chemical merged with Chase Manhattan.
15. There is a mathematical relationship between a public key and a private key. Information encrypted with a public key can only 
be decrypted with its private key, and vice versa. The size of keys, 250 (or more) digits, makes it infeasible for an attacker to 
“crack” them. A private key is held completely private, whereas a public key is freely available.
16. To minimize attacks against the paper check system, E-Check account numbers would be uniquely different from any paper 
check accounts held by the bank customer.
17. A cryptographic certificate is an electronic document containing a public key and information about the key, such as the user’s 
name cryptographically signed by a certification authority.
18. Secure hash algorithms are calculations that determine the exact digital composition of a block of data.
“The E-Checkbook is a tamper-resistant ‘token’ which uses public-key cryptography.15 My 
particular E-Checkbook token is a PCMCIA card, but a smart card works equally well. My E- 
Check account private key is securely stored in the tamper-resistant memory of this token. 
Only by keying my PIN can my private key be used to sign the check. Because it is stored off- 
line, my private key is not available for misuse, provided I do not reveal my PIN to anyone. 
The E-Checkbook will generate check numbers16 and a nonce (random information to 
uniquely identify each check) and will log transactions in a register.”
Following instructions on his PC screen, Carnella filled out the pay-to and amount information. He 
explained:
“The software for creating E-Checks could be bundled with a Web browser, included as an 
optional module in products like Quicken, or delivered as a stand-alone product. This soft­
ware is putting my digital signature in the E-Check signature block, then adding two 
cryptographic certificates17 for Chemical Bank and for my bank account on the E-Check. 
These certificates will verify that my public key can authenticate my digital signature on 
checks drawn on my account. The signature block of the check contains secure hash codes18 
of other blocks (e.g., account, amount, attachments, certificates) in the check. This binds the 
blocks together in a logical unit which is protected against tampering or incomplete transmis­
sion.”
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John Doggett added:
“By clicking on ‘Sign Check,’ Mr. Carnella digitally signed his E-Check, and sent it — 
‘attached’ to his teddy bear order and containing a certificate authenticating that he is a valid 
customer of a valid bank (Chemical) — out over the Internet to PC Gifts & Flowers. The shop 
will process the order, by electronically submitting data on the order attachment and E-Check 
to its own accounting and order fulfillment systems. The shop’s software might also review 
the order and check to ensure that the order and check came from the same customer and that 
neither the check nor the order has been altered or previously processed. The shop will 
endorse the E-Check with its digital signature; that is, PC Gifts & Flowers’ checkbook will 
place its digital signature in the E-Check endorsement block. This is equivalent to endorsing 
the back of a paper check. By the way, endorsements can be restrictive, such as ‘for deposit 
only.’ Since PC Gifts & Flowers uses Bank of Boston, two certificates — for Bank of Boston 
and for PC Gifts & Flowers’ account at Bank of Boston — will be included. Now the shop 
will forward the E-Check, over the Internet, to Bank of Boston.”
Doggett then explained that Bank of Boston would use the certificates on the E-Check to validate PC Gifts 
& Flowers’ account, to ensure that the credit would be applied to the correct account. Then the bank would 
process the payment (by electronically submitting data on E-Check to its own accounting information sys­
tems). “The Bank might review certain details about the check,” he noted.
“The bank might check simple rules like ‘stale-date at 90 days’ or ‘checks on this account 
require two signatures if they are over X dollars,’ or ‘the minimum check is Y dollars in this 
account,’ or ‘this check requires endorsement by both payees instead of one payee.’ Many 
(though not all) such restrictions can be expressed in the check itself. If everything checks, PC 
Gifts & Flowers’ account will be credited, on Bank of Boston’s legacy DDA system, and the 
check will be cleared.19 Later, the deposit will appear as an E-Check line on PC Gifts & 
Flowers’ next statement.”
19. Although the technology would permit virtually instantaneous clearing, the E-Check team expected that a one-day clearing 
process would be used, since consumers currently expected some “float” in their financial transactions.
Next, Doggett explained, Bank of Boston would send the E-Check through ACH or another clearing mecha­
nism. ACH would credit Bank of Boston’s account, debit Chemical Bank’s account (thus settling the 
transaction), and forward the E-Check to Chemical Bank (the payer’s bank). Chemical’s E-Check server would 
verify that the E-Check was intact, and review the transaction for proper authorization and compliance with 
rules and restrictions, and to detect that the transaction was not a duplicate. If everything checked out, Frank 
Carnella’s account would be debited and the transaction included as an E-Check line on his next statement.
Members of the press asked questions about what they had witnessed. One asked, “How essential is the 
separate token (the PCMCIA card)? That will be an extra expense for customers to bear.” Adam Backenroth 
of Chase Manhattan Bank replied:
“It is essential. We believe that security can be too easily breached when private keys are held 
on a user’s PC hard drive. A separate token provides far great assurance that users’ digital sig­
natures are valid. Partly this is a matter of perception: a small number of security failures can 
give rise to a large loss of consumer confidence. Offline storage of buyers’ and banks’ certifi­
cates is a strong preventive measure. Besides, industry reports show that most personal 
computers will be sold with PCMCIA slots, so there will be little added expense for customers 
with new machines.”
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A banker asked, “Will processing costs be significantly lower with E-Check?” Steve Fabes of Bank of 
America replied, “We believe it will be cost-effective in comparison with conventional payment systems and 
alternative online payment mechanisms.”
Another banker asked, “Can you explain about certificate authorities?” FSTC and other industry groups20 
had discussed what was necessary to positively authenticate buyers, merchants, and banks. Milt Anderson 
explained:
20. See, for example www.rsa.com/search/iatoc and www.verisign.com/about/corpcap.html.
“The E-Check design will utilize two certificate authorities: one to authenticate a bank, and 
one to authenticate a valid account-holder (buyer or seller). E-check processing will involve 
a hierarchical process of passing through the certificate chain, as follows: The public key of a 
root authority (such as the Federal Reserve) will be used to verify a payer bank’s signature on 
its certificate (one block of the E-Check). The public key contained in the payer bank’s cer­
tificate will be used to verify the signature on the customer’s bank account certificate. This 
serves almost as a Tetter of reference’ from the bank saying, ‘this signer’s public key can be 
used to verify signatures on checks from this account.’ The software then authenticates the 
check signature.”
He added, “This authentication process has two advantages: the authenticator need only know the public key of 
the top-level certificate, and the payee and payer need not know each others’ public keys to conduct business.” 
A reporter, looking puzzled, asked: “Suppose an E-Check is made out to, endorsed by, and deposited by 
a legitimate payee. Now an attacker grabs the E-Check, makes a copy, adds their endorsement as if they were 
a third-party. What then?” Steve Fabes replied, “I agree this is a serious issue. In my opinion, banks will 
probably need to disallow or severely restrict third-party E-Check endorsement.”
Another banker stated, “Network nodes crash all the time and messages have to be re-sent. When that 
occurs, how will banks know that checks have not been erroneously duplicated?” Adam Backenroth fielded 
this question:
“The E-checkbook will apply a unique serial number to each check. If a bank does receive 
identical checks, it should pay only one. Banks will need to develop enhanced duplicate 
detection routines, and keep a database of processed E-Checks. Also, with E-Check it will be 
easy to apply shorter stale-date intervals where appropriate — perhaps 90 days, instead of the 
current norm of 180 days.”
Steve Fabes added:
“We take the duplicate check threat quite seriously. We know that today, banks do forensic 
tests on paper checks to determine if they are originals or duplicates. We are confident that 
E-Check will provide stronger capabilities for preventing and detecting fraudulent or erro­
neous duplication.”
After several more questions, the event was brought to a close. The E-Check team felt that the demonstration 
generated excellent publicity; however, substantial “technical and political hurdles” would need to be over­
come as the project moved from “proof of concept” to well-defined prototype to fully functional system. 
Doggett noted:
“It would be great if Congress could wave a magic wand and decree that the electronic check 
shall be the financial instrument of the future; but that’s not the real world! A pilot test will 
answer the objections of people who say it won’t scale, it will be too costly, inefficient, inse­
cure, cumbersome. Once we put it to use with real customers in a real situation, we can put 
those issues to bed.”
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In January 1996 the E-Check Steering Committee presented a progress report to the Executive Committee. 
In turn, FSTC President Dan Schutzer presented a proposal for the next phase of the project to the FSTC 
Board of Directors. The Board approved the request to move forward with the project, subject to 32 stipula­
tions. Of these, two key stipulations, in Doggett’s opinion: No live pilots were to be conducted without prior 
approval of the board, and all pilots should involve participation by multiple banks. During winter and 
spring 1996, some team members — coordinated by Milt Anderson — focused on refining the technical 
design, while others, coordinated by Frank Jaffe — identified and evaluated pilot test opportunities.
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE BANKING INFRASTRUCTURE
Frank Jaffe explained what a bank would need to have in place to process E-Checks:
“Each bank will need an ‘E-Check Server’ (either a stand-alone server or software which is 
added to an existing system), which will do all of the bank’s cryptographic processing and 
translate between E-Check and the financial data necessary for posting a transaction. Without 
this software, legacy systems (e.g., demand deposit accounting systems) won’t recognize 
E-Checks. Some banks will already have functions in their legacy systems to check restrictions 
and to post transactions. The bank will choose how to enforce its rules or restrictions, such as 
what to do if an E-Check is not covered by sufficient funds (some banks will return all such 
checks; others will see this as a great opportunity to cross-sell an overdraft line of protection).”
In addition to receiving incoming E-Checks and applying business rules, the E-Check Server would have a 
database and an optional E-Check research workstation, which would be used to analyze faulty checks (such 
as duplicates).
The E-Check architecture specified the use of existing clearing mechanisms and regulations, as Steve 
Fabes explained:
“The existing financial infrastructure is sensitive and trusted. To keep that intact and avoid 
exposing it to threats from the public network, we will pass authenticated messages only 
from payees to the clearing system. There is no log-on, no file transfer, no connection between 
the Internet and the mechanisms that clear the check.”
Unfortunately, existing regulations had not yet determined whether E-Checks should be considered checks, 
ACH debits, or a new payment mechanism. Frank Jaffe explained:
“Checks and ACH debits are governed by different bodies of law and the law determines who 
assumes the risks and responsibilities of processing the payment. If E-Check is considered a 
simple ‘check,’ the transaction will fall under check law (Uniform Commercial Code articles 
3 and 4) and Bank Regulation E. Under check law, the payer’s bank may be liable unless they 
promptly return an E-Check to the bank of first deposit. They must verify the item and decide 
whether to accept responsibility for it within a specified time interval. In another scenario, an 
E-Check is cleared as an ACH debit, which is subject to NACHA (National Automated 
Clearing House Association) rules. Under NACHA rules, the bank of first deposit (i.e., as 
‘originator’ of the debit) would be liable for ACH debits, and thus would become more vul­
nerable to the risk of duplicate checks (the bank of first deposit would not know whether 
someone had intercepted a check, endorsed it, and submitted it to two payees, each with its 
own bank of first deposit).”
Consequently, banks of first deposit would probably prefer to treat E-Check as a check. In fact, the E-Check 
team was neutral to either a check or ACH debit implementation, since E-Check would enhance both of these 
existing bank settlement mechanisms. Adam Backenroth explained:
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“Because authorization for an ACH transaction remains with the originating bank, an ACH 
transaction can be reversed if a receiving institution or payer claims that it was not authorized, 
or if funds in the payee’s account are insufficient. Bankers prefer clean transactions — ones 
that cannot easily be reversed. The best way to get a clean transaction, to ensure that a pay­
ment is authorized and that funds are available, is with an immediate debit or via certified 
check, and this is slow and costly.21 Another approach is to tie the instruction for issuance to 
the transaction. With any check, the payer demonstrates authorization by signing the check. 
E-Check improves that further: the digital signature is proof that the customer ordered that 
payment. Certification would be required to guarantee that the funds are sufficient.”
21. The E-Check architecture will make available an optional Certified E-Check capability, which would ensure sufficient funds.
PILOT PLANNING
The pilot would be a live application, addressing a real need of a particular business. It would be designed 
with scalability in mind, as Milt Anderson noted:
“Today, only a few thousand transactions per day are conducted on the Internet, but once 
secure payment mechanisms like E-Check are in place, that will skyrocket into perhaps tens 
of billions of dollars’ worth of transactions. We don’t know how to accurately predict network 
response times under that scenario (already, the Web slows to a crawl in the afternoon), and 
we don’t know whether banks’ E-Check Servers can handle that kind of processing load.”
In meetings of the E-Check Steering Committee and the FSTC Executive Committee, much discussion cen­
tered on how the pilot test should be designed, and who would participate. Dan Schutzer emphasized 
“nobody will be coerced or pushed into this. Participants should be driven by a desire to solve a particular 
business problem.” In spring 1996, Frank Jaffe reported: “There is no shortage of people wanting to partici­
pate in the pilot.”
“However, it’s proven somewhat problematic to find the perfect pilot. We thought that a busi- 
ness-to-business application would be a sensible first step, since it would represent a 
reasonably bounded universe of payers and payees, compared with a retail environment. 
However, some proposed participants use open-account billing, which would not generate 
enough transactions to adequately test the system. Also, a business-to-business pilot begs the 
question of whether E-Check will work in a retail or government environment. Furthermore, 
some proposed participants have low credibility in their industries. This is not an easy task.”
Most team members agreed that several pilots should be conducted, drawn from business-to-business, con­
sumer, and government settings. One suggested that the pilot be conducted inside an organization (for 
internal budget transfers); but another member felt this was inappropriate, since a bank would not be 
involved. Some people questioned whether it was necessary to conduct pilots over such a broad range of set­
tings. One noted, “Wouldn’t we make faster progress if we focused on a particular domain, like small 
merchants?” Milt Anderson from Bellcore addressed this question:
“Yes, there is a risk of becoming distracted by looking across a very broad application 
domain. However, two things are certain: technologies will change, and the business envi­
ronment will change. It is prudent to keep the design principles general — which requires 
avoiding an emphasis on application-specific requirements — even if that means slower 
progress.”
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John Doggett commented, “A pilot is a feasibility test and a clean, noticeable deliverable that shows we have 
made progress. Call it what you will, it must be done soon.”
“TIME IS UP!”
During the summer, numerous pilot-test ideas were analyzed (Exhibit 7). Once specific pilots were chosen, 
the prototype would be adapted to fit the particular requirements of the pilots. Then, the revised system 
would be made available to a team of security experts at Sandia National Laboratory (another FSTC 
Advisory member), who would attack the system to find security weaknesses in it. Anderson described the 
expected outcomes of this “black-hatting”22 exercise:
22. In US cowboy films of the fifties, the “bad guys” typically wore black hats.
“We need them to search for flaws with fresh, adversarial eyes, because the system designers 
undoubtedly overlooked certain aspects. It’s pretty much a given that Sandia Labs will find a way 
to break the system. Then they will offer suggestions for — I hope!— minor design changes.”
In early September 1996, the E-Check Steering Committee met with the FSTC Executive Committee. The E- 
Check project was on the agenda for the FSTC Board of Directors meeting in a few weeks. The team would 
present a proposal for specific pilot tests, to be conducted early in 1997. “Time is up,” FSTC President Dan 
Schutzer stated. “Have you decided on the pilot tests you want to propose to the Board? We will also want 
to know how the pilot results will be evaluated. By what criteria? Through what measurement mechanisms?”
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EXHIBIT 1
FSTC MEMBERSHIP AS OF AUGUST 1996
Members highlighted in bold participated on the Electronic Check Project team.
Associates Associates, cont’d. Advisory MembersPrincipals
Bank One American Express Intranet, Inc. American Banker Association
Bank of America AT&T-GIS IRE, Inc. Bank Administration Institute
Bank of Boston Bank of Montreal Lifecycle Technology Bellcore
Barnett Bank Beneficial Tech. Corp. Master Card International ECCHO
Cardinal Bank Shares Bolt, Baranek, Newman MITRE Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Chase Manhattan Broadway & Seymour Motorola NACHA
Citibank Copyright Clearing House National Semiconductor NY Clearing House
Corestates CU Cooperative Systems NEC NE Parallel Architecture Center
Glenview State Bank CUNA & Affiliates Novell NSA
Huntington Bank Cybercash OKI America Oak Ridge Nat’l Laboratory
NationsBank DEC Premenos Open Software Foundation
Wells Fargo Deluxe Corp. Proprietary Fin’l Products Polytech Univ. of Brooklyn
Equifax Check Services RDM Corp. Sandia National Laboratory
First Virtual Sun Microsystems US Postal Service
Ford Motor Credit Tandem Computers U. of Southern California
GTE Gov’t Systems Telequip
Hewlett Packard Tower Group
IBM Unisys
InfoStructure Svc & Tech Visa
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EXHIBIT 2
GROWTH OF THE WEB
Month Number of Web Sites Percent.com
6/93 130 1.5%
12/93 623 4.6%
6/94 2,738 13.5%
12/94 10,022 18.3%
6/95 23,500 31.3%
1/96 90,000 50.2%
Source: Matthew Gray, netGenesis Corporation.
URL: http://www.netgen.com/info/
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EXHIBIT 3
COMPARISON OF ELECTRONIC PAYMENT MECHANISMS
adapted from internal FSTC documents; updated to summer 1996
Bill Payment Services: CheckFree (www.checkfree.com), Columbus, Ohio (founded in 1981): leading 
provider of bill payment services. Individuals or small businesses provide CheckFree with lists of payment 
recipients (e.g., landlords, utilities), and each month indicate how much to pay and on what date.
Network Money Systems: Payers and payees enroll with an Internet payment intermediary, which has an 
Internet server that encrypts and translates payee and payer data before forwarding it to traditional clearing 
mechanisms. NetCheque (http://gost.isi.edu/info/NetCheque/), developed at University of Southern 
California: uses Kerberos (private-key encryption) to encrypt and transmit payment data. Cybercash 
(www.cybercash.com), Reston, Virginia: Secure Internet Payment Service uses 768-bit public/private key 
encryption algorithm.
Secure Credit Card Payment: First Virtual (www.fv.com), San Diego: customers provide card numbers to 
FV via telephone, and receive a VirtualPIN, which serves as an alias for the actual credit card number. To make 
a purchase, a member gives a merchant their VirtualPIN. The merchant (who never sees a buyer’s card num­
ber) instructs FV to process payment for the holder of this VirtualPIN. FV takes the PIN offline to find its 
matching card number (stored on a stand-alone computer), then completes the transaction through conventional 
means. In 1995 MasterCard, Visa, IBM, Microsoft and Netscape disagreed about which specific protocols to 
use for secure Internet transmission of credit-card data, and who should control (and profit from) their appli­
cation. In February 1996 they reached agreement on an openly published protocol, SET (Secure Electronic 
Transactions). In June 1996, VeriFone, Inc., of Redwood City, California (the market leader in credit-card pro­
cessing technology), announced that it would offer SET-protected credit-card transactions on the Web (working 
with Wells Fargo Bank, Royal Bank of Canada, and Novus Services).23 In July, MasterCard and GTE 
announced their SET-based on-line verification service, CyberTrust (to issue digital certificates of identity to 
banks, consumers and merchants); Visa and VeriSign (www.verisign.com) made a similar announcement.24
23. Clark, Don. VeriFone sets Internet payment systems for banks to sell, lowering Web barrier. Wall Street Journal, 6/18/96.
24. Sandberg, Jared. Visa to introduce codes to protect on-line purchases. Wall Street Journal, 7/22/96.
Digital Cash: In fall 1995, Amsterdam-based DigiCash (www.digicash.com) began testing “Ecash” in the US, 
in collaboration with Mark Twain Bank of St. Louis, with 4000 customers and 70 merchants. Ecash customers 
purchase fixed-denomination software “tokens,” which are stored on user’s PC hard drive or a smart card. 
Each token has a unique, encrypted serial number that cannot be traced to the payer. When payment is made, 
only the serial number is authenticated online; payer is anonymous. In Great Britain, National Westminster 
Bank and Midland Bank jointly developed Mondex wallet (www.mondex.com), which works with specially 
equipped telephones, personal computers, card readers and cash dispensers. In Swinden, Great Britain, 10,000 
customers and 800 merchants began participating in the Mondex Wallet trial in July 1995. A large-scale US 
trial of smart cards took place during the summer 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games, using a system jointly devel­
oped by Visa. NationsBank, First Union, and Wachovia. Microsoft was reportedly developing a similar 
system, and Citibank filed for patent protection in 40 countries for its Electronic Money System.
Also under development: “Micropayment” schemes, aimed at extremely low variable processing costs to 
support pay-per-page or pay-per-word transactions. Key aspect: efficient processing allows for cost-effective 
fractional charges for small “chunks” of online information (such as one-page articles). Others’ transaction 
costs would be greater than the value of items this small, according to micropayment proponents. Early 
efforts: NetBill (Carnegie Mellon University), Millicent (Digital Equipment Corporation), Pay Word and 
MicroMint (RSA Data Security).
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EXHIBIT 4
BENEFITS OF E-CHECK
E-Check enables banks to gather deposits electronically: E-Check addresses the problem of gathering 
deposits electronically over public networks, since it enables all customers, retail and commercial, to gather, 
transmit and deposit E-Checks into their accounts without physically going to a bank branch.
E-Check  fills an electronic commerce payments void: E-Check addresses a gap, which banks can fill, in the 
payments infrastructure; specifically, the lack of an electronic payment alternative for trading using public 
data networks to conduct transactions.
Rapid adoption: E-Check is an all electronic payment instrument, modeled on existing paper check 
processes to enable it to be readily accepted by the marketplace. By retaining the basic characteristics and 
flexibility of paper checks while enhancing functionality, E-Check can be adopted more rapidly.
Great flexibility: The E-Check design enables great flexibility, through support for other types of payment 
instruments — e.g., certified check, cashiers check, credit card chart slip, etc. — and added capabilities, such 
as future data, limit checks, and multicurrency payments.
An efficient alternative for both consumer and corporation: E-Check can be used advantageously in all 
market segments, from individual consumers to large corporations as it will enable businesses to safely 
complete payments over the networks in a more cost-effective manner than present alternatives.
Automated posting of accounting information: Since the contents of a check can be attached to the trading 
partner’s remittance information, E-Check will easily integrate with existing or new applications, such as 
accounts receivable. In addition, E-Checks can be integrated into other payment systems.
A secure, trusted instrument: Building a secure, trusted, workable payments option for electronic commerce 
requires an in-depth understanding of the options, problems, and barriers to acceptance from the perspectives 
of consumers, businesses, and financial institutions. The use of digital signatures, hardware-based signing, 
and banks as certification agents, will make E-Check trusted and secure.
Open integration with existing interbank payment mechanisms: The secure E-Check document enables 
open public networks to be linked to the financial payments and bank clearing networks in a secure fashion, 
leveraging the ubiquitous access of public networks with the existing financial payments infrastructure.
Authentication of E-Checks: Using public-key certificates enables E-Check authentication by payee, and 
payee and payer banks, a feature that is not available today for paper checks. Digital signatures can be vali­
dated automatically, while today’s paper checks require a manual process, which can only be done by the 
payer’s bank, to compare handwritten signatures.
Source: FSTC, January 1996. (available on the Web at ...echeck/echeck2.shtml)
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EXHIBIT 5
E-CHECK DESIGN
Source: FSTC E-Check Architecture Document, June 1996
E-CHECK BLOCK TYPES
Block Type Definition
Action Describes the action to be performed
Signature The signatures and hashes of other blocks
Check An electronic check
Deposit A deposit slip attached to one or more checks
Endorsement An electronic endorsement, attached to a check
Account Account information
Certificate A public key certificate
Attachment An associated document (e.g., order form) attached to an 
FSTC document
Invoice An invoice/remittance document containing payment 
information
Message An informational message, such as an error report
Bankstamp Processing status information
Bundle Used to combine a group of checks for interbank 
transmission
ELECTRONIC CHECKBOOK
PC/MCIA Card
Log/check 
register
Log/register 
application
Cryptographic 
routines
Check 
writing, 
Endorsing
   
Public keys, 
Certificates Initialization
  
Private 
  keys
 
PINs  
Access 
control
PC
Financial 
application
Mail 
application
Source: Presentation by Milt Anderson, June 1996
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EXHIBIT 7
E-CHECK PILOT PROPOSALS UNDER CONSIDERATION
Source: FSTC documents, August 1996
Application Description
Business to Business Applications
1. Computer Manufacturer 
Accounts Payable: 
payments to suppliers
Two manufacturers made substantial investments in EDI, but their suppliers balked 
at the $150,000 investment each would have to make in proprietary software, 
as well as charges associated with use of a value-added network.
2. Library Subscription Agency: 
online payment for periodicals
This company developed Web-based software to improve customer service and repetitive- 
order processing efficiency, and seeks an inexpensive, secure mechanism for immediate 
payment that does not require EDI (since many libraries are not yet EDI-enabled).
3. Medical Center: 
transactions among doctors, 
suppliers, insurers
When physicians see others’ patients, checks may be sent to and from referring physicians, 
medical laboratories, one or more insurance companies, medical suppliers, etc. In medical 
centers, these amount to a large volume of transactions, a large percentage of which are 
currently via paper check.
4. Payroll Processing Service Existing payroll services must make payments as much as 72 hours before actual 
distribution of payroll. A start-up company wants to offer a faster-cycle Internet-based 
payroll service to cost-squeezed smaller businesses.
Consumer Applications
5. Independent Brokerage Small broker wants to introduce Web-based service; can’t accept credit-card payments 
due to SEC regulations.
6. Virtual Shopping Mall Host of Web-based shopping “mall” wants to be able to accept both credit-card payment 
and other forms of payment.
Noncommercial Applications
7. US Federal Government: 
payments to suppliers
US Vice President Al Gore promotes increased use of the “National Information 
Infrastructure” by government agencies. EDI is emphasized, but many suppliers are not yet 
EDI-enabled. Currently, a very high volume of check-based transactions are conducted.
8. US Federal Government: 
interagency payments
Currently, many checks are exchanged for interagency payments.
9. Employee Travel 
Reimbursement
Large company wants to improve its control over this large expense item. Lots of checks 
being cut already.
10. Responsibility Accounting 
System
Operationalize (with real funds, rather than “funny money”) the recording of expenditures 
against authorized amounts.
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“The FSTC Electronic Check Project”1 
TEACHING NOTES
1. Professors Ulric J. Gelinas, Jr. and Janis L. Gogan of Bentley College prepared the FSTC Electronic Check Project case for the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance we received from members of the 
FSTC E-Check Steering Committee and Milton Anderson of Bellcore. This teaching note represents the opinions of the authors; 
The AICPA neither approves nor endorses its content.
2. For an interdisciplinary module on electronic commerce, see the Open Market, Inc. case series (cases numbered 195-205 and 
196-097, by J. L. Gogan and L. M. Applegate, from Harvard Business School Publishing) and Internet Securities, Inc. (Harvard 
Business School Publishing case no. 399-052 by J. L. Gogan and L. M. Applegate).
Version: January 1, 1997
Ulric J. Gelinas, Jr., Associate Professor 
Bentley College, Waltham, Massachusetts
Janis L. Gogan, Assistant Professor 
Bentley College, Waltham, Massachusetts
SYNOPSIS
This case describes a project of the Financial Services Technology Consortium (FSTC), led by John Doggett 
of Bank of Boston, to develop a new system for secure electronic payments. Initially, the “E-Check” system 
will be used over the World Wide Web; however, its flexible design is targeted at a variety of wired and wire­
less network platforms. Beginning in 1994, the 25-member E-Check team considered alternative approaches 
to electronic payment, articulated the initial E-Check design, conducted a public demonstration of a “proof 
of concept,” and refined the design to address security concerns. The case is set in September 1996. The team 
is assessing proposals for conducting one or more live pilot tests of E-Check, in preparation for an upcom­
ing FSTC Board of Directors meeting, at which they hope that a pilot test plan will be approved. This is a 
critical juncture in the project, since pilot test(s) will allow the team to assess the E-Check’s technical, oper­
ational, and economic feasibility.
TEACHING OBJECTIVES
The case can be used in a course in Electronic Commerce, Accounting Information Systems, Current Topics 
in Accounting, or Banking. We believe it is ideally suited for an interdisciplinary course attended by students 
from accounting, CIS, and other management disciplines. It is vital that both accountants and general man­
agers become aware of the implications of electronic commerce on the Web, in terms of transaction security 
issues and the possibilities for a profound transformation of the financial services industry. This case 
describes the early stages of development of a new secure payment mechanism. The case, which can be used 
as part of a several-class module1 2 on electronic commerce, addresses several teaching objectives:
• Introduction to technologies for secure Internet transactions (encryption, digital signatures), and 
comparison of alternative secure payments approaches (case, Exhibit 3).
• Introduction to strategic and regulatory concerns in Internet-based financial transactions (e.g., Will 
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banks lead in the development and operation of secure payment mechanisms, or relinquish this role 
to non-bank entities, including Microsoft? What laws and regulations — e.g., NACHA, ECCHO, 
UCC 3/4, Bank Reg E — apply, and under what circumstances?).
• Examination of security threats and controls for addressing them. The case offers sufficient detail for 
AIS/CIS students to prepare data flow diagrams, flow charts, and a control matrix of the E-Check 
system.
• Consideration of how pilot tests can help address a proposed system’s technical, operational, and 
economic feasibility, and why multiple pilots are sometimes required.
SUGGESTED OPTIONAL READING
Applegate, Lynda M. and Janis L. Gogan, Paving the information superhighway: introduction to the Internet. 
Harvard Business School Publishing no. 195-202, 1996.
Holland, Kelley and Amy Cortese, The future of money. Business Week, June 12, 1995.
SUGGESTED STUDY QUESTIONS (see also Homework Problems, beginning on page 40)
1. Based on the description given in the case, how will an E-Check differ from conventional (paper) 
checks? List at least one point of comparison each from the points of view of buyers/payers, sellers/ 
payees, payee’s bank, and payer’s bank.
2. Attendees at the September 1995 demonstration asked John Doggett (Bank of Boston), Adam 
Backenroth (Chase Manhattan Bank), Steve Fabes (Bank of America), and Milt Anderson (Bellcore) 
how the E-Check design would control against various security threats. Based on this discussion and 
your consideration of other control exposures (not mentioned in the case), prepare a chart listing several 
specific threats, accompanied by recommendations for appropriate controls for each.
3. Why is it important to conduct one or more pilot tests of E-Check? Offer guidance to the E-Check 
Steering Committee as to which pilot(s) they should conduct, why, and how. Address Schutzer’s closing 
question (“We also need to determine how we will measure the pilot results...”).
4. Consider the composition of the FSTC. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using a consor­
tium of this kind for the purpose of developing a new electronic payment mechanism?
OPTIONAL CLASS PREPARATION EXERCISE
Numerous Web sites are mentioned (with URL’s provided) throughout the case. As an optional exercise the 
instructor might have students examine other Web sites and summarize new information they uncover about:
a. current state of payment technologies;
b. current industry alliances (or recent “divorces”); or
c. current regulatory developments.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Since the case can be used either in stand-alone or multi-session mode, this teaching note offers suggestions 
for coverage of topics in varying degrees of depth. The topics addressed include:
• INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC COMMERCE ON THE WEB
• E-CHECK VERSUS PAPER CHECK
• E-CHECK SYSTEM WALK-THROUGH
• COMPARISON OF PAYMENT MECHANISMS: OVERVIEW
• COMPARISON OF PAYMENT MECHANISMS: EIGHT DIMENSIONS
• LEGAL/REGULATORY ISSUES
• WHICH PILOT TEST(S)?
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC COMMERCE ON THE WEB
The case provides a minimal introduction to use of the Internet (and its liveliest “business district,” the World 
Wide Web) for consumer or business-to-business commerce, on the assumption that a full introduction 
requires a separate class session. The instructor can put class members on an equal footing by giving a brief 
lecture on this topic, drawing on sources noted in the case and its footnotes, and using transparencies pro­
vided in this note: Exhibits TN 1, TN 2, and TN 3.
As is discussed in the case (and in Applegate and Gogan, op cit.), although the Internet “opened for busi­
ness” in 1993, the foundation for this network of networks was in existence since the late 1960’s, when the 
US Department of Defense developed key packet-switching technology for routing digital messages over the 
ARPANET. A lecture or discussion can clarify the technology, identify issues of compatibility between the 
Internet and other data networks, and help students understand the elements that had to come together in 
order for this important infrastructure to become a foundation for worldwide electronic commerce.
It is useful to review the Internet’s overall architecture and the basic packet-switching technology — 
TCP/IP—that underlies its global connectivity and gives it both its strength and its limitations. The US por­
tion of the Internet consists of three network layers: a high-speed fiber-optic “backbone,” regional networks 
connecting to it, and smaller networks connecting to those. Uniformly-sized “packets” of data contain, in 
addition to the data being sent, information that links to other packets comprising an entire message, and 
addressing information that allows each packet to be sent to the intended destination, via any available route, 
with all related packets reassembled into a single message at the destination. TCP (Transmission Control 
Protocol) establishes connections and ensures that data packets are not lost as they travel from one network 
to another. IP (Internet Protocol) keeps track of source and destination information encoded in each packet as 
they are routed through the networks. TCP/IP ensures that if a node on one of the many interconnected net­
works comprising the Internet goes down, messages will usually find their way through via another route.
This useful capability does have a drawback: since it is not possible to know in advance the specific path 
that a message will take, it is difficult to optimize response times and other aspects of network performance. 
For small bursts of data that are not exchanged in real time — such as e-mail messages — TCP/IP is ideal. 
For larger streams of data, which must be subdivided into many packets — such as video clips or large files 
— it is necessary for a very high-speed channel and powerful sending/receiving computers to overcome the 
inherent limitations of packet switching (as compared with circuit switching). Since, in fact, significant 
gains have been made in both channel speeds (with fiber optics) and processor speeds (with chips like 
Pentium, PowerPC, and Alpha), it is currently possible to transfer multimedia applications over the Internet. 
However, as Internet traffic increases, the limitations of TCP/IP for multimedia become more apparent — as 
your students will see if they try to download a video clip or graphics-rich Web page at an hour when many 
other users are surfing the net.
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Another drawback of TCP/IP, and of UNIX, the language of the Internet, is a lack of many of the secu­
rity and error-handling features that are incorporated within most proprietary data communications networks 
for businesses. This drawback derives in part from the net’s tradition of supporting free and open exchange 
of information among researchers. However, companies that wish to protect financial transactions and pre­
serve the confidentiality of their own and customers’ data, require features that protect these from unwanted 
disclosure, alteration, or theft. Thus, the motivation for secure payment mechanisms such as E-Check.
Several elements had to come together before the Internet became a medium for electronic commerce:
• The US Department of Defense commissioned the work that led to TCP/IP, the UNIX operating sys­
tem, and the three-tiered architecture (backbone, regions, subregions) of the Internet in the US. The 
collaboration of computer scientists and others in the early years of ARPANET, BITNET, and sub­
sequently the Internet, led to development of important network utilities for electronic mail, file 
transfers, and other network applications.
• Private industry developed proprietary networks for interorganizational systems. Some companies — 
such as American Airlines, American Hospital Supply, and McKesson Drugs, and even societies — 
such as the city-state of Singapore — reaped significant competitive advantages from their 
investments in network infrastructures and software for electronic commerce.3 Thus, the business case 
for electronic commerce was established well before the Internet “opened for business.”
• The impressive performance improvements in successive generations of microprocessors and oper­
ating systems, and improved functionality and usability of applications software, led to rapid 
assimilation of personal computers, first in businesses and later in homes. By the nineties, basic per­
sonal computing literacy was a prerequisite for a large percentage of jobs, and high school graduates 
were expected to have hands-on computing skills. Thus, millions of users worldwide had their hands 
on keyboards.
• The “personal” computer became an “interpersonal” communications device in the eighties. College 
students who used the ’net for e-mail expected to have access to similar network capabilities on the 
job. In business organizations, local area networks designed for sharing printers and other peripherals 
began to link with wide area networks for sharing files and e-mail. Business and home users sub­
scribed to online services like America Online, CompuServe and Prodigy. Thus, millions of users 
worldwide understood that the personal computer was an interpersonal communications device.
• In order to reduce procurement costs, the US Department of Defense heavily promoted the use of 
EDI between government agencies and vendors in the early nineties. The National Science 
Foundation transferred authority for the US Internet backbone to the nonprofit ANS (sponsored by 
Merit, IBM, and MCI), and its Acceptable Use Policy no longer prohibited commercial activity. Vice 
President Gore’s vision of a national information superhighway received extensive press coverage 
and modest government funding.
• The World Wide Web was developed at Swiss-based CERN, and the first forms-compatible browser, 
Mosaic, was developed at the University of Illinois’ National Center For Supercomputing. The rapid 
acceptance of the Web and Mosaic led many to conclude that, like the electronic spreadsheet of the 
early eighties (credited with driving the rapid rise of personal computers in industry), this was the 
“killer application” that would drive rapid increases in use of the Internet in the mid to late nineties.
3. See Applegate, L. M. and J. L. Gogan, Electronic Commerce: Trends and Opportunities. Harvard Business School Publishing no. 
196-006,1996.
Hence, the Internet arose because of a data communications technology infrastructure conceived in the six­
ties, personal computing technologies developed in the eighties, and a combination of government initiatives 
and breakthrough technologies in the early nineties.
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This discussion can be summarized by stating the key features offered by the Internet:
• global connectivity: millions of users and thousands of companies all over the world.
• shared ownership: no one organization controls either the Internet’s physical connections or software 
services. Collaboration among government, academic and industry participants yielded the robust 
technologies that give the Internet its broad reach and wide application, but at some cost in incon­
sistent network performance and inadequate security.
• flexible platform: the ability to establish new network connections, combined with the Web’s scheme 
for linking “pages” of information with other pages stored anywhere in the world, and the ability to 
find and view information with browser software, yield a flexible platform for information storage, 
access, and exchange.
• “nearly free” network infrastructure: The US and other governments funded development of most 
of the Internet’s physical networks and enabling technologies. Although future costs of enhancing, 
maintaining and operating it may be borne more heavily by private industry, the Internet’s vast scale 
will spread costs across so many locations and users that access and usage costs will continue to be 
extremely low relative to the value received.
Instructors with a Web-accessible machine in the classroom may wish to demonstrate a few commercial 
sites. Alternatively, students can be asked to do their own Web search (as individuals or in teams), looking for 
and assessing sites representing various categories, such as:
• consumer versus business-to-business
• individual vendors versus virtual malls
• physical versus information-based products
• payment mechanisms supported
• banks at varying stages (information-only, online transactions, hosts of others’ services)
• cyber-intermediaries (such as online realtors, travel agents, stockbrokers)
• other consortia (such as CommerceNet and W3C).
E-CHECK VERSUS PAPER CHECK
The quote on case page 1 sums up the FSTC’s view of the benefits of the proposed electronic check:
“E-check is a flexible, secure type of payment that combines the efficiency of electronic funds 
transfer with the convenience and spontaneity of check writing and the ubiquity of public 
telecommunications. ”
The instructor can ask, “How will E-Check be different from a paper check?” As a break-out exercise, stu­
dents in groups of 5 would compare their previously-prepared Study Question #1, and generate a combined 
list. Or, list items on the side board (if your classroom has one). Put the “Paper Check” column on the left 
side, leaving room to the right of “E-Check” for comparison with other payment alternatives.
Exhibit TN 4 summarizes the essential differences between E-Check and its paper equivalent. For con­
sumers, E-Check entails high fixed costs, since it requires a PC (or other information appliance) and a 
PCMCIA slot or smart-card reader (most new PC’s are so equipped now). Consumers’ variable processing 
costs should be reduced, since there are no paper checks to buy or postage to pay. Merchants incur essentially 
the same costs as consumers. For bankers, many processes which are fully or partially manual in the paper­
check world — signature verification, endorsing, check sorting, and statement preparation — will be fully 
automated with E-Check. Thus, in the long run, bankers stand to save substantially through use of E-Check, 
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although in the short run, they will need to make significant investments in hardware, software, and changes 
in operating procedures.
Students may focus on the consumer’s view of E-Check to the exclusion of other important points of 
view — those of merchants, banks, and clearing authorities. To bring these perspectives out, the instructor 
can ask questions such as, “Why would PC Gifts and Flowers like E-Check? Will all merchants be equally 
enthusiastic about it? All banks? What investments will banks and merchants need to make? What changes 
must they make to their existing procedures?” Merchants selling via the Web will have a stronger motivation 
than those that still rely on mail-order or retail outlets — although it is important to point out that having a 
Web storefront is not a prerequisite for participating in E-Check-based transactions. Bankers may well have 
mixed emotions about E-Check, since their current check processing operations would need to be continued 
(few banks would eliminate all paper checking accounts immediately!), yet per-check paper processing costs 
could rise, since fixed costs would be spread across fewer paper checks. Banks will also need to invest in 
hardware and software for the E-Check Server and optional research workstation.
Once students have generated five or six bullet points on their comparison of E-Check versus paper 
checks, the instructor may find it useful to suggest that this discussion be put “on hold” while the class look 
more closely at how the system works. See “E-Check System Walk-Through” (below) for this discussion.
Alternatively, an astute student may point out that the essential issue is not “E-Check versus Paper 
Check,” but rather, “E-Check versus other payment mechanisms” (e.g., NetCheque, First Virtual, CyberCash 
and Mondex).” At this point, the instructor may wish to allow the discussion to branch over to “Comparison 
of Payment Alternatives” (below).
Students may ask why a consumer would pay for E-Check when they can use a credit card for “free.” 
The instructor may want to discuss three of the advantages of the E-Check: 1) it is the electronic version of 
a very familiar instrument, the check; 2) the E-Check is more secure than other payment mechanisms; and, 
3) it is more flexible than other mechanisms.
E-CHECK SYSTEM WALK-THROUGH
It is useful to briefly review the system design, by putting up either Clearing Scenario A (Homework Problem 
2, Exhibit TN 10) or flowchart (case Exhibit 6). One student can be asked to walk through the system flows 
described in the San Francisco proof-of-concept demonstration, explaining at each step the processing taking 
place, applicable technology being utilized (PCMCIA card, E-Check Server, digital signature, hash totals), 
and data files involved (most of which can be inferred from the description of the demonstration). Or, ask 
separate students to explain the roles played by the seller, buyer, seller’s and buyer’s banks, and ACH, which 
are summarized in the Table of Entities and Activities (Exhibit TN 7). The instructor can round out the dis­
cussion of E-Check versus paper check processing (above) and then move to a comparison of E-Check with 
other conventional payment processes (ACH, ECP, EDI, etc.; see “Comparison of Payment Alternatives,” 
below).
COMPARISON OF PAYMENT ALTERNATIVES: OVERVIEW
Full discussion of payment alternatives is beyond the scope of a single session,4 but a brief discussion is nec­
essary. Students could be asked to examine the Web sites of companies mentioned in case Exhibit 3, and then 
add columns to Exhibit TN 4, to compare E-Check with network money systems, First Virtual’s offline 
approach, use of SET for securing credit-card payments, and digital cash.
4. In a banking course it may be appropriate to devote additional classes and homework assignments to this important and contro­
versial issue.
In September 1996, banks, online merchants, credit-card companies, and other parties had not yet 
achieved a broad consensus as to which payment mechanism is “best.” The tentative consensus seems to be 
that no single payment mechanism can satisfy all constituents. To drive this point home, have students com­
pare E-Check with conventional payment mechanisms from the points of view of different buyers/payers 
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(consumers versus businesses) and sellers/payees (consumers versus businesses). On the board, draw a 2 x 2 
grid with these labels on each axis. To the side, list existing payment mechanisms, such as: ACH, ECP, EDI, 
wire transfer, cash, check, certified check, credit card, debit card.
Ask students to list appropriate payment mechanisms in each cell (Exhibit TN 5). For example, ask: 
“When a friend loans you money, and you pay them back — one individual to another — what form of pay­
ment are you most likely to use?” Students usually answer “cash”; some note that for substantial amounts a 
check is preferable. Credit or debit cards, ACH, and EDI are not utilized for individual-to-individual trans­
actions because individuals do not have access to or control over the necessary equipment and software (e.g., 
individuals do not own VeriFone credit-card processing equipment). Let this discussion go on until the grid 
is filled out to the point that the “punch line” can be appreciated, to wit: different payment mechanisms serve 
different needs.
Milt Anderson believes that E-Check serves more needs than any existing mechanism, and Exhibit TN 
5 supports his contention, since “checks” are in every cell of the grid. The fundamental design principle — 
that E-Check is an electronic “writing” (in financial legalese) or “message” (in the parlance of electronic 
mail) — gives E-Check a powerful adaptability, since “blocks” of data can be incorporated within or attached 
to each E-Check. A restrictions block can allow parents or employers to specify maximum amounts that chil­
dren or employees can spend. Invoices or remittance advices can be attached, speeding merchants’ order 
processing and A/R processes. E-Checks thus have a chameleon-like quality; they can function as ACH or 
ECP transactions, electronic charge slips, travelers/certified/multicurrency checks, etc., depending upon the 
information that is incorporated or attached. As John Doggett notes, “You wander off the check paradigm 
altogether.”
Once this point is reached, students can be asked to place E-Check, secure credit-card payments, and 
Ecash on the Exhibit TN 5 grid. As an optional homework assignment, students can also be asked to classify 
some or all of the above-mentioned payment mechanisms on other dimensions, such as:
Which mechanisms are more suitable for recurrent payments (e.g., mortgage or automobile payments)? 
Which are more suitable for point-of-sale payments (as compared with direct mail or virtual mall sales)?
COMPARISON OF PAYMENT ALTERNATIVES: EIGHT DIMENSIONS
For instructors teaching this material in a separate class session, Exhibit TN 6 summarizes in greater detail 
how various constituents might view E-Check on eight dimensions, which are described below.
1. Compatible with Existing Practice: Doggett states: “65 billion checks were written in the US” (in 1995). 
Consumers understand checks, so E-Check requires only small behavior change (one more card in the 
wallet; one more PIN to remember). Once fully implemented, E-Checks could be initiated via a variety 
of devices already in use (including PCs and ATM machines) and used both for remote and point-of-sale 
payments (e.g., bill paying,5 in-store purchases, person-to-person transactions, mail orders, taxes, Web 
shopping). E-Check is compatible with existing third-party authorization services, yet merchants can 
save money by using third-party authorization only when a transaction warrants this optional step. Also, 
since E-Checks would be cleared through standard channels (ECP, ACH), banks’ essential role in finan­
cial transactions would be preserved, whereas it is threatened by other electronic payment mechanisms 
(especially Ecash).
2. Security Features: Three security features are key to assuaging customers’, merchants’, bankers’ and regula­
tors’ concerns about Web commerce: use of cryptographically-signed certificates to authenticate the identities 
of banks and bank accounts; digital signatures based on these certificates at the time of each transaction, and 
secure hash codes to link E-Check blocks and attachments together (this makes it possible to identify 
5. For those consumers already using bill pay services such as Check Free, E-Check takes them one step further, at lower cost 
(Check Free must sign up billers and consumers; this is not necessary with E-Check). Consumers e-mail payments directly to 
billers without prearrangement.
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whether any portion of an E-Check has been tampered with during transmission). For a more complete 
discussion of security/control issues, see Homework Problems (starting on page 40).
3. Ability to Vary Path: Since E-Check’s design puts all necessary processing information within the E- 
Check itself, an expensive online link is not required (whereas, ChequeFree, CyberCash, and many 
secure credit-card mechanisms require online authorization). This quality of asynchronicity enables each 
party in a transaction to choose the most efficient way to conduct their portion of the transaction.
4. Ability to Vary Content: As noted in Overview on page 26, E-Checks can function as electronic charge 
slips, travelers checks, certified checks, multicurrency checks, etc., depending upon the information that 
is incorporated or attached. It is worth looking more closely at the use of an E-Check as a certified check. 
A “plain vanilla” E-Check authenticates a payer’s bank and account, but contains no information regard­
ing the availability of funds in that payer’s account. An optional feature, in which the payer bank verifies 
that funds are being held to cover this check, could be added for selected high-value transactions. In con­
trast, credit and debit card transactions require authorization of each transaction, and thus rest on a far 
more expensive architecture.
5. E-Check Should Reduce Transaction Costs: At the proof-of-concept demonstration, Steve Fabes avoided 
making a specific prediction about the expected costs of processing E-Checks versus other payment 
mechanisms, except to state that it would be “cost effective.” In part, his vague answer is due to restric­
tions on the type of data that FSTC members can share (e.g., for antitrust reasons, banks are not supposed 
to share detailed cost or market/share data with one another). In addition, the answer to the “cost” ques­
tion must be from the point of view of a particular party. Consumers are insulated from the varied costs 
of different payment mechanisms, whereas merchants are well aware of the relatively high cost of credit­
card transactions (because they pay the credit-card companies a fee for each such transaction). Banks, 
having driven paper check-processing costs down to $.30 or less per check, expect E-Check processing 
costs to be significantly lower. However, since paper check processing will continue for quite some time, 
E-Check is likely to be viewed as an added cost rather than an efficiency-booster.
6. E-Check Should Reduce Record Storage. Retrieval, and Analysis Costs: As with a service like 
CheckFree, payers should save time in financial management and tax preparation, since data will be in 
digital form. Payees should benefit from being able to post receivables earlier, since the step of physi­
cally bundling checks received will be eliminated. Management may have access to relevant information 
(e.g., daily sales) on a more timely basis. The case quotes Steve Fabes as stating that each E-Check 
would require only 4k bytes, versus 50k bytes for check images, thus reducing banks’ cost of data stor­
age. Customer statement rendering and postage costs would also drop, as would the expense of 
retrieving and researching E-Check transactions (since all information necessary for processing a trans­
action is contained within the E-Check). Thus, over the long term, cost reductions could be substantial. 
However, as mentioned above, in the short term, banks would have to invest in the necessary E-Check 
Server hardware and software and research workstation, while continuing to process paper check trans­
actions.
7. May Reduce Float: While banks and merchants tend to view float as unnecessary friction that should be 
reduced, the slow acceptance of debit cards is evidence that many consumers and small business owners 
view float as a desirable feature of many payment mechanisms. Most likely scenario: 1-day float.
8. Will It Scale? To Billions of Transactions? John Doggett alludes to the issue of scalability, and most AIS 
textbooks mention the importance of load-testing new systems to determine how well they scale.
Summary: A summer 1996 consultants’ report to the E-Check team (not available to students) sums up the 
expected benefits of E-Check for consumers, merchants and banks:
“E-Check provides full junction remote banking via personal computer or screen phone for 
consumers, more efficient bill payment systems for merchants, and enables banks to compete 
effectively in the electronic marketplace. ”
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Nevertheless, the rapid pace of change in Web-based secure payment mechanism initiatives, and shifting 
competitive alliances and maneuvers among both start-ups and industry giants, leaves unanswered the ques­
tion: will E-Check receive widespread acceptance? Stay tuned, as events unfold over the next several years!
LEGAL/REGULATORY ISSUES
New capabilities of new technologies often give rise to need for new laws and regulations (e.g., the camera 
and e-mail are two technologies that led to a reexamination of privacy laws). There is usually a substantial 
lag — as much as 20 years — between a technology’s introduction and adequate adaptation of tort and com­
mon law. Similarly, the new capabilities of the Web give rise to a mismatch between existing laws and 
regulations and new electronic commerce technologies. The E-Check case illustrates this dilemma; however, 
since the case takes place early in the development of new Web-based payment mechanisms, we are unable 
to offer a tidy “solution” to this case problem!
Specifically, two legal/regulatory issues are described in the E-Check case:
• Should an E-Check be regulated as a check, ECP, ACH debit, or as an entirely new entity?
• Who should serve as certificate authorities for banks and customers?
Should E-Check Be Regulated as a Check? Exhibit TN 7 summarizes Frank Jaffe’s and Adam Backenroth’s 
remarks, and adds a bit more detail. The case notes that regulations will differ depending on whether E- 
Check is viewed as a check or an ACH debit. Exhibit TN 7 adds an ECP scenario, and illustrates how 
regulatory authority differs depending on whether the payer is a consumer or a business.
For AIS/MIS students, it is sufficient to show this exhibit, briefly discuss the variations in responsibility 
(and thus liability) under a few scenarios, and wrap up with the “punch line” that new technologies cause 
friction in the legal system, and laws and regulations nearly always lag behind the new capabilities. For bank­
ing students, it is necessary to go into further detail on this issue. Since the case authors are not experts on 
banking law, we will leave responsibility for that discussion to those instructors who are!
The Certificate Issue: The case mentions the issue of certificate authorities in Milt Anderson’s reply to a 
question at the demonstration. A footnote points to Web sites of some relevant organizations. There are two 
concerns:
• Who should issue certificates to banks?
• Who should issue certificates to consumers and buyers, through what process?
Neither question was fully answered by September 1996.
The following discussion is not covered in the case itself, but provided as background for the instructor:
Who Should Issue Certificates to Banks? Some feel that the US Federal Reserve Bank (“the Fed”) should be 
responsible for certifying the 12 regional Feds, each of whom would then certify banks in their regions 
(10,000 US banks altogether). Others feel that a nonbanking authority should independently certify payers, 
payees and banks. As of September 1996 the E-Check team agreed that CommerceNet6 7would perform cer­
tificate authority functions (provide software and produce certificates) for banks participating in the pilots. 
Meanwhile, John Doggett talked with people at the Fed, American Banking Association, and American Bar 
Association about holding a high-level summit to address this issue.
6. See www.commerce.net.
7. X.509 was a standard established by the International Telecommunications Union in Geneva, Switzerland.
Who Should Issue Certificates to Buyers and Sellers? The E-Check team agreed that banks should issue cer­
tificates for their customers’ accounts only. The team expected that card vendors that participated in the pilot 
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would develop systems for providing banks with X.509-compliant7 certificates for banks’ customers’ accounts, 
which would bind a signer’s public key to their encrypted ANSI signing authority and account number. The E- 
Check team would specify the format of these certificates. Frank Jaffe felt that these certificates would “go a 
long way to satisfying merchant and customer concerns about security on the net.” He added:
8. See Ulric J. Gelinas, Jr. and Allan E. Oram, Accounting Information Systems (Third Edition), South-Western College 
Publishing, 1996.
“Banks should take on no greater liability than they would if you walked in and opened a 
checking account today. We are not in the business of identifying who you are — that would 
require that we issue a persona certificate. Rather, we should identify that you are authorized 
to use this particular bank account, which is hosted by this particular bank.”
In August 1996, Jaffe reported:
“We are just getting started. We do know that certificate re-issuance should be as unobtrusive 
as possible, so customers do not feel it is a burden. And we need to write a clear policy state­
ment that specifies what the certificate means and what reliance should be placed on it.”
Certificate issuance is an issue that goes well beyond the E-Check project. The current reliance on driver’s 
licenses, birth certificates, or passports to verify individual identity is out of synch with the emerging tech­
nology of digital signatures. Here, too, is an important issue for accountants and general managers, for 
whom we are unable to offer a tidy clear-cut solution. Again — stay tuned!
CONTROL ISSUES
The Homework Problems (on page 40) discuss several exposure scenarios, and appropriate controls to address 
them. The discussion of controls is limited to those related to E-Check. The instructor may want to expand this 
discussion to other typical controls (e.g., order/sales, cash disbursements, networks). The AIS instructor may 
want to allow 20 minutes for in-class discussion of some or all of the scenarios, and their relationship to the 
control principles of preventive, detective and corrective controls and pervasive versus applications controls8.
WHICH PILOT TEST(S)?
NOTE: Although we present this section last, some instructors will prefer to lead off the case discussion with 
this topic. Also, the terms “pilot, ” “pilot test, ” and “feasibility study” are used interchangeably.
The instructor can kick off this discussion by asking, “What recommendation should John Doggett and 
Frank Jaffe make to the FSTC board of directors regarding the pilot tests?” This is not an easy question to 
answer. Even a limited pilot must involve a mix of buyers, sellers, banks, and others, so immediately a com­
plex interplay of factors arises. Although this complexity is troublesome, it also offers an opportunity — 
should the team choose to seize it — to examine how E-Check can contribute to interorganizational process 
redesign. Doggett has hinted at this possibility when noting that “you wander off the check paradigm alto­
gether,” but there is no indication in the case of any expectation that the pilot test would be defined that 
broadly. In fact, the emphasis on compatibility with the existing financial infrastructure (in case quotes and 
many FSTC documents) suggests that the E-Check team is taking a relatively conservative stance toward the 
use of emerging payment technologies.
Case Exhibit 7 and an expanded version (Exhibit TN 8) summarize some of the concerns and opportu­
nities associated with each of the briefly described pilot sites. Several students can be asked to describe and 
defend their recommendations; record these on the board.
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As the above-mentioned exhibits indicate, the proposed applications fall in three basic categories: busi- 
ness-to-business (1-4), consumer (5 and 6) and noncommercial (7-10). A student may argue that, based on 
E-Check’s flexible design and potential applicability across a wide range of transaction types, three pilots 
should be selected, one from each of these categories. This argument has intuitive appeal, yet really only sat­
isfies one of many important criteria for pilot selection. Another student may argue that pilots should be 
chosen for their “generalizability” to other applications. But “generalizability” itself begs the question of the 
criteria on which generalizability is really sought.
The instructor can state, “the payer in a transaction — business customer, consumer, government agency, 
etc. — is an important consideration. What other factors would you want to consider in an E-Check pilot?” 
After a few more ideas are generated, the instructor might offer a simple checklist, commonly found in AIS 
textbooks9 10of three aspects of feasibility: technical, operational, and economic.
9. See George H. Bodnar and William S. Hopwood, Accounting Information Systems (Sixth Edition). Prentice Hall, 1995; and 
Gelinas and Oram, 1996, op cit.
10. See James I. Cash, Jr., Robert G. Eccles, Nitin Nohria and Richard L. Nolan, Building the Information-Age Organization: 
Structure, Controls, and Information Technologies. Irwin, 1994.
• ability to handle high volumes (scalability issue): Technical
• ability to handle ad hoc (unique amount and recipient) purchases: Technical
• ability to handle ongoing (recurrent amount and recipient) purchases: Technical
• substitute for paper check versus ACH, ECP, EDI, etc. (to learn about relative performance and 
issues under different regulatory scenarios): Operational, Economic
• participants who are sophisticated IT users (an “exemplar” argument, compared with a suggestion to 
include participants with varied IT literacy/background, which is a “representativeness” argument): 
Operational
• participants who already do electronic transactions (e.g., ACH, ECP, EDI): Economic, Operational
• large companies (credibility, deep pockets) or small start-ups (flexibility, fast decision-making): 
Operational
• industry opinion leaders (assume things will go well!) versus low-profile participants (assume prob­
lems will arise!): Operational
There is no “right answer” to the pilot question, yet numerous factors should be considered before FSTC 
reaches a determination. Clearly they will need to be explicit about how each proposed pilot can contribute 
to understanding the technical, operational, and economic feasibility of the E-Check.
Finally, the selection of pilot participants is inextricably tied to Dan Schutzer’s closing question (“We 
also need to determine how we will measure the pilot results. By what criteria? Through what measurement 
mechanisms?”). Regardless of whether one believes that a “good” pilot should be representative of a popu­
lation or an exemplar of best practices within that population, it should nevertheless be defended via clear, 
reasonably measurable criteria. A few that come to mind:
• banks’ per-transaction cost of processing
• number of transactions processed
• percent of target customers using E-Check (for first purchase, repeat purchases)
• percent of target merchants accepting E-Check
• customers’/merchants’ satisfaction with use of E-Check
Until those can be defined, the pilot should not begin. Experience with assimilation of a wide range of 
emerging technologies also suggests that new criteria will be revealed as a result of experimentation with the 
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technology in its early stages.10 Thus, the E-Check team will want to retain some flexibility in their mea­
surement of pilot test results, in order to make room for newly-salient criteria revealed by the technology in 
its actual use.
Finally, a key constraint in this particular case is the fact that the E-Check project is being done by a con­
sortium of companies, many of whom compete with one another. For both regulatory reasons and 
competitive prudence, there are important limits on the information that can be shared about pilot results 
within the team. For example, in an interview (not described in the case), Frank Jaffe noted:
“Cost is something that we really can’t go into in the consortium because of antitrust laws. 
Doing this in a consortium... you can’t talk about prices, you can’t talk about costs, you 
can’t talk about market shares, you can’t do anything that could even be vaguely miscon­
strued as trying to carve up or allocate market or geographic segmentation or anything like 
that. There are certain things that you really can’t do.”
Thus, a key task of the team will be to determine which measurements will be conducted by and available 
only to individual companies, and which can be shared in the team.
KEY SUMMARY LESSONS
• In order for electronic commerce on the Web to achieve widespread acceptance, consumers, busi­
nesses, bankers and regulators need assurance that financial transactions can be at least as secure as 
they are through use of current non-Web-based payment mechanisms.
• Different existing and emerging payment mechanisms serve the needs of different types of parties in 
different types of financial transactions. The FSTC Electronic Check appears to be the most flexible 
of the payment mechanism designs to date (with an ability to serve the greatest variety of transaction 
types and requirements).
• Encryption technologies (specifically, the use of digital signatures and secure hash codes) underlie 
most emerging Web-based payment mechanisms. The FSTC’s proposed E-Check will use these 
technologies to protect the identity of buyers, sellers, and banks, in a self-contained design that does 
not require (but does permit) online authorization.
• New payment mechanisms give rise to a need for new or strengthened pervasive and application controls.
• New payment mechanisms give rise to a need for new laws and regulations, or expanded definitions of 
existing laws and regulations. Whenever emerging information technologies are introduced, a period of 
discontinuity usually ensues, characterized by ambiguity about applicable laws and regulations.
• Accountants and general managers alike need to be aware of the strategic and tactical opportunities 
posed by emerging payment mechanisms, and the significant issues they bring for internal controls 
and for compliance with currently ambiguous laws and regulations.
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EXHIBIT TN 1
GROWTH OF THE WEB
Month Number of Web Sites Percent.com
6/93 130 1.5%
12/93 623 4.6%
6/94 2,738 13.5%
12/94 10,022 18.3%
6/95 23,500 31.3%
1/96 90,000 50.2%
Source: Matthew Gray, netGenesis Corporation.
URL: http://www.netgen.com/info/
EXHIBIT TN 2
WEB-BASED ELECTRONIC COMMERCE: MAJOR COMPETITORS IN 1995 AND 1996
Companies founded
Product Category in the Nineties Established Companies
Client Software: Browsers Netscape, Spyglass, Spry IBM, Microsoft
Client Software: Search Engines Lycos, Yahoo DEC (Alta Vista)
Client Software: Other Hundreds of start-ups providing 
Java-based tools for interactive 
applications
Sun (Java)
Server Software Netscape, Open Market IBM, Microsoft
Multi-Server
Transaction Systems
Open Market
Security Protocols 
and Tools
RSA, Terisa IBM, MasterCard,
Microsoft, Visa
Payment Mechanisms CheckFree, Cybercash, DigiCash, 
First Virtual, NetBill
DEC (Millicent)
Web-Site Design Services Thousands of local consultants for 
basic page design; small number of 
full-service new-media consultants, 
esp. in NY City’s “Silicon Alley”
Ogilvy and Mather, 
other advertising firms
Note: Use this exhibit not as a definitive industry analysis, but primarily to discuss the high degree of turbulence among the compa­
nies offering technical solutions for Internet-based commerce. Every company in the middle column was a Nineties start-up.
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EXHIBIT TN 3
THE FUTURE OF INTERNET TRANSACTIONS
1994 2000 2005
Traditional Payments $ 5,150 B $ 8,500 B $ 12,000 B
Electronic Payments $ 245 B
(4.5%)
$ 1,650 B
(16.2%)
$ 2,950 B
(19.7%)
of which, Internet-based:
Source: Killen Associates, as quoted in Holland and Cortese, 6/95 and Lunt, 11/95
$ value negligible $ 600 B $ 1,250 B
Transactions negligible 7 Billion 17 Billion
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EXHIBIT TN 4
COMPARISON OF E-CHECK WITH PAPER CHECK PROCESSING
E-Check Paper Check
PC, PDA, other terminal, equipped with a PCMCIA or 
smart-card reader. Payer keys amount, may not have 
to key “pay-to.”
Postage stamp, mailbox.
Payer must hand-write “pay-to,” date, amount, signature.
Consumer purchases E-Checkbook card.
Cost should be lower than paper checks.
Consumer purchases paper checks.
Digital signature, with attached cryptographically-signed 
certificates, attesting to legitimacy of payer and paying 
bank. Each can be readily verified by payee (biller) 
and banks.
Manual signature verification is expensive, rarely 
successful in preventing or detecting fraud, and 
performed infrequently (only high dollar-value checks).
Invoice and payment can both be e-mailed, reducing 
transport charge.
Payee mails invoice; consumer mails payment back.
Payee receives payment and remittance information 
in electronic format
Payee receives paper check and paper remittance advice.
Payee sends endorsed E-Check to bank via e-mail. Payee endorses checks, delivers to bank for deposit.
Can be formatted for direct posting to payer bank 
account, or via ACH.
Payer bank fine-sorts checks in order to return them 
to customers.
Payer’s statement could be e-mailed, eliminating 
postage cost.
Payer’s statement accompanied by paper checks, with 
high postage costs.
Payee bank clears check to payer bank via network. Payee bank sorts and transports checks to payer bank.
ACH, ECP, or wire fees. Check clearing fees
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EXHIBIT TN 5 
DIFFERENT PAYMENT MECHANISMS SERVE DIFFERENT NEEDS
Business
check
ACH transfer 
check
ECP
EDI
wire transfer
Buyer/Payer
Individual
cash 
check
cash 
check 
certified check 
credit card 
debit card
Individual Business
Seller/Payee
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EXHIBIT TN 6
ARE E-CHECKS A GOOD IDEA?11
11. We offer this exhibit for two different uses: 1) Most instructors will use it as a helpful summary to guide their discussion of the 
simpler Exhibit TN 5 (Different Payment Mechanisms Serve Different Needs). 2) If the instructor is teaching a separate session 
on comparison of payment mechanism alternatives, then this provides the next level of detail. Students might be given this 
exhibit and asked to prepare (and defend) comparable exhibits for Ecash, secure credit-card payments, etc.
Buyer’s Seller’s Federal
Buyer Bank Seller Bank ReserveE-Check Features/Enablers
1. Compatible with existing practice  —  — —
2. Security features: ability to verify payee, payer, bank + 4- + 4- +
3. Ability to vary path (asynchronous, flexible, self-contained); 
does not require an online link; flexible platform
+ + + + +
4. Ability to vary and append content 
(guarantees, maximums, multicurrency, etc.)
+ + + 7
5. Should reduce transaction costs  4- + 7 7
6. Should reduce record storage, retrieval, and analysis costs + + + + +
7. May reduce float (subject to implementation policy) — — + + ?
8. Will it scale? to billions of transactions?      
Key:
+ Feature is viewed as an improvement over existing payment mechanisms.
Feature is viewed as a necessary condition for acceptance; constituents do not perceive it to be “plus.”
— Feature is viewed as an undesirable aspect, compared with existing payment mechanisms. 11
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Payer
EXHIBIT TN 7 
WHICH LAWS AND REGULATIONS APPLY TO E-CHECK?
Business
Consumer
UCC4 NACHA ECCHO
Reg-E, 
home banking 
exception
Reg-E, 
home banking 
exception
N/A?
check ACH ECP
Payment Type
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EXHIBIT TN 8
PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE TEN PILOT PROPOSALS
Why Do It? Why Not?
Business to Business Pilots
1. Computer Manufacturer 
Accounts Payable: 
payments to suppliers
EDI is too expensive for small 
suppliers, transaction details are lost 
during EDI clearing.
More effective to enhance EDI 
capabilities and reduce EDI 
implementation costs?
2. Library Subscription Agency: 
online payment for periodicals
Many libraries not yet EDI-enabled. Narrow domain, few transactions 
per party (open account payment).
3. Medical Center: 
transactions among doctors, 
suppliers, insurers
Already a “blizzard” of check 
payments “blowing around.”
Complex (variety of parties, nature 
of information exchanged).
4. Payroll Processing Service Faster cycle-time, improved cash 
flow for small customers.
Payroll Service is a start-up — 
credibility?
Consumer Payment Pilots
5. Independent Brokerage Small broker wants to use new 
technology to leapfrog traditional 
competition. Can’t do credit-card 
payments due to SEC regulations.
Brokerage firm is a start-up — 
credibility?
6. Virtual Shopping Mall Pure retail model, high visibility, 
high retailer interest.
Low consumer interest in shopping 
on the Internet.
Noncommercial Pilots
7. US Federal Government: 
payments to suppliers
Huge volume of checks already; 
high priority for Clinton-Gore 
administration.
Undermine massive government 
sponsored EDI effort already 
underway?
8. US Federal Government: 
interagency payments
Huge volume of checks being cut 
already; high priority for 
Clinton-Gore administration.
No external banks involved; just 
Federal Reserve. Low credibility 
for generalization to commerce?
9. Employee Travel Expense 
Reimbursement
Lots of checks being cut already; 
focused domain. Improve control of 
internal accounts (manual process 
leads to overdrawn budgets).
Limited generalizability to 
commercial domains.
10. Internal Transfer Pricing Narrower, more manageable domain 
than Proposals #8 and #9.
Limited generalizability; 
no bank involved. Who cares about 
improving “funny money”?
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HOMEWORK PROBLEM 1
The “Proof of Concept” section of the case described Frank Carnella’s purchase of a teddy bear. The pur­
chase began when Frank brought up the web site of PC Gifts & Flowers and ended when he received a bank 
statement showing that the E-Check used for the purchase was debited to his account.
Requirement:
1. Extract from the proof of concept discussion, descriptions of the essential processes, data, 
and files.
2. Prepare a “Chronologically sorted table of entities and activities (annotated)”12 and a current log­
ical, level 0 data flow diagram.
12. See Ulric J. Gelinas, Jr. and Allan E. Oram, Accounting Information Systems, 3rd ed. (Cincinnati, OH: South-Western College 
Publishing, 1996): Chapter 3.
NOTE: The narrative, table, and DFD should be consistent with the flowchart in case Exhibit 6.
Suggested Solution:
EXHIBIT TN 9
1. Descriptions of the essential processes, data, and files
Paragraph Narrative
1 Frank Carnella (from Chemical Bank), brought up the Web site of PC Gifts & Flowers 
(PCG&F), and selected a teddy bear. He inserted his E-Checkbook into the PCMCIA slot on his 
PC and then typed his PIN. Carnella filled out the pay-to and amount information. By clicking 
on “Sign Check,” Mr. Carnella digitally signed his E-Check (the E-Checkbook put Frank’s dig­
ital signature in the E-Check signature block and added two cryptographic certificates, one for 
Chemical Bank and one for Frank’s bank account), and sent it out over the Internet to PC Gifts 
& Flowers.
2 PC Gifts & Flowers processed the order, by electronically submitting the order and check data 
to its accounting (cash receipts) and order fulfillment systems. To endorse the check, the shop’s 
E-Checkbook placed PC Gifts & Flowers’ digital signature in the E-Check endorsement block. 
PCG&F then forwarded E-Check, over the Internet, to Bank of Boston.
3 The Bank of Boston (BKB) used the certificates on E-Check to validate PC Gifts & Flowers’ 
account, to ensure that the credit would be applied to the correct account. PC Gifts & Flowers’ 
account was credited, on Bank of Boston’s legacy DDA system, and the check was cleared. 
Later, the deposit appeared as an E-Check line on PCG& F’s next statement.
4 Bank of Boston sent the check to ACH. ACH credited Bank of Boston’s account, debited 
Chemical’s account, and forwarded the check to Chemical Bank (Chemical). Chemical Bank’s 
E-Check server verified that the E-Check was intact, and reviewed the transaction for proper 
authorization and compliance with rules and restrictions, and to detect that the transaction was 
not a duplicate. If everything checked out, Frank Carnella’s account would be debited and the 
transaction included as an E-Check line on his next statement.
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EXHIBIT TN 10
2a. Chronologically sorted table of entities and activities (annotated)
Entities Para Activities
Frank Carnella 1 1. Bring up PC Gifts & Flowers Web site.
(Carnella) 1 2. Select teddy bear. 1.0 Prepare and
1 3. Insert E-Checkbook.13 send order
1 4. Type PIN. and check
1 5. Fill out pay-to and amount.
1 6. Click “Sign Check” to sign check.
Carnella’s E-Checkbook 1 8. Put Carnella’s digital signature on E-Check.
1 9. Add two cryptographic certificates.
Carnella 1 7. Click “Sign Check” to send check to 
PC Gifts & Flowers.
PC Gifts & Flowers 2 10. Submit order to accounting and order
(PCG&F) fulfillment systems.
PCG&F accounting & 2 2.0 Authenticate and
order fulfillment systems deposit check
PCG&F E-Checkbook 2 11. Place PCG&F digital signature in 
endorsement block.
PCG&F 2 12. Forward E-Check to Bank of Boston (BKB).
BKB (E-Check server) 3 13. Validate E-check.
BKB DDA system 3 14. Credit account of PCG&F. 3.0 Validate check
3 15. (Prepare and) send statement to PCG&F. and record
3 16. Send E-Check to ACH. deposit
ACH 4 17. Credit BKB’s account.
4 18. Debit Chemical Bank’s account. 4.0 Clear check
4 19. Forward E-Check to Chemical Bank.
Chemical Bank 4 20. Verify that E-Check is intact.
E-Check Server 4 21. Review transaction for proper authorization. 3.0 Validate check
4 22. Detect duplicate transaction. and record debit
Chemical Bank 4 23. Debit Carnella’s account.
DDA system 4 24. (Prepare and) send statement to Carnella.
13. Activities 3, 7, 10, 12, and 19 are noninformation-processing activities and are not included within internal logical DFD 
processes.
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EXHIBIT TN 11
2b. Current logical level 0 DFD
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HOMEWORK PROBLEM 2
In the E-Check demonstration described in the “Proof of Concept” section of the case, the payment 
was cleared using the so-called “deposit and clear” scenario as shown in Exhibit TN 11:
EXHIBIT TN 11
A. DEPOSIT AND CLEAR SCENARIO
Place Process
order order
  Enclosed check,  
control document
Debit payer’s Credit payee’s
account account
Requirement: Using Exhibit TN 12 as a template, diagram the other clearing scenarios. Then, discuss and 
evaluate the clearing scenarios from the point of view of rights and responsibilities of the four entities 
(payee, payer, payee’s bank, payer’s bank).
Suggested Solution: See Exhibits TN 13-TN 17.
Check, order
Payer
Statement
Payee
Enclosed check, 
deposit
Payee’s 
bank
Payer’s 
bank
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EXHIBIT TN 12
Template for Problem 214
14. One additional box will be needed for Part E: Check Guarantee Service scenario.
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EXHIBIT TN 13
B. CASH AND TRANSFER SCENARIO
Place Process
order order
Debit payers Credit payee's
account account
B. Cash and transfer scenario. The payer sends the E-Check to the payee. The payee endorses the check 
and sends it to the payer’s bank to be debited to the payer’s account. The payer’s bank executes a funds 
transfer to move the payment to the payee’s account at the payee’s bank.
Payer
Check, order
Payee
Endorsed check, 
instructions
Notification 
service
Enclosed check, 
deposit
Statement
Payer’s 
bank
Payee’s 
bank
Electronic Funds 
Transfer (EFT)
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EXHIBIT TN 14
C. LOCKBOX SCENARIO
Send 
invoice
Pay 
invoice
control document
Debit payer’s 
account
Credit payee’s 
account
Remittance advice, 
report
Post 
payment
C. Lockbox. scenario. The payer sends the E-Check to the payee’s bank. The payee’s bank then sends 
accounts receivable information to the payee and clears the check with the payer’s bank. In this scenario, 
there may be no payee endorsement.
Payer
Invoice
Payee
Check, remittance 
advice (copy of invoice)
Statement
Payer’s 
bank
Payee’s 
bank
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EXHIBIT TN 15
D. FUNDS TRANSFER SCENARIO
Pay Send
invoice invoice
Debit payer’s Credit payee’s
account account
D. Funds transfer scenario. The payer receives a bill/invoice from the payee, issues an E-Check and sends 
it to their bank. The payer’s bank transfers the funds to the payee’s account at the payee’s bank. The payee’s 
bank sends the accounts receivable information to the payee.
Payer
Invoice
Payee
Post 
payment
Remittance advice, 
report
Check, 
invoice
Statement
Payer’s 
bank
Payee’s 
bank
Electronic funds 
transfer (EFT)
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EXHIBIT TN 16
E. CHECK GUARANTEE SERVICE SCENARIO
Place Process
order order  
Endorsed check
Debit payer’s Credit payee’s
account account
E. Check guarantee service scenario. The payer sends an order and an E-Check to the payee. The payee 
endorses the check and sends it to a guarantee service (similar to Equifax Check Services or Telecheck). The 
guaranteed check is then sent back to the payee for deposit at the payee’s bank. The payee’s bank then clears 
the check with the payer’s bank.
Payer
Check, order
Payee Guarantee 
service
Guaranteed, endorsed 
check
Guaranteed, endorsed 
check, depositStatement
Payer’s 
bank
Payee’s 
bank
Endorsed check, 
control document
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EXHIBIT TN 17 
F. CERTIFIED CHECK SCENARIO
Place Process
order order
Statement
Endorsed check, 
control document
Verify funds, debit 
payer’s 
account, hold
Credit payee’s 
account
Endorsed check, 
deposit
funds, sign check
F. Certified check scenario. Before placing an order, the payer sends the E-Check to their bank for certifi­
cation. The payer’s bank verifies the availability of funds, debits the payer’s account, holds the funds, signs 
(certifies) the check, and sends the certified check back to the payer. The payer then sends the order along 
with the certified check to the payee. The payee processes the order and deposits the check with the payee’s 
bank. The payee’s bank then clears the check with the payer’s bank.
Payer
Certified check, order
Payee
Check
Certified 
check
Payer’s 
bank
Payee’s 
bank
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EXHIBIT TN 18
RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF THE CLEARING SCENARIOS15
15. Suggested solution assumes that E-Check is cleared as a check, not as an ACH debit.
Scenario Payer Payee Payer’s Bank Payee’s Bank
A. Deposit and 
clear
Funds available until 
check clears (float).
May process order 
before receiving funds 
or before knowing 
that check is good.
Has limited time to 
return check for 
insufficient funds.
NA
B. Cash and transfer Less float than 
deposit and clear.
Determines more 
quickly (than A) 
the availability 
of payee funds.
NA Does not need to 
clear the check.
C. Lockbox Returned check does 
not contain payee 
endorsement.
Does not need to 
handle the payment.
NA Can bill payee for 
lockbox service.
D. Funds transfer Less float than 
cash and transfer.
NA Can bill payer 
for processing 
the invoice.
Can bill payee 
for sending 
remittance data.
E. Check guarantee Order process 
delayed by 
guarantee service.
Must pay guarantee 
fee. Has assurance 
that payment will be 
received.
NA NA
E Certified check Must pay for 
certification. 
No float.
Can process order 
without worrying 
that payer’s check 
will be paid.
Can bill payer for 
certification. Can 
use funds while 
on hold.
No returned checks 
to process.
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HOMEWORK PROBLEM 3
Describe exposures and related controls for the buyer’s (Frank Carnella’s) purchasing and cash disburse­
ments systems,16 the seller’s (PC Gifts & Flowers) order entry/sales and cash receipts systems, the buyer’s 
bank (Chemical Bank), and the seller’s bank (Bank of Boston). Indicate whether a control is preventive, 
detective, or corrective (P/D/C).
16. In answering this question, assume that Carnella represents an organization having a full set of accounting information systems, 
including purchasing and cash disbursements systems.
17. Because Carnella has made a retail purchase and his check is attached to his order, his purchase and cash disbursement problems 
are addressed by the same solutions. This would not be the case in a business purchase situation that would typically have con­
secutive transactions for the purchase, receipt of goods, receipt of invoice, followed by a cash disbursement.
Suggested Solution: See Exhibits TN 18 and TN 19.
EXHIBIT TN 19
Purchasing and cash disbursements systems (the buyer)17; the buyer’s bank:
Exposure Solution P/D/C
Purchase is unauthorized. • Only authorized agents have passwords granting access to the 
computer with which they can access the Web.
• Only authorized agents have the PIN to unlock the E-Checkbook.
P
P
Purchase is to a bogus vendor. Use the vendor’s public key. (But, ultimately, there is no greater 
protection against bogus vendors than with paper checks.)
P
Disbursement is unauthorized. Only authorized agents have the PIN to unlock the E-Checkbook. P
Disbursement is duplicated • Secure hash codes link the order to the E-Check; thus the P
or fraudulent. E-Check cannot be attached to another purchase order.
• Unique check number can be used by banks to detect 
duplicate checks.
D
Check is not good. • Review for duplicate checks. D
• Verify signatures. D
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EXHIBIT TN 19
Order entry and cash receipts system (the seller); the seller’s bank:
Exposure Solution P/D/C
Customer’s check is not good. • Delay shipment until check clears. P
• Guarantee the check. C
• Require certified check. P
• Only accept orders, even those with E-Check payment, 
from customers who have been previously screened.
P
Process one order more Maintain a database of incoming orders and review all incoming D
than once. orders for duplicates.
Customer is bogus. Signature block’s secure hash code will determine if order and 
check are one logical unit and have not been altered. (While this 
does not determine legitimacy of customer, it does determine that 
the customer’s check and order originated together.)
D
Check is not good. • Review for duplicate checks. D
• Verify signatures. D
• Send rejects to payer bank in a timely manner. C
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HOMEWORK PROBLEM 4
For each exposure below (A-F), describe a solution (e.g., a control) that will prevent, detect, or correct the problem 
caused by the exposure.
A. Evil Eve, an attacker, takes a check, copies it and sends one copy with an order to L.L. Bean and the 
other copy with an order to Land’s End to get two sweaters illegally.
Suggested Solution: One or more of the following could be used to prevent Eve from intercepting and 
duplicating the check or detecting that she has done so:
1. Use of a specific pay-to-the-order-of field (e.g., payee’s public key) would prevent Eve from using 
the check for a different payee.
2. The signature block of the check contains a secure hash code that binds the check together. This 
would link the order and check, preventing Eve from substituting her order.
3. The checkbook puts a unique serial number on the check. Assuming that L. L. Bean and Land’s End 
both deposit those checks to Citibank (i.e., the bank of first deposit), Citibank should verify when the 
check is deposited that it has not already accepted this check for deposit (detective).
4. Ultimately, if the check is written on a Bank of Boston account, Bank of Boston is the only organi­
zation that can do final duplicate detection; the payer’s bank is the last line of defense because it 
knows all checks clearing from all sources against that particular account. So it will adopt some 
rule, such as, pay the first one received from any source.
B. A customer’s check data (payee, amount, attachments) is modified.
Suggested Solution: E-Check software will review the secure hash totals in the signature block to deter­
mine if any signed E-Check blocks have been altered (detective).
C. Naughty Norm, an attacker, takes a check from a legitimate payer, substitutes his own order and resends the 
check with his order, leading a merchant to inadvertently process a fraudulent order and ship goods to Norm. 
Suggested Solution: Using secure hash codes, E-Check could cryptographically tie an order form to the 
check. Thus, when a payee verifies the digital signature on the check, they would simultaneously verify the 
same signature on the order form. Norm would be unable to separate check from order form (preventive).
D. Bad Bob uses Good Greta’s private key to make checks that appear to have been prepared by Greta.
Suggested Solution: Access to the private key, which is contained in a token (smart card, PCMCIA card, 
or secure cryptographic device), requires both possession of the token and knowledge of the PIN that 
“unlocks” it (preventive).
E. Pathetic Pete puts a Trojan horse on Hapless Henry’s PC or information appliance, which causes Henry’s 
E-Checkbook to write a check to a different payee than Henry intended. The screen displays Henry’s 
intended payee, while the E-Check itself contains Pathetic Pete’s fraudulent information.
Suggested Solution: E-check software would update the check register each time it wrote a check, pro­
viding an independent record of every check written. To detect a fraudulent transaction, Henry would 
take the E-Checkbook to another information appliance (one without a Trojan Horse), and see for what 
amount or to what payee the check was written. Although the check probably would be paid by then, at 
least Henry would have an audit trail to work from (detective).
F. Fumbling Phil drops his E-Checkbook in the subway. He has written his PIN on the card. Savage Sally 
uses the E-Checkbook to write checks (that will appear to be legitimate) against Phil’s account.
Suggested Solution: Phil should not write his PIN on his E-Checkbook. But, if he does, technology does 
offer additional protection. Biometric identification (thumb prints, iris scans, retina scans, infrared face 
images) could eventually be implemented to prevent the misuse of E-Checkbooks by an unauthorized 
user who has obtained the PIN and the E-Checkbook.
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JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC.
Robert L. Wyatt, Assistant Professor of Accounting 
Drury College, Springfield, Missouri
Polly A. Wilson, Senior Accountant
Fred K. Lawrence & Associates, CPAs, Jackson, Tennessee
CASE DESCRIPTION
Johnston Gin Company, Inc., is a privately held corporation with family members holding the majority of 
common stock and area farmers holding the remainder. The Company’s primary source of income is from the 
sale of cottonseed. Johnston gins cotton at its facilities located east of Memphis, Tennessee. With assistance 
from their bookkeeper, Nancy Numbers, Johnston regularly prepares income-tax basis financial statements, 
reporting income and expenses on an accrual basis for federal income tax purposes (see exhibits 1 and 2).
During the past fiscal year, Johnston refinanced its long-term debt with the Walker Bank of Memphis. 
The Walker Bank, as a part of the loan agreement, requires Johnston to present a reviewed balance sheet. 
Johnston must also meet certain debt covenants stated in the refinancing agreement and must maintain a 
minimum working capital and current ratio of 1.25:1.
Johnston contacted a local university, Xanadu University, for advice after experiencing continual 
discrepancies with their bookkeeper, Ms. Numbers. Johnston desires accurate financial statements and 
bookkeeping before presentation of reviewed financial statements to its bank. A professor at Xanadu 
University and Blake Brady, a local CPA and graduate student, agreed to examine Johnston’s situation.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Upon investigation, Brady discovered the following about Johnston’s operations:
(1) Johnston has proposed to accrue an expected cottonseed rebate from Andersen Corporation, a new 
customer and one of its main ones. Johnston holds delivery tickets for a large amount (7,012 tons) of 
cottonseed. Andersen usually provides a rebate to its suppliers based on the tonnage of cottonseed delivered 
to its facilities. Andersen estimated this rebate to be approximately $13.00 per ton.
However, there is no guarantee that Johnston will receive a rebate and the rebate is not payable until 
three months after the end of the fiscal year. The cottonseed rebate amounts to around 10 percent of 
Johnston’s total income. Johnston received a check for this rebate in the amount of $125,774 after the close 
of its fiscal year, but before the issuance of the financial statements.
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(2) Depreciation is recorded using the modified accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS) for financial 
reporting and income taxes. Under MACRS, depreciation aggregated $62,818 for the year ended March 31, 
19x5 and accumulated depreciation totaled $936,944. Johnston is considering a change to generally accepted 
accounting principles (GAAP) to facilitate a switch from MACRS depreciation to straight-line. Johnston 
believes this would obtain a better matching of revenue and expenses. Depreciation for the year would have 
been $44,288 using the straight-line method, with accumulated depreciation totaling $791,689.
(3) Johnston refinanced its long-term debt with a $650,000 note payable in annual installments of 
$43,333 plus accrued interest, beginning October 19x5. Interest accrues at prime plus 2.25 percent. The 
refinancing agreement with the stockholder indicates the $18,000 note is payable on demand. Johnston 
incurred additional costs of $11,673 to secure the long-term financing and $10,493 of interest expense off the 
previous note payable. The bookkeeper failed to record these expenses. Accrued interest expense on 
Johnston’s notes payable amounted to $31,883; accrued interest receivable on the company’s certificates of 
deposit was $3,143.
(4) Johnston had prepaid insurance in the amount of $10,609.
(5) The combined federal and state income tax rate is 30 percent.
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EXHIBIT 1
JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC.
BALANCE SHEET
MARCH 31,19X5
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Customer Loans Receivable
Due from Employees
$ 208,064
54,161
6,301
TOTAL CURRENT ASSSETS $ 268,526
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Land
Buildings
Machinery & Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
9,675
158,660
1,170,305
(936,944)
TOTAL PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT 401,696
TOTAL ASSETS $ 670,222
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Accrued Taxes Payable
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
$ 2,809
1,234
$ 4,043
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EXHIBIT 1 (cont’d)
JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC.
BALANCE SHEET
MARCH 31, 19X5
LONG-TERM DEBT
Note Payable — Stockholder $ 18,000
Note Payable — First State Bank 15,000
Note Payable — Bank of Walker 627,834
Note Payable — 1st Nat’l Bank of Omaha 7,665
TOTAL LONG-TERM DEBT 668,499
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 672,542
STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY
Common Stock 141,350
Retained Earnings (180,792)
Treasury Stock (20,800)
Current Period Income 57,922
TOTAL STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY (2,320)
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY $ 670,222
EXHIBIT 2
JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC. 
INCOME STATEMENT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 19X5
REVENUES
Cottonseed
Motes
Compression Refund
Cottonseed Rebates
Other
TOTAL REVENUES
COST OF SALES
Seed Purchases
Hauling Cotton to Gin
Baled Cotton & Motes Hauled
Gin Utilities
Seed Hauling
Hauling to Compress
TOTAL COST OF SALES
$ 678,962
61,564
285,040
81,651
5,724
$1,112,941
$ 293,545
49,355
12,345
77,620
65,831
34,234
532,930
GROSS PROFIT $ 580,011
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EXHIBIT 2 (cont’d)
JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC.
INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 19X5
OPERATING EXPENSES
Advertising $ 4,338
Auto & Truck 19,451
Contract Labor 32
Depreciation 62,818
Directors Fees 1,325
Dues & Subscriptions 691
Freight 128
Insurance 57,242
Interest 28,118
Laundry & Cleaning 455
Legal & Accounting 8,922
Licenses & Fees 1,561
Miscellaneous 1,386
Office Expense 5,750
Rent 8,695
Repairs and Maintenance 40,040
Salaries — Officers 47,550
Salaries and Wages 177,319
Supplies 8,568
Taxes — Payroll 26,851
Taxes — Other 3,420
Telephone 7,264
Travel 759
Utilities 9,406
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
NET INCOME
522,089
$ 57,922
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ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS
(1) In order to prepare financial statements, Johnston must decide whether it should change depreciation 
methods (the major factor behind a decision to change to GAAP for financial reporting purposes). Discuss 
your recommendation and reasons for whether a change should be made.
(2) Johnston desires to accrue the cottonseed rebate which would substantially improve its financial 
position. Should this treatment be allowed? Why or why not?
(3) Based on the information discovered by the CPA and your decisions above, prepare a balance sheet 
as of March 31, 19x5, and an income statement for the year then ended.
(4) If you were retained by Johnston’s accountant, what recommendations would you make for improv­
ing the company’s financial reporting system?
REFERENCES
Financial Accounting Standards Board. Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 5, “Accounting for 
Contingencies,” (Stanford, CT: FASB, 1975).
Financial Accounting Standards Board. “Reporting Earnings, ” (Stanford, CT: FASB, 1979).
Financial Accounting Standards Board. Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 5, “Recognition 
and Measurement in Financial Statements of Business Enterprises,” (Stanford, CT: FASB, 1984).
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Johnston Gin Company, Inc. 
TEACHING NOTES
Robert L. Wyatt, Assistant Professor of Accounting 
Drury College, Springfield, Missouri
Polly A. Wilson, Senior Accountant
Fred K. Lawrence & Associates, CPAs, Jackson, Tennessee
CLASSROOM USE OF THE CASE
This case is appropriate for use in the first Intermediate course. Students should have prior exposure to 
gain/loss contingencies and changes in accounting methods (i.e., depreciation). Additionally, this case should 
follow the discussion of subsequent events reporting. Several of the issues (although not all) may also be 
discussed in principles courses. Instructors pursuing this option should revise the case to exclude treatment 
of long-term debt refinancing and should eliminate the tax considerations surrounding each issue.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND CASE OBJECTIVES
This case is primarily concerned with two financial issues — changes in depreciation methods and the 
accounting treatment of gain contingencies for a cotton gin facility. In addition, the case requires students to 
apply the appropriate treatment of a post balance sheet date event. Also, students are asked to briefly consider 
and examine the need for timely financial preparation. The case was written primarily for use in the first 
Intermediate Accounting course, although portions may be incorporated in principles classes (see explanation 
above). With adequate out-of-class preparation by class members, the class discussion should be adequate for 
one session (i.e., approximately 75 minutes).
ACCOUNTING ISSUES
The case deals with numerous ideas appropriate for discussion in an Intermediate Accounting course. 
Specifically, the following issues can be discussed:
(1) Johnston must determine the appropriate accounting treatment for a gain contingency — a cottonseed 
rebate which would substantially improve its financial position. Additionally, the payment is received after 
the balance sheet date but before the issuance of the financial statements, providing an opportunity to explore 
accounting for subsequent events.
(2) Johnston must decide whether it should change depreciation methods. This provides an opportunity 
to discuss the accounting treatment for a change in depreciation methods and the reasoning involved in 
making such a switch.
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(3) Johnston must determine the appropriate accounting treatment for the refinancing of its long-term debt 
which is now payable on demand. Additionally, costs incurred to conduct this refinancing are introduced.
(4) The case also provides an opportunity to examine the need for continual communication between the 
accounting department and the owner of a company. Also, the need for timely financial statement preparation 
can be explored.
SUGGESTED SOLUTION
(1) Johnston, Inc., should probably change to GAAP accounting for reporting purposes to facilitate a 
change in depreciation method from MACRS to straight-line. This change to the straight-line method would 
result in better matching of the cost of the assets with the revenues produced by the assets over their 
economic lives. The future service potential of assets is consumed over many periods. The straight-line 
depreciation method assumes an asset’s consumption pattern will be constant over its expected life. On the 
other hand, the MACRS depreciation method, designed to stimulate economic development and capital 
investment, rapidly expenses the cost of an asset. In the case of Johnston Gin Company, Inc., its asset 
consumption pattern seems to be somewhat constant over the asset’s life. Therefore, the straight-line method 
would more accurately achieve matching of revenues and expenses.
(2) The expected cottonseed rebate is a contingent gain. The company fully expects to receive a rebate 
based on the tonnage of cottonseed sold to Andersen Corporation. However, Andersen Corporation reserves 
the right to disallow the rebate depending on its financial condition. The Financial Accounting Standards 
Board has concluded that gain contingencies should not be accrued in financial statements because they may 
cause revenue to be recognized before it is realized. However, events sometimes occur between the end of 
the period covered by the financial statements and the date of completing the reporting that would influence 
the understanding and evaluation of the financial statements. Subsequent events should be recorded in the 
financial statements. Since Johnston Gin Company, Inc. received the actual payment for the cottonseed 
rebate before the issuance of the financial statements and the amount has a material effect on its financial 
statements, an adjustment should be made to reflect the income.
(3) The corrected balance sheet and income statement prepared for Johnston based upon the additional 
information discovered by Brady are presented on the following pages. The journal entries required to 
prepare the revised financial statements follow.
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JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC.
BALANCE SHEET
MARCH 31, 19X5
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash in Bank
Customer Loans Receivable 
Accounts Receivable 
Due from Employees 
Prepaid Insurance
Interest Receivable
$ 208,064
54,161
125,774
6,301
10,609
3,143
TOTAL CURRENT ASSSETS $ 408,052
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Land
Buildings
Machinery & Equipment
Less: Accumulated Depreciation
9,675
158,660
1,170,305
(791,689)
TOTAL PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT 546,951
OTHER ASSETS
Loan Costs, Net of Amortization 11,284
TOTAL OTHER ASSETS 11,284
TOTAL ASSETS $ 966,287
LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
Interest Payable
Current Maturities of Long-Term Debt 
Accrued Taxes Payable
Income Taxes Payable
Note Payable — Stockholder
Note Payable — First State Bank
$ 2,809
31,883 
43,333
1,234
40,984
18,000
15,000
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES $ 153,243
LONG-TERM DEBT
Note Payable — Bank of Walker
Note Payable — 1st Nat’l Bank of Omaha 
Less: Current Maturities Above
650,000
7,665 
(43,333)
TOTAL LONG-TERM DEBT 614,332
DEFERRED INCOME TAXES 38,018
TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 805,593
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JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC. 
BALANCE SHEET (cont’d) 
MARCH 31, 19X5
STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY
Common Stock 141,350
Retained Earnings (180,792)
Treasury Stock (20,800)
Current Period Income 220,936
TOTAL STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDER’S EQUITY 
160,694
$ 966,287
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JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC. 
INCOME STATEMENT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 19X5
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES
REVENUES
Cottonseed $ 678,962
Motes 61,564
Compression Refund 285,040
Cottonseed Rebates 207,425
Other 8,867
TOTAL REVENUES $1,241,858
COST OF SALES
Seed Purchases $ 293,545
Hauling Cotton to Gin 49,355
Baled Cotton & Motes Hauled 12,345
Gin Utilities 77,620
Seed Hauling 65,831
Hauling to Compress 34,234
TOTAL COST OF SALES 532,930
GROSS PROFIT $ 708,928
OPERATING EXPENSES
Advertising 4,338
Auto & Truck 19,451
Contract Labor 32
Amortization 389
Depreciation 44,288
Directors Fees 1,325
Dues & Subscriptions 691
Freight 128
Insurance 46,633
Interest 70,494
Laundry & Cleaning 455
Legal & Accounting 8,922
Licenses & Fees 1,561
Miscellaneous 1,386
Office Expense 5,750
Rent 8,695
Repairs and Maintenance 40,040
Salaries — Officers 47,550
Salaries and Wages 177,319
Supplies 8,568
Taxes — Payroll 26,851
Taxes — Other 3,420
Telephone 7,264
Travel 759
Utilities 9,406
535,715
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JOHNSTON GIN COMPANY, INC. 
INCOME STATEMENT (cont’d) 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 19X5
INCOME FROM OPERATIONS BEFORE INCOME TAXES 173,213
PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX
Income Taxes 40,984
TOTAL PROVISION FOR INCOME TAXES 40,984
INCOME FROM OPERATIONS 132,229
Cumulative Effect of Change in Depreciation Method,
Net of Taxes of $38,018 88,707
NET INCOME $ 220,936
Interest Expense 10,493
Loan Costs 11,673
Note Payable — Bank of Walker 22,166
Interest Expense 31,883
Interest Payable 31,883
Interest Receivable 3,143
Other Income 3,143
Accumulated Depreciation 18,530
Depreciation Expense 18,530
Accounts Receivable 125,774
Cottonseed Rebate 125,774
Prepaid Insurance 10,609
Insurance 10,609
Amortization Expense 389
Loan Costs 389
Accumulated Depreciation 126,775
Deferred Taxes 38,018
Cumulative Effect of Change in Depreciation Method 88,707
Income Taxes 40,984
Income Tax Payable 40,984
(4) Johnston Gin Company, Inc. needs increased communication with its bookkeeper in order to prevent 
material errors from occurring. Management is responsible for the financial statements. If management 
properly evaluates the financial statements on a regular basis, many discrepancies can be eliminated. In 
addition, seeking the advice of a professional would improve the company’s understanding of the basic 
financial statements and current accounting principles and guidelines.
